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Preface

This manual is reference for the DirXmetahub meta agents. It consists of the following
sections:

� Chapter 1 introduces the set of DirXmetahub meta agents.

� Chapter 2 describes the Lotus Notes meta agent.

� Chapter 3 describes the Windows NT meta agent.

� Chapter 4 describes the Microsoft Exchange meta agent.

� Chapter 5 describes the Microsoft Active Directory meta agent.

� Chapter 6 describes the ODBC meta agent.

� Chapter 7 describes the Novell NDS meta agent.

� Chapter 8 describes the SAP R3 meta agent.

� Chapter 9 describes the Hicom DMS meta agent.

� Chapter 10 describes the DS-Win meta agent.

� Appendix A provides information about the Microsoft Exchange directory schema.

� Appendix B provides information about Windows NT attributes and their possible
values.

� Appendix C describes the Microsoft Exchange Server Administrator, which you can
use in place of the Microsoft Exchange meta agent to import data into a Microsoft
Exchange directory.

 DirXmetahub Document Set
The DirXmetahub document set consists of the following manuals:

� DirXmetahub Administration Guide. Use this book to obtain a description of
DirXmetahub architecture and components and to understand the basic tasks of
DirXmetahub administration using DirXmetahub Manager.

� DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference. Use this book to obtain reference information
about DirXmetahub server programs, scripts, and files.

� DirXmetahub Meta Agent Reference (this manual). Use this book to obtain reference
information about the DirXmetahub meta agent programs, scripts, and files.

� DirXmetahubTroubleshooting Guide. Use this book to track down and solve problems
in your DirXmetahub installation.
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� DirXmetahub Installation Guide. Use this book to install DirXmetahub.

� DirXmetahub Release Notes. Use this book to understand the features and limitations
of the current release. This document is shipped with the DirXmetahub installation as
the file Readme.txt.

Notation Conventions
Boldface type

In command syntax, bold words and characters represent commands or keywords that
must be entered exactly as shown.

In examples, bold words and characters represent user input.

Italic type
In command syntax, italic words and characters represent placeholders for information
that you must supply.

[  ]
In command syntax, square braces enclose optional items.

{  }
In command syntax, braces enclose a list from which you must choose one item.

In Tcl syntax, you must actually type in the braces, which will appear in boldface type.

 |
In command syntax, the vertical bar separates items in a list of choices.

...
In command syntax, ellipses indicate that the previous item can be repeated.

install_path
The exact name of the root of the directory where DirXmetahub programs and files are
installed. The default installation directory is userID_home_directory/DirXmetahub on
UNIX systems and C:\Program Files\Siemens\DirXmetahub on Windows
NT/Windows 2000 systems. During installation the installation directory can be
specified. In this manual the installation-specific portion of pathnames is represented
by the notation install_path.
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Chapter

1
1 DirXmetahub Meta Agents

The meta agent component of DirXmetahub is the interface to a specific connected
directory. Its function is to import data into that directory and export data from that
directory. The following figure illustrates the meta agent component and its relationship to
the meta controller and meta directory components.

Figure 1: Meta Controller and Meta Agent Control Flow

Meta agents can be designed to handle a particular connected directory, such as NT or
Lotus Notes, or they can be designed to handle a specific set of connected directories; for
example, ADSI directories or ODBC databases.

The meta controller can also perform the meta agent function: it can export meta directory
data into LDIF structured files, and it can import LDIF structured files into the meta
directory database. In this way, the meta controller can act as a generic LDAP agent for
meta directory stores.
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The next sections provide a description of meta agent architecture and the files used by
meta agent components. The remainder of this document provides reference information
about each DirXmetahub meta agent, including:

� Command line format

� Import and export configuration file format, and how the data in the configuration file
affect the meta agent's import and export operation

� Import and export data file format

� Import error file format

1.1 Meta Agent Architecture
DirXmetahub provides two types of meta agent:

� Command line-based meta agents

� Synchronization profile-based meta agents

1.1.1 Command Line-Based Meta Agents
A command line-based meta agent is implemented as an executable program that is
invoked from a command line. This type of meta agent can perform a unidirectional (one-
way) synchronization, which is either:

� The export of data from its associated connected directory into an export data file for
subsequent import into the meta directory store. Some meta agents can export
incremental data (deltas or changes). If the connected directory does not support
deltas (or does, but only partially), the meta agent keeps a copy of the connected
directory data in a "delta base" file. The meta agent uses this file to generate delta
information or to complete it.

� The import of data into its associated connected directory that has been previously
exported from the meta directory store. Some meta agents can perform special
administration tasks in the connected directory on import; for example, the creation of
mailboxes or user accounts.

A command line-based meta agent can also handle entry and attribute filtering (this
filtering is independent of the filtering performed by the meta controller).

A command line-based meta agent requires the operation of the meta controller to
complete a synchronization task. The set of command line-based meta agents currently
provided by DirXmetahub include:

� A Lotus Notes meta agent

� A Windows NT meta agent

� A Microsoft Exchange meta agent
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� A Microsoft Active Directory (ADS) meta agent

� An Open Database Connectivity (ODBC) meta agent

� A Novell NDS meta agent

� A SAP R/3 meta agent

1.1.2 Synchronization Profile-Based Meta Agents
A synchronization profile-based meta agent is implemented as a synchronization profile
that is invoked from the meta controller. Because its operation is combined with the meta
controller operation, this type of meta agent can perform bi-directional synchronization of
data between the meta directory store and a connected directory. For example, if the meta
directory store is the entry owner, a synchronization profile-based agent can:

� Export entries from the meta directory store, and then synchronize those entries with a
connected directory by importing them into the connected directory

� Export any new connected directory-specific data created during the import (for
example, a unique identifier value for the entry), and then synchronize the new data
into the meta directory by importing it back into the owned entries (for example, by
adding the unique identifier as an entry attribute)

Synchronization profile-based meta agents provide a higher level of quality and reliability
that their basic counterparts because all of the information about a synchronization task is
available in a single run-time executable file (the synchronization profile).

The set of synchronization profile-based meta agents currently provided by DirXmetahub
include:

� A Siemens Hicom Domain Management System (HDMS) meta agent

� A Siemens DS-Win meta agent

1.2 DirXmetahub Meta Agent Files
DirXmetahub meta agents use the following files:

� Import and export configuration files

� Import and export data files

1.2.1 Meta Agent Configuration Files
The meta agent export and import configuration files "configure" a meta agent's import
and/or export process.

The directory synchronization parameters for command line-based meta agent
configuration are contained in "*.ini" configuration files, which are generally specified on
the command line that invokes the meta agent import or export operation. The
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configuration files consist of fields that control directory synchronization parameters such
as:

� The category of entry to be exported from the connected directory; for example, NT
accounts, NT local groups, or NT global groups

� The set of attributes to be exported from the connected directory; typically a subset of
the total number of available attributes can be selected through the export
configuration file

� Whether a full or delta import or export of entries is performed

� The import integration process, such as whether or not existing entries are updated
with imported information, whether or not existing entries are deleted if they match
entries in the import file, whether imported attribute values replace existing attributes,
and so on.

� The server and/or target directory for the import or export

The synchronization profile-based meta agents' directory synchronization parameters are
generally specified as profile switches in the variable section of the meta agent's
synchronization profile. The synchronization profile-based meta agents also support
import and export mapping rule files that configure the attribute mapping between the
directories to be synchronized.

The directory synchronization parameters available in the export and import configuration
files or the synchronization profile variable section depend upon the individual meta agent.
See the description of each meta agent for an explanation of the format and content of its
export and import configuration files and how they affect the meta agent's operation.

1.2.2 Import and Export Data Files
Meta agents use import and export data files to communicate with the meta controller, and
both meta agents and the meta controller use these files as intermediate storage in the
synchronization process. (Note that protocol access is possible for LDAP-enabled
connected directories.)

Each meta agent supports a specific import data file format in which data to be imported
into its connected directory must be formatted and supports a specific export data file
format that it generates when exporting data from its connected directory. See the
description of each meta agent for a description its import and export data file formats.
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Chapter

2
2 Lotus Notes Meta Agent

NotesAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that handles the import and export of entries
to and from a public Lotus Notes address book maintained on a Lotus Notes/Domino
server. NotesAgent can handle entries of any Lotus Notes document type.

NotesAgent supports Lotus Notes V4.5 and V4.6 and V5.05; it runs on Windows NT 4.0
and Windows 2000 and requires a co-located Notes Client (4.6.3 or 5.05). NotesAgent
uses the Notes API to bind to a Lotus Notes server.

NotesAgent can:

� Perform a full or delta export of Person or Group entries from a Lotus Notes address
book, including multiple attribute values

� Perform a full or delta import of Person or Group entries into a Lotus Notes address
book, including multiple attribute values

� Create a separate "modify/delete" file of modified and deleted entries as part of the
export process

� Create mailboxes and registered users in the Lotus Notes address book as part of the
import process

� Rename, re-certify and delete registered users in the Lotus Notes address book as
part of the import process

� Generate an import error file that records all entries that it fails to import

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figures illustrate the components of NotesAgent export and import
operations.



                                    Lotus Notes Meta Agent
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Figure 2: NotesAgent Export Components

Figure 3: NotesAgent Import Components
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This chapter describes:

� NotesAgent command line format for export and import operations

� NotesAgent configuration files for export and import operations

� The export data file format that NotesAgent generates

� The import data file format that NotesAgent recognizes

� NotesAgent import error file format

Sample configuration files and scripts are provided in the \Samples\Notes directory of the
DirXmetahub installation. See the file NotesReadme.txt for a description of these files
and scripts.

2.1 Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke NotesAgent is as follows:

NotesAgent.exe sync_switch data_file configuration_file error_file>initial_error_file

Parameters

sync_switch

Specifies the type of directory synchronization that NotesAgent is to perform. Possible
values are:

/e - Invokes the NotesAgent export function
 /i - Invokes the NotesAgent import function

data_file

For export: specifies the pathname of the target export data file that is to contain the
entries that NotesAgent extracts from a Lotus Notes address book. For delta exports
this file must already exist and is used as the delta base to generate delta information.
 For import: specifies the pathname of the source file that contains the data to be
imported into the Lotus Notes address book.

configuration_file

Specifies the name of the file that contains the specifications for the import or export
procedure.

error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which NotesAgent is to write error messages about
errors that occur during the import or export process, in the format:

#error_code
 #error_message
 [error_specific_information]
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where error_code is the code for the error that occurred, error_message is a
description of the error, and error_specific_information is additional information that
can appear depending on the type of error. For example:
#ProcessAddress error:
 #Find more as one document with the following
ItemIdentityName(s):
 LastName: Test00000
 FirstName: Hugo
 ShortName: hTest00000

In this example, the last three lines are specific for this error.

For an import operation, NotesAgent writes additional information about the entries
that it cannot import into the Notes address book into the file specified in error_file.
See "Import Error File Format" for more details about the contents of the error file on
an import operation.

initial_error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which NotesAgent is to write error messages about
errors that occur before it creates error_file. The error format is the same as that of
error_file.

2.2 Configuration File Formats
NotesAgent uses the following configuration files:

� Notes export configuration file — controls the export of data from a Lotus Notes
address book

� Notes import configuration file — controls the import of data into a Lotus Notes
address book

� Password configuration files — automate password authentication during NotesAgent
login to a Lotus Notes server and enable the assignment of a default password for
registered users

See "General Structure of a Configuration File" for a description of the basic organization.

Templates of these configuration files are provided with the NotesAgent installation. The
filenames are:

� NotesExport.ini

� NotesImport.ini

� NotesPathPWIni.ini

� NotesPassword.ini

In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of your Lotus
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Notes import and export operations.

2.2.1 General Structure of a Configuration File
A NotesAgent configuration file consists of sections and fields defined within those
sections. A configuration file has the following structure:

[SectionName]
 <;comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .
 [SectionName]
 <;comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .

SectionName is a keyword enclosed in square brackets ([ ]) that identifies the purpose of
the section. sectionField is a keyword that identifies the field and fieldValue is the value
assigned to the section field, preceded by the equal sign (=). For example:

UpdateExportFile=1

Comments can be inserted anywhere in the configuration file and are identified by a
semicolon (;) at the beginning of a line.

2.2.2 Export Configuration File Format
The NotesAgent export configuration file consists of these sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Export section (required)

� The Export Items section (optional)

These sections are described below.

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the export configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The current version is:
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Version=1.02

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the NotesAgent
export configuration file. The NotesAgent is able to process configuration files with version
number 1.00, 1.01, 1.02 or "old" files that do not contain a Version section. The following
table provides information about the differences between export configuration file versions
and about the support of older export configuration file versions for compatibility reasons:

                                     "Old"           1.00                 1.01                  1.02
 FileForDeleteAddr      Supported  Not supported  Not supported  Not supported
 FileForModifiedAddr  Supported  Not supported  Not supported  Supported

The Export Section

The Export section consists of fields that define the parameters of an export operation for
NotesAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

Server

The Server field specifies the name of the Notes server that contains the Notes address
book from which entries are to be exported. The syntax is:

Server=[server_name]

where server_name is the name of a Lotus Notes server, in the format:

"CN=server_name/O=organization_name[/…]"

For example:
Server="CN=westford/O=IRIS/O=LOTUS"

If server_name is not specified, the NotesAgent uses the local Notes address book (the
address book that is present on the machine on which NotesAgent is running) as the
export target.

This is a mandatory field.

AdrBook

The AdrBook field specifies the name of the Notes address book from which entries are
to be exported. The syntax is:

AdrBook=filename[.nsf]

where filename is the name of a Notes address book managed by the Notes server
specified in the Server field and .nsf is the file extension, which is automatically supplied
by NotesAgent if you do not specify it explicitly. (You cannot use a different extension). A
single Notes server can support multiple Notes address books. NotesAgent can export
from only one Notes address book at a time.

This is a mandatory field.
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FormName

The FormName field specifies the Lotus Notes document type to be extracted from the
Notes address book. The syntax is:

FormName=document_type

where document_type is a Lotus Notes document type. For example:
FormName=Person

This is a mandatory field.

SMTPHostDomain

The SMTPHostDomain field controls the generation of Internet addresses for Person
entries exported from a Notes address book. The syntax is:

SMTPHostDomain=[domain_name | None]

Notes address books do not store Internet addresses. You can use the
SMTPHostDomain field to control:

� whether or not Internet addresses are generated for Person entries that are exported
from the Notes address book

� the domain supplied in the generated Internet address for each Person entry

Specify the name of a host in domain_name to generate an Internet address for each
exported entry that uses this domain. For each exported entry, the NotesAgent generates
an Internet address in the SMTP format:

name@domain_name

where name is the value of the ShortName attribute of the Notes entry and domain_name
is the value supplied in domain_name. For example, if SMTPHostDomain is:

SMTPHostDomain=wstfd.ibm.us

and the value of ShortName for the entry is:
ShortName: Ray.Ozzie

the generated Internet address for the entry is:
Ray.Ozzie@wstfd.ibm.us

The Internet address is written to the export data file in this form:
InternetAddress: Ray.Ozzie@wstfd.ibm.us

Specify the keyword None to suppress Internet address generation for exported entries.

If no value is specified in this field, NotesAgent generates SMTP-format Internet
addresses for the exported entries using the ShortName attribute for the name part of the
address and the value of the SMTPFullHostDomain attribute of the Notes server entry
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("document", in Notes terminology) in the hostname part of the address. It also updates
the SMTPHostDomain field in the export configuration file with the retrieved Notes
SMTPFullHostDomain attribute value.

This is a mandatory field.

ModifiedAddresses

The ModifiedAddresses field controls whether NotesAgent performs a full or delta export
of the document type specified in the FormName field from the Notes address book. The
syntax is:

ModifiedAddresses=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Export all entries of the selected document type (default)

� 1—Export only those entries that have been added, deleted, or modified after the date
specified in the ModifiedDate field

If 0 is specified, NotesAgent creates one file that contains all of the entries of the selected
document type that are present in the address book. This file is called the "export data
file" (or "full export data file") and is the file specified as an import data file to metacp. If 1
is specified, NotesAgent creates two files:

� A file that contains all of the entries of the selected document type that are present in
the address book (the full export data file); this is the file specified in data_file on the
command line

� A "modify and delete" file, which contains the entries that have been added, modified
or deleted since the date specified in ModifiedDate (delta export data file). New and
modified entries are identified by a "modify" changetype attribute. Deleted entries are
identified by a "delete" changetype attribute. See the section "Delta Export data file
Format" for further details about "modify/delete" file format.

NotesAgent creates the "modify/delete" file using the pathname specified in the
FileForModifiedAddr field.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
file), NotesAgent exports all entries of the selected document type that are present in the
address book.

ModifiedDate

The ModifiedDate field specifies the date to be used to select entries for export. The
syntax is:

ModifiedDate=date_and_time

where date is one of the date and time formats supported by Windows NT. For example:
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ModifiedDate=22.06.98 14:20:25

specifies the date in European date and time format. In this example, all entries added,
deleted, or modified after the specified date are to be exported. After NotesAgent
performs a delta export, it updates this field in the export configuration file with the current
date and time to enable subsequent delta exports. The date and time format specified in
this field must match the date and time format selected in the Windows NT Regional
Settings Properties Date and Time tabs.

This is an optional field unless ModifiedAddresses is set to 1.

UpdateExportFile

The UpdateExportFile field controls (for delta exports only) whether or not the full export
data file created by the NotesAgent can be updated. The syntax is:

UpdateExportFile=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Do not update the full export data file

� 1—Update the full export data file (default)

If 0 is specified, NotesAgent creates a new full export data file on subsequent export
operations and preserves the original full export data file it creates on the initial export. If 1
is specified, NotesAgent overwrites the original full export data file on subsequent export
operations.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent preserves the original full export data file on subsequent export operations.
NotesAgent evaluates this field only when performing a delta export (ModifiedAddresses
set to 1).

CopyDeletedAdrInModFile

The CopyDeletedAdrInModFile field controls whether or not NotesAgent retrieves the
contents of entries of the document type selected with the FormName field that have
been deleted since a full export data file was last generated. The syntax is:

CopyDeletedAdrInModFile=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Do not retrieve the contents of deleted entries

� 1—Retrieve the contents of deleted entries (default)

The Notes address book retains the identifiers of deleted entries, although their contents
are removed. Specifying 0 in this field directs NotesAgent to write the identifiers of the
deleted entries to the "modified/deleted" file that it creates if the ModifiedAddresses field
is set to 1. Specifying 1 in this field directs NotesAgent to retrieve the entry contents
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associated with the deleted entry identifiers from the most recently generated full export
data file, and write the contents and the identifiers into the "modify/delete" file.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent retrieves the contents of deleted entries. NotesAgent evaluates this field only
when performing a delta export (ModifiedAddresses set to 1).

FileForModifiedAddr

The FileForModifiedAddr field specifies the pathname of the file to which NotesAgent is
to write modified (and deleted) entries during a delta export operation. The syntax is:

FileForModifiedAddr=pathname

where pathname is the name for the "modify/delete" file. For example:
FileForModifiedAddr=c:\lotus\ModDelFile

This field is optional unless ModifiedAddresses is set to 1. NTAgent does not evaluate
this field if ModifiedAddresses is set to 0.

ExportAllItems

The ExportAllItems field controls whether all of the attributes ("items", in Notes
terminology) of entries of the document type selected with the FormName field are
exported, or whether a specified subset of attributes is exported. The syntax is:

ExportAllItems =switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Export only the entry attributes specified in the ExportItems section of the
configuration file

� 1—Export all of the entry attributes (default)

This is an optional field. If it is not specified in the configuration file, NotesAgent exports all
entry attributes for entries of the selected document type.

SearchDocuments

The SearchDocuments field controls whether or not NotesAgent searches for and
exports specific entries ("documents", in Notes terminology) of the document type
specified in the FormName field. The syntax is:

SearchDocuments =switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—All entries are exported (no attribute selection criteria are established for entry
export) (default)
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� 1—Export only the entries described by the SearchItemName and SearchItemValue
fields

If SearchDocuments is set to 1:

� The ModifiedAddresses field is ignored

� Values must be supplied for the SearchItemName and SearchItemValue fields

This is an optional field. If it is not present in the configuration file, NotesAgent exports all
entries of the selected document type.

SearchItemName

The SearchItemName field specifies an attribute within an entry to search for. The syntax
is:

SearchItemName=attribute_name

where attribute_name is a Notes attribute name for an attribute ("item") that can be
present in an entry of the document type specified in the FormName field. For example:

SearchItemName=Department

directs NotesAgent to search all entries of the selected document type for the Department
attribute. The entry is exported if it has the value specified in the SearchItemValue field.

This field is optional unless SearchDocuments is set to 1.

SearchItemValue

The SearchItemValue field specifies a value to search for (case exact match), given an
attribute name to search for that is specified in the SearchItemName field. The syntax is:

SearchItemValue=attribute_value

For example:
SearchItemName=Department
 SearchItemValue=Iris

directs NotesAgent to search all entries in the Notes address book for the Department
attribute, and export entries whose value for the Department attribute is Iris.

This field is optional unless SearchDocuments is set to 1.

Separator

The Separator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual attribute values
of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is:

Separator=[character]

where character is a character or a string used as a multi-valued attribute separator.
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This field is optional. If it is not specified (or not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent uses the comma (,) as the multi-valued attribute separator.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether NotesAgent performs program flow tracing on an export
operation. The syntax is:

Trace=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Do not perform program flow tracing on the export operation (default)

� 1—Perform program flow tracing on the export operation

If 1 is specified, NotesAgent writes information about the export operation to the
pathname specified in the TraceFileName field. The type of information stored in the
trace file depends upon the settings of the TraceLevel_1, TraceLevel_2, and
TraceLevel_3 fields. If Trace is set to 1, one of the trace level fields must also be set to 1.

TraceLevel_1

The TraceLevel_1 field controls whether NotesAgent writes level 1 tracing information
about the export operation. Level 1 tracing information includes a dump of the
configuration file, number of documents, and other program flow variables.

The syntax is:

TraceLevel_1=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Do not write level 1 trace information (default)

� 1—Write level 1 trace information

If 1 is specified, NotesAgent writes level 1 trace information about the export operation to
the pathname specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceLevel_2

The TraceLevel_2 field controls whether NotesAgent writes level 2 tracing information
about the export operation. Level 2 tracing provides more detailed information about
program flow than is provided in level 1 tracing.

The syntax is:

TraceLevel_2=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Do not write level 2 trace information (default)
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� 1—Write level 2 trace information

If 1 is specified, NotesAgent writes level 2 trace information about the export operation to
the pathname specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceLevel_3

The TraceLevel_3 field controls whether NotesAgent writes level 3 tracing information
about the export operation. Level 3 tracing provides more detailed information about
program flow than is provided in level 2 tracing The syntax is:

TraceLevel_3=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0—Do not write level 3 trace information (default)

� 1—Write level 3 trace information

If 1 is specified, NotesAgent writes level 3 trace information about the export operation to
the pathname specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which NotesAgent is
to write information about the export operation. The syntax is:

TraceFileName=pathname

where pathname is the name for the trace file. For example:
TraceFileName=c:\lotus\ExportTraceFile

This field is optional unless Trace is set to 1. NotesAgent does not evaluate this field if
Trace is set to 0.

The Export Items Section

The Export Items section is an optional section of the export configuration file that
specifies a set of entry attributes to be exported from a Notes address book. The section
is only present if the ExportAllItems field in the Export section is set to 1. The syntax is:

attribute_name=switch

where attribute_name is the name of an entry attribute and switch is one of the following
values:

� 0—Do not export the attribute value for attribute_name

� 1—Export the attribute value for attribute_name

For example:
[ExportItems]
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LastName=1
 FirstName=1
 Location=0

Use the switch parameter to select or exclude attributes in the list for export. See the
installed NotesExport.ini file for a list of attribute names known to the NotesAgent.

2.2.3 Import Configuration File Format
The NotesAgent import configuration file consists of the following sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Import section (required)

� The Registered User (RegUser) section (optional)

The next sections describe these sections.

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the import configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The current version is:

Version=1.02

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the NotesAgent
import configuration file. There are no differences between import configuration file
versions.

The Import Section

The Import section consists of fields that define the parameters of the import operation for
NotesAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

Server

The Server field specifies the name of the Notes server that contains the Notes address
book to which entries are to be imported. It has the same syntax and default as the
Server field in the export configuration file and is a mandatory field.

AdrBook

The AdrBook field specifies the name of the Notes address book to which entries are to
be imported. It has the same syntax and default as the AdrBook field in the export
configuration file and is a mandatory field.
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FormName

The FormName field specifies the Lotus Notes document type to be imported into the
target Notes address book. It has the same syntax as the FormName field in the export
configuration file and is a mandatory field.

ItemIdentityName[1,2,3]

The ItemIdentityName fields control how NotesAgent matches entries in the target Notes
address book with entries to be imported into the address book. The syntax is:

ItemIdentityName1=attribute_name | ViewSearchName
 ItemIdentityName2=attribute_name
 ItemIdentityName3=attribute_name

where attribute_name is the name of a Notes attribute in an import entry whose value
NotesAgent is to use match against entries in the Notes address book. NotesAgent uses
case-exact match unless the CaseSensitive field is set to 0. Specifying wildcards is not
supported.

If the Update field is set to 1, at least one ItemIdentityName field must be specified.
When multiple ItemIdentityName fields are specified, NotesAgent "ANDs" the fields;
there is no "OR" function.

When the ItemIdentityName1 field contains the ViewSearchName value and
ViewFolder specifies a Lotus Notes view, it indicates that the view specified in
ViewFolder has been sorted by a composite attribute and that the entries in the import
data file have a ViewSearchName attribute that contains the composite attribute value.
For example, suppose the view specified in ViewFolder has been sorted by the
composite attribute:

LastName , FirstName

The ItemIdentityName1 field must specify:

ItemIdentityName1=ViewSearchName

and each entry in the import data file contains a ViewSearchName attribute type. For
example:

FirstName: Thomas
 LastName: Diaz
 ViewSearchName: Diaz , Thomas

The composite attribute format used in the import data file must match exactly with the
format used in the sorted view. NotesAgent uses the sorted view and the
ViewSearchName attribute values to match entries in the import data file against entries in
the Notes address book. The ViewSearchName value is only relevant when the
ViewFolder field is used.
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Update

The Update field controls whether or not existing Notes entries are modified with imported
information or whether a new entry with the imported information is created, even if a
matching entry already exists in the address book. The syntax is:

Update=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Always create a new Notes entry for an imported entry (create a new Notes ID),
even if a Notes entry that matches it already exists in the address book

� 1-Modify matching Notes entries in the address book and create new Notes entries if
there are no matches for them in the address book (default)

NotesAgent uses the values supplied in the ItemIdentityName fields to determine
whether matching entries exist.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or not present in the configuration file)
NotesAgent updates existing Notes entries and creates non-existent Notes entries.

ReplaceItem

The ReplaceItem field controls whether or not existing attribute values of Notes entries in
the address book are overwritten with imported values. The syntax is:

ReplaceItem=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Add imported attribute values as multiple attribute values for the attribute (create a
multi-valued attribute) (default)

� 1-Replace existing attribute values with imported attribute values

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent adds the imported attribute values to the existing attribute or performs
operations on attributes as specified in a "modify" changetype entry.

If the ReplaceItem field is set to 1, NotesAgent reads the full entry and sorts it according
to the attribute modification operations present in the entry. If an attribute has more than
one attribute modification specified for it, NotesAgent performs a "replace" attribute
modification operation, regardless of the attribute modification operation specified in the
import data file.

SaveOrgDB

The SaveOrgDB field controls whether or not NotesAgent backs up the target Notes
address book before performing the import operation. The syntax is:

SaveOrgDB=switch
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where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not back up the target Notes address book before import

� 1-Back up the target Notes address book before import

If SaveOrgDB is set to 1, NotesAgent writes the contents of the target Notes address
book to the file specified by the SaveDBName field on the Notes server specified in the
SaveServerName field.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent does not perform a backup.

SaveServerName

The SaveServerName field specifies the name of a Notes server that NotesAgent is to
use as a storage target when backing up a Notes address book before an import
operation. The syntax is:

SaveServerName=[server_name]

where server_name is the name of the Notes server to which the Notes address book is
to be written, in the syntax:

"CN=server_name/O=organization_name[/...]"

For example:
SaveServerName="CN=Cambridge1/O=Lotus/O=IBM"

If no value is specified for this field, NotesAgent writes the contents of the Notes address
book to the Windows NT system on which it is running.

This is a mandatory field.

SaveDBName

The SaveDBName field specifies the name of the file to which NotesAgent is to write the
contents of a target Notes address book before an import operation. The syntax is:

SaveDBName=[filename[.nsf]]

When specifying a filename, you can omit the .nsf file extension; it is automatically
supplied by NotesAgent if you do not specify it explicitly. (You cannot supply a different
extension, or Notes will be unable to open the saved file). For example:

SaveDBName=namessave.nsf

This is a required field if SaveOrgDB is set to 1.

DeleteEntries

The DeleteEntries field controls whether or not entries that exist in the Notes address
book are to be deleted if matching entries exist in the import data file. The syntax is:
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DeleteEntries=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not delete entries in the Notes address book that match entries to be imported
(default)

� 1-Delete entries in the Notes address book that match entries to be imported

NotesAgent uses the ItemIdentityName field(s) to determine whether entries in the
address book match entries to be imported. If you plan to set DeleteEntries to 1, it is
strongly recommended that you use all three ItemIdentityName fields and that you back
up the Notes address book before performing the import.

The DeleteEntries field takes precedence over the Update field. That is, if Update is set
to 0, and DeleteEntries is set to 1, NotesAgent will delete entries from the Notes address
book that match entries to be imported. This field has a higher precedence than any per-
entry "changetype" operations specified in the import data file.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent does not delete any entries in the Notes address book when it performs the
import.

CreateTestAddresses

The CreateTestAddresses field is used to implement a test function on the import
process. The syntax is:

CreateTestAddress=number | 0

You can append a 5-digit "test" address to one or more attributes in a Notes import data
file. Initially, the number is set to 0. For example:

LastName: Kawell00000

Specifying a number in number directs NotesAgent to process the import data file that
number of times. On each processing cycle, NotesAgent increments the 5-digit test
addresses you have inserted. You can use the test address function to distinguish the
imported entries from the entries that exist in the Notes address book.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent does not increment test addresses.

Separator

The Separator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual attribute values
of a multi-valued attribute. It has the same syntax as the Separator field in the export
configuration file.

RegisterUser

The RegisterUser field controls whether or not NotesAgent registers imported entries as
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Lotus Notes users. The syntax is:

RegisterUser=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not register imported entries as Lotus Notes users (default)

� 1-Register imported entries as Lotus Notes users and create corresponding mail files
immediately

� 2-Register imported entries as Lotus Notes users and create requests for the Lotus
Administration Process to create corresponding mail files

If the RegisterUser field is set to 1 or 2 and the Update field is set to 0, NotesAgent
always registers all imported entries as Lotus Notes users. If the RegisterUser field is set
to 1 or 2 and the Update field is set to 1, NotesAgent only registers an entry as a Lotus
Notes user if the entry has not already been registered.

Lotus Notes uses a distributed architecture and so several Lotus servers participate in the
user registration operation. If RegisterUser is set to 1, the operation is synchronous and
completes successfully only if all of the required Notes servers are available. NotesAgent
receives a response about successful or unsuccessful completion.

If RegisterUser is set to 2, the user registration operation is asynchronous: NotesAgent
registers the users and then submits request documents (to create the mail files) to the
Lotus Notes Administration Process (adminp) request database. When the Administration
Process starts (the administrator specifies a time interval for startup), it consults its
database and attempts to perform the request. If one of the necessary Notes servers is
not available, the Administration Process tries the operation again the next time it starts
up. NotesAgent does not receive a response about successful or unsuccessful
completion.

You can use the Lotus Notes Client user interface to configure the Lotus Notes
Administration Process. You will find the configuration parameters in the section
"Administration Process" in the Server/Servers document of the address book.

PathFileTargetCertId

The PathFileTargetCertId field specifies the pathname to the certificate ID file of a target
organizational unit. The file contains the certificate that grants NotesAgent the right to
create registered users for the organizational unit. The syntax is:

PathFileCertId=pathname

where pathname is the pathname to the certificate ID file. For example:
PathFileCertId=a:\German.id

This is a required field if the import operation is to process the "MoveUserInHier"
changetype operation. See the section "Import Data File Format" for further details about
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these operations.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether NotesAgent performs program flow tracing on an import
operation. The syntax is:

Trace=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not perform program flow tracing on the import operation (default)

� 1-Perform program flow tracing on the import operation

If 1 is specified, NotesAgent writes information about the import operation to the
pathname specified in the TraceFileName field. The type of information stored in the
trace file depends upon the settings of the TraceLevel_1, TraceLevel_2, and
TraceLevel_3 fields.

TraceLevel_1

The TraceLevel_1 field controls whether NotesAgent writes level 1 tracing information
about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the TraceLevel_1 field in the export
configuration file and is an optional field.

TraceLevel_2

The TraceLevel_2 field controls whether NotesAgent writes level 2 tracing information
about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the TraceLevel_2 field in the export
configuration file and is an optional field.

TraceLevel_3

The TraceLevel_3 field controls whether NotesAgent writes level 3 tracing information
about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the TraceLevel_3 field in the export
configuration file and is an optional field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which NotesAgent is
to write information about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the
TraceFileName field in the export configuration file and is an optional field unless the
Trace field is specified.

AdminReqDB

The AdminReqDB field specifies the name of the Lotus Notes Administration Process
(adminp) request database to which NotesAgent is to send request documents during
"DeleteUser" changetype processing. The syntax is:
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AdminReqDB=[filename[.nsf]]

When specifying a filename, you can omit the .nsf file extension; it is automatically
supplied by NotesAgent if you do not specify it explicitly. (You cannot supply a different
extension, or Notes will be unable to open the saved file). For example:

AdminReqDB=admin4.nsf

This is a required field if the import data file to be processed contains "DeleteUser"
changetype entries.

AdminReqAuthor

The AdminReqAuthor field specifies the author name of the Lotus Notes Administration
Process (adminp) request database to which NotesAgent is to send request documents
during "DeleteUser" changetype processing. The syntax is:

AdminReqAuthor=name

where name is the author name in abbreviated format. For example:
AdminReqAuthor=Thomas Diaz/USA/Iris

This is a required field if the import data file to be processed contains "DeleteUser"
changetype entries.

SearchNoteID

The SearchNoteID field controls whether or not NotesAgent uses the Notes identifier to
match entries to be updated in the target Notes address book with entries to be imported
into the address book. The syntax is:

SearchNoteID=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not use the Notes identifier to search for a matching entry (default)

� 1-Use the Notes identifier to search for a matching entry

If SearchNoteID is set to 1, NotesAgent uses the Notes identifier of an entry in the import
data file as a search key for finding a matching entry in the Notes address book. Using the
Notes identifiers to match import data file entries with their counterparts in the Notes
address book results in faster import operations.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NotesAgent uses the ViewFolder field to match entries. If ViewFolder is not specified,
NotesAgent uses the ItemIdentityName fields to match entries.

ViewFolder

The ViewFolder field controls whether or not NotesAgent uses a Notes view sorted by the
Notes attribute specified in the ItemIdentityName1 field to match entries to be updated in
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the target Notes address book with the entries to be imported into the address book. The
syntax is:

ViewFolder=[view_name]

where view_name is a Lotus Notes view. For example:
ViewFolder=People

The specified Notes view must contain the sorted column that has been sorted by the
attribute specified in the ItemIdentityName1 field. For example, if ViewFolder specifies
"People", and ItemIdentityName1 specifies "LastName", the "People" view must contain
a column that has been sorted by the "LastName" attribute. The ItemIdentityName1 field
can also specify the value ViewSearchName to indicate that the view has been sorted by
a composite attribute, for example, FirstName , LastName. See the ItemIdentityName
field description for further details.

NotesAgent uses the view specified in ViewFolder sorted by the Notes attribute specified
in ItemIdentityName1 to match the entry when SearchNoteID is set to 0, or when
SearchNoteID is set to 1 but a Notes identifier does not exist for the entry.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file), and
the SearchNoteID field is set to 0, NotesAgent uses the values specified in
ItemIdentityName1, ItemIdentityName2, or ItemIdentityName3 fields to match entries.

CaseSensitive

The CaseSensitive field controls whether or not NotesAgent uses case-exact match
when using a sorted Lotus Notes view to match entries in the target Notes address book
with entries to be imported. The syntax is:

CaseSensitive=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not use case-exact match

� 1-Use case-exact match (default)

When CaseSensitive is set to 0, NotesAgent uses case-insensitive matching when
matching the values in the sorted view against Notes address book entries. When
CaseSensitive is set to 1, NotesAgent uses case-sensitive matching.

This is an optional field and is only relevant if the ViewFolder field is used. If it is not
specified (or is not present in the configuration file), NotesAgent uses case-sensitive
matching.

The Registered User (RegUser) Section

NotesAgent can register entries that it imports into a Notes address book as Lotus Notes
users with their own mailboxes during the import process. The Registered User section
provides the information that NotesAgent needs in order to perform this task and is only
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required if the RegisterUser field in the Import section is set to 1 or 2. The next sections
describe the fields of the Registered User section.

ItemMailboxName

The ItemMailboxName field specifies the attribute to use as the mailbox name. The
syntax is:

ItemMailboxName=attribute_name

where attribute_name is the name of a Notes attribute whose value NotesAgent should
use as a mailbox name when registering the entry as a Lotus Notes user and creating a
mailbox for it. For example:

ItemMailboxName=ShortName

If the ItemMailboxName field is specified, the entries in the import data file must contain
values in the attribute specified in attribute_name.

ItemUserId

The ItemUserId field specifies the attribute to use as the User ID. The syntax is:

ItemUserId=attribute_name

where attribute_name is the name of a Notes attribute whose value NotesAgent should
use as a user ID when registering the entry as a Lotus Notes user and creating a mailbox
for it. For example:

ItemUserId=ShortName

If the ItemUserId field is specified, the entries in the import data file must contain values
in the attribute specified in attribute_name.

PathFileCertId

The PathFileCertId field specifies the pathname to the certificate ID file cert.id, which is a
binary file that is supplied with the Lotus Notes Server installation software. This file
contains the certificate that grants NotesAgent the right to create registered users. The
syntax is:

PathFileCertId=pathname

where pathname is the pathname to the certificate ID file. For example:
PathFileCertId=a:\cert.id

This is a required field if the import operation is to process the "RenameUser" and
"RecertifyUser" changetype operations or if the RegisterUser field is set to 1 or 2. This is
a required field that must specify the pathname to the certificate ID file of the source
organizational unit if the import operation is to process the "MoveUserInHier" changetype
operation.
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See the section "Import Data File Format" for further details about these operations.

PathUserId

The PathUserId field specifies the directory in which NotesAgent is to store Lotus Notes
user IDs created during the user registration process. The syntax is:

PathUserId=directory

where directory is a directory pathname. For example:
PathUserId=e:\notes\data

Lotus Notes User IDs are binary user certificate files that NotesAgent creates during the
registration process if CreateIdFile is set to 1. NotesAgent writes these user ID files to the
directory specified in the PathUserId field if SaveIdInFile field is set to 1.

RegistrationServer

The RegistrationServer field specifies the name of the Notes registration server that is to
register the users in the Notes server address book. The syntax is:

RegistrationServer=server_name

where server_name is a the name of a Notes server in the format:

"CN=server_name/O=organization_name[/...]"

For example:
RegistrationServer="CN=Cambridge3/O=Lotus/O=IBM"

MailServer

The MailServer field specifies the name of a Notes server on which NotesAgent is to
create user mailboxes during the user registration process. The syntax is:

MailServer=server_name

where server_name is a the name of a Notes server in the format:

"CN=server_name/O=organization_name[/...]"

For example:
MailServer="CN=Cambridge4/O=Lotus/O=IBM"

Entries in the import data file can also specify (as an attribute of the entry) the name of the
Notes server on which to create user mailboxes. Mailboxes specified in import entries
override the specification in the MailServer field.

MinPasswordLength

The MinPasswordLength field specifies the minimum number of characters that a user
password must have. The syntax is:
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MinPasswordLength=number

For example:
MinPasswordLength=5

NotesAgent sets the specified value as an attribute of the registered user entry.

CreateAddressBookEntry

The CreateAddressBookEntry field controls whether or not NotesAgent creates Notes
entries in the target Notes address book for Lotus Notes users that it registers during the
import process. The syntax is:

CreateAddressBookEntry=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Register Lotus Notes users, but do not create Notes entries for them

� 1-Register Lotus Notes users and create Notes entries for them

CreateMailDatabase

The CreateMailDatabase field controls whether or not NotesAgent creates user
mailboxes for Lotus Notes users that it registers during the import process. The syntax is:

CreateMailDatabase=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Register Lotus Notes users, but do not create mailboxes for them

� 1-Register Lotus Notes users and create mailboxes for them

CreateIdFile

The CreateIdFile field controls whether or not NotesAgent creates a user ID file for Lotus
Notes users that it registers during the import process. The syntax is:

CreateIdFile=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Register Lotus Notes users, but do not create a user ID file for them

� 1-Register Lotus Notes users and create a user ID file for them

If CreateIDFile is set to 1, either the SaveIdInAddressBook field or the SaveIdInFile
field (or both) must be set to 1 to specify where NotesAgent is to store the user ID files it
creates.

SaveIdInAddressBook

The SaveIdInAddressBook field controls whether or not NotesAgent saves the user ID
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files it creates as attachments of the Notes entries for the registered users. The syntax is:

SaveIdInAddressBook=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not save user ID files as attachments of the Notes entries for the registered
users

� 1-Save user ID files as attachments of the Notes entries for the registered users in the
Notes address book

If SaveIdInAddressBook is set to 1, NotesAgent creates the user ID file and stores it as
an attachment of the corresponding Person entry for the registered user. If
SaveIdInAddressBook is set to 1, the default password for the registered users must be
specified in the password configuration file.

SaveIdInFile

The SaveIdInFile field controls whether or not NotesAgent saves the user ID files it
creates in individual files. The syntax is:

SaveIdInFile=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not save user ID files in individual files

� 1-Save user ID files in individual files

If SaveIdInFile is set to 1, NotesAgent creates the user ID files and stores them in the
directory specified in the PathUserId field.

CreateNorthAmericanId

The CreateNorthAmericanId field controls whether or not NotesAgent creates United
States security encrypted User ID files. The syntax is:

CreateNorthAmericanId=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0-Do not create U.S.-encrypted user ID files

� 1-Create U.S.-encrypted user ID files

If CreateNorthAmericanId is set to 1, the Notes registered user can only be used within
the United States. This field is disabled for NotesAgent installations outside the United
States.

ClientType

The ClientType field specifies the type of Lotus Notes client that NotesAgent is to
associate with the registered users it creates during the import process. The syntax is:
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ClientType=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 1-Create registered users of client type "desktop"

� 2-Create registered users of client type "complete"

� 3-Create registered users of client type "mail"

The client types correspond to the different kinds of licenses available for Lotus Notes
clients.

2.2.4 Password Configuration File Formats
NotesAgent uses password configuration files to:

� Supply the password that grants it the credentials to log in to a Notes server from an
installed Notes client. NotesAgent must use password authentication to a Lotus Notes
server in order to export data from an address book or import data into it. The
password can be supplied at login:

� Manually, at the user prompt

� Automatically, through the use of password configuration files

� Supply the password that grants it the credentials to register users during an import
operation

� Provide a default password for registered users created during an import.

Templates of the password configuration files are provided with the NotesAgent
installation. The filenames are:

� NotesPathPWIni.ini

� NotesPassword.ini

The next sections describe the password configuration file formats.

Lotus Notes Password Pathname Configuration File

The Lotus Notes password pathname file specifies the pathname to the password
configuration file that contains:

� The password that NotesAgent is to use to automate the granting of credentials to log
in into a Notes server

� The password(s) that NotesAgent is to use to obtain the credentials required to
register users

� The default password that NotesAgent is to assign to any registered users that it
creates during an import. NotesAgent must be able to assign a password to a
registered user in order to create a user ID file for it in the Notes address book.
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The Lotus Notes Password Pathname configuration file consists of one section-
Password-which contains one field-PathFilePassword. The syntax for this field is:

PathFilePassword=pathname

where pathname is the pathname to the password configuration file NotesPassword.ini.
For example:

PathFilePassword=a:\NotesSync\NotesPassword.ini

For security reasons, it is recommended that the password configuration file not be stored
on disk, since it contains human-readable representations of Notes address book
administrator and registered user passwords.

Password Configuration File

The Password configuration file stores passwords used by NotesAgent. It contains one
section-Password. The next sections describe the fields within this section.

AutomaticPW

The AutomaticPW field specifies:

� The password that NotesAgent (in conjunction with a NotesAgent DLL) is to use to
decode the admin.id certificate; this is the certificate that grants it the credentials to
log in to the Notes server

� The password that NotesAgent is to use to decode the cert.id certificate; this is the
certificate that grants it the credentials to register users

Note that the password to decode the cert.id certificate must be the same as the
password to decode the admin.id certificate in order to be able to use the AutomaticPW
field for automating authenticated login. There are also steps that must be followed during
the NotesAgent installation to enable automatic password authentication at login; see the
DirXmetahub Release Notes for details.

The syntax is:

AutomaticPW=password

For example:
AutomaticPW=lotus

CertifierPW

The CertifierPW field specifies the password that NotesAgent is to use to decode the
cert.id certificate (the certificate that grants it the credentials to register users) during
"RenameUser", "RecertifyUser", "DeleteUser" and "MoveUserInHier" operations and
during user registration where the RegisterUser field is set to 2. The syntax is:

CertifierPW=password
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For example:
CertifierPW=notes

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file), the
user is prompted for the password.

TargetCertifierPW

The TargetCertifierPW field specifies the password that NotesAgent is to use to decode
the cert.id certificate (the certificate that grants it the credentials to register users) of the
target organizational unit during "MoveUserInHier" operations. The syntax is:

TargetCertifierPW=password

For example:
TargetCertifierPW=notes

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file), the
user is prompted for the password.

UserPassword

The UserPassword field specifies the default password that NotesAgent is to assign to
any registered user it creates during the import process. The syntax is:

UserPassword=password

For example:
UserPassword=notes

NotesAgent uses the default password supplied in this field for entries in an import data
file that do not contain a Password attribute value. If an entry in an import data file
contains a Password attribute value, NotesAgent assigns this value as the user password
when it creates the registered user.

This is an optional field unless the NotesAgent is to create registered users (the
RegisterUser field is set to 1 or 2).

Enabling Automatic Password Reading

To enable NotesAgent to read its passwords automatically from the password
configuration file:

1. Add the following line to the [Notes] section in the notes.ini file to specify the
extension manager:

[Notes] EXTMGR_ADDINS=nextpwd.dll

2. Copy the password configuration file NotesPassword.ini from install_path to the
directory where your user ID is stored. Enter the NotesAgent passwords in the
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AutomaticPW field (to decode admin.id), the CertifierPW field (to decode cert.id) and
(optionally) the TargetCertifierPW (to decode the cert.id of the target organizational
unit, if you are planning to move users to a different organizational unit with a different
cert.id).

3. Edit the password pathname file NotesPathPWini.ini to specify the full pathname of
NotesPassword.ini.

2.3 Export and Import Data File Format
The NotesAgent import and export data files use a tagged file format. The next sections
describe the:

� General characteristics of export and import data file formats

� Delta export data file format

� Import data file format

2.3.1 General Data File Format
The NTAgent import and export data files have the following characteristics:

� Each entry attribute is contained on one line; line continuation is not permitted.

� The representation of each attribute is:

attribute_name:attribute_value(s)

� Leading and trailing whitespace between attribute_name and attribute_value is
ignored. For example, in the attribute:
FullName: David M. Cutler

The whitespace between the colon (:) and the start of the attribute value is ignored, but
the whitespace within the attribute value is returned

� The form-feed character (0x0c) is used as a record (entry) separator

� The form-feed character can optionally appear as the first line in the file

� There is no special character processing (there is no "escaping" mechanism)

Here is an example:

(0x0c is here as a record (entry) separator)
 UserName: hboss
 Comment: Product Manager
 FullName: Hugo Boss
 UserId: 1002
 HomeDirectoryPath: \\server\share
 HomeDirectoryDrive: G:
 LogonScriptName:
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 UserProfilePath:
 Workstations:
 AccountType: 0
 PasswordCantChange: 0
 PasswordNeverExpires: 1
 PasswordExpired: 0
 AccountLockedOut: 0
 AccountDisabled: 0
 AccountExpires:
 GlobalGroups: No
 LocalGroups: Guests;Users
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 …

See "Windows NT Attributes" for a description of the Windows NT user account, global
group, and local group attributes that NTAgent can import.

2.3.2 Delta Export Data File Format
The delta export data file ("modify/delete") generated when ModifiedAddresses is set to
1 uses LDIF per-entry "changetype" attributes to indicate the type of modification made to
the entry since the last full export. The "modify" changetype attribute is applied to new or
modified entries, and the "delete" changetype attribute is applied to entries that have been
deleted. For example:

Changetype: delete
 NoteID: 5430
 Form: Person
 Type: Person
 Department: ENG,eng3
 FullName: Jack Ozzie
 City: Westford
 ShortName: jozzie
 FirstName: Jack
 LastName: Ozzie
 Password: secret
 State: MA
 CompanyName: Iris Associates
 InternetAddress: jozzie@eng.iris.com
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 Changetype: modify
 NoteID: 5478
 Form: Person
 Type: Person
 Department: ENG,eng2
 FullName: Len Kawell
 City: Westford
 ShortName: lkawell
 FirstName: Len
 LastName: Kawell
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 Password: secret
 State: MA
 CompanyName: Iris Associates
 InternetAddress: lkawell@eng.iris.com
 ...

2.3.3 Import Data File Format
An entry in an import data file can contain the following optional attributes:

� An optional (text format) attribute UniqueOrgUnit, whose value is used as an
additional value for OrganizationUnit to distinguish between entries with identical
names; that is, identical values for the FirstName, MiddleInitial, LastName
attributes.

� An optional (integer) attribute Validity, whose value specifies the lifetime, in days, for
which the user certificate is valid (the default is 730 (2 years)).

The import data file format supports the LDIF per-entry "changetype" attribute that
indicates the type of modification to be made to the entry in the Notes address book. The
value for "changetype" is one of "add", "modify", "delete", "RenameUser", "RecertifyUser",
"DeleteUser" or "MoveUserInHier". The changetype attribute name and its values are
case-insensitive.

The attributes for a multi-valued attribute specified in a "modify" changetype operation
appear on separate lines. For example:

add: OfficeFaxPhoneNumber
 OfficeFaxPhoneNumber: 123458
 OfficeFaxPhoneNumber: 345892
 -

Entries with a "modify" changetype contain attributes that indicate one or more "add",
"delete", or "replace" attribute value modifications. The "replace" modification has a higher
precedence than the "add and "delete" modifications; if it is present for an attribute, it is
the only modification evaluated. For the "modify" changetype, NotesAgent adds a new
entry in the Notes address book if it does not find a matching entry.

The "RenameUser" changetype renames a registered user. The user may need to confirm
renaming when he logs on to Notes the next time. The entry must contain the
OldUserName (in canonical format) and LastName attributes. The FirstName,
MiddleInitial, UniqueOrgUnit. and Validity attributes are optional. For example:

OldUserName: CN=Armen Varteressian/OU=USA/O=Siemens
 LastName: Varteressian
 Validity: 365

To perform this operation, the PathFileCertId field in the RegUser section of the import
configuration file must be specified.

The "RecertifyUser" changetype re-certifies a registered user. The re-certification is
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completed when the user logs on the next time using the new certificate. The entry must
contain the UserName (in canonical format) attribute and the PathFileCertId field in the
RegUser section of the import configuration file must be specified.

The "DeleteUser" changetype deletes the user in "Person Documents", "Access Control
List" and in "Reader/Author" fields and deletes his mail file subject to confirmation in the
request database (approve file deletion) by the Lotus Administrator. The following
attributes must be present in the import entry:

� UserName (in abbreviated format)

� MailServer (in abbreviated format)

� MailFile (mail file name including path relative to the Notes data directory)

� DeleteMailFile (0=don't delete mail file;1=delete just mail file specified in person
record;2=delete mail file specified in person record and all replicas)

For example:
UserName: Armen Varteressian/USA/Siemens
 MailServer: Neptune/Siemens
 MailFile: mail\Varteres
 DeleteMailFile: 2

In order to perform this operation, the AdminReqDB and AdminReqAuthor fields in the
Import section of the import configuration file must be specified, and the DeleteEntries
field must be set to 0. If DeleteEntries is set to 1 or a "delete" changetype entry is
processed, the user is deleted in the Notes address book only and his mail file is retained.

The "MoveUserInHier" changetype moves a user to a different organizational unit and
renames the full user name. In order to perform this operation:

� The Lotus Notes Client V5.0 must be installed

� The source and target organizational units must have different certificate ID (cert.id)
files

� The PathFileTargetCertID field in the Import section of the import configuration file
must specify the pathname to the certificate ID file of the target organizational unit, for
example:
PathFileTargetCertID=a:\German.id

� The PathFileCertID in the RegUser section of the import configuration file must
specify the pathname to the certificate ID file of the source organizational unit, for
example:
PathFileCertID=a:\cert.id

� The password configuration file must contain the passwords for both source and target
organizational unit certificate IDs in the Password section, for example:
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CertifierPW=password_for_source_organization
TargetCertifierPW=password_for_target_organization

� The FullName and TargetCertifier attributes must be present in the import entry in
canonical format. For example:
FullName: CN=Armen Varteressian/O=Siemens TargetCertifier:
OU=Germany/O=Siemens

The values in the relevant fields in the import configuration file have a higher precedence
than the changetype operations specified in the import data file. For example, if
DeleteEntries is set to 1, NotesAgent deletes entries that match entries in the import data
file from the Notes address book regardless of the change types specified for the entries
in the import data file.

The import data file can contain comments, which are identified by a # character at the
beginning of a line.

For Person entries, the LastName attribute must be the first attribute for the entry, the
FirstName attribute must be the second attribute, and the MiddleInitial attribute must be
the third attribute. For Group entries, the ListName attribute must be the first attribute for
the entry. The ordering for all other attributes for Person and Group entries is arbitrary.

2.4 Import Error File Format
During the import process, NotesAgent writes the original attributes and values of entries
that it is unable to import into the error file specified on the command line along with an
error message that describes the error. Each line in the import error file generated by
NotesAgent on an import operation has the following format:

source_entry
 #error_code
 #error_message

where source_entry is the original entry that NotesAgent was unable to import, error_code
is the code for the error that occurred, and error_message is a description of the error. For
example:

FirstName: Armen
 LastName: Varteressian
 CompanyName: Digital
 Type: Person
 FullName: Armen Varteressian
 ShortName: avart
 City: Nashua
 Department: PUBS,VMSpubs
 State: New Hampshire
 #ProcessAddress error:
 #Find more as one document with the following
ItemIdentityName(s): FirstName, LastName
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Any entry that cannot be imported into the Notes address book is written into the import
error file. Consequently, you can use the file as an input file and re-run the import
operation, after first fixing the errors reported in the file.

2.5 NotesAgent Import Procedure
If NotesAgent encounters a single-valued attribute in an import data file that has more
than one value defined, it takes the first value.

The order of operation on attributes is arbitrary. An import entry should not contain
inconsistent attribute operations for the entry.

NotesAgent creates groups with GroupType 0-2 in the Groups folder of the Lotus Notes
address book. It creates groups with GroupType 3 in the Server/Deny Access Groups
folder.

The import configuration fields RegisterUser, ClientType, PathFileCertId and
PathFileTargetCertId can be present as attributes of an entry to be imported. The syntax
is:

field_name: field_value

The colon character (:) is the name and value separator. For example:
RegisterUser: 1
 ClientType: 1
 PathFileCertId: d:\notes\data\certs\cert.id
 PathFileTargetCertId: d:\notes\data\certs\sales.id

When present in the entry, the values in these attributes override the values specified in
the fields of the import configuration file. When absent from the entry, NotesAgent uses
the fields' default values from the configuration file.
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Chapter

3
3 Windows NT Meta Agent

NTAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that handles the import and export of accounts
and groups (local and global) to and from a Windows NT system. NTAgent runs on
Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000 and uses the Windows NT NETUSR API to bind to
the NT server.

NTAgent can:

� Perform a full or a delta export of accounts or groups (local and/or global) from a
Windows NT system, including multiple attribute values

� Perform a full or a delta import of accounts or groups (local and/or global) into a
Windows NT system, including multiple attribute values

� Generate an import error file that records all account or group entries that it fails to
import

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figures show the components of the NTAgent export and import operations.
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Figure 4: NTAgent Export Components

Figure 5: NTAgent Import Components
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This section describes:

� NTAgent command line format for export and import operations

� NTAgent configuration files for export and import operations

� The export data file format that NTAgent generates

� The import data file format that NTAgent recognizes

� NTAgent import error file format

� NTAgent export procedure

Sample configuration files and scripts are provided in the \Samples\Nt directory of the
DirXmetahub installation. See the file NtReadme.txt for a description of these files and
scripts.

3.1 Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke NTAgent is as follows:

NTAgent.exe sync_switch data_file configuration_file error_file>initial_error_file

Parameters

sync_switch

Specifies the type of directory synchronization that NTAgent is to perform. Possible
values are:

/e   Invokes the NTAgent export function
 /i   Invokes the NTAgent import function

data_file

For export: specifies the pathname of the target export data file that is to contain the
entries that NTAgent extracts from a Windows NT system. For delta exports, this file
must already exist and is used as the delta base to generate delta information.
 For import: specifies the pathname of the source file that contains the data to be
imported into a Windows NT system.

configuration_file

Specifies the name of the file that contains the specifications for the import or export
procedure.

error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which NTAgent is to write error messages about
errors that occur during the import or export process, in the format:

#error_code
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 #error_message
 [error_specific_information]

where error_code is the code for the error that occurred, error_message is a
description of the error, and error_specific_information is additional information that
can appear depending on the type of error. For an import operation, NTAgent writes
additional information about the accounts and groups that it cannot import into the
Windows NT system into the file specified in error_file. See the section "Import Error
File Format" for more details about the contents of the error file on an import
operation.

initial_error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which NTAgent is to write error messages for errors
that occur before it creates error_file. The error format is the same as that of
error_file.

3.2 Configuration File Formats
NTAgent uses the following configuration files:

� NT export configuration file — controls the export of data from a Windows NT system

� NT import configuration file — controls the import of data into a Windows NT system

See "General Structure of a Configuration File" for a description of the basic organization.

Templates of these configuration files are provided with the NTAgent installation. The
filenames are:

� NTExport.ini

� NTImport.ini

In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of your Windows
NT import and export operations.

3.2.1 General Structure of a Configuration File
An NTAgent configuration file consists of sections and fields defined within those sections.
A configuration file has the following structure:

[SectionName]
 <;comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .
 [SectionName]
 <;comment>
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 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .

SectionName is a keyword enclosed in square brackets ([ ]) that identifies the purpose of
the section. sectionField is a keyword that identifies the field and fieldValue is the value
assigned to the section field, preceded by the equal sign (=). For example:

UpdateExportFile=1

Comments can be inserted anywhere in the configuration file and are identified by a
semicolon (;) at the beginning of a line.

3.2.2 Export Configuration File Format
The NTAgent export configuration file consists of the following sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Export section (required)

The next sections describe these sections.

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the export configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The latest version is:

Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the NTAgent
export configuration file. The NTAgent is able to process configuration files with version
number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a Version section. The following table
provides information about the differences between export configuration file versions and
about the support of older export configuration file versions for compatibility reasons:

                                                 "Old"            1.00                   1.01
 FileForDeleteAddr                  Supported   Not supported   Supported
 FileForModifiedAddr              Supported   Not supported   Not supported
 FileForListExportAddr            Supported   Not supported   Not supported
 FileForTempExportAddr         Supported   Not supported   Not supported
 FileForTempListExportAddr   Supported   Not supported   Not supported

The Export Section

The Export section consists of fields that define the parameters of an export operation for
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NTAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

Server

The Server field specifies the name of the Windows NT system (server or workstation)
from which entries are to be exported. The syntax is:

Server=[server_name]

where server_name is the name of a Windows NT system, in the format:

"[\\]server_name"

For example:
Server="\\Redmond3"

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NTAgent exports entries from the primary domain controller from the domain name
specified in the Domain field. If both the Server and Domain fields are used, NTAgent
uses the server name specified in Server as the export target.

Domain

The Domain field specifies the name of the Windows NT domain that contains the
Windows NT server from which entries are to be exported. The syntax is:

Domain=[domain_name]

where domain_name is the name of a Windows NT domain. For example:
Domain="Redmond3"

If the Server field is empty or not present in the configuration file, NTAgent locates the
server that is the primary domain controller within the domain specified in domain_name
and uses this server as the export target. If a server name is specified in the Server field,
NTAgent does not use the domain name to find a target system. To export from a
Windows NT workstation, both fields (Server and Domain) contain the name of the
workstation.

This is a mandatory field.

DataType

The DataType field selects whether accounts, local groups, or global groups are exported.
The syntax is:

DataType=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 1 — Export accounts (default)

� 2 — Export global groups
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� 3 — Export local groups

This is a mandatory field.

UserData

The UserData field selects the set of account attributes to be extracted from a Windows
NT system and exported. The syntax is:

UserData=number

where number indicates one of the following account attribute sets:

� 1 — UserName, Comment, FullName, UserId (default)

� 2 — UserName, Comment, FullName, UserId, Workstations, HomeDrectoryPath,
HomeDirectoryDrive, LogonScriptName, AccountType, AccountLockedOut,
AccountExpires, AccountDisabled, PasswordExpired, PasswordCantChange

� 3 — UserName, Comment, FullName, UserId, DialinPrivilege, DialinPhoneNumber

� 4 — UserName, Comment, FullName, UserId, Workstations, HomeDrectoryPath,
HomeDirectoryDrive, LogonScriptName, AccountType, AccountLockedOut,
AccountExpires, AccountDisabled, PasswordExpired, PasswordCantChange,
DialinPrivilege, DialinPhoneNumber

This is a mandatory field if the DataType field is set to 1.

Separator

The Separator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual attribute values
of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is:

Separator=[character]

where character is a character or a string used as a multi-valued attribute separator.

This field is optional. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NTAgent uses the comma (,) as the multi-valued attribute separator.

UserGroupData

The UserGroupData field controls whether or not the names of local and/or global groups
of which the NT account is a member are exported with the account entry. The syntax is:

UserGroupData=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not export group names of which the account is a member

� 1 — Export any global group names of which the account is a member

� 2 — Export any local group names of which the account is a member
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� 3 — Export any global and local group names of which the account is a member

This field is optional and is only meaningful if DataType is set to 1.

DateFormat and DateSeparator

The DateFormat and DateSeparator fields specify the date format and separator that
NTAgent is to use when representing the expiration date of an NT account. The syntax is:

DateFormat=format
 DateSeparator=separator

where format and separator are one of the following value pairs:

� ddMMyyyy in format and the period (.) in separator, to specify German date format,
for example, 06.01.1999

� MMddyyyy in format and forward slash (/) in separator, to specify English date format,
for example, 01/06/1999

� yyyyMMddhhMMssZ in format and no value in separator, to specify DirX format, for
example, 19990106143022Z

The template export configuration file contains three instances of the
DateFormat/Separator field combination with the three different format and separator
values. Select one field pair, and then deselect the other two by inserting a semicolon
before each field. For example:

DateFormat=ddMMyyyy
 DateSeparator=.

;DateFormat=MMddyyyy
 ;DateSeparator=/

;DateFormat=yyyyMMddhhMMssZ
 ;DateSeparator=

Trace

The Trace field controls whether NTAgent performs program flow tracing on an export
operation. The syntax is:

Trace=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not perform program flow tracing on the export operation (default)

� 1 — Perform program flow tracing on the export operation

If 1 is specified, NTAgent writes information about the export operation to the pathname
specified in the TraceFileName field. The type of information stored in the trace file
depends upon the settings of the TraceLevel_1, TraceLevel_2, and TraceLevel_3 fields.
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If Trace is set to 1, one of the trace level fields must also be set to 1.

TraceLevel_1

The TraceLevel_1 field controls whether NTAgent writes level 1 tracing information about
the export operation. Level 1 tracing information includes a dump of the configuration file,
number of documents, and other program flow variables The syntax is:

TraceLevel_1=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not write level 1 trace information (default)

� 1 — Write level 1 trace information

If 1 is specified, NTAgent writes level 1 trace information about the export operation to the
pathname specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceLevel_2

The TraceLevel_2 field controls whether NTAgent writes level 2 tracing information about
the export operation. Level 2 tracing provides more detailed information about program
flow than is provided in level 1 tracing

The syntax is:

TraceLevel_2=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not write level 2 trace information (default)

� 1 — Write level 2 trace information

If 1 is specified, NTAgent writes level 2 trace information about the export operation to the
pathname specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceLevel_3

The TraceLevel_3 field controls whether NTAgent writes level 3 tracing information about
the export operation. Level 3 tracing provides more detailed information about program
flow than is provided in level 2 tracing The syntax is:

TraceLevel_3=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not write level 3 trace information (default)

� 1 — Write level 3 trace information

If 1 is specified, NTAgent writes level 3 trace information about the export operation to the
pathname specified in the TraceFileName field.
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TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which NTAgent is to
write information about the export operation. The syntax is:

TraceFileName=pathname

where pathname is the name for the trace file. For example:
TraceFileName=c:\ Ntsync \ExportTraceFile

This field is optional unless Trace is set to 1. NTAgent does not evaluate this field if Trace
is set to 0.

DeltaExport

The DeltaExport field controls whether NTAgent performs a full or delta export of the
Windows NT directory. The syntax is:

DeltaExport=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Perform a full export

� 1 — Perform a delta export (default)

If the DeltaExport field is set to 1:

� The full export data file performed at the initial export procedure must exist

� The list file of indexes into the full export data file must exist

See "NTAgent Export Procedure" for further details about the NTAgent delta export
procedure.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
file), NTAgent exports all entries in the directory.

FirstDeltaIsFull

The FirstDeltaIsFull field controls whether NTAgent writes all entries also in the “modify”
file. The syntax is:

FirstDeltaIsFull=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Perform a delta export only in the data file (default)

� 1 — Perform a delta export in both files

See "NTAgent Export Procedure" for further details about the NTAgent delta export
procedure.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
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file), NTAgent exports all entries only in the data file.

FileForModifiedAddr

The FileForModifiedAddr field specifies the pathname of the file to which NTAgent is to
write modified and deleted entries during a delta export operation. The syntax is:

FileForModifiedAddr=pathname

where pathname is the name for the "modify/delete" file. For example:
FileForModifiedAddr=c:\ Ntsync \ModDelFile

This field is optional unless DeltaExport is set to 1. NTAgent does not evaluate this field if
DeltaExport is set to 0.

TerminalServer

The TerminalServer field controls whether NTAgent handles the specific attributes of a
Terminal Server. The syntax is:

TerminalServer=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

0—Don’t handle the specific attributes (default)

1—Handle the specific attributes

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
file), NTAgent does not handle the specific attributes of the Terminal Server.

3.2.3 Import Configuration File Format
The NTAgent import configuration file consists of the following sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Import section (required)

� The Default Values section (optional)

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the import configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The latest version is:

Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the NTAgent
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import configuration file. There are no differences between import configuration file
versions.

The Import Section

The Import section consists of fields that define the parameters of the import operation for
NTAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

Server

The Server field specifies the name of the Windows NT server to which entries are to be
imported. It has the same syntax and default as the Server field in the export
configuration file and is an optional field. NTAgent imports entries that do not contain a
Server attribute value to the server specified in this field. However, if an entry contains a
Server attribute value, NTAgent imports the entry to the server supplied as the attribute
value.

Domain

The Domain field specifies the name of the Windows NT domain that contains the
Windows NT server to which entries are to be imported. NTAgent also automatically
prefixes the domain name specified in this field to user names specified as group
members. It performs this operation because the group member syntax consists of two
components: domain name and user name (in the format domain\user) and the import
data file only contains the user name portion of the member name.

The Domain field has the same syntax and default as the Domain field in the export
configuration file and is a mandatory field. NTAgent imports entries that do not contain a
Domain attribute value to the domain specified in this field. However, if an entry contains a
Domain attribute value, NTAgent imports the entry to the domain supplied as the attribute
value.

Separator

The Separator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual attribute values
of a multi-valued attribute. It has the same syntax as the Separator field in the export
configuration file.

DataType

The DataType field selects whether accounts, local groups, or global groups are imported.
The syntax is:

DataType=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 1 — Import accounts (default)

� 2 — Import global groups
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� 3 — Import local groups

This is a mandatory field.

DeleteEntries

The DeleteEntries field controls whether or not account or group entries that exist in a
Windows NT system are to be deleted if matching entries exist in the import data file. The
syntax is:

DeleteEntries=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not delete entries in a Windows NT system that match entries to be imported
(default)

� 1 — Delete entries in a Windows NT system that match entries to be imported

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NTAgent does not delete any entries in a Windows NT system when it performs the import
operation.

This field has a higher precedence than any per-entry "changetype" operations specified
in the import data file.

ReplaceAllAttributes

The ReplaceAllAttributes field controls whether NTAgent can modify only the selected
subset of an account's attributes, or whether it can modify all account attributes. The
syntax is:

ReplaceAllAttributes=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Only the account attributes specified in the import data file can be modified

� 1 — All of the account attributes can be modified

The ReplaceAllAttributes field is only valid if the DataType field is set to 1 (importing
user accounts).

If ReplaceAllAttributes is set to 1, NTAgent assigns the values specified in the Default
Values section to the account attributes in the NT system that are specified in Default
Values but which are not specified in the import data file.

If ReplaceAllAttributes is set to 1, the Default Values section is required.

ReplaceAllAttributeValues

The ReplaceAllAttributesValues field controls whether NTAgent can modify the attribute
values of a multi-valued NT account attribute. The syntax is:
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ReplaceAllAttributeValues=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Attribute values in the import data file are added to the multi-valued attribute
(default)

� 1 — Attribute values in the import data file replace the attributes of the multi-valued
attribute

The ReplaceAllAttributeValues field is only valid if the DataType field is set to 1
(importing user accounts) and is only relevant if there is no "changetype" operation
applied to the attribute.

ReplaceAllGroupMembers

The ReplaceAllGroupMembers field controls whether NTAgent adds new members to a
global or local group entry or replaces all members in a global or local group entry. The
syntax is:

ReplaceAllGroupMembers=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Add new member values to the User attribute of the group entry (default)

� 1 — Delete all existing member values in the User attribute of the group entry and add
the member values specified in the import data file

This field is only meaningful if the DataType field is set to 2 (import global groups) or 3
(import local groups). This is an optional field; if no value is specified or the field is not
present in the configuration file, NTAgent adds new member values.

DeleteGroupMembers

The DeleteGroupMembers field controls whether or not NTAgent deletes members from
a group entry in the NT system. The syntax is:

DeleteGroupMembers=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not delete member values from the User attribute of the group entry (default)

� 1 — Delete member values in the User attribute of the group entry

If set to 1, NTAgent deletes attribute values from the User attribute of a group entry (it
does not delete the user's account entry) if the values appear in the import data file. If
DeleteGroupMembers is set to 1, the User attribute for the group entry cannot contain
LDIF attribute modification operations. See "Import Data File Format" for more information
about these operations.

This field is only meaningful if the DataType field is set to 2 (import global groups) or 3
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(import local groups).

This is an optional field; if no value is supplied or the field is not present in the
configuration file, NTAgent does not delete member values.

DateFormat and DateSeparator

The DateFormat and DateSeparator fields specify the date format and separator that
NTAgent is to use when representing the expiration date of an NT account. They have the
same syntax as the DateFormat and DateSeparator fields in the export configuration file.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether NTAgent performs program flow tracing on an import
operation. It has the same syntax as the Trace field in the export configuration file and is
an optional field.

TraceLevel_1

The TraceLevel_1 field controls whether NTAgent writes level 1 tracing information about
the import operation. It has the same syntax as the TraceLevel_1 field in the export
configuration file and is an optional field.

TraceLevel_2

The TraceLevel_2 field controls whether NTAgent writes level 2 tracing information about
the import operation. It has the same syntax as the TraceLevel_2 field in the export
configuration file and is an optional field.

TraceLevel_3

The TraceLevel_3 field controls whether NTAgent writes level 3 tracing information about
the import operation. It has the same syntax as the TraceLevel_3 field in the export
configuration file and is an optional field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which NTAgent is to
write information about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the
TraceFileName field in the export configuration file and is an optional field unless the
Trace field is specified.

InsertRASInfo

The InsertRASInfo field controls whether the NT account's DialinPrivilege attribute value
is imported. The syntax is:

InsertRASInfo=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:
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� 0 — Do not import the DialinPrivilege and DialinPhoneNumber attribute values (in
this case, NTAgent sets the DialinPrivilege attribute value to 3 (No callback))

� 1 — Import the DialinPrivilege and DialinPhoneNumber attribute values

TerminalServer

The TerminalServer field controls whether NTAgent handles the specific attributes of a
Terminal Server. The syntax is:

TerminalServer=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

0—Don’t handle the specific attributes (default)

1—Handle the specific attributes

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
file), NTAgent does not handle the specific attributes of a Terminal Server.

Default Values Section

The Default Values section specifies default values that NTAgent is to assign to account
attributes in the NT system that have no value. The syntax is:

attribute_name=default_value

where attribute_name is the name of an NT user account attribute and default_value is
the value to apply when the attribute has no value. For example:

[DefaultValue]
 FullName=Test
 HomeDirectoryPath=\\redmond4\test
 HomeDirectoryDrive=X:
 LogonScriptName=script.exe
 UserProfilePath=c:\test
 Workstations=workst1,workst2
 AccountType=0
 PasswordCantChange=0
 PasswordNeverExpires=0
 PasswordExpired=0
 AccountLookedOut=0
 AccountDisabled=0
 AccountExpires=12.05.2012
 Password=WinNT
 DialinPrivilege=0
 DialinPhoneNumber=123

This section is required if DataTypes is set to 1 and ReplaceAllAttributes is set to 1.
Appendix B describes the Windows NT user account, global group, and local group
attributes that NTAgent can import.
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3.3 Export and Import Data File Format
The NTAgent import and export data files use a tagged file format. The next sections
describe the:

� General data file format

� Delta export data file format

� Import data file format

3.3.1 Delta Export Data File Format
The delta export data file format supports the LDIF per-entry "changetype" attribute that
indicates the type of modification that has been made to the entry in the Windows NT
system since the last full export. The value for "changetype" is one of "add", "modify", or
"delete". The changetype attribute name and its values are case-sensitive. Here is an
example:

ChangeType: delete
 LocalGroupName: LocalTestGroup1
 Comment: Commuent luoihzz
 User: ASW\Kellner
 GlobalGroups:
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 Changetype: add
 LocalGroupName: new1
 Comment:
 User:
 GlobalGroups:
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 Changetype: modify
 LocalGroupName: Uwe Kruger
 Comment: all accounts of…
 User: ASW\Kruger
 GlobalGroups:
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 -

See "NTAgent Export Procedure" for details about how NTAgent performs delta exports.

3.3.2 Import Data File Format
The import data file format supports the LDIF per-entry "changetype" attribute that
indicates the type of modification to be made to the entry in the Windows NT system. The
value for "changetype" is one of "add", "modify", or "delete". The changetype attribute
name and its values are case-sensitive.

The attributes for a multi-valued attribute specified in a "modify" changetype operation
appear on separate lines. For example:
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add: Workstation
 Workstation: Mars
 Workstation: Venus
 Workstation: Saturn
 -

Entries with a "modify" changetype contain attributes that indicate one or more "add",
"delete", or "replace" attribute value modifications. The "replace" modification has a higher
precedence than the "add and "delete" modifications; if it is present for an attribute, it is
the only modification evaluated.

For the "modify" changetype, NTAgent adds a new entry to the NT system if it does not
find a matching entry.

The values in the relevant fields in the import configuration file have a higher precedence
than the changetype operations specified in the import data file. For example, if
DeleteEntries is set to 1, NTAgent deletes entries that match entries in the import data
file from a Windows NT system regardless of the change types specified for the entries in
the import data file.

The import data file can contain comments, which are identified by a # character at the
beginning of a line.

An example for an import entry with an "add" changetype:
UserName: hboss
 ChangeType: add
 Comment: Comment 1
 FullName: Hugo Boss
 HomeDirectoryPath:
 HomeDirectoryDrive:
 LogonScriptName:
 UserProfilePath:
 Workstations:
 AccountType: 0
 PasswordCnatChange: 0
 PasswordNeverExpires: 1
 PasswordExpired: 0
 AccountLockedOut: 0
 AccountDisabled: 0
 DialinPrivilege: 0
 DialinPhoneNumber:
 Password: password

An example for an import entry with a "modify" changetype:
UserName: hboss
 ChangeType: modify
 replace: Workstations
 Workstations: w2
 Workstations: w6
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 -
 replace: FullName
 FullName: Hugo Boss
 -
 delete: HomeDirectoryPath
 -
 HomeDirectoryDrive:
 LogonScriptName: ScriptName2
 replace: UserProfilePath
 UserProfilePath: c:\
 -

AccountType: 0
 PasswordCantChange: 0
 PasswordNeverExpires: 1
 PasswordExpired: 0
 AccountLockedOut: 0
 AccountDisabled: 0
 AccountExpires:
 DialinPrivilege: 3
 DialinPhoneNumber: 222333444
 delete: GlobalGroups
 GlobalGroups: TestGroup 1
 GlobalGroups: TestGroup 2
 -
 add: LocalGroups
 LocalGroups: LocalTestGroup1
 LocalGroups: LocalTestGroup2
 -

"Windows NT Attributes" describes the Windows NT user account, global group, and local
group attributes that NTAgent can import.]

3.4 Import Error File Format
During the import process, NTAgent writes the original attributes and values of account or
group entries that it is unable to import into the error file specified on the command line
along with an error message that describes the error that caused the import to fail on the
entry. Each line in the import error file has the following format:

#Error NTAgent_operation NTadmin_operation
 #error_message
 source_entry

where source_entry is the original entry that NTAgent was unable to import,
NTAgent_operation is the name of the NTAgent operation that incurred the error,
NTadmin_operation is the name of the Windows NT Administration API function that
incurred the error, and error_message is a text description of the error. For example:

#Error DeleteAccount NetUserDel
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 #The user name could not be found

UserName: Test1
 Comment: Comment 1
 FullName: Hugo Test 1
 HomeDirectoryPath:
 HomeDirectoryDrive:
 LogonScriptName:
 UserProfilePath:
 Workstations:
 AccountType: 0
 PasswordCnatChange: 0
 PasswordNeverExpires: 1
 PasswordExpired: 0
 AccountLockedOut: 0
 AccountDisabled: 0
 DialinPrivilege: 0
 DialinPhoneNumber:
 Password: password

Any entry that cannot be imported into the NT system is written into the import error file.
Consequently, you can use the error file as an input file and re-run the import operation,
after first fixing the errors reported in the file.

NTAgent also writes the following statistics to the import error file:

� The total number of entries processed

� The number of entries that it successfully processed

� The number of entries that it failed to process

For example:
#Records processed: 23
 #Records succeeded: 22
 #Records failed: 1

3.5 NTAgent Export Procedure
On the initial export operation, NTAgent creates:

� A file with the name specified in data_file on the command line that contains all of the
account, global group or local group entries in the NT Windows system. This file is
called the "export data file" (or "full export data file") and is the file specified as an
import data file to metacp.

� A file that contains indexes into the full export data file. The file is named Listdata_file,
where data_file is the name specified in data_file on the command line.

When invoked for a subsequent export, NTAgent performs a delta processing operation if
it detects that the full export data file and the full export index file exist and the
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DeltaExport field is set to 1. Note that NTAgent can only perform delta processing if these
two files already exist.

To carry out delta processing, NTAgent generates a temporary full export data file that
contains the current contents of the Windows NT system (accounts, global groups, or
local groups) and an index file into this temporary file. The files are named Tmpdata_file
and TmpListdata_file respectively (where data_file is the filename portion of the
pathname specified in data_file on the command line). The agent uses these two files plus
the original full export and its index file to generate a "modify/delete" file, which contains
the entries that have been modified since the last export operation was performed.
NTAgent writes the "modify/delete" file using the pathname specified in the
FileForModifiedAddr field of the export configuration file.

NTAgent then renames the temporary full export data file to the filename portion of the
pathname specified in data_file on the command line, and this file becomes the current
full export data file for this export operation. NTAgent creates all of these files in the
directory portion of the pathname specified in data_file on the command line.

3.6 NTAgent Import Notes
If NTAgent encounters a single-valued attribute in an import data file that has more than
one value defined, it takes the first value.

The order of operation on attributes is arbitrary. An import entry should not contain
inconsistent attribute operations for the entry.

When present in an entry to be imported, the Domain and Server attribute values override
the values specified in the Domain and Server fields of the import configuration file.
Consequently, you can use the Domain and Server entry attributes to import entries within
a single import data file to multiple domains and servers.

3.7 Terminal Server Notes
DirXmetahub supports a part of the terminal server feature of Windows NT and 2000.

To handle the Terminal Server specific attributes, the NT agent needs the following run-
time libraries:

� wtsapi32.dll

� winsta.dll

� utildll.dll

� regapi.dll.

These run-time libraries are present on MS Windows NT Server4.0 SP4, Terminal Edition
and on MS Windows2000, and later.
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Chapter

4
4 Microsoft Exchange Meta Agent

ExchangeAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that handles the import and export of
Exchange Mailboxes, Remote Addresses, and Distribution Lists to and from a Microsoft
Exchange directory maintained on an Exchange server. ExchangeAgent supports
Exchange V5.5; the Microsoft Exchange Server Administrator (admin.exe) must be used
to import and export from older versions. ExchangeAgent uses the ADSI LDAP provider to
bind to the Exchange server and runs on Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000.

ExchangeAgent can:

� Perform a full or a delta export of Mailboxes, Remote Addresses and Distribution Lists
from an Exchange directory, including multiple attribute values and using LDAP
search filters

� Perform a full or a delta import of Mailboxes, Remote Addresses and Distribution Lists
into an Exchange directory, including multiple attribute values

� Generate an import error file that records all Mailbox, Remote Address or Distribution
List entries that it fails to import

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figures show the components of the ExchangeAgent export and import
operations.
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Figure 6: ExchangeAgent Export Components

Figure 7: ExchangeAgent Import Components
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This section describes:

� ExchangeAgent command line format for export and import operations

� ExchangeAgent configuration files for export and import operations

� The export data file format that ExchangeAgent generates

� The import data file format that ExchangeAgent recognizes

� ExchangeAgent import error file format

� Exchange Server administration for import and export operations

Sample ExchangeAgent configuration files and scripts are provided in the
\Samples\Exchange directory of the DirXmetahub installation. See the file
ExchangeReadme.txt for a description of these files and scripts.

You can also use Microsoft Exchange Server Administrator (admin.exe) to import
Mailboxes, Remote Addresses, and Distribution Lists into an Exchange directory. See
"Using Exchange Server Administrator" for information on how to use Administrator.

4.1 Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke ExchangeAgent is as follows:

ExchangeAgent.exe sync_switch data_file configuration_file
 error_file [/a]>initial_error_file

Parameters

sync_switch

Specifies the type of directory synchronization that ExchangeAgent is to perform.
Possible values are:

/e Invokes the ExchangeAgent export function
 /i Invokes the ExchangeAgent import function

data_file

For export: specifies the pathname of the target export data file that is to contain the
entries that ExchangeAgent extracts from a Exchange directory.
 For import: specifies the pathname of the source file that contains the data to be
imported into an Exchange directory.

configuration_file

Specifies the name of the file that contains the specifications for the export and import
procedure.

Note: If the file is located in the working directory, you must explicitly indicate this fact
by using the .\ notation before the file name, as shown in the example. It is not
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sufficient to specify only the file name, as it is for the data_file and error_file
parameters.

error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which ExchangeAgent is to write error messages
about errors that occur during the export or import process. For export errors, the
format is:

###date_and_time command_line
 Error! error_message
 ###date_and_time command_line

where error_message contains the function name that failed and an error code and
error text.

For example:
### 06/07/2000 08:16:57 AM ExchangeAgent /e Data\ExportDirx.adr
.\ExportDirx.ini ExportDirx.log
 Error! ADsOpenObject failed. Error Code: 80005000 Error Text:
An invalid Active Directory Pathname was passed.
 ### 06/07/2000 08:16:58 AM End

See "Import Error File Format" for a description of import error format.

/a (On export only)

Specifies that ExchangeAgent is to append the results of the export operation to
data_file and error_file and write a timestamp at the start and end of the results. Use
this switch on an export operation to append extracted entries to an existing export
data file and to append error information to an existing error log file.

If the switch is not specified, ExchangeAgent overwrites the contents of the specified
data_file and error_file, if they already exist.

initial_error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which ExchangeAgent is to write error messages for
errors that occur before it creates error_file.

The following table describes the codes provided when ExchangeAgent.exe finishes
running:

Exit
Code

Description

0 ExchangeAgent completed successfully.
1 ExchangeAgent completed with errors, which are described in

the specified error_file unless this file cannot be created due to a
file exception error.
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200 ExchangeAgent completed with warnings, which are described in
the specified error_file.

4.2 Configuration File Formats
ExchangeAgent uses the following configuration files:

� Exchange export configuration file — controls the export of data from a Exchange
directory

� Exchange import configuration file — controls the import of data into a Exchange
directory

See "General Structure of a Configuration File" for a description of the basic organization.

Templates of these configuration files are provided with the ExchangeAgent installation.
The filenames are:

� ExchExport.ini (to export all object classes (Mailboxes, Remote Addresses and
Distribution Lists))

� ExchImport.ini (to import all object classes (Mailboxes, Remote Addresses and
Distribution Lists) from an import data file)

In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of your Exchange
import and export operations.

4.2.1 General Structure of a Configuration File
An ExchangeAgent configuration file consists of sections and fields defined within those
sections. A configuration file has the following structure:

[SectionName]
 <comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .
 [SectionName]
 <comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .

SectionName is a keyword enclosed in square brackets ([ ]) that identifies the purpose of
the section. sectionField is a keyword that identifies the field and fieldValue is the value
assigned to the section field, preceded by the equal sign (=). For example:

SearchScope=2
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Comments can be inserted anywhere in an configuration file and are identified by any
character—for example, a # character or a semicolon (;)—that appears at the beginning
of a line.

4.2.2 Export Configuration File Format
The ExchangeAgent export configuration file consists of the following sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Connection section (required)

� The SearchPreferences section (optional)

� The SearchFilter section (optional)

� The SelAttributes section (optional)

� The Attributes section (optional)

� The Configuration section (optional)

� The DeltaExport section (optional)

The next sections describe these sections.

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the export configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The current version is:

Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the
ExchangeAgent export configuration file. The ExchangeAgent is able to process
configuration files with version number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a
Version section. The following table provides information about the differences between
export configuration file versions and about the support of older export configuration file
versions for compatibility reasons:

                      "Old"                 1.00                   1.01
 TraceLevel   Supported          Not supported   Not supported
 Trace             Not supported   Supported (1)    Supported
 LdapFilter     (2)

Notes:
 (1)   TraceLevel was replaced by Trace.
 (2)   If the field DeltaExport is set to 1 the part (USN-Changed>=<n>) must exist in the
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field LdapFilter. (See The SearchFilter Section for details.)

The Connection Section

The Connection section is a mandatory section that consists of fields that define the
parameters of an export operation for ExchangeAgent. The next sections describe these
fields.

SearchBase

The SearchBase field specifies the base within the Exchange directory from which to
export entries. The syntax is:

SearchBase=LDAP://host_name[:port_number][/distinguished_name]

where:

� host_name specifies a computer name, an IP address, or a domain name.

� port_number specifies the port on host_name on which the Microsoft Exchange LDAP
server listens for requests. If port_number is not specified, ExchangeAgent uses the
default LDAP port number 389.

� distinguished_name specifies the name of the target Exchange directory root, in top-
down (DAP-style) or bottom-up (LDAP-style) naming format.

For example:
SearchBase=LDAP://Saturn/O=Siemens/OU=Talk1/CN=Recipients

Any comma (,) and forward slash (/) characters that are present in naming attribute values
of distinguished_name must be "escaped" with the backslash character. For example:

SearchBase=LDAP://Venus/O=OpTech\, Inc./OU=Talk2/CN=Recipients

The SearchBase field is a mandatory field.

UserName

The UserName field specifies the NT account that ExchangeAgent is to use when binding
to the Exchange server during the export procedure. The syntax is:

UserName=CN=NT_account_name,CN=NT_domain_name

For example:
UserName=cn=Smith,cn=TestDomain

The Exchange server retains deleted entries for a specific period of time (the default is 30
days, and can be changed by the Exchange administrator; see "Exchange Server
Administration for Import and Export Operations" for further details). If your export
procedure is to read extracted deleted entries from the Exchange directory, you must
append the NT Administrator account name cn=admin to the values specified in the
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UserName field. For example:
UserName=CN=Smith,CN=TestDomain,CN=admin

The Exchange server must also be set up to enable ExchangeAgent to extract deleted
entries from the Exchange directory; see "Exchange Server Administration for Import and
Export Operations" for further details.

A recipient (Mailbox, Remote-Address and/or Distribution-List) can be hidden in an
Exchange directory if its Hide-From-Address attribute is assigned the value True. To
export hidden recipients, you must append the NT Administrator account name cn=admin
to the values specified in the UserName field. For example:

UserName=CN=Beninga,CN=Saturn,CN=admin

This is an optional field; if it is not specified or is not present in the configuration file,
ExchangeAgent uses the NT account that invoked it when binding to the Exchange server.
If you specify a UserName field value, you must also specify a Password field value.

Password

The Password field specifies the password for the NT account name specified with the
UserName field. The syntax is:

Password=password

For example:
Password=fidlajsks

This is an optional field; if no value is specified in this field or the field is not present in the
configuration file, ExchangeAgent uses the password used with the NT account that
invoked it when binding to an Exchange server during an export procedure. If you specify
a Password field value, you must also specify a UserName field value.

UseSecureAuthentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field controls the level of authentication that
ExchangeAgent uses when binding to an Exchange server during the export procedure.
The syntax is:

UseSecureAuthentication=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not use secure authentication (default)

� 1 — Use secure authentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field is used in conjunction with the UseEncryption field
to set the level of security services used during the export procedure. The field is only
meaningful if the UserName and Password fields are supplied with values. If
UseSecureAuthentication is set to 1, the Exchange server managing the target
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Exchange directory must also have secure authentication enabled. See "Exchange Server
Administration for Import and Export Operations" for further details.

UseEncryption

The UseEncryption field controls whether or not the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) port is
used to provide a secure channel during the export procedure. The syntax is:

UseEncryption=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not use SSL encryption (default)

� 1 — Use SSL encryption

The UseEncryption field is used in conjunction with the UseSecureAuthentication field
to set the level of security services used during the export procedure. The field is only
meaningful if the UserName and Password fields are supplied with values. Note that the
SSL encryption setting on the Exchange server managing the target Exchange directory
must match the UseEncryption setting specified in the configuration file. See "Exchange
Server Administration for Import and Export Operations" for further details.

The SearchPreferences Section

The SearchPreferences section is an optional section that consists of fields that specify
parameters for search operations. The next sections describe these fields.

SearchScope

The SearchScope field specifies the search scope for search filters specified in the
SearchFilter section. The syntax is:

SearchScope=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 — Limits the search scope to the entry specified in the SearchBase field

� 1 — Limits the search scope to the children of the entry specified in the SearchBase
field

� 2 — Limits the search scope to the subtree below the entry specified in the
SearchBase field (default)

PageSize

The PageSize field controls how Microsoft Exchange server is to return search results to
ExchangeAgent for a single search operation. The syntax is:

The syntax is:

PageSize=number
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where number is one of the following values:

� 0 — Processes the entire search result set before returning it to ExchangeAgent
(default)

� n — Processes and returns the search result in pages, where each page has a
maximum of n entries. When a search results page contains n entries, Exchange
server returns the page to ExchangeAgent.

You can use the PageSize field to maintain client-server performance in cases where
large result sets are being processed and returned. Specifying a number in PageSize
directs the Exchange server to process only that number of entries before returning the
data to ExchangeAgent; this prevents large amounts of Exchange server memory from
being tied up while the server acquires the search results data and allows for scalable
search operations.

PagedTimeLimit

The PagedTimeLimit field controls the length of time that Microsoft Exchange server is to
search for a single page. The syntax is:

The syntax is:

PagedTimeLimit=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 — No time limit on the search of one page (default)

� n — The maximum number of seconds to search for one page; specify a non-negative
integer

AsynchronousSearch

The AsynchronousSearch field controls whether Microsoft Exchange server performs
synchronous or asynchronous search operations. The syntax is:

AsynchronousSearch=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — A single search operation must complete before a new search operation can
begin (default)

� 1 — A new search operation can start while a current search operation is being
processed

When AsynchronousSearch is set to 1, a new search can be started when the
Exchange server returns the first entry. When a number in PageSize is specified and
AsynchronousSearch is set to 1, a new search can be started when the Exchange
server returns the first page of search results. If AsynchronousSearch is set to 0, a new
search operation cannot be started until Exchange server returns the entire results set.
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CacheResults

The CacheResults field controls whether ExchangeAgent caches search results in its
local memory. The syntax is:

CacheResults=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not cache results

� 1 — Cache results (default)

TimeLimit

The TimeLimit field controls whether ExchangeAgent imposes a time limit for search
results to be returned from Microsoft Exchange server. The syntax is:

The syntax is:

TimeLimit=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 — No time limit is imposed on search operations (default)

� n — A time limit n is imposed on search operations, where n is the time in seconds
after which ExchangeAgent is to abandon the search operation

The SearchFilter Section

The SearchFilter section is an optional section that specifies the Exchange entries that
are to be exported from the Exchange directory and can control whether or not
ExchangeAgent performs a delta export. The section consists of one or more LdapFilter
fields. Each LdapFilter field specifies a collection of entries to locate and export. The
syntax is as follows:

LdapFilter=filter

where filter is a search string specified in LDAP filter syntax; see RFC 2254 for an
explanation of this syntax. For example:

LdapFilter=(objectClass=*)

The following table shows some sample LDAP filters and their results.
Filter Value Action Taken
(objectClass=*) Export all entries
(objectClass=organizationalPerson) Export all Mailbox entries
(objectClass=Remote-Address) Export all Remote Address entries
(&(objectClass=*) (sn=a*)) Export all entries whose surname

begins with "a"
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(&(objectClass=organizationalPerso
n) (postalAddress=*))

Export all Mailbox entries that have
the attribute postalAddress set

(&(objectClass=*) (Is-Deleted=True)) Export all deleted entries
(&(objectClass=*) (USN-
Changed>=6200))

Export all entries whose USN-
changed value is higher than the
latest USN-changed value (delta
export)

When specifying attributes in filter, you must use the LDAP names for the attributes. See
"Microsoft Exchange Directory Schema" for tables of LDAP name-to-Exchange name
mappings.

ExchangeAgent creates one export data file. If the DeltaExport field in the DeltaExport
section is set to 0, this file contains all of the entries extracted from the Exchange
directory that match the search criteria specified in the SearchPreferences and
SearchFilter sections. This file is called the "export data file" (or "full export data file").

ExchangeAgent uses the LdapFilter field in conjunction with the Delta Export fields
DeltaExport (set to 1) and the USNChangedMax field to create a search filter that
performs a "delta" export of modified entries into the generated export data file. See the
DeltaExport section for further details.

The Exchange server retains deleted entries for a specific period of time (the default is 30
days, and can be changed by the Exchange administrator; see "Exchange Server
Administration for Import and Export Operations" for further details). For deleted entries, it
updates the "Is-Deleted" Exchange attribute to TRUE. Use the "Is-Deleted" Exchange
attribute as a search filter component to direct ExchangeAgent to extract deleted entries
into the generated export data file. Note that ExchangeAgent can only extract and read
deleted entries if the Exchange server that is managing the target directory has been set
up with the appropriate access rights. See "Exchange Server Administration for Import
and Export Operations" for further details.

Because ExchangeAgent always generates only one export data file, it is recommended
that you perform separate export operations to extract modified entries and deleted
entries. (If the search filter supplied in LdapFilter selects both modified and deleted
entries, they are written to the same export data file.)

Only one LDAP search filter can be activated per export operation.

This is an optional field. If no value is specified or the field is not present in the
configuration file, ExchangeAgent exports all entries.

The SelAttributes Section

The SelAttributes section is an optional section of the export configuration file that controls
whether or not ExchangeAgent retrieves all entry attributes with a value, or only those
attributes set to 1 in the Attributes section. The section consists of one field, which is
SelectAttributes. The syntax is:
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SelectAttributes=switch

where switch is one of:

� 0 — Export all attributes with a value (default)

� 1 — Export only those attributes set to 1 in the Attributes section

This field must be set to 1 to perform a delta export operation. See the DeltaExport
section for more information about the delta export operation.

The Attributes Section

The Attributes section is an optional section of the export configuration file that specifies
a set of Exchange attributes to be exported from an Exchange directory. The syntax is:

attribute_name=switch

where attribute_name is the name of an Exchange attribute and switch is one of the
following values:

� 0 — Do not export the attribute value for attribute_name

� 1 — Export the attribute value for attribute_name

For example:
[Attributes]

#Attributes specific to Remote Addresses
 #
 Target-Address=1
 userPassword=0
 #
 #Attributes specific to Distribution Lists
 #
 DL-Member-Rule=0
 Hide-DL-Membership=0
 member=1
 OOF-Replay-To-Originator=0
 owner=0
 Report-To-Owner=0
 #

Use the switch parameter to select or exclude attributes in the list for export.

If the Attributes section is not specified in the configuration file and SelectAttributes is set
to 0 in the SelAttributes section, ExchangeAgent exports all of the attributes of Exchange
entries that match the search criteria specified in the SearchPreferences and SearchFilter
sections. If SelectAttributes is set to 1 and the Attributes section does not contain any
attributes that are set to 1, nothing is exported.

Note that the USN-Changed attribute must be set to 1 in the Attributes section in order to
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perform a delta export operation. See the DeltaExport section for more information about
delta export operations.

The Configuration Section

The Configuration section is an optional section that contains information that
ExchangeAgent is to use when evaluating entry attributes during the export procedure.
The next sections describe the fields in the Configuration section.

MultiValueSeparator

The MultiValueSeparator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is:

MultiValueSeparator=[character]

where character is a character or a string used as a multi-valued attribute separator. For
example:

MultiValueSeparator=#

This field is optional. If it is not specified (or not present in the configuration file),
ExchangeAgent uses the pound sign (#) as the multi-valued attribute separator.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether ExchangeAgent performs program flow tracing on an
export operation. The syntax is:

Trace=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not perform program flow tracing on the export operation (default)

� 1 — Perform program flow tracing on the export operation

If 1 is specified, ExchangeAgent writes information about the export operation to the
pathname specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which ExchangeAgent
is to write information about the export operation. The syntax is:

TraceFileName=pathname

where pathname is the name for the trace file. For example:
TraceFileName=c:\Exchsync\ExportTraceFile

This field is optional unless Trace is set to 1. ExchangeAgent does not evaluate this field
if Trace is set to 0.
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NTAccountFormat

The NTAccountFormat field controls the format in which the attribute Assoc-NT-
Account is exported. The syntax is:

NTAccountFormat=format

where format is one of the following values:

� Text — The Assoc-NT-Account is exported in the format domain_name\user_name
(default)

� Hex — The Assoc-NT-Account is exported as a hex string.

The DeltaExport Section

The DeltaExport section is an optional section that provides information that can be used
to direct ExchangeAgent to perform a delta export of entries from the Exchange directory.

The next sections describe the fields in the DeltaExport section.

DeltaExport

The DeltaExport field controls whether ExchangeAgent performs a full or delta export of
the Exchange directory. The syntax is:

DeltaExport=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Export all entries (or those entries specified with the LDAPFilter field) from the
directory (default)

� 1 — Export only those entries whose USN-Changed attribute value is greater than or
equal to the value of the USNChangedMax field.

If the DeltaExport field is set to 1:

� The Delta Export section must contain the USNChangedMax field and value

� The Attributes section must specify the USN-Changed attribute set to 1

� The SelectAttributes field in the SelAttributes section must be set to 1

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
file), ExchangeAgent exports all entries in the directory (or all the entries selected using
the specifications in the LDAPFilter field, if it is present in the configuration file) from the
Exchange directory.

USNChangedMax

The USNChangedMax field specifies the highest-numbered USN-changed attribute value
in the Exchange directory. The syntax is:
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USNChangedMax=USN

where USN is an integer that represents the highest-number USN assigned to an
Exchange container entry in the directory. For example:

USNChangedMax=6426

The USN-Changed attribute is a Microsoft Exchange attribute that is assigned to every
entry in the Exchange directory. When the Exchange server carries out a modification to
an entry, it assigns the highest USN to the entry's USN-Changed attribute as its value.

For the initial delta export, you must:

� Set the value of USNChangedMax to 0:

� Set the DeltaExport field to 1

ExchangeAgent selects only those entries modified after the value provided in the
USNChangedMax field (all entries, in this export run). When it completes the export,
ExchangeAgent updates the USNChangedMax field with the current highest USN-
Changed attribute value.

On subsequent exports, each time ExchangeAgent performs an export and the
DeltaExport field is set to 1, it automatically appends the string USN-Changed³USN to
the filter specified in the LdapFilter field, where USN is the current value in the
USNChangedMax field. It then performs the export and updates the USNChangedMax
field with the current highest USN-Changed attribute value.

Note that performing incremental delta exports works only if you do not change the search
filters or the attributes in the export configuration file. If you make changes to search filters
in the SearchFilter section or to the attribute list in the Attributes section, you will need to
perform a full export and re-set the USNChangedMax attribute.

4.2.3 Import Configuration File Format
The ExchangeAgent import configuration file consists of three sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Connection section (required)

� The Configuration section (optional)

� The AttributeTypes section (required)

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the import configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
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format n.nn. The current version is:
Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the
ExchangeAgent import configuration file. The ExachangeAgent is able to process
configuration files with version number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a
Version section. The following table provides information about the differences between
import configuration file versions and about the support of older impot configuration file
versions for compatibility reasons:

                      "Old"                1.00                   1.01
 TraceLevel   Supported         Not supported   Not supported
 Trace             Not supported   Supported (1)   Supported

Notes:
 (1)   TraceLevel was replaced by Trace.

The Connection Section

The Connection section is a mandatory section that consists of fields that define the
parameters of an import operation for ExchangeAgent. The next sections describe these
fields.

UserName

The UserName field specifies the NT account that ExchangeAgent is to use when binding
to the Exchange server during the import procedure. It has the same syntax as the
UserName field in the export configuration file.

A recipient (Mailbox, Remote-Address and/or Distribution-List) can be hidden in an
Exchange directory if its Hide-From-Address attribute is assigned the value True. To
modify hidden recipients on import, you must append the NT Administrator account name
cn=admin to the values specified in the UserName field. For example:

UserName=CN=Beninga,CN=Saturn,CN=admin

Deleting hidden recipients does not require the cn=admin privilege.

Password

The Password field specifies the password for the NT account name specified with the
UserName field. It has the same syntax as the Password field in the export configuration
file.

UseSecureAuthentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field controls the level of authentication that
ExchangeAgent uses when binding to an Exchange server during the import procedure. It
has the same syntax as the UseSecureAuthentication field in the export configuration
file.
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UseEncryption

The UseEncryption field controls whether or not the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) port is
used to provide a secure channel during the import procedure. It has the same syntax as
the UseEncryption field in the export configuration file.

The Configuration Section

The Configuration section is an optional section that consists of fields that contain
information that ExchangeAgent is to use when evaluating entry attributes in an import
data file. The next sections describe these fields.

MultiValueSeparator

The MultiValueSeparator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is the same as the
MultiValueSeparator field in the export configuration file.

IgnoreObjectClass

The IgnoreObjectClass field controls whether ExchangeAgent evaluates or ignores the
ObjectClass attribute of entries for which the "modify" LDIF changetype operation has
been specified. The syntax is:

IgnoreObjectClass=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Evaluate the ObjectClass attribute when the changetype operation is "modify"

� 1 — Ignore the ObjectClass attribute when the changetype operation is "modify"
(default)

Exchange server does not currently permit the modification of the ObjectClass attribute
through an LDIF "changetype" operation. Consequently, you can set the
IgnoreObjectClass field to 1 to direct ExchangeAgent not to pass the ObjectClass attribute
to the Exchange server. However, other LDAP servers that manage Exchange directories
do permit the modification of the ObjectClass attribute. Setting IgnoreObjectClass to 0 in
these cases permits ExchangeAgent to pass the ObjectClass attribute to the LDAP server
for evaluation.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether ExchangeAgent performs program flow tracing on an
import operation. It has the same syntax as the Trace field in the export configuration file
and is an optional field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which ExchangeAgent
is to write information about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the
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TraceFileName field in the export configuration file and is an optional field unless the
Trace field is specified.

RejectSpecialCharacters

The RejectSpecialCharacters field controls whether ExchangeAgent evaluates the
ADsPath attribute of entries in the import data file for special characters. The syntax is:

RejectSpecialCharacters=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 — Do not evaluate the ADsPath attribute for special characters (default)

� 1 — Evaluate the ADsPath attribute for special characters

If 1 is specified, ExchangeAgent scans the Common-Name (cn) RDN of each import
entry's ADsPath attribute for the characters specified in the RejectedCharacters field and
rejects the entry for import if it contains one of these characters.

Use this field in conjunction with the RejectedCharacters field if you are working with
Microsoft Exchange server 5.5; these fields provide a "work around" to a bug that exists in
this version of Exchange server. For more information about the bug and its
recommended resolution, see the URL:

http://support.microsoft.com/support/kb/articles/q222/6/47.asp

RejectedCharacters

The RejectedCharacters field specifies the characters in the import entries' AdsPath
attribute that ExchangeAgent is to scan for; ExchangeAgent is to reject the entry for
import if it contains one of these characters. The syntax is:

RejectedCharacters=characters

Where characters specifies the characters in the Common-Name RDN of the AdsPath
attribute for which ExchangeAgent is to search.

This field is optional unless RejectSpecialCharacters is set to 1. ExchangeAgent does
not evaluate this field if RejectSpecialCharacters is set to 0.

The Attribute Types Section

The Attribute Types section is a mandatory section that specifies the attribute syntax for
each Exchange attribute to be imported into the Exchange directory. The section consists
of one or more attribute syntax specifications in the format:

LDAP_name_of_attribute=attribute_syntax

where LDAP_name_of_attribute is the LDAP name for the Exchange attribute to be
imported and attribute_syntax is one of the following keywords:

Boolean
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 CaseExactString
 CaseIgnoreString
 DNstring
 Integer
 LargeInteger
 NumericString
 ObjectClass
 OctetString
 PrintableString
 ProviderSpecific
 UTCTime

Each of these keywords corresponds to a data type that can be passed over the Active
Directory Services Interface (ADSI). Because ExchangeAgent uses this interface, it must
specify the data type of each attribute it passes over the interface. The Attribute Types
section provides ExchangeAgent with the information it needs about each attribute's ADSI
data type.

For example:
[Attribute Types]

changetype=CaseIgnoreString
 objectClass=CaseIgnoreString
 Company=CaseIgnoreString
 cn=CaseignoreString
 department=CaseIgnoreString
 member=DNString
 Replication-Sensitivity=Integer
 Report-To-Originator=Boolean

4.3 Export and Import Data File Format
The ExchangeAgent import and export data files use a tagged file format. The next
sections describe the:

� General characteristics of export and import data file formats

� Specific features of the import data file format

4.3.1 General Data File Format
The ExchangeAgent import and export data files have the following characteristics:

� Each entry attribute is contained on one line; line continuation is not permitted.

� The representation of each attribute is:

attribute_name:attribute_value(s)
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� Leading and trailing whitespace between attribute_name and attribute_value is
ignored. For example, in the attribute:
cn: SallyAnn K. Quebec

The whitespace between the colon (:) and the start of the attribute value is ignored, but
the whitespace within the attribute value is returned.

� The form-feed character (0x0c) is used as a record (entry) separator

� The form-feed character can optionally appear as the first line in the file

� There is no special character processing (there is no "escaping" mechanism)

Here is an example:
(0x0c is here as a record (entry) separator)
 changetype: delete
 objectClass: Remote-Address
 cn: Robert Amber
 rdn: Robert Amber
 Replication-Sensitivity: 20
 telephoneNumber: 603 555 8845
 uid: AliasAmber
 givenName: Robert
 l:Nashua, New Hampshire
 postalAddress: 110 Spitbrook Road
 postalCode: 03060
 sn: Amber
 Target-Address: SMTP:robert_amber@spitbrook.digital.com
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 …

"Microsoft Exchange Directory Schema" describes the Microsoft Exchange directory
schema.

4.3.2 Import Data File Format
Individual entries in a single import data file can be targeted for import to different
containers or Exchange servers. Consequently, each entry in an ExchangeAgent import
data file must contain an ADsPath attribute that identifies the fully qualified pathname of
the Remote Address, Distribution List, or Mailbox entry to be added, modified, or deleted.
The attribute syntax is:

ADsPath:LDAP://host_name[:port_number][/distinguished_name]

where:

� host_name specifies a computer name, an IP address, or a domain name.
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� port_number specifies the port on host_name on which the Microsoft Exchange LDAP
server listens for requests. If port_number is not specified, ExchangeAgent uses the
default LDAP port number 389.

� distinguished_name specifies the name of the target Exchange directory root, in top-
down (DAP-style) or bottom-up (LDAP-style) naming format.

For example:
ADsPath=LDAP://Mars/O=Siemens/OU=Talk1/CN=Recipients/CN=Arno
Held

The ExchangeAgent import data file format also supports the LDIF per-entry "changetype"
attribute that indicates the type of modification to be made to the entry in the Exchange
directory. The value for "changetype" is one of "add", "modify", or "delete". The
changetype attribute name and its values are case-insensitive and can appear anywhere
in the entry. If a changetype attribute is not present (or does not contain a value),
ExchangeAgent attempts an "add" operation for the entry. If the "add" operation fails, it
attempts a "modify" operation.

As with all other entries in an import data file, entries that contain changetype attributes
must contain the ADsPath attribute. Entries with a "modify" changetype attribute value
must also contain at least one attribute to be modified. Entries with an "add" changetype
must contain an object class attribute. Depending on the object class attribute value, the
following attributes must also be present in the entry:

� For Remote Addresses (objectClass=Remote-Address), the attributes cn, uid, sn,
Target-Address, textEncodedORaddress, Hide-From-Address-Book, MAPI-Recipient,
Replication-Sensitivity, and rfc822Mailbox must be present

� For Distribution Lists (objectClass=groupOfNames) the attributes cn, member, Hide-
DL-Membership, Hide-From-Address-Book, Replication-Sensitivity, rfc822Mailbox,
and textEncodedORaddress must be present

� For Mailboxes (objectClass=organizationalPerson), the attributes cn, uid, sn, NT-
Account, Home-MDB, Home-MTA, mailPreferenceOption, MDB-Use-Defaults, MAPI-
Recipient, Replication-Sensitivity, rfc822Mailbox, and textEncodedORaddress must be
present

The attributes for a multi-valued attribute appear on one line and are separated by the
multi-valued attribute separator specified in the MultiValueSeparator field in the import
configuration file. For example:

…

member:
cn=Test1,cn=Recipients,ou=metahub1,o=Siemens#cn=Test2,cn=Recipi
ents,ou=metahub1,o=Siemens#cn=Test3,cn=Recipients,ou=metahub1,o
=Siemens

For entries with a "modify" changetype, the specified attributes are overwritten with the
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new value and the other attributes retain their old value. (At present, ExchangeAgent does
not support LDIF change format ("add", "delete" and "replace" operations on attributes in
the entry) as NTAgent and NotesAgent do.)

The import data file can contain comments, which are identified by a # character at the
beginning of a line.

Mailbox entries to be imported must contain the NT-Account pseudo attribute, which
ExchangeAgent uses to assign an NT account to a mailbox entry to be added. The
attribute has the syntax:

NT-Account: domain\user

where domain is the domain name and user is the user account name. For example:
NT-Account: ASW\Testuser

ExchangeAgent uses the domain name and user account name to create the LDAP
attributes Assoc-NT-Account and NT-Security-Descriptor and then passes these attributes
to the Exchange server. The attribute syntax for these LDAP attributes is OctetString, for
example, 00515000000EE490F6B657A1E603031. Note that the NT-Account attribute is
never present in an export data file; instead, it is the LDAP attributes that are present. The
attribute Assoc-NT-Account is represented in the export data file in the form: domain\user.

4.4 Import Error File Format
During the import process, ExchangeAgent writes the original attributes and values of
Remote Address, Distribution List, or Mailbox entries that it is unable to import into the
error file specified on the command line along with an error message that describes the
error that caused the import to fail on the entry. Each error record in the import error file
has the following format:

#warning_message
 source_entry
 #error_message

Where warning_message contains a warning text, source_entry is the original entry that
ExchangeAgent was unable to import and error_message contains the function name that
failed and an error code and error text. Entries can have either warning_message or
error_message or both of them. For example:

#Warning! Cannot find Attribute Type of xxx. Attribute Ignored.
 changetype: add
 objectClass: organizationalPerson
 ADsPath:
LDAP://Premium:390/o=Siemens/ou=metahub1/cn=Recipients/cn=Marc
Held0
 cn: DisplayMBHeld0
 uid: Marc Held0
 sn: Held0
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 xxx: test
 NT-Account: ASW\Testuser
 Home-MDB: cn=Microsoft Private
MDB,cn=ExchServer1,cn=Servers,cn=Configuration,ou=metahub1,o=Si
emens
 Home-MTA: cn=Microsoft
MTA,cn=ExchServer1,cn=Servers,cn=Configuration,ou=metahub1,o=Si
emens
 mailPreferenceOption: 0
 MDB-Use-Defaults: True
 MAPI-Recipient: True
 Replication-Sensitivity: 20
 rfc822Mailbox: marc.held2@icn.siemens.de
 textEncodedORaddress: c=de;a=abc;p=Siemens;o=metahub1;s=Held2;
 #Error! CreateDSObject of
LDAP://Premium:390/o=Siemens/ou=metahub1/cn=Recipients/cn=Marc
Held0 failed. Error Code: 80071392 Error Text: The object
already exists.

Any entry that cannot be imported into the Exchange directory is written into the import
error file. Consequently, you can use the error file as an input file and re-run the import
operation, after first fixing the errors reported in the file. A timestamp is written at start and
end of the error file.

4.5 ExchangeAgent Import Notes
Each mailbox in Exchange is associated with an NT account. As part of the import
procedure, ExchangeAgent manages the NT accounts associated with mailboxes as
follows:

� When ExchangeAgent creates a mailbox and the NT-Account attribute is present in
the import entry and did not previously exist, it creates an NT account and associates
it with the mailbox. This operation is performed for import entries with no changetype
attribute and for entries whose changetype attributes are "add" or "modify". For this
operation to succeed:

� the machine running ExchangeAgent must be a member of a domain that trusts
all domains from which NT accounts are to be assigned

� the Windows/NT Logon procedure must be carried out using an account that has
the rights to create NT accounts in the specified domain.

� When ExchangeAgent deletes a mailbox (because the import entry has the
changetype attribute "delete") and the NT-Account attribute is present in the import
entry, it deletes the associated NT account. To prevent the associated NT account
from being deleted, make sure you filter out the attribute in your mapping procedure. If
the NT-Account attribute is not present in the import entry, ExchangeAgent deletes
only the mailbox.
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� When ExchangeAgent modifies a mailbox and the NT-Account attribute is present in
the import entry, it associates the mailbox with the NT account specified in the
attribute. This operation is performed for import entries with no changetype attribute
and for entries with the changetype attribute "modify".

In order for ExchangeAgent to perform these operations on NT accounts, the Exchange
server Service account must be set up with "Service Account Admin" rights. Refer to the
section "Enabling NT Account Management during Import Operations" in the sections that
follow. ExchangeAgent can only automatically create and associate NT accounts with
Exchange mailboxes; it cannot automatically create Windows 2000 or Active Directory
accounts and associate them with Exchange mailboxes. It also cannot create a mailbox
that is associated with a Windows 2000 or Active Directory account.

When importing mailboxes that are to be accessed from POP3 clients:

� The NT account associated with the mailbox must be identical to the mailbox
aliasname attribute value (which is a UID)

� The POP3 client must use the mailbox aliasname as the logon name

4.6 Exchange Server Administration
The administrator of an Exchange server that is to be the target of an ExchangeAgent
import or export operation may need to perform some administrative tasks on the server
to ensure proper operation of the ExchangeAgent import and/or export procedure. The
next sections describe how to:

� Manage the Exchange Server's LDAP Interface

� Export Deleted Entries

� Set the Tombstone Lifetime for Deleted Entries

� Monitor LDAP Operations on the Exchange Server

� Enable NT Account Management during Import Operations

4.6.1 Managing the Exchange Server's LDAP Interface
ExchangeAgent accesses the Exchange server through its LDAP interface.
Consequently, the administrator of an Exchange server that is to be the target of an
ExchangeAgent export or import operation should ensure that the server is accessible
through its LDAP interface.

Next, the administrator should ensure that the settings for the LDAP interface correspond
to the requirements of the ExchangeAgent import and export configurations in the
following areas:

� The port number set for the Exchange server must match the port number specified in
the SearchBase field of the export configuration file
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� The authentication method selected in the UseSecureAuthentication field of the
export or import configuration files must be enabled in the Exchange server

� The maximum number of entries returned for a single search must be large enough to
accommodate the number of entries to be exported in an ExchangeAgent export
operation

Use the Exchange Server Administrator (admin.exe) to manage the Exchange server's
LDAP settings:

� Select container Organization -> Site -> Configuration -> Protocols, and then select
Properties.

� Select General to check and change the Exchange server port number.

� Select Authentication to check and change the authentication methods (the default is
no authentication; this selection does not need to be changed if the
UseSecureAuthentication field is set to 0 (no authentication)

� Select Search to check and change the maximum number of entries returned in a
search result (the default is 100 entries)

If you do not want to inherit Site Protocol settings, you can use the Ldap-Protocol menu
of the Server container to check and change the LDAP settings.

Note that the Exchange server must be restarted after changing any LDAP settings.

4.6.2 Exporting Deleted Entries
To enable ExchangeAgent to extract and read deleted entries from an Exchange
directory, the Exchange server that manages the target Exchange directory must be
administered as follows:

� The Exchange server Service on the NT system that is running the target Exchange
server must be started with an NT account that is a member of the Administrators
local group.

� The Exchange server Service account must be set up with "Service Account Admin"
rights. To establish these rights, use Exchange Server Administrator (admin.exe) as
follows:

� Open Properties of the Site container

� Select Permissions

� Add the Exchange server Service account

� Select "Service Account Admin" rights for the account

� The NT account that is running the ExchangeAgent export procedure (the account that
is specified in the UserName and Password fields of the export configuration file)
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must be granted "Admin" rights on the target Exchange server. To grant these rights,
use Exchange Server Administrator (admin.exe) as follows:

� Open Properties of the Site container

� Select Permissions

� Add the ExchangeAgent NT account

� Select "Admin" rights for the account

In addition to the Exchange server setup just described, the NT account specified in the
UserName field must be appended with cn=admin. For example:

UserName=CN=Smith,CN=TestDomain,CN=admin

4.6.3 Setting the Tombstone Lifetime for Deleted Entries
The Exchange server retains deleted entries and attributes for the period of time specified
in its Tombstone Lifetime property. The default time period is 30 days and can be changed
using Exchange Server Administrator (admin.exe) as follows:

� Select the container Organization -> Site -> Configuration

� Select Properties of DS Site Configuration

� Select General, and then set Tombstone Lifetime

4.6.4 Monitoring LDAP Operations on the Exchange Server
The administrator of an Exchange server that is the target of ExchangeAgent import and
export operations can enable LDAP logging in the Exchange server to monitor incoming
LDAP operations, in cases where ExchangeAgent import or export operations are not
returning the expected results. To enable LDAP logging, use Exchange Server
Administrator (admin.exe) as follows:

� In the Servers container, open Properties of the Exchange server

� Select Diagnostics Logging

� Select MSExchangeDS, LDAP Interface, and the maximum logging level in Logging
Level

Use the Event Viewer to review the LDAP logging information returned by the Exchange
server.

4.6.5 Enabling NT Account Management during Import Operations
To enable ExchangeAgent to manage the NT accounts associated with mailboxes during
its import procedure, the Exchange server Service account must be set up with "Service
Account Admin" rights. To establish these rights use Exchange Server Administrator
(admin.exe) as follows:
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� Open Properties of the Site container

� Select Permissions

� Add the Exchange server Service account

� Select "Service Account Admin" rights for the account
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Chapter

5
5 Microsoft ADS Meta Agent

ADSAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that handles the import and export of Active
Directory user and group objects to and from a Microsoft Windows 2000 Active Directory.
ADSAgent uses the ADSI LDAP provider to bind to the Active Directory and runs on
Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000.

ADSAgent can:

� Perform a full or a delta export of object classes from an Active Directory, including
multiple attribute values and using LDAP search filters

� Perform a full or a delta import of object classes into an Active Directory, including
multiple attribute values

� Generate an import error file that records all user and group entries that it fails to
import

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figures illustrate the components of the ADSAgent export and import
operations.
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Figure 8: ADSAgent Export Components

Figure 9: ADSAgent Import Components

This section describes:
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� ADSAgent command line format for export and import operations

� ADSAgent configuration files for export and import operations

� The export data file format that ADSAgent generates

� The import data file format that ADSAgent recognizes

� ADSAgent import error file format

� How to create Exchange mail-enabled and mailbox-enabled users in Active Directory

Sample ADSAgent configuration files and scripts are provided in the \Samples\ADS
directory of the DirXmetahub installation. See the file ADSReadme.txt for a description of
these files and scripts.

5.1 Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke ADSAgent is as follows:

AdsAgent.exe sync_switch data_file configuration_file error_file [/a]>initial_error_file

Parameters

sync_switch

Specifies the type of directory synchronization that ADSAgent is to perform. Possible
values are:

/e Invokes the ADSAgent export function
 /i Invokes the ADSAgent import function

data_file

For export: specifies the pathname of the target export data file that is to contain the
entries that ADSAgent extracts from an Active Directory.
 For import: specifies the pathname of the source file that contains the data to be
imported into an Active Directory.

configuration_file

Specifies the name of the file that contains the specifications for the export and import
procedure.

Note: If the file is located in the working directory, you must explicitly indicate this fact
by using the .\ notation before the file name, as shown in the example. It is not
sufficient to specify only the file name, as it is for the data_file and error_file
parameters.

error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which ADSAgent is to write error messages about
errors that occur during the export or import process. For export errors, the format is:
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###date_and_time command_line
 Error! error_message
 ###date_and_time command_line

where error_message contains the function name that failed and an error code and
error text.

For example:
### 04/07/2000 08:16:57 AM AdsAgent /e Data\ExportDirx.adr
.\ExportDirx.ini ExportDirx.log
 Error! ADsOpenObject failed. Error Code: 80005000 Error Text:
An invalid Active Directory Pathname was passed.
 ### 04/07/2000 08:16:58 AM End

See "Import Error File Format" for a description of import error format.

/a (On export only)

Specifies that ADSAgent is to append the results of the export operation to data_file
and error_file and write a timestamp at the start and end of the results. Use this switch
on an export operation to append extracted entries to an existing export data file and
to append error information to an existing error log file.

If the switch is not specified, ADSAgent overwrites the contents of the specified
data_file and error_file, if they already exist.

initial_error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which ADSAgent is to write error messages for errors
that occur before it creates error_file.

The following table describes the codes provided when ADSAgent.exe finishes running:
Exit
Code

Description

0 ADSAgent completed successfully.
1 ADSAgent completed with errors, which are described in

the specified error_file unless this file cannot be created
due to a file exception error.

200 ADSAgent completed with warnings, which are described in
the specified error_file.

5.2 Configuration File Formats
ADSAgent uses the following configuration files:

� ADS export configuration file - controls the export of data from an Active Directory

� ADS import configuration file - controls the import of data into an Active Directory
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Templates of these configuration files are provided with the ADSAgent installation. The
filenames are:

� ExportAds.ini (to export all object classes (Users, Groups, Sites, Services,
Computers, Schema Objects))

� ImportAds.ini (to import all User and Group object classes to Active Directory)

In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of your Active
Directory import and export operations.

This section also describes the general structure of a configuration file.

5.2.1 General Structure of a Configuration File
An ADSAgent configuration file consists of sections and fields defined within those
sections. A configuration file has the following structure:

[SectionName]

 <comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .
 [SectionName]

<comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .

SectionName is a keyword enclosed in square brackets ([ ]) that identifies the purpose of
the section. sectionField is a keyword that identifies the field and fieldValue is the value
assigned to the section field, preceded by the equal sign (=). For example:

SearchScope=2

Comments can be inserted anywhere in a configuration file and are identified by any
character-for example, a # character or a semicolon (;)-that appears at the beginning of a
line.

5.2.2 Export Configuration File Format
The ADSAgent export configuration file consists of the following sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Connection section (required)
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� The SearchPreferences section (optional)

� The SearchFilter section (optional)

� The SelAttributes section (optional)

� The Attributes section (optional)

� The Configuration section (optional)

� The DeltaExport section (optional)

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the export configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The current version is:

Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the ADSAgent
export configuration file. The ADSAgent is able to process configuration files with version
number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a Version section. The following table
provides information about the differences between export configuration file versions and
about the support of older export configuration file versions for compatibility reasons:

                      "Old"                 1.00                   1.01
 TraceLevel   Supported          Not supported   Not supported
 Trace             Not supported   Supported (1)    Supported

Notes:
 (1)   TraceLevel was replaced by Trace.

The Connection Section

The Connection section is a mandatory section that consists of fields that define the
parameters of an export operation for ADSAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

SearchBase

The SearchBase field specifies the base within the Active Directory from which to export
entries. The syntax is:

SearchBase=LDAP://host_name[:port_number][/distinguished_name]

where:

� host_name specifies a computer name, an IP address, or a domain name. This is an
optional component when ADSAgent is running on a Windows 2000 system. If it is not
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specified, the ADSI protocol locates the best domain controller in the system's site
(the local area network to which the machine belongs) and connects to that controller.

� port_number specifies the port on host_name on which the Microsoft Active Directory
LDAP server listens for requests. If port_number is not specified, ADSAgent uses the
default LDAP port number 389.

� distinguished_name specifies the name of the target Active Directory root, in top-down
(DAP-style) or bottom-up (LDAP-style) naming format.

For example:
SearchBase=LDAP://Saturn/DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=Developme
nt

on Windows NT 4.0 systems or Windows 2000 systems, or:
SearchBase=LDAP://DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=Development

on Windows 2000 systems. Any comma (,) and forward slash (/) characters that are
present in naming attribute values of distinguished_name must be "escaped" with the
backslash character. For example:

SearchBase=LDAP://Venus/DC=OpTech\, Inc./DC=Talk2/OU=Sales

Active Directory supports the concept of "server-less" binding, which means that you can
bind to Active Directory on the default domain without having to specify the name of a
domain controller. When processing a server-less binding call, ADSI finds the "best"
Windows 2000 domain controller in the default domain, which is the domain associated
with the current security context of the thread that is performing the bind (the logged-on
user on the machine on which the ADSAgent runs). ADSI uses DNS to find the domain
controller and first looks in the client's computer's site, which is usually defined as an IP
subnet.

The SearchBase field is a mandatory field.

UserName

The UserName field specifies the Windows account that ADSAgent is to use when
binding to the Active Directory server during the export procedure. The syntax is:

UserName=Windows_account_name

For example:
UserName=Smith@dirxmetahub.siemens

This is an optional field; if it is not specified or is not present in the configuration file,
ADSAgent uses the Windows account that invoked it when binding to the Active Directory
server. If you specify a UserName field value, you must also specify a Password field
value.
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Password

The Password field specifies the password for the Windows account name specified with
the UserName field. The syntax is:

Password=password

For example:
Password=fidlajsks

This is an optional field; if no value is specified in this field or the field is not present in the
configuration file, ADSAgent uses the password used with the Windows account that
invoked it when binding to an Active Directory server during an export procedure. If you
specify a Password field value, you must also specify a UserName field value.

UseSecureAuthentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field controls the level of authentication that ADSAgent
uses when binding to an Active Directory server during the export procedure. The syntax
is:

UseSecureAuthentication=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not use secure authentication (default)

� 1 - Use secure authentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field is used in conjunction with the UseEncryption field
to set the level of security services used during the export procedure. The field is only
meaningful if the UserName and Password fields are supplied with values. If
UseSecureAuthentication is set to 1, the Active Directory server managing the target
Active Directory must also have secure authentication enabled.

UseEncryption

The UseEncryption field controls whether or not the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) port is
used to provide a secure channel during the export procedure. The syntax is:

UseEncryption=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not use SSL encryption (default)

� 1 - Use SSL encryption

The UseEncryption field is used in conjunction with the UseSecureAuthentication field
to set the level of security services used during the export procedure. The field is only
meaningful if the UserName and Password fields are supplied with values. Note that the
SSL encryption setting on the Active Directory server managing the target Active Directory
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must match the UseEncryption setting specified in the configuration file.

The SearchPreferences Section

The SearchPreferences section is an optional section that consists of fields that specify
parameters for search operations in Active Directory. The next sections describe these
fields.

SearchScope

The SearchScope field specifies the search scope for search filters specified in the
SearchFilter section. The syntax is:

SearchScope=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - Limits the search scope to the entry specified in the SearchBase field

� 1 - Limits the search scope to the children of the entry specified in the SearchBase
field

� 2 - Limits the search scope to the subtree below the entry specified in the SearchBase
field (default)

PageSize

The PageSize field controls how Microsoft Active Directory server is to return search
results to ADSAgent for a single search operation. The syntax is:

The syntax is:

PageSize=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - Processes the entire search result set before returning it to ADSAgent (default)

� n - Processes and returns the search result in pages, where each page has a
maximum of n entries. When a search results page contains n entries, Active
Directory server returns the page to ADSAgent.

You can use the PageSize field to maintain client-server performance in cases where
large result sets are being processed and returned. Specifying a number in PageSize
directs the Active Directory server to process only that number of entries before returning
the data to ADSAgent; this prevents large amounts of Active Directory server memory
from being tied up while the server acquires the search results data and allows for
scalable search operations. If you have more than 1000 entries to export, you must set a
PageSize field value. We recommend that you set this field to a value between 100 and
500 for best performance.
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PagedTimeLimit

The PagedTimeLimit field controls the length of time that Microsoft Active Directory
server is to search for a single page. The syntax is:

The syntax is:

PagedTimeLimit=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - No time limit on the search of one page (default)

� n - The maximum number of seconds to search for one page; specify a non-negative
integer

AsynchronousSearch

The AsynchronousSearch field controls whether Microsoft Active Directory server
performs synchronous or asynchronous search operations. The syntax is:

AsynchronousSearch=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - A single search operation must complete before a new search operation can begin
(default)

� 1 - A new search operation can start while a current search operation is being
processed

When AsynchronousSearch is set to 1, a new search can be started when the Active
Directory server returns the first entry. When a number in PageSize is specified and
AsynchronousSearch is set to 1, a new search can be started when the Active Directory
server returns the first page of search results. If AsynchronousSearch is set to 0, a new
search operation cannot be started until Active Directory server returns the entire results
set.

CacheResults

The CacheResults field controls whether ADSAgent caches search results in its local
memory. The syntax is:

CacheResults=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not cache results

� 1 - Cache results (default)

TimeLimit

The TimeLimit field controls whether ADSAgent imposes a time limit for search results to
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be returned from Microsoft Active Directory server. The syntax is:

The syntax is:

TimeLimit=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - No time limit is imposed on search operations (default)

� n - A time limit n is imposed on search operations, where n is the time in seconds after
which ADSAgent is to abandon the search operation

The SearchFilter Section

The SearchFilter section is an optional section that specifies the Active Directory entries
that are to be exported from the Active Directory and can control whether or not ADSAgent
performs a delta export. The section consists of one or more LdapFilter fields. Each
LdapFilter field specifies a collection of entries to locate and export. The syntax is as
follows:

LdapFilter=filter

where filter is a search string specified in LDAP filter syntax; see RFC 2254 for an
explanation of this syntax. For example:

LdapFilter=(objectClass=*)

The following table shows some sample LDAP filters and their results.
Filter Value Action Taken
(objectClass=*) Export all entries
(objectClass=user) Export all user entries
(objectClass=group) Export all group entries
(&(objectClass=*) (sn=a*)) Export all entries whose surname begins

with "a"
(&(objectCategory=attributeSche
ma)
(isMemberOfPartialAttributeSet=
TRUE))

Export all attributeSchema entries which
are in the Global Catalog

When specifying attributes in filter, you must use the LDAP names for the attributes.

ADSAgent creates one export data file. If the DeltaExport field in the DeltaExport section
is set to 0, this file contains all of the entries extracted from the Active Directory that match
the search criteria specified in the SearchPreferences and SearchFilter sections. This file
is called the "export data file" (or "full export data file").

Use the Delta Export fields DeltaExport (set to 1) and the HighestCommittedUSN field
to create a search filter that performs a "delta" export of modified entries into the
generated export data file. See the description of the DeltaExport section for further
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details.

Active Directory moves deleted entries ("objects", in Active Directory terminology) to the
"Deleted Objects" container in the naming context in which the entries originally existed.
For example, the user Smith in
//Saturn/DC=siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=Development is moved to
//Saturn/DC=siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/CN=Deleted Objects. Since the Deleted Objects
container is itself marked as deleted, it is not seen in a normal search. When Active
Directory deletes an entry, it sets the entry's "isDeleted" attribute to TRUE; the entry is
then known as a tombstone. Active Directory retains a tombstone for a configurable period
of time (60 days by default), after which it completely removes it. The RDN and
objectGUID attribute values of deleted entries are always saved; the schema determines
the other attributes that are to be saved. The RDN is changed to ensure uniqueness
within the Deleted Objects container.

This is an optional field. If no value is specified or the field is not present in the
configuration file, ADSAgent exports all entries.

The SelAttributes Section

The SelAttributes section is an optional section of the export configuration file that controls
whether or not ADSAgent retrieves all entry attributes with a value, or only those attributes
set to 1 in the Attributes section. The section consists of one field, which is
SelectAttributes. The syntax is:

SelectAttributes=switch

where switch is one of:

� 0 - Export all attributes with a value (default)

� 1 - Export only those attributes set to 1 in the Attributes section

This field must be set to 1 to perform a delta export operation. See the DeltaExport
section for more information about the delta export operation.

The Attributes Section

The Attributes section is an optional section of the export configuration file that specifies
a set of Active Directory attributes to be exported from a Active Directory. The syntax is:

attribute_name=switch

where attribute_name is the name of an Active Directory attribute and switch is one of the
following values:

� 0 - Do not export the attribute value for attribute_name

� 1 - Export the attribute value for attribute_name

For example:
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[Attributes]

#Attributes of the Object Class Person
 #Subclass of Top
 #
 seeAlso=0
 sn=1
 telephoneNumber=1
 #
 #Attributes of the Object Class organizationalPerson
 #Subclass of Person
 #
 co=1
 company=0
 countryCode=1
 department=1
 facsimileTelephoneNumber=1
 ...
 #

Use the switch parameter to select or exclude attributes in the list for export.

If the Attributes section is not specified in the configuration file and SelectAttributes is set
to 0 in the SelAttributes section, ADSAgent exports all of the attributes of Active Directory
entries that match the search criteria specified in the SearchPreferences and SearchFilter
sections. If SelectAttributes is set to 1 and the Attributes section does not contain any
attributes that are set to 1, nothing is exported.

The Configuration Section

The Configuration section is an optional section that contains information that ADSAgent
is to use when evaluating entry attributes during the export procedure. The next sections
describe the fields in the Configuration section.

MultiValueSeparator

The MultiValueSeparator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is:

MultiValueSeparator=[character]

where character is a character or a string used as a multi-valued attribute separator. For
example:

MultiValueSeparator=#

This field is optional. If it is not specified (or not present in the configuration file),
ADSAgent uses the pound sign (#) as the multi-valued attribute separator.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether ADSAgent performs program flow tracing on an export
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operation. The syntax is:

Trace=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not perform program flow tracing on the export operation (default)

� 1 - Perform program flow tracing on the export operation

If 1 is specified, ADSAgent writes information about the export operation to the pathname
specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which ADSAgent is to
write information about the export operation. The syntax is:

TraceFileName=pathname

where pathname is the name for the trace file. For example:
TraceFileName=c:\Adssync\ExportTraceFile

This field is optional unless Trace is set to 1. ADSAgent does not evaluate this field if
Trace is set to 0.

The DeltaExport Section

The DeltaExport section is an optional section that provides information that can be used
to direct ADSAgent to perform a delta export of entries from the Active Directory.

The next sections describe the fields in the DeltaExport section.

DeltaExport

The DeltaExport field controls whether ADSAgent performs a full or delta export of the
Active Directory. The syntax is:

DeltaExport=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Export all entries (or those entries specified with the LDAPFilter field) from the
directory (default)

� 1 - Export only those entries whose uSNChanged attribute value is greater than or
equal to the value of the HighestCommittedUSN field.

If the DeltaExport field is set to 1:

� The Delta Export section must contain the HighestCommittedUSN field and value

� The SelectedAttributes field in the SelAttributes section must be set to 1.
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This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
file), ADSAgent exports all entries in the directory (or all the entries selected using the
specifications in the LDAPFilter field, if it is present in the configuration file) from the
Active Directory.

HighestCommittedUSN

The HighestCommittedUSN field specifies the highest-numbered uSNChanged attribute
value in the Active Directory. The syntax is:

HighestCommittedUSN=USN

where USN is an integer that represents the highest-number USN assigned to an Active
Directory container entry in the directory. For example:

HighestCommittedUSN=6426

The uSNChanged attribute is a Microsoft Active Directory attribute that is assigned to
every entry in the Active Directory. When the Active Directory server carries out a
modification to an entry, it assigns the highest USN to the entry's uSNChanged attribute
as its value.

For the initial delta export, you must:

� Set the value of HighestCommittedUSN to 0:

� Set the DeltaExport field to 1

ADSAgent appends the search filter in LdapFilter with the part (uSNChanged greater
than or equal to 1) to select only those entries modified after the uSNChanged value
provided in the filter (all entries, in this export run). When it completes the export,
ADSAgent updates the HighestCommittedUSN field with the current highest
uSNChanged attribute value.

On subsequent exports, each time ADSAgent performs an export and the DeltaExport
field is set to 1, it writes the value in the HighestCommittedUSN field to the LdapFilter
field, performs the export, and updates the HighestCommittedUSN field with the current
highest uSNChanged attribute value.

Note that performing incremental delta exports works only if you do not change the search
filters in the export configuration file. If you make changes to search filters in the
SearchFilter section, you will need to perform a full export and re-set the
HighestCommittedUSN attribute.

5.2.3 Import Configuration File Format
The ADSAgent import configuration file consists of three sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Connection section (required)
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� The Configuration section (optional)

� The AttributeTypes section (required)

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the import configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The current version is:

Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the ADSAgent
import configuration file. This document describes the latest version of the ADSAgent
import configuration file. The ADSAgent is able to process configuration files with version
number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a Version section. The following table
provides information about the differences between import configuration file versions and
about the support of older impot configuration file versions for compatibility reasons:

                       "Old"                1.00                   1.01
 TraceLevel    Supported         Not supported   Not supported
 Trace             Not supported   Supported (1)    Supported
 SearchBase   Not supported   Not supported   Supported

Notes:
 (1) TraceLevel was replaced by Trace.

The Connection Section

The Connection section is a mandatory section that consists of fields that define the
parameters of an import operation for ADSAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

UserName

The UserName field specifies the Windows account that ADSAgent is to use when
binding to the Active Directory server during the import procedure. It has the same syntax
as the UserName field in the export configuration file.

Password

The Password field specifies the password for the Windows account name specified with
the UserName field. It has the same syntax as the Password field in the export
configuration file.

UseSecureAuthentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field controls the level of authentication that ADSAgent
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uses when binding to an Active Directory server during the import procedure. It has the
same syntax as the UseSecureAuthentication field in the export configuration file.

UseEncryption

The UseEncryption field controls whether or not the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) port is
used to provide a secure channel during the import procedure. It has the same syntax as
the UseEncryption field in the export configuration file.

SearchBase

The SearchBase field specifies the base within the Active Directory from which to search
for matching entries using the search criteria specified in the "ldapFilter" attribute of each
entry in the import data file. The syntax is:

SearchBase=LDAP://host_name[:port_number][/distinguished_name]

where:

� host_name specifies a computer name, an IP address, or a domain name. This is an
optional component when ADSAgent is running on a Windows 2000 system. If it is not
specified, the ADSI protocol locates the best domain controller in the system's site
(the local area network to which the machine belongs) and connects to that controller.

� port_number specifies the port on host_name on which the Microsoft Active Directory
LDAP server listens for requests. If port_number is not specified, ADSAgent uses the
default LDAP port number 389.

� distinguished_name specifies the name of the target Active Directory root, in top-down
(DAP-style) or bottom-up (LDAP-style) naming format.

For example:
SearchBase=LDAP://Saturn/DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=Developme
nt

on Windows NT or Windows 2000 systems and
SearchBase=LDAP://DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=Development

on Windows 2000 systems. Any comma (,) and forward slash (/) characters that are
present in naming attribute values of distinguished_name must be "escaped" with the
backslash character. For example:

SearchBase=LDAP://Venus/DC=OpTech\, Inc./DC=Talk2/OU=Sales

The SearchBase field is a mandatory field when the import data file uses the "ldapFilter"
attribute. See the section "Import Data File Format" for further details.

The Configuration Section

The Configuration section is an optional section that consists of fields that contain
information that ADSAgent is to use when evaluating entry attributes in an import data file.
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The next sections describe these fields.

MultiValueSeparator

The MultiValueSeparator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is the same as the
MultiValueSeparator field in the export configuration file.

IgnoreObjectClass

The IgnoreObjectClass field controls whether ADSAgent evaluates or ignores the
objectClass attribute of entries for which the "modify" LDIF changetype operation has
been specified. The syntax is:

IgnoreObjectClass=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Evaluate the objectClass attribute when the changetype operation is "modify"

� 1 - Ignore the objectClass attribute when the changetype operation is "modify" (default)

Active Directory server does not currently permit the modification of the objectClass
attribute through an LDIF "changetype" operation. Consequently, you can set the
IgnoreObjectClass field to 1 to direct ADSAgent not to pass the ObjectClass attribute to
the Active Directory server. However, other LDAP servers do permit the modification of the
objectClass attribute. Setting IgnoreObjectClass to 0 in this case permits ADSAgent to
pass the objectClass attribute to the LDAP server for evaluation.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether ADSAgent performs program flow tracing on an import
operation. It has the same syntax as the Trace field in the export configuration file and is
an optional field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which ADSAgent is to
write information about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the
TraceFileName field in the export configuration file and is an optional field unless the
Trace field is specified.

RejectSpecialCharacters

The RejectSpecialCharacters field controls whether ADSAgent evaluates the ADsPath
attribute of entries in the import data file for special characters. The syntax is:

RejectSpecialCharacters=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not evaluate the ADsPath attribute for special characters (default)
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� 1 - Evaluate the ADsPath attribute for special characters

If 1 is specified, ADSAgent scans the Common-Name (cn) RDN of each import entry's
ADsPath attribute for the characters specified in the RejectedCharacters field and rejects
the entry for import if it contains one of these characters.

RejectedCharacters

The RejectedCharacters field specifies the characters in the import entries' AdsPath
attribute that ADSAgent is to scan for; ADSAgent is to reject the entry for import if it
contains one of these characters. The syntax is:

RejectedCharacters=characters

Where characters specifies the characters in the Common-Name RDN of the AdsPath
attribute for which ADSAgent is to search.

This field is optional unless RejectSpecialCharacters is set to 1. ADSAgent does not
evaluate this field if RejectSpecialCharacters is set to 0.

The Attribute Types Section

The Attribute Types section is a mandatory section that specifies the attribute syntax for
each Active Directory attribute to be imported into the Active Directory. The section
consists of one or more attribute syntax specifications in the format:

LDAP_name_of_attribute=attribute_syntax

where LDAP_name_of_attribute is the LDAP name for the Active Directory attribute to be
imported and attribute_syntax is one of the following keywords:

Boolean
 CaseExactString
 CaseIgnoreString
 DNstring
 Integer
 LargeInteger
 NumericString
 ObjectClass
 OctetString
 PrintableString
 ProviderSpecific
 UTCTime

Each of these keywords corresponds to a data type that can be passed over the Active
Directory Services Interface (ADSI). Because ADSAgent uses this interface, it must
specify the data type of each attribute it passes over the interface. The Attribute Types
section provides ADSAgent with the information it needs about each attribute's ADSI data
type.
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For example:
[Attribute Types]

changetype=CaseIgnoreString
 objectClass=CaseIgnoreString
 company=CaseIgnoreString
 cn=CaseignoreString
 department=CaseIgnoreString
 member=DNString
 userAccountControl=Integer

5.3 Export and Import Data File Format
The ADSAgent import and export data files use a tagged file format. This section
describes:

� The general characteristics of export and import data file formats

� The specific features of the import data file format

5.3.1 General Data File Format
The ADSAgent import and export data files have the following characteristics:

� Each entry attribute is contained on one line; line continuation is not permitted.

� The representation of each attribute is:

attribute_name:attribute_value(s)

� Leading and trailing whitespace between attribute_name and attribute_value is
ignored. For example, in the attribute:
cn:   SallyAnn K. Quebec

The whitespace between the colon (:) and the start of the attribute value is ignored, but
the whitespace within the attribute value is returned

� The form-feed character (0x0c) is used as a record (entry) separator

� The form-feed character can optionally appear as the first line in the file

� There is no special character processing (there is no "escaping" mechanism)

Here is an example:
(0x0c is here as a record (entry) separator)
 changetype: delete
 objectClass: user
 cn: Robert Amber
 telephoneNumber: 603 555 8845
 givenName: Robert
 l:Nashua, New Hampshire
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 postalAddress: 110 Spitbrook Road
 postalCode: 03060
 sn: Amber
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 ...

5.3.2 Import Data File Format
Individual entries in a single import data file can be targeted for import to different
containers or Active Directory servers. Consequently, each entry in an ADSAgent import
data file must contain an ADsPath attribute that identifies the fully qualified pathname of
the user or group entry to be added, modified, or deleted. The attribute syntax is:

ADsPath:LDAP://host_name[:port_number][/distinguished_name]

where:

� host_name specifies a computer name, an IP address, or a domain name. This is an
optional component when ADSAgent is running on a Windows 2000 system. If it is not
specified, the ADSI protocol locates the best domain controller in the system's site
(the local area network to which the machine belongs) and connects to that controller.

� port_number specifies the port on host_name on which the Microsoft Active Directory
LDAP server listens for requests. If port_number is not specified, ADSAgent uses the
default LDAP port number 389.

� distinguished_name specifies the name of the target Active Directory root, in top-down
(DAP-style) or bottom-up (LDAP-style) naming format.

For example:
ADsPath:
LDAP://Mars/DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=TestUsers/CN=Hans Hase

on Windows NT systems, or
ADsPath: LDAP://DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=TestUsers/CN=Hans
Hase

on Windows 2000 systems.

The ADSAgent import data file format also supports a per-entry ldapFilter attribute. The
value of this attribute is a search filter that specifies an attribute that acts as a unique key
for matching the entry in the import data file with an entry in an Active Directory. The
attribute syntax is:

ldapFilter: filter

where filter is a search string specified in LDAP filter syntax (see RFC 2254 for an
explanation of this syntax) that uses an attribute as a unique identifier. For example:

ldapFilter: (&(objectClass=user) (sAMAccountName=Hase4))
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It is recommended to use the sAMAccountName attribute as the unique key in the
ldapFilter attribute; however, other attributes can be defined and used as keys. If a new
attribute is defined for use as a unique key, the meta directory schema must be extended
to include this attribute definition.

The ADSAgent import data file format supports the LDIF per-entry "changetype" attribute
that indicates the type of modification to be made to the entry in the Active Directory. The
value for "changetype" is one of "add", "modify", "delete", or "move". The changetype
attribute name and its values are case-insensitive and can appear anywhere in the entry.
If a changetype attribute is not present (or does not contain a value), ADSAgent attempts
an "add" operation for the entry. If the "add" operation fails, it attempts a "modify"
operation. If the "modify" operation fails, ADSAgent attempts a "move" operation. After
every move operation a modification of the attributes contained in the entry is performed.

Entries that contain the "add" "modify" or "delete" changetype attributes must contain the
ADsPath attribute or the ldapFilter attribute (or both). Entries with a "modify" changetype
attribute value must also contain at least one attribute to be modified. Entries with an
"add" changetype must contain an object class attribute. Entries that contain the "move"
changetype attribute must contain the ADsPath attribute, and either the OldADsPath
attribute or the ldapFilter attribute (in the "move" case, the ADsPath attribute specifies the
destination for the entry and OldADsPath or ldapFilter are used to identify the entry to be
moved.)

In case of a “modify” or a “delete” operation, the AdsPath can contain the GUID of an
object, which is kept in the attribute “objectGuid”, instead of its distinguished name. For
example:

changetype: delete

ADsPath: LDAP://Saturn/<GUID=2e7330f0e8d24f49bc98de7045bf54b5>

Depending on the object class attribute value, the following attributes must also be
present in the entry:

� For users (objectClass=user), the attribute sAMAccountName must be present and
should be fewer than 20 characters in length. The second mandatory attribute cn
(=RDN) is taken from ADsPath and for the third mandatory attribute
userAccountControl a default is taken. Mailbox-enabled user entries must have the
mandatory attributes mail, legacyExchangeDN, proxyAddresses,
showInAddressBook, textEncodedORAddress, msExchHideFromAddressLists,
homeMTA, homeMDB, msExchHomeServerName, mailNickName, and
mDBUseDefaults. When it creates a mailbox-enabled user in the Active Directory,
ADSAgent uses the value in msExchHomeServerName to create the mandatory
attribute msExchMailboxSecurityDescriptor. Mail-enabled user entries must have
the mandatory attributes mail, legacyExchangeDN, proxyAddresses,
showInAddressBook, textEncodedORAddress, msExchHideFromAddressLists,
mailNickName, and mDBUseDefaults.
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� For groups (objectClass=group) the attribute sAMAccountName must be present.
Also here the mandatory attribute cn is taken from ADsPath and for the mandatory
attribute groupType a default is taken.

� All other objects with different object classes can also be imported, if the mandatory
attributes for this object class are passed in the correct syntax and if the
administrative rights of the user specified in the import configuration file are sufficient
for this operation.

The attributes for a multi-valued attribute appear on one line and are separated by the
multi-valued attribute separator specified in the MultiValueSeparator field in the import
configuration file. For example:

...

 member:
cn=Test1,ou=TestUsers,DC=DirXmetahub,DC=Siemens#cn=Test2,ou=Tes
tUsers,DC=DirXmetahub,DC=Siemens#Test3,ou=TestUsers,DC=DirXmeta
hub,DC=Siemens

For entries with a "modify" changetype, ADSAgent overwrites the specified attributes with
the new values and the other attributes retain their old value. If an operation code for an
attribute is specified, values for this attribute can be added or deleted. A sample for the
syntax is given for the following entry:

changetype: modify
 ADsPath: LDAP://MetahubServ2000/CN=Hans
Hase6,OU=TestUsers,DC=DirXmetahub,DC=mch,DC=sni,DC=de
 sn: Hase6
 add: otherTelephone
 otherTelephone: 113#114#115
 delete: otherTelephone
 otherTelephone: 114#115

When a "modify" or "delete" entry in the import data file contains an ldapFilter attribute,
and an ADsPath attribute is not present, ADSAgent uses the ldapFilter attribute to search
the Active Directory specified in the SearchBase field using the scope specified in the
SearchScope field (or the default). If ADSAgent finds one entry ("object" in Active
Directory terminology) that matches the filter criteria, ADSAgent modifies or deletes the
entry, according to its changetype attribute. If ADSAgent finds more than one matching
entry, or does not find a matching entry at all, it writes an error to the import error file.

When a "move" entry in the import data file contains the ldapFilter attribute, ADSAgent
uses the ldapFilter attribute to search the Active Directory specified in the SearchBase
field. If ADS finds one matching entry, it moves the entry to the destination specified in the
ADsPath attribute for the entry in the import data file. When a "move" entry contains the
OldADsPath attribute, ADSAgent uses this ADsPath to locate the entry, then moves it to
the destination specified in the ADsPath attribute. An ADS entry can be moved within the
same domain or from different domains in the same directory tree. The following
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restrictions apply for cross-domain moves:

� The destination domain must be in native mode.

� The object to be moved must be a leaf object or an empty container

� The operation requires Kerberos authentication (NTLM will not work). Set the
UseSecureAuthentication field to 1 to enable Kerberos authentication.

� When ADSAgent moves a security principal (user, group, computer and so on), a new
SID for the object is created at the destination. However, the old SID from the source
(stored in the sIDHistory attribute) and the object's password are preserved.

� Security principals that belong to a global group cannot be moved.

The import data file can contain comments, which are identified by a # character at the
beginning of a line.

5.4 Import Error File Format
During the import process, ADSAgent writes the original attributes and values of user or
group entries that it is unable to import into the error file specified on the command line
along with an error message that describes the error that caused the import to fail on the
entry. Each error record in the import error file has the following format:

#warning_message
 source_entry
 #error_message

Where warning_message contains a warning text, source_entry is the original entry that
ADSAgent was unable to import and error_message contains the function name that
failed and an error code and error text. Entries can have either warning_message or
error_message or both of them. Here is an example of an import error record:

#Warning! Cannot find Attribute Type of xxx. Attribute Ignored.
 changetype: add
 objectClass: organizationalPerson
 ADsPath:
LDAP://Mars:390/DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=TestUsers/CN=Hans
Hase
 sAMAccountName: Hase
 userPrincipalName: Hase@DirXmetahub.mchp.siemens.de
 displayName: Hans Hase3
 givenName: Hans
 sn: Hase
 userAccountControl: 544
 streetAddress: Otto-Hahn-Ring 6
 info: Notes1
 company: Siemens
 department: MDS
 description: Description1
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 xxx: test
 mail: hans.hase@icn.siemens.de
 #Error! CreateDSObject of
LDAP://Mars:390/DC=Siemens/DC=DirXmetahub/OU=TestUsers/CN=Hans
Hase failed. Error Code: 80071392 Error Text: The object
already exists.

Any entry that cannot be imported into the Active Directory is written into the import error
file. Consequently, you can use the error file as an input file and re-run the import
operation, after first fixing the errors reported in the file. A timestamp is written at start and
end of the import error file.

5.5 Creating Mail- and Mailbox-Enabled Objects in Active Directory
You can set up Exchange and Active Directory to allow ADSAgent to create mail- and
mailbox-enabled objects in Active Directory. A mail-enabled object can receive messages
at an external address. A mailbox-enabled object has an Exchange mailbox associated
with it, and can thus send and receive messages.

The setup procedure you follow depends on the version of Exchange you are using:

� Exchange 2000, or

� Exchange 5.5

5.5.1 Connecting Exchange 2000 and Active Directory
To set up Active Directory for mail- and mailbox-enabled objects using Exchange 2000:

1. Install Exchange 2000 on a Windows 2000 server. Exchange 2000 modifies the Active
Directory schema as follows:

� Adds new Exchange object classes and attributes

� Adds the necessary Exchange-related attributes to the Active Directory user and
group object classes

� Adds the Exchange 2000 "contact" object class as a new Active Directory object
class (a contact is a person who is not an Active Directory user and represents an
address book entry for someone that exists outside of the domains that make up
the Active Directory tree)

2. Use Active Directory Domains and Trusts to establish a trust relationship between the
Windows 2000 domain in which Exchange 2000 is installed and the domain that
contains the system on which ADSAgent is to run; the system that runs ADSAgent can
be Windows NT, Windows 95/98, or Windows 2000.

3. Ensure that the Windows account that the ADSAgent uses to connect to Active
Directory for its import operations grants administrative rights to Active Directory. The
UserName and Password fields in the import configuration file specify the Windows
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account that ADSAgent will use.

Once you have performed these steps, you can use ADSAgent to import into Active
Directory:

� mail-enabled and mailbox-enabled Active Directory users

� mail-enabled Active Directory groups

� mail-enabled contacts

"Import Data File Format" describes the data file formats for mail-enabled and mailbox-
enabled users.

You can also use the Active Directory Users and Computers snap-in to create mailboxes
for users.

5.5.2 Connecting Exchange 5.5 to Active Directory
To set up Active Directory for mail- and mailbox-enabled objects using Exchange 5.5
(Service Pack 1 or newer):

1. Install the Active Directory Connector (ADC) plug-in on a Windows 2000 server. ADC
modifies the Active Directory schema as follows:

� Adds new Exchange object classes and attributes

� Adds the necessary Exchange-related attributes to the Active Directory user and
group object classes

� Adds the Exchange 2000 "contact" object class as a new Active Directory object
class (a contact is a person who is not an Active Directory user and represents an
address book entry for someone that exists outside of the domains that make up
the Active Directory tree)

Once installed, ADC can replicate data bi-directionally between Exchange 5.5 and
Windows 2000:

� Mailboxes imported to Exchange 5.5 on Windows NT are replicated to Active
Directory in the Windows 2000 domain

� Changes to Active Directory entries are replicated to Exchange 5.5 on Windows
NT

2. Establish a connection agreement in ADC for every Exchange site or Windows 2000
domain to and from which ADC is to replicate. A connection agreement holds all of the
information relating to the replication, such as the source and destination containers,
when replication will take place, and so on.

Once you have performed these steps, you can use ADSAgent to import into Active
Directory:
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� mail-enabled and mailbox-enabled Active Directory users

� mail-enabled Active Directory groups

� mail-enabled custom recipients

"Import Data File Format" describes the data file formats for mail-enabled and mailbox-
enabled users.
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Chapter

6
6 ODBC Meta Agent

DirXmetahub provides two meta agents to handle the import and export of data from
ODBC-based databases:

� ODBCAgentImp-the meta agent that handles the import of data into an ODBC
database

� ODBCAgentExp-the meta agent that handles the export of data from an ODBC
database

The ODBC meta agents run on Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000 systems and can be
used to access any database that is accessible through an ODBC driver.

ODBC meta agents can:

� Perform a full or a delta export of selected rows from a table or a join of tables

� Perform a full or a delta import to a single table, with add, modify, and delete

� Perform single-step operations, in which one entry is processed at a time, after which
user input is required to continue

� Generate an import error file that records all rows that it fails to import

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figures show the components of the ODBC meta agents.
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Figure 10: ODBCAgentImp Components

Figure 11: ODBCAgentExp Components
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This section describes:

� ODBCAgentImp and ODBCAgentExp command line format

� ODBCAgentImp and ODBCAgentExp configuration files

� The export data file format that ODBCAgentExp generates

� The import data file format that ODBCAgentImp recognizes

� ODBCAgentImp import error file format

� The ODBC agent import procedure

� The ODBC agent full export procedure

� The ODBC agent delta export procedure

Sample configuration files and scripts are provided in the ODBC Agent\Samples directory
of the DirXmetahub installation. See the file OdbcReadme.txt for a description of these
files and scripts.

6.1 ODBCAgentImp Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke ODBCAgentImp is as follows:

ODBCAgentImp -f configuration_file [-i data_file] [-n name] [-p password] [-s] [-v]

Parameters

-f configuration_file

Specifies the name of the file that contains the specifications for the import procedure.
The agent assumes that the file exists in the current working directory unless a
pathname is specified. This is a mandatory command line parameter.

-i data_file

Specifies the filename or the full pathname of a source file that contains the data to be
imported into the ODBC database. If a file name is specified, the agent assumes that
it is relative to the current working directory. If this option is not specified, the agent
uses the filename odbc_in.txt relative to the current working directory.

-n name

Specifies a user name, where name is case-sensitive. This parameter may be
required in order to access the database.

-p password

Specifies a user password, where password is case-sensitive. This parameter may be
required in order to access the database.

-s
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Runs the import operation in single-step mode.

-v

Directs ODBCAgentImp to use verbose reporting.

The following table describes the codes provided when ODBCAgentImp finishes running:
Exit Code Description
0x00 Import successfully done
0x01 Import not done due to errors

Command Line Description

The ODBCAgentImp command line parameters can be specified in any order. Each
parameter can only be specified once.

It is not necessary to provide whitespace between a command line parameter and its
argument. For example:

-imy_import_file.txt

is equivalent to
-i my_import_file.txt

Placing a # character where a command line parameter is expected causes
ODBCAgentImp to ignore the remainder of the command line.

To display help information about ODBCAgentImp parameters, enter ODBCAgentImp on
the command line or follow ODBCAgentImp with the # character to ignore the remaining
parameters.

When it is invoked, ODBAgentImp reports any errors found in the command line. For
example:

missing configuration file name
 cannot open import data file for reading
 odbc_in.txt

The -n and -p parameters may be required in order to access the ODBC database. These
parameters provide credential attributes to the underlying ODBC access, and must
comply with any requirements made by ODBC and the underlying database. Access to
Microsoft Access can, but need not be, user-sensitive; it may only require a password,
depending on the security arrangements made for the database. You cannot specify
username and password in the configuration file; the command line is the only method
permitted for specifying them.

The -s parameter invokes single-step mode. In single-step mode, ODBCAgentImp
imports one row at a time, and then waits for the input from the keyboard. Possible inputs
are:

q<CR> or Q<CR> or n<CR> or N<CR> - to terminate the import procedure (case-
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insensitive)

g<CR> or G<CR> - to terminate single-step mode and continue the import procedure
(case-insensitive)

[any_other_input]<CR> - to continue with the next row

The -v parameter directs ODBCAgentImp to write trace information to the display on
standard out.

6.2 ODBCAgentExp Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke ODBCAgentExp is as follows:

ODBCAgentExp -f configuration_file [-o data_file | +] [-n name] [-p password] [-r
[ref_file]] [-s] [-v]

Parameters

-f configuration_file

Specifies the name of the file that contains the specifications for the export procedure.
The file is taken to be in the current working directory unless a pathname is specified.

-o data_file | +

Specifies the filename or the pathname of the target export data file that is to contain
the entries that ODBCAgentExp extracts from the ODBC database, or directs the
agent to write the extracted entries to standard output, if the plus sign (+) is specified.
If a filename is specified, the meta agent assumes it is relative to the current working
directory. If this parameter is not specified, the agent writes to the filename
odbc_out.txt relative to the current working directory.

-n name

Specifies a user name, where name is case-sensitive. This parameter may be
required in order to access the database.

-p password

Specifies a user password, where password is case-sensitive. This parameter may be
required in order to access the database.

-r [ref_file]

Specifies the name of a delta export reference file that ODBCAgentExp is to use as
the base for a delta export operation (specified by a Mode field of delta or delta-or-
full in the export configuration file). The file is taken to be in the current working
directory unless a pathname is specified; all name forms acceptable to the operating
environment are accepted (for example, fred.ref or reference\fred.ref or
..\reference\fred.ref or \users\myusers\reference\fred.ref..). If the -r flag is present, but
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ref_file is not specified, ODBCAgentExp performs a full export regardless of the
setting in the Mode field and creates a new reference file that represents the full
export.

-s

Runs the export operation in single-step mode.

-v

Directs ODBCAgentExp to use verbose reporting.

The following table describes the codes provided when ODBCAgentExp finishes running:
Exit Code Description
0x00 Import successfully done
0x01 Import not done due to errors

Command Line Description

The ODBCAgentExp command line parameters can be specified in any order. Each
parameter can only be specified once.

It is not necessary to provide whitespace between a command line parameter and its
argument. For example:

-omy_export_file.txt

is equivalent to
-o my_export_file.txt

Placing a # character where a command line parameter is expected causes
ODBCAgentExp to ignore the remainder of the command line.

To display help information about ODBCAgentExp parameters, enter just
ODBCAgentExp on the command line.

When it is invoked, ODBCAgentExp reports any errors found in the command line. For
example:

missing configuration file name

The -n and -p parameters may be required in order to access the ODBC database. These
parameters provide credential attributes to the underlying ODBC access, and must
comply with any requirements made by ODBC and the underlying database. Access to
Microsoft Access can, but need not be, user-sensitive; it may only require a password,
depending on the security arrangements made for the database. You cannot specify
username and password in the configuration file; the command line is the only method
permitted for specifying them.

The -r parameter specified with the ref_file option directs ODBCAgentExp to override its
process for selecting a base delta export reference file and to use the file specified in
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ref_file. The -r parameter specified without the ref_file option overrides the Mode field
specified in the export configuration file and can be used to perform a full export that also
creates a new base reference file (ODBCAgentExp does not create a new reference file
when the Mode field is set to full.)

The -s parameter invokes single-step mode. In single-step mode, ODBCAgentExp
outputs one row at a time, and then waits for the input from the keyboard. Possible inputs
are:

q<CR> or Q<CR> or n<CR> or N<CR> - to terminate the export procedure (case-
insensitive)

g<CR> or G<CR> - to terminate single-step mode and continue the export procedure
(case-insensitive)

[any_other input]<CR> - to continue with the next row

The -v parameter directs ODBCAgentExp to write trace information to the display on
standard out.

6.3 Configuration File Format
Both ODBC meta agents read control information about the export or import procedure
from a common configuration file. You do not need to provide import configuration
information when exporting, or export configuration information when importing. If you do
provide import configuration information when exporting (or vice-versa), the values that
you supply will be checked for syntax, and, if incorrect, will prevent the operation from
being executed. If you are uncertain about import (or export) details when doing the other
operation, you may find it helpful to "comment out" each import line (including the
heading) by inserting a # character at the beginning of the line.

Templates of import and export configuration files are provided with the ODBC meta agent
installation. The filenames are:

� NWAcc70.ini (Northwind ODBC and Microsoft Access Version 7.0)

� NWAcc97.ini (Northwind ODBC and Microsoft Access 97)

� NWSQLServer70.ini (Northwind ODBC and SQL Server Version 7.0)

In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of your ODBC
import and export operations.

This section describes:

� The general structure of a configuration file

� The configuration file sections

� The configuration file error reporting
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6.3.1 General Structure of a Configuration File
A ODBC meta agent configuration file consists of sections and fields defined within those
sections. An ODBC meta agent configuration file has the following general structure:

[SectionName]

 #comment ...

 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .
 [SectionName]

 #comment ...

 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .

SectionName is a keyword enclosed in square brackets ([ ]) that identifies the purpose of
the section. sectionField is a keyword that identifies the field and fieldValue is the value
assigned to the section field, preceded by the equal sign (=). Whitespace is allowed on
either side of the equal sign. For example:

MaxTraceFileSize=1024, or
 MaxTraceFileSize = 1024

SectionName and sectionField are case-insensitive. fieldValue is usually case-insensitive,
although text used directly by ODBC (for example, in the Database section) may be case-
sensitive. Whitespace is permitted before and after each of these tokens. Comment lines
can be inserted anywhere in the configuration file and are identified by a # character at the
beginning of the line. Note, however, that the ODBC meta agents recognize the #
character within a non-comment line as real data, and will not, for example, ignore the
remainder of the line.

Long fieldValue information can be placed on multiple lines by placing a backslash
character (\) at the very end of a line that is to be continued. Line length is unlimited.

6.3.2 Configuration File Sections
The ODBC meta agent configuration file consists of the following sections:

� The version section (required)

� The attributes section (required)
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� The database section (required)

� The import section (required for import and optional for export; if present,
ODBCAgentExp only checks it)

� The export section (required for export and optional on import; if present,
ODBCAgentImp only checks it)

� The control section (optional; all fields have default values)

The Version Section

The version section consists of a single field that specifies the export configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The latest version is:

Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the ODBC meta
agent configuration file. The ODBC Agent is able to process configuration files with
version number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a Version section. The
following table provides information about the differences between configuration file
versions and about the support of older configuration file versions for compatibility
reasons:

                                   "Old"                1.00                   1.01
 Trace                         Not supported   Supported         Supported
 NewReferenceFile   Not supported   Not supported   Supported

The Attributes Section

The attributes section is a required section of the configuration file that defines the
attribute abbreviations for ODBC database attributes ("columns", in ODBC syntax) to be
imported or exported and maps the abbreviations to the corresponding ODBC table and
column. The attributes section must appear before the import or export section.

Each field in the attributes section specifies an attribute definition. The field syntax is:

attribute_abbreviation[qualifier]=column_identifier

where:

� attribute_abbreviation consists of one or more alphanumeric characters, including the
underscore (_) and hyphen (-) that represent the short form or convenient notation for
the column of information. The number of characters that can be specified for
attribute_abbreviation is unlimited. Attribute abbreviations are case-insensitive in
terms of matching.
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� qualifier is an optional syntax that specifies any special data type and control
information for the attribute, in the format:

(data_type[[[minimum]-maximum]])[#]

where data_type is the name of the attribute's data type (only text is currently permitted),
minimum and maximum are non-negative integers that specify a lower (optional) and
upper limit of attribute length, and the # character is a flag that, if present, causes the
import of an entry to fail when the row to be imported contains an oversize attribute. The
definition of "oversize" can be specified explicitly in maximum, but the ODBC database
itself will often specify a maximum length value for the attribute in the relevant table, and
the user-supplied value will be reduced to this value (if necessary).

� column_identifier identifies the column and generally has the form:

table_name.column_name

For example:
Employees.LastName

but can be in any form permitted by a SELECT statement. Specifically, the table_name
value and the following period (.) can be omitted when exporting from a single table.
(Import is normally performed on a single table, although update-modification, row
insertion and row deletion-of joined tables is possible with some restrictions.)
column_identifier can for export only take the value of an expression (that is, joining up
the strings formed by two or more columns, or adding up arithmetical values). Table
names and column names that contain the hyphen character (-) or the space character ( )
must be enclosed in square brackets [ ]), for example, [My Table].[First-Name].

The following example illustrates an attribute definition that uses the optional qualifier:
SN(text[1-64])#=Employees.LastName

An attribute definition field must exist for each ODBC attribute to be imported or exported.
Each attribute_identifier must be unique, but a specific column_identifier can be mapped
to more than one attribute_identifier. To obtain the column identifiers for ODBC attributes,
it is recommended that you use the ODBC tools to access the ODBC database, and then
copy the column identifiers as they appear in the resulting data file, for example, using a
simple select statement like:

SELECT * FROM Employees

The ODBC meta agents convert attributes being supplied to the ODBC database to the
column identifier using the first matching abbreviation.

The Database Section

The database section is a required section that provides information that the ODBC meta
agents need to access the ODBC database. The fields in the database section represent
the information that is required by the ODBC driver for access to the ODBC databases it
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manages and differ depending on the ODBC driver in use. Specifying the DSN (Data
Source Name) alone or with credentials should be adequate; otherwise, it will be
necessary to consult the ODBC driver documentation to determine which fields are
required and what values should be used.

The fields described in the next sections represent the access requirements for the
Microsoft Access ODBC driver running on Windows NT 4.0 or Windows 2000.

DSN

The DSN field specifies the name of the ODBC database as set up by the ODBC Data
Source Administrator, which is available in the NT4.0 or Windows 2000 Control Panel.
The syntax is:

DSN=name

where name is the name of an ODBC database. For example:
DSN=my_database

This is the only mandatory field, and using it by itself will usually be sufficient.

If the DirXmetahub Server is to start the agent and the Server is running as a service
under a local system account, you must set up a System DSN (this DSN is shared by all
users and services on the machine) or a User DSN.

For simplest operation, use the ODBC Data Source Administrator to bind a specific name,
such as my_database, to a specific database, such as
C:\MSOffice\Access\Samples\Northwind.mdb. You can also use the Administrator to
select a class of databases (not selecting a specific database); in this case, running the
agent causes a selection window to pop up to do the selection at run time.

User and Password Fields

The Access ODBC driver specifies username and password fields as credentials for
authentication to the ODBC driver during ODBC database access. In some cases, it may
be necessary to supply user and password credentials in order for the ODBC meta agents
to gain access to the ODBC database. In this situation, do not specify these fields in the
configuration file (they are designed not to work if placed there). Instead, use the -n and -
p parameters on the ODBCAgentImp or ODBCAgentExp command line to specify the
credentials.

Other Driver-Specific Fields

Using the ODBC Data Source Administrator to establish an ODBC Data Source Name
(DSN) also establishes a number of other driver-specific fields, which are used for internal
purposes. These fields include the Driver field, which specifies the type of ODBC driver,
and some other fields. You can obtain the values of these fields using the TraceLevel
facility quoting ODBC, but their use in the context of Windows NT4.0 is not material.
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The configuration file can be used to contain default values for these fields. Including
values for these fields in the configuration file other than those supplied by the TraceLevel
facility will cause the system default values to be replaced, but this should only be done
with detailed knowledge of the effect on the database.

The Export Section

The Export section consists of fields that define the parameters of an export operation for
ODBCAgentExp. The next sections describe these fields. If present when importing, the
values supplied here should be syntactically and semantically correct. If in doubt,
deactivate the entire section by prefixing each line with the # character.

Mode

The Mode field specifies the type of export operation that ODBCAgentExp is to perform.
The syntax is:

Mode=mode

where mode is one of the following keywords:

� delta - Perform a delta export and fail if delta processing cannot be performed

� delta-or-full - Perform a delta export, or perform a full export if delta processing
cannot be performed

� full - Perform a full export

ODBCAgentExp cannot perform delta processing when:

� The -r ref_file parameter has been specified on the command line, and it cannot find
or cannot open the specified reference file

� The -r parameter without the ref_file option has been specified on the command line

� It detects a change in the export specification; almost any change in configuration will
cause the reference files no longer to match in their basic characteristics

If the Mode field is set to delta-or-full and the second and third cases occur,
ODBCAgentExp performs a full export and creates a new reference file that represents it.

This is a mandatory field if delta exporting is to be performed and is optional for full
exporting.

Select

The Select field specifies the set of entry attributes that ODBCAgentExp is to export from
the ODBC database. The syntax is:

Select=attribute_list

where attribute_list specifies the attributes to export, in the format:
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abbreviation[,abbreviation ...]

For example:
Select=GN, SN, T, TOC, BD, HD, A, CITY, REG, C

Keys and save-attributes (see SaveAttr below) are included in the exported attributes.

This is a mandatory field.

Keys

The Keys field specifies the set of attributes that ODBCAgentExp is to use to uniquely
identify each entry to be exported from the ODBC database. The syntax is:

Keys=attribute_list

where attribute_list specifies the attributes to be used as unique identifiers, in the format:

abbreviation[,abbreviation ...]

For example:
Keys=EID

The set of attributes specified in the Keys field should correspond to the set of primary
keys defined for the ODBC database since the export procedure assumes that the
combination of key values is unique in the selected export table. Any combination for
which this is true will work properly. The attribute that represents the most significant
primary key for ordering should appear as the first attribute in the list; the remainder
should follow in order of precedence. The attributes specified in the Keys field can overlap
the attributes specified in Select, but they cannot overlap the attributes specified in the
SaveAttr field. This is a mandatory field if delta exporting is to be performed. It is
mandatory for full export with the option to generate a delta export reference file.

SaveAttr

The Keys field is used to relate delta reference information to the ODBC database. The
SaveAttr information enables the delta reference information to be related to information
in the target database. For example, if an entry is removed from the ODBC database, it
may be required to remove the corresponding entry in the target database; the SaveAttr
field is used to specify any additional attributes that may be used to identify the entry in the
target database that is to be removed. Otherwise, removal is impossible.

For example, an ODBC table may have a simple integer as a primary key. When
synchronizing to a database which does not store the key, information such as surname,
given-name, and initials may be required to identify the correct entry in the target
database.

The SaveAttr field therefore specifies the set of entry attributes that ODBCAgentExp is to
store in the delta export reference file that it creates as part of the delta export process.
The syntax is:
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SaveAttr=attribute_list

where attribute_list specifies the attributes to be saved in the reference file, in the format:

abbreviation[,abbreviation ...]

For example:
SaveAttr=GN, SN, T, TEL

By default, ODBCAgentExp does not store complete entries in the delta reference files it
creates. Instead, it stores the attributes defined as keys (with the Key field) to uniquely
identify each entry, and stores the complete contents of the entry as a hash value which
cannot be used to reconstruct the complete entry. Use the SaveAttr field to store
attributes that are important to the directory synchronization process in the reference file.
The attributes specified in the SaveAttr field cannot overlap the attributes specified in the
Key field but can overlap the attributes specified in the Selection field.

This is an optional field.

From

The From field specifies the table or tables in the ODBC database from which
ODBCAgentExp is to extract entries. The syntax is:

From=tables

where tables is a valid SQL-like expression that can be used in a FROM expression in a
SQL SELECT statement. The value in tables can specify a simple table, for example:

From=Employees

It can also specify a single or multiple union of tables, for example:
From=Categories INNER JOIN (Suppliers INNER JOIN Products ON
 Suppliers.SupplierID = Products.SupplierID)
 ON Categories.CategoryID = Products.CategoryID

You can also use a self-join to obtain further information from the same table. For
example:

From=Employees INNER JOIN Employees AS Employees_1 ON
Employees.ReportsTo = Employees_1.EmployeeID;

In the previous example, Employees 1 is a correlation name used to distinguish multiple
uses of an object. If correlation names are used, they must be specified in the attributes
section of the configuration file; for example:

[attributes]
 GN=Employees.FirstName
 SN=Employees.LastName
 BName=Employees_1.Title
 BTitle=Employees_1.LastName
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When using a join of tables in the From field, the appropriate table name should be used
to prefix a column name; for example, Employees.LastName. You can use column name
abbreviations in JOIN predicates.

This is a mandatory field. If you are not completely familiar with SQL SELECT statements,
when developing the SQL statement that defines tables to be exported, it is recommended
that you use Access or another tool to design the query, then use the tool to view the
FROM component of the resulting SQL statement. The meta agent should work with any
FROM component that works in an SQL statement for the target database.

Where

The Where field controls whether or not ODBCAgentExp searches for and exports
specific entries ("rows" in ODBC terminology). The syntax is:

Where=predicate

where predicate is a valid SQL expression that can be used in a WHERE expression in a
SQL SELECT statement. For example:

Where=Employees.LastName LIKE 'D%'

The LIKE element in this case selects last-names that start with D, and is part of standard
SQL. Examples of SQL predicates are:

ProductID>2
 ProductName='Chai'
 ProductName LIKE 'C%'

The repertoire of supported predicates varies with ODBC database, and some databases
provide extensions to the SQL standard. Refer to the database documentation for details.

When specifying a SQL predicate, you cannot use attribute abbreviations. You must use
the ODBC column identifiers. You can, however, use column identifier abbreviations. As
for the From field above, you may find it convenient to develop a working SELECT
statement using Access or another tool, and then "lift" the predicate from it.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified, ODBCAgentExp exports all of the rows in the
selected table or join of tables.

MaxRows

The MaxRows field controls the number of entries that ODBCAgentExp writes to the
export data file. The syntax is:

MaxRows=number

where number specifies the maximum number of entries ("rows" in ODBC terminology) to
be output.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified, ODBCAgentExp exports a theoretical
maximum of 231-1 rows (a little more than 2 billion).
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ReferencePath

The ReferencePath field specifies the pathname to the directory in which
ODBCAgentExp is to store delta export reference files. The syntax is:

ReferencePath=directory_pathname

For example:
ReferencePath=D:\Program Files\DirXmetahub\ODBC\Data\myrefdir

This is an optional field; if it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
ODBCAgentExp stores the delta reference files it creates in the current working directory.

NewReferenceFile

The NewReferenceFile field stores the name of a reference file that ODBCAgentExp is to
use as the base for a delta export operation. The syntax is:

NewReferenceFile=ref_file

For example:
NewReferenceFile=fred.ref

ODBCAgent writes a new reference file name into this field each time it performs an
export operation using the naming convention described in "ODBCAgentImp Delta Export
Process". See that section for a complete description of the reference file generation
process and format.

SortControl

When the ODBCAgentExp creates a reference file for delta export, it sorts the records in
the file by ordering the key fields. This ordering then permits fast analysis of changes
between the previous state of the database and the present one, and allows the modified
information to be selected. The process of sorting and extraction is much faster if the
sorting of the reference file information corresponds to the order in which the ODBC
database is sorted. The SortControl facility enables the sorting to be optimized where
necessary. In many cases, the sorting will be correct anyway. (You can usually determine
how sorting is done by the database by inspection of a full export data file.)

Use this field if you are exporting a large database and seek to optimize export times. A
problem that may be resolved by using the field may be indicated by a delta export that
takes a much longer time than a full export.

Thus, the SortControl field controls how ODBCAgentExp sorts attributes in the reference
file when exporting from an ODBC database and can be used to override the agent's
default sorting algorithm. The syntax is:

SortControl=[form_list]

where form_list specifies the matching rule form to apply to each key specified in the
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Keys field, in the format:

form[,form ...]

And form is one of the following (case-insensitive) keywords:

� Integer (or Int) - the key is to be interpreted as an integer and the first four characters
are to be taken as a binary 32-bit number. For example, '0A2B' in memory is
0x42324130 in hex or is 1,110,589,744 in decimal format (Windows NT is a little-
endian system). The sorting is endian sensitive.

� Numeric (or Num) - the key is to be right-justified before sorting and taken as a
number. Numeric is handled as a lexical comparison based on the encoding value. It
is not a "real" numeric sorting, which ignores leading zeros. For example, the meta
agent sorts "39" < "0040"; as "0040" < "39".

� CaseIgnore (or CI) - the key is to be left-justified before sorting, ignoring case

� CaseSensitive (or CS) - the key is to be left-justified before sorting and case is
significant

� Any or empty - the key is to be matched using the default sorting algorithm (see
below)

For example:
SortControl=CI,,Num

specifies that the sorting for first three keys are to be specified as case-ignore, default,
numeric.

The ordering of the keywords in form_list must correspond to the ordering of the Keys
attributes; these must be ordered in accordance with the desired sort key precedence. If
the SortControl field specifies Any or is empty, ODBCAgentExp uses the default sorting
algorithm, where ODBCAgentExp sorts the ODBC database according to the data type of
the column, ignoring case where relevant. The following table shows the ODBCAgentExp
default sorting algorithm.

ODBC Code Matching Rule Form
SQL_BIGINT integer form
SQL_BINARY numeric form
SQL_BIT numeric form
SQL_CHAR case-ignore form
SQL_WCHAR case-ignore form
SQL_DATE case-ignore form
SQL_DECIMAL numeric form
SQL_DOUBLE fail
SQL_FLOAT fail
SQL_INTEGER integer form
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SQL_LONGVARBINARY fail
SQL_LONGVARCHAR fail
SQL_WLONGVARCHA
R

fail

SQL_NUMERIC numeric form
SQL_REAL fail
SQL_SMALLINT integer form
SQL_TIME case-ignore form
SQL_TIMESTAMP case-ignore form
SQL_TINYINT integer form
SQL_VARBINARY integer form
SQL_VARCHAR case-ignore form
SQL_WVARCHAR case-ignore form

This is an optional field.

The Import Section

The Import section consists of fields that define the parameters of the import operation for
ODBCAgentImp. The next sections describe these fields.

Table

The Table field specifies the ODBC name of the table (or joined set of tables) into which
entries are to be imported. The syntax is:

Table=table_name

or

Table=joined-table

An example of Table=table_name syntax is:
Table=Employees

With the Table=joined-table syntax, it is only possible to use the method of join that uses
the JOIN keyword. For example, the following SQL statement block is permitted:

Table=Categories INNER JOIN (Suppliers INNER JOIN Products ON
 Suppliers.SupplierID = Products.SupplierID)
 ON Categories.CategoryID = Products.CategoryID

However, the following legal SQL statement block cannot be used as a basis for import
because the predicate ("WHERE") part of the SQL SELECT construct is already
controlled by the SelectBy field:

SELECT ... FROM Categories, Suppliers, Products
 WHERE (Suppliers.SupplierID = Products.SupplierID) AND
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 (Categories.CategoryID = Products.CategoryID);

The use of joined tables is permitted with certain limitations. The first table that is
specified is called the "primary table" and must contain all of the columns specified by the
SelectBy field. The primary table will be the only table whose rows are removed by a
"delete" changetype entry, or inserted by an "add" changetype entry.

Both inner and outer joins are possible. If inner join is specified, ODBCAgentImp only
evaluates the rows in the primary table that satisfy a join to the other table (or tables). If
outer join is specified, all rows in the primary table are evaluated.

In the case of modification of a row in a joined table, only the columns specified by the
Modify field will potentially be changed. You should note that two "rows" from a join of
tables are not necessarily independent. For example, changing a Products.SupplierName
from Organic Growers Ltd to OGL in one row has the effect of changing the name for all
products that have the same supplier. If a subsequent row includes a setting of
Products.SupplierName to the original value, the change will be undone for all rows. To
control this effect, you must use the Modify field carefully to select the columns to be
changed.

Note that the target ODBC database may refuse to carry out modifications if  "referential
integrity" will be violated;  see "Import Procedure" for further details. Referential integrity
problems can occur with delete commands, even when a single table is involved.

The Table field is a mandatory field.

SelectBy

The SelectBy field specifies one or more naming attributes that ODBCAgentImp is to use
as selection criteria during the import procedure. The syntax is:

SelectBy=predicate

where predicate is built up in a natural way from abbreviations, ampersand (&) characters
representing logical ANDs, vertical bar (|) characters representing logical ORs,
exclamation point (!) characters representing logical NOT, and parentheses ( ) to coerce
an order of evaluation.

For example:
A&!(B|C|!(D&E&(!F))))

When the predicate is evaluated, the values to be used for a particular abbreviation are
taken from the row information being imported at any one time. The predicate is used to
select (if possible) a single row from the database.

The use of the SelectBy field is in strong contrast to the Where field for export, in which
fixed values are used for every row to be selected for export. As an example (FirstName &
LastName) would be used by a row to be imported that specified FirstName as Joe and
LastName as Bloggs to select the single row that used this combination of FirstName and
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LastName. If there is more than one such row in the target database, the import of that
particular row will fail because the import operation is ambiguous for the supplied data.

Note that the precedence of AND, OR, and NOT items is as specified for SQL (NOT binds
tightest, then AND, then OR). When in doubt, you should use parentheses ( ) to group
these items.

This is a mandatory field.

Modify

The Modify field specifies the entry attributes in the ODBC database that ODBCAgentImp
is to modify. The syntax is:

Modify=attribute_list

where attribute_list specifies the attributes to import, in the format:

abbreviation[,abbreviation ...]

For example:
Modify=T, TOC, BD, HD, A, CITY, REG, C

Naming attributes specified in the SelectBy field cannot be specified in the Modify field,
nor can attributes that correspond to expressions in an export table (that is, which
compute a value by combining more than one column value).

This is a mandatory field. ODBCAgentImp modifies only the columns that correspond to
the attributes specified in attribute_list.

When using joined tables, remember that Modify field attributes can be selected to alter
the column values in several tables at the same time.

CreateIfAbsent

The CreateIfAbsent field controls whether or not ODBCAgentImp creates a new ODBC
entry ("row" in ODBC terminology) in the ODBC database if it does not find a matching
entry using the naming attributes supplied in SelectBy. The syntax is:

CreateIfAbsent=boolean

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - Create a new entry using the attribute values supplied in the import data file
(default)

� FALSE - Do not create a new entry

This is an optional field. If it is not present in the configuration file, ODBCAgentImp
creates new entries if possible. If the Table field specifies a join of tables, ODBCAgentImp
creates an entry (inserts a row) in the primary table only.
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Exceptions

The Exceptions field specifies the import error file that ODBCAgentImp is to create and
write error information about entries that cannot be imported into the ODBC database.
The syntax is:

Exceptions=filename

For example:
Exceptions=Exceptions.txt

The filename is taken as within the current working directory unless it includes a relative
or absolute pathname, such as:

Exceptions=..\except\Exceptions.txt
 Exceptions=\users\fred\odbc\Exceptions.txt

ODBCAgentImp saves the complete row information, with diagnostic and other
information, for each row that it is unable to import into this file. You can use this file as
input to ODBCAgentImp and re-run the import operation, after first fixing the reported
errors.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified in the configuration file, ODBCAgentImp
creates the file except.txt in the current working directory.

InsertOnly

The InsertOnly field controls whether or not existing entries in the ODBC database are
updated with attribute values from the import data file. The syntax is:

InsertOnly=boolean

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - Do not modify existing entries, and create new entries if there are no matches
in the database using the naming attributes specified in the SelectBy field.

� FALSE - Modify existing entries with the attribute values supplied in the import data file
(default) unless otherwise permitted.

Note that an entry is created when no matching entry is found when any one of the
following is true:

� The import entry (record) explicitly specifies that a new entry is to be added.

� CreateIfAbsent is set to TRUE

� InsertOnly is set to TRUE.

Thus, the InsertOnly field overrides a CreateIfAbsent field that is set to FALSE and vice-
versa.

This is an optional field. If it is not present in the configuration file, ODBCAgentImp only
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modifies existing entries unless otherwise directed.

ChangeType

The ChangeType field specifies the alphanumeric string used in the import data file to
indicate the "changetype" for ODBC entries. The syntax is:

ChangeType=string

For example:
ChangeType=change_it

This is an optional field. If it is not present in the configuration file, ODBCAgentImp
recognizes the string ChangeType as the "changetype" identifier. The value supplied to
the "changetype" identifier must be one of add, delete, or modify.

If the ChangeType field is not defined, the control of the imported rows in the import data
file is done by quasi-attributes using ChangeType such as:

ChangeType: delete

If it is defined (for example, to change_it), the control of imported rows is done by:
change_it: delete

Relationships

The Relationships field specifies references from one table to another for which
referential integrity enforcement can be handled by nullifying the reference. Use the
Relationships field to permit entries ("rows" in ODBC terminology) to be deleted when
entries in other tables affected by referential integrity point to them, or when it is
unacceptable for the reference to a deleted entry to continue to exist.

In order for ODBCAgentImp to implement this function:

� The reference that points to the entry to be removed must be nullifiable

� The access control that permits ODBCAgentImp to nullify the reference must be in
force

The syntax is:

Relationships=relationship[,relationship ...]

where relationship is a string in the format:

abbreviation=>abbreviation

The first abbreviation specifies the column in the table that contains a reference; this is
the table that is affected by referential integrity. The second abbreviation specifies the
column in the table that supplies the value of the reference. For example, Employees.[org-
unit-id] could be a reference in the Employees table to an entry ("row", in ODBC
terminology) in the OrgUnit table, using the value of OrgUnit.Id as the value used in the
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reference. In this case, the relationship would be specified as:
Employees.[org-unit-id]=>OrgUnit.Id

Removing an OrgUnit entry (if successful) invalidates all the pointers Employees.org-unit-
id that point to the OrgUnit entry. If referential integrity enforcement is switched on in the
database for this relationship, removing the OrgUnit entry is impossible. However, if
referential integrity enforcement is switched off, the OrgUnit entry can be deleted, leaving
the Employees.[org-unit-id] references pointing into "thin air".

Note that you must create abbreviations for all related table elements whose referential
integrity you want to override. Thus, an entry, or "row", that is referenced by another row
with referential integrity policing cannot be deleted. However, when the Relationships
field has been used to specify a referential integrity override and ODBCAgentImp detects
a failure to remove a row for this reason, it nullifies the column value for all rows that
would otherwise refer to the row specified by the relationship. For example, consider two
tables-"Clients" and "Websites"-with a set of row values as follows:

Clients
 Id Surname Given Name Email Address
 16 Smith Fenella fenella@mysp.net
 Websites
 Id Owner WWW Site
 32 16 (to be nullified) www.fenella.mysp.net
 45 16 (to be nullified) www.fenella-import.com

Referential integrity between these two tables is defined by Websites.Owner =>
Clients.Id. Row 16 in the Clients table cannot be removed while rows 32 and 45 in the
Websites table point to it and the database applies referential integrity enforcement to the
relationship. However, the referential integrity link can be broken by setting the Owner
value to null. The Relationships field permits this action to occur automatically.

When the database does not apply referential integrity enforcement to the relationship, an
attempt to remove Row 16 will succeed, and the references in the Websites table will stay
set to the same (now-nonsensical) value. Use the AlwaysFollowReferences field to
cause the relationships to be followed in the absence of referential integrity enforcement,
or, better, establish referential integrity enforcement. This is an optional field.

AlwaysFollowReferences

The AlwaysFollowReferences field controls whether ODBCAgentImp follows the
references defined in the Relationship field if referential integrity enforcement has not
been configured in the database for the specific relationships specified. The syntax is:

AlwaysFollowReferences=boolean

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - always follow the references defined in the Relationships field even if
referential integrity is not enforced for the references specified by Relationships
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� FALSE - do not follow references if referential integrity is not configured in the
database for the references specified by Relationships (default)

Note that using the database referential integrity enforcement mechanism is a more
efficient solution than leaving referential integrity unenforced and using
AlwaysFollowReferences. This is because AlwaysFollowReferences always checks
for references, whether one exists or not for the particular row being removed. Thus, more
operations are typically carried out when using AlwaysFollowReferences by comparison
with using referential integrity enforcement.

This is an optional field.

ModifyAnyway

The ModifyAnyway field controls whether ODBCAgentImp performs a comparison
operation before modifying an ODBC entry. The syntax is:

ModifyAnyway=boolean

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - compare the ODBC entry with the import data entry before modifying the entry

� FALSE - modify the ODBC entry without performing a comparison operation first
(default)

When ModifyAnyway is set to TRUE, ODBCAgentImp compares each attribute value in
a "modify" import data entry with the corresponding entry in the ODBC database. If all of
the values match, ODBCAgentImp does not modify the ODBC entry. The following table
shows the matching rules that ODBCAgentImp uses depending on the corresponding
column data type. If <none> is specified then no comparison is performed.

SQL Data Type Matching Rule Form
SQL_BIGINT integer form
SQL_BINARY numeric form
SQL_BIT numeric form
SQL_CHAR case-sensitive form
SQL_DATE case-sensitive form
SQL_DECIMAL numeric form
SQL_DOUBLE none
SQL_FLOAT none
SQL_INTEGER integer form
SQL_LONGVARBINARY none
SQL_LONGVARCHAR none
SQL_NUMERIC numeric form
SQL_REAL none
SQL_SMALLINT integer form
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SQL_TIME case-sensitive form
SQL_TIMESTAMP case-sensitive form
SQL_TINYINT integer form
SQL_VARBINARY integer form
SQL_VARCHAR case-sensitive form
SQL_WCHAR case-sensitive form
SQL_WLONGVARCHAR case-sensitive form
SQL_WVARCHAR case-sensitive form

This is an optional field.

The Control Section

The control section is an optional section that consists of fields that provide control
information that is common to both export and import procedures. The next sections
describe these fields.

RecordSeparator

The RecordSeparator field specifies the record separator that distinguishes between
successive import or export entries. The syntax is

RecordSeparator=string

where string is a value that can contain a form-feed, expressed as "\f". No other escapes
are permitted; backslashes are not permitted other than as a prefix to "f" (not even to "F").

This is an optional field. If it is not specified in the configuration file, the ODBC meta
agents use a default string row:.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether the ODBC meta agents perform program flow tracing on
an export or import operation. The syntax is:

Trace=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not perform program flow tracing on the export or import operation (default)

� 1 - Perform program flow tracing on the export or import operation

If 1 is specified, the ODBC meta agents write information about the export or import
operation to the pathname specified in the TraceFile field.

TraceLevel

The TraceLevel field controls the amount of program event information that is written to
the trace file during import and export operations. The syntax is:
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TraceLevel=trace_string_list

where trace_string_list is one or more of the following strings or abbreviations, separated
by whitespace:

� ConnectAttributes (CA) - include connection "attributes" (fields)

� FailSummary (FS) - include a summary of failed entries sent to the error file

� ODBC - report ODBC versions

� SQL - include SQL statements that are to be executed

� Summary (S) - include a summary of all entries imported or exported (mark failed
entries with a trailing # character

� Warnings (W) - include ODBC warnings (ODBC errors are always written to the trace
file)

� Columns (Cols) - include information on columns stored as part of the database
schema

� RefData (Ref) - include information on the reference data used for delta export

� Statistics (Stats) - include statistics about the import operation, such as the number
of creates, updates, and deletes, the number of entries unprocessed because of
errors, the total of all entries handled with or without error but not skipped, and
skipped entries

When trace_string_list includes ConnectAttributes, the ODBC meta agents write the
connection "attributes" that fully define the connection to the ODBC database to the trace
file (and to standard output) in the format they would have as fields in the configuration file
(username and password are not included). You can copy the connection attributes from
the trace file into the configuration file if you wish to change any of the parameters at meta
agent startup. For example:

database connection attributes:
 DSN=my_database
 DBQ=C:\MSOffice\Access\Samples\Northwind.mdb
 DriverId=25
 FIL=MS Access
 MaxBufferSize=512
 PageTimeout=5

When trace_string_list includes FailSummary, the ODBCAgentImp provides a summary
of each entry that it fails to process on an import operation, in the format:

entry_introducer attribute_1 / attribute_2 ... line-number-text disposition-text error-sign
 diagnostic-event
 diagnostic-event
 ...
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Here is an example:
record Annette/Dodsworth at line 129 (absent) #

 warning: empty import attribute
 REG

 insertion forbidden

When trace_string_list includes ODBC, the ODBC meta agents write the version of the
ODBC subsystem and the driver in use to the trace file. For example:

ODBC version info
 03.00.0000

 ODBC driver version
 02.50

When trace_string_list includes SQL, the ODBC meta agents write to the trace file the
SQL statements that they execute at various stages of the import or export procedure.
Because the ODBC meta agents can only run successfully if the SQL is correct, you can
use this information to determine the precise location at which an import or export
operation has failed by running the SQL statement in a native SQL environment for the
database being accessed.

ODBCAgentExp makes only one SQL call which obtains all matching records sequentially.
This is the form of the output:

SELECT statement

SELECT Employees.FirstName, Employees.LastName,
Employees.Title, Employees.TitleOfCourtesy,
Employees.BirthDate, Employees.HireDate, Employees.Address,
Employees.City, Employees.Region, Employees.PostalCode,
Employees.Country, Employees.HomePhone, Employees.Extension,
Employees.Notes FROM Employees ;

All of the SELECT statement is on a single line.

ODBCAgentImp makes several SQL calls which prepare it for the various import
scenarios it may encounter. The agent performs this preparation phase before it carries
out any importing, and must complete this preparation phase successfully. Here is an
example:

dummy SELECT statement

SELECT Employees.FirstName, Employees.LastName,
Employees.PostalCode, Employees.Title,
Employees.TitleOfCourtesy, Employees.BirthDate,
Employees.HireDate, Employees.Address, Employees.City,
Employees.Region, Employees.Country, Employees.HomePhone,
Employees.Extension, Employees.Notes FROM Employees
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SELECT statement

SELECT Employees.FirstName, Employees.LastName,
Employees.Title, Employees.TitleOfCourtesy,
Employees.BirthDate, Employees.HireDate, Employees.Address,
Employees.City, Employees.Region, Employees.PostalCode,
Employees.Country, Employees.HomePhone, Employees.Extension,
Employees.Notes FROM Employees WHERE (Employees.FirstName=?)
AND (Employees.LastName=?)

UPDATE statement

UPDATE Employees SET Employees.Title=?,
Employees.TitleOfCourtesy=?, Employees.BirthDate=?,
Employees.HireDate=?, Employees.Address=?, Employees.City=?,
Employees.Region=?, Employees.PostalCode=?,
Employees.Country=?, Employees.HomePhone=?,
Employees.Extension=?, Employees.Notes=? WHERE
(Employees.FirstName=?) AND (Employees.LastName=?)

INSERT statement

INSERT INTO Employees (FirstName, LastName, PostalCode, Title,
TitleOfCourtesy, BirthDate, HireDate, Address, City, Region,
Country, HomePhone, Extension, Notes) VALUES (?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?,
?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?, ?)

DELETE statement

DELETE FROM Employees WHERE (Employees.FirstName=?) AND
(Employees.LastName=?)

ODBCAgentImp uses the dummy SELECT statement to "prepare" an execute statement;
the preparation enables the table characteristics to be extracted. The SQL is never
executed.

ODBCAgentImp uses the SELECT statement to test each supplied entry to see how many
of its kind there are in the database, using the predicate that follows WHERE, in this case:

(Employees.FirstName=?) AND (Employees.LastName=?)

This condition would have been the result of a SelectBy field of:
SelectBy = GN & SN

where GN maps to Employees.FirstName and SN maps to Employees.LastName.

The question mark (?) characters are used internally to indicate entry-specific arguments,
as supplied. This construct is also used in each of the following SQL statements.

ODBCAgentImp uses the UPDATE statement to modify rows according to the
specification of the incoming entry; that is, each of the '?' signs are substituted for with the
incoming information.

ODBCAgentImp uses similar statements for INSERT (to add a new row) and DELETE (to
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remove a row).

When trace_string_list includes Summary, ODBCAgentImp provides a summary of each
entry processed in the import operation, in the format:

entry_introducer attribute_1 / attribute_2 ... line-number-text disposition-text [error-
sign]

each followed by diagnostic information if necessary. For example:
record Nancy/Davolio at line 1 (updated)

 record Andrew/Fuller at line 17 (updated)

 record Janet/Leverling at line 33 (updated)

 record Margaret/Peacock at line 49 (updated)

 record Steven/Buchanan at line 65 (updated)

 record Michael/Suyama at line 81 (updated)

When trace_string_list includes Warnings, the ODBC meta agents write warning
messages into the trace file. The messages have the following format:

� The first line announces a warning.

� The second and third lines provide information generated by the underlying ODBC
support. Consult the ODBC Help for explanations of the meaning.

� The fourth line is provides information generated by the ODBC driver manager. This is
occasionally useful, particularly in conjunction with the SQL statements included by
using the SQL trace string.

� The fifth line is occasionally generated, and is based on experience. (The generation is
an open-ended capability.)

Here is a sample (benign) warning that occurs on agent startup:
connection with information
 state=01000
 native error=0
 error message=[Microsoft][ODBC Driver Manager] The driver
doesn't support the version of ODBC behavior that the
application requested (see SQLSetEnvAttr).
 this error is probably irrelevant.

Here is a warning generated as the result of misspelling the table-name in an export
operation:

SQLExecDirect failure
 state=42S02
 native error=-1305
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 error message=[Microsoft][ODBC Microsoft Access 97 Driver] The
Microsoft Jet database engine cannot find the input table or
query 'xEmployees'. Make sure it exists and that its name is
spelled correctly.

Here is a warning generated as the result of misspelling the table-name in an import
operation:

SQLDescribeCol failure

state=42S02
 native error=-1305
 error message=[Microsoft][ODBC Microsoft Access 97 Driver] The
Microsoft Jet database engine cannot find the input table or
query 'xEmployees'. Make sure it exists and that its name is
spelled correctly.
 state=07009
 native error=53
 error message=[Microsoft][ODBC Microsoft Access 97
Driver]Invalid column number

When trace_string_list contains Columns, the ODBC import meta agent writes
information about the columns to which it is about to import. For example:

column info
 attribute=GN
 column-id=FirstName
 column-expansion=Employees.FirstName
 configured-data-type=SQL_CHAR
 C-data-type=SQL_C_CHAR
 configured-minimum=1
 configured-maximum=10
 fail-if-too-big=false
 SQL-data-type=SQL_VARCHAR
 precision=10
 scale=0
 nullable=SQL_NULLABLE
 column info
 attribute=SN
 column-id=LastName
 column-expansion=Employees.LastName
 configured-data-type=SQL_CHAR
 C-data-type=SQL_C_CHAR
 configured-maximum=20
 fail-if-too-big=false
 SQL-data-type=SQL_VARCHAR
 precision=20
 scale=0
 nullable=SQL_NULLABLE
 etc.

In this information:
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� attribute gives the abbreviation;

� column-id defines the name of the column within the table;

� column-expansion defines the full column definition as defined in the attributes
section;

� configured-data-type and C-data-type give information about the representation of the
ODBC data-type within the agent;

� configured-maximum defines the maximum size specified for the column, either by
configuration or by taking information from the ODBC database;

� SQL-data-type give information about the native ODBC data-type for the column;

� precision gives (for text information) the field length within the ODBC database; scale
is not relevant at present;

� nullable indicates whether the column information is permitted to be absent (TRUE), or
whether it must always be present (FALSE).

When trace_string_list includes RefData, ODBCAgentExp writes the following information
to the trace file:

� When the Mode field in the export configuration file is set to full, ODBCAgentExp
writes a message indicating that full export is to take place

� When the Mode field in the export configuration file is set to delta-or-full or delta,
ODBCAgentExp writes:

� A list of reference files that are currently available (possibly none)

� The name of the file identified as the reference file to be used in the delta export
procedure (possibly none)

� The information contained in the reference file header (if present)

� A message indicating that delta export is to take place

If the -v parameter has been specified on the command line, ODBCAgentExp also
displays this information on the user's console.

ODBCAgentImp ignores the RefData option.

Here is an example trace file for a full export when the RefData option is used:
reference data files:
 none
 no previous reference file found
 full export with reference file:
 R9122200

Here is an example trace file for a delta export when the RefData option is used:
reference data files:
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 R9122200
 reference file found:
 .\R9122200
 reference info:
 time-stamp=Wed Dec 22 16:47:42 1999
 record count=17
 key data width=92
 support-8-bits=TRUE
 data hash size=8
 selection=Employees.FirstName, Employees.LastName,
Employees.Title, Employees.TitleOfCourtesy,
Employees.BirthDate, Employees.HireDate, Employees.Address,
Employees.City, Employees.Region, Employees.PostalCode,
Employees.Country, Employees.HomePhone, Employees.Extension,
Employees.Notes
 keys=Employees.FirstName, Employees.LastName,
Employees.HomePhone, Employees.Country, Employees.City
 from=Employees
 where=null

 delta export with new reference file:

 R9122201

When trace_string_list includes Stats, ODBCAgentImp writes statistical information into
the trace file. ODBCAgentExp ignores the Stats option. Statistics are provided on entries
created and updated, entries deleted, entries that could not be processed as the result of
an error, the total number of entries processed, and the total number of entries skipped
(these entries are not included in the total processed). The number of updated attributes
and the number of attributes on which an update was unnecessary are also listed. Items
of statistics for which the value is zero are not included. For example:

import statistics:
 creates: 21
 updates: 1105
 updates (attr): 995
 updates (not necess.)2320
 deletes: 112
 errors: 6
 total imports: 1244
 skips: 2

TraceFile

The TraceFile field specifies the name of the trace file to which the ODBC meta agents
are to write information about their execution. The syntax is:

TraceFile=filename

where filename can be a pathname or a file name. When a pathname is specified, the
entire path must pre-exist. If filename has a suffix, the ODBC agents use this file to write
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tracing information. If filename does not have a suffix (that is, it does not contain a period
(.)), the ODBC agents use filename as a prefix for a multiple trace file naming scheme of
the form:

filenamennn.txt

where filename represents the supplied prefix and nnn is a three-digit decimal string that
starts at 000 and has a maximum value of the MaxTraceFiles field minus 1. For example:

imp_trace038.txt

The ODBC agents write multiple trace files up to one less than the maximum specified in
the MaxTraceFiles field and use the MaxTraceSize field to determine when to create a
new trace file in the series. You can supply a pathname to specify where the trace files are
to be located.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified in the configuration file, the ODBC meta
agents direct program event output to the trace file trace.txt in the current working
directory.

MaxTraceFiles

The MaxTraceFiles field determines the number of trace files that the ODBC agents are
permitted to create, in rotation. The syntax is:

MaxTraceFiles=number

where number is a non-negative integer between 2 and 1000. Each trace file name has a
suffix ranging from 000.txt (first trace file created) to nnn.txt, where nnn is one less than
the value of the MaxTraceFiles field.

This field is optional. If it is not specified, the ODBC meta agents use a maximum number
of 1000.

MaxTraceFileSize

The MaxTraceFileSize field determines the maximum size of a trace file. The syntax is:

MaxTraceFileSize=size

where size is a value between 1024 and 231-1. Actual trace files will always be a little
smaller than this size (by up to 256 bytes).

The ODBC meta agents use the value in the MaxTraceSize field to determine when to
create a new trace file. The change of file to the next in the series occurs when the
ODBCAgentImp or ODBCAgentExp determines that the report to be written could cause
the size of the trace file to exceed the maximum size set by the MaxTraceFileSize field.

TraceFlow

The TraceFlow field specifies the level of tracing information written to the trace file. The
syntax is:
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TraceFlow=level

where level is an integer from 0 to 9. The higher the number, the more tracing information
is written. Currently, only trace level 1 is implemented; at this level, the ODBC meta
agents give an indication of entrance and exit for main functions. For example:

...
 entering CONVERT()
 exiting CONVERT()
 entering SQLFetch()
 exiting SQLFetch()
 exiting odbc_export()

8bit

The 8bit field controls whether or not ODBCAgentExp accepts characters larger than 7
bits without escaping them to hex notation (\xhh). The syntax is:

8bit=boolean

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - Accept characters where bit 8 is non-zero

� FALSE - Escape characters where bit 8 is non-zero (default)

On export, ODBCAgentExp changes characters in the text that is output, if necessary, to
the escaped hex code. This conversion always occurs for non-text characters like
NEWLINE. If the 8bit field is set to TRUE, ODBCAgentExp transmits characters with
encodings in the range \xa0 to \xfe unchanged; if set to FALSE, it converts the characters
to the hex notation. A backslash \ is encoded as two backslashes \\. On import,
ODBCAgentImp reverses the encoding to reproduce the original text without encoding.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified in the configuration file, ODBCAgentExp
escapes characters where bit 8 is non-zero. ODBCAgentImp ignores the 8bit field on
import.

DataHash

The DataHash field specifies the number of octets that ODBCAgentExp is to use when
creating the hash value for an entry's attributes in the delta reference file. The syntax is:

DataHash=number

where number is a non-negative integer between 4 and 16. The hash values for entry
attributes that ODBCAgentExp creates are not guaranteed to be unique for every entry.
Therefore, the larger the number of octets used by ODBCAgentExp to create a hash
value, the more unlikely it is that ODBCAgentExp will create duplicate hash values for
different entries.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified in the configuration file, ODBCAgentExp uses
8 octets to create the hash value for the entry.
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6.3.3 Configuration File Error Reporting
The ODBC meta agents attempt to pinpoint the cause of any errors in the configuration
file. For example, the output:

E:\transfer\run>h:\development\exporter\exporter\ODBCAgentExp -
v
 -ftransfer.cfg
 missing equals sign at line 34
 From ??Employees

detects an error in the export section in the configuration file. Where errors occur (as in
this case) in simple analysis of the characters, the "??" marker occurs at the point where
the error is detected. Where the error requires some context, it will normally follow the
offending token. For example, a second SelectBy creates this error:

duplicate SelectBy setting at line 45
 SelectBy=??GN

6.4 Import and Export Data File Format
The ODBC meta agent import and export data files use a tagged file format with the
following characteristics:

� Each entry attribute is contained on one line; line continuation is permitted using the
backslash (\) as the line continuation character.

� The representation of each attribute is:

attribute_name:  attribute_value(s)

� Leading and trailing whitespace between attribute_name and attribute_value is
ignored. For example, in the attribute:
SN:   Lowell Jr.

the whitespace between the colon (:) and the start of the attribute value is ignored, but the
whitespace within the attribute value is returned

� The record (entry) separator is either the default string row: or the string defined in the
RecordSeparator field in the configuration file. For an import data file, the ODBC
meta agent requires that a record separator be present at the end of each entry.
However, it does not require the presence of a record separator at the start of the first
entry in the file or at the end of the last entry in the file.

� An optional file termination indicator string end: can be placed anywhere in an import
data file to direct ODBCAgentImp to ignore data that occurs after the end: terminator
during import processing. The file terminator string is never present in an export data
file.
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� Comment lines can be placed anywhere in the file and are identified by a # character
at the beginning of the line. A non-comment line that would otherwise start with a #
character starts instead with \#.

� An optional skip record indicator string skip: can be placed in a record to direct
ODBCAgentImp to ignore the record during import processing. The skip record string
is never present in an export data file.

� The data file format supports a per-entry "changetype" attribute that specifies the type
of modification indicated for the entry in the ODBC database. The value for
"changetype" is one of "add", "modify", or "delete". The changetype attribute name
and its values are case-insensitive. The attribute name is either ChangeType or the
name specified in the ChangeType field.

� The export data file format permits <CR> or <LF> to be used in attribute values.

� Boolean attribute values are represented as 0 (for FALSE) and 1 (for TRUE).

� Characters in import data file entries can be specified by their hex value in the format
\xhh.

� Backslash characters in import data file entries must be specified as \\.

Here is an example (CR LF is represented as \x0d\x0a in line eight):
row:
 GN:  Nancy
 SN:  Davolio
 T:   Sales Representative
 TOC:  Ms.
 BD:  1948-12-08 00:00:00
 HD:  1992-05-01 00:00:00
 A:   507 - 20th Ave. E.\x0d\x0aApt. 2A
 CITY:  Seattle
 REG:  WA
 PC:  98122
 C:   USA
 TEL:  (206) 555-9857
 EXT:  4109
 DESC:  Education includes a BA in psychology from Colorado
State University in 1970. She also completed "The Art of the
Cold Call." Nancy is a member of Toastmasters International.

 row:
 ...

6.5 Import Error File Format
An import error file log entry generated by ODBCAgentImp on a failed import of an entry
has the following format:
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#entry_identifier
 source_entry
 #error_messages
 #

where entry_identifier specifies the line number in the import data file at which the failed
entry (record) exists, source_entry is the original entry that ODBCAgentImp was unable to
import, and error_messages describe the error. Here is an example of an error log for an
import operation in which the configuration file sets InsertOnly to TRUE:

# record at line 17
 row:
 GN: Nancy
 SN: Davolio
 T: Sales Representative
 TOC: Ms.
 BD: 1948-12-08 00:00:00
 HD: 1992-05-01 00:00:00
 A: 507 - 20th Ave. E.\x0d\x0aApt. 2A
 CITY: Seattle
 REG: WA
 PC: 98122
 C: USA
 TEL: (206) 555-9857
 EXT: 5467
 DESC: Education includes a BA in Psychology from Colorado
State University in 1970. She also completed "The Art of the
Cold Call." Nancy is a member of Toastmasters International.

 # error: row already exists
 #

If the entry itself is invalid, ODBCAgentImp records it as a comment. For example, in the
following entry, "Surname" was used in place of the abbreviation "SN":

# record at line 1
 row:
 GN: Nancy
 Surname: Davolio
 T: Sales Representative
 TOC: Ms.
 BD: 1948-12-08 00:00:00
 HD: 1992-05-01 00:00:00
 A: 507 - 20th Ave. E.\x0d\x0aApt.
 CITY: Seattle
 REG: WA
 PC: 98122
 C: USA
 TEL: (206) 555-9857
 EXT: 5467
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 DESC: Education includes a BA in Psychology

 # warning: unrecognized attribute in import data file
 # Surname
 #
 # unset naming attributes
 # SN

Note that the text for the failed entry is always as supplied; that is, no attempt is made to
correct it. To use the entries, manual correction will probably be necessary to remove the
problem.

ODBCAgentImp places a condensed version of this error message in the trace file (and
also to the display if verbose mode was specified on the command line):

record Nancy at line 1 (error) #

 warning: unrecognized attribute in import data file
 Surname

 unset naming attributes
 SN

6.6 Import Procedure
Import takes place using data from an import data file. This file has the format described
in "Import and Export Data File Format" and comprises a series of records, each stored
on separate lines and consisting of an introducer string and a set of attribute lines. By
default, the introducer string is a line containing row:. However, you can specify a different
value for the introducer (for example, a form-feed) using the RecordSeparator field in the
Control Section of the configuration file.

Each attribute is one of the following:

� A naming attribute (identified as on the SelectBy attribute list, and never modified);

� An attribute to be modified (identified by the Modify attribute list);

� An attribute that is ignored except when a new row (record) is to be created (other
attributes listed in the attributes block);

� All other attributes - ignored (present in the import entry (record), but not specified in
the attributes block).

In addition, the quasi-attribute ChangeType or an attribute substituted for it using the
ChangeType field in the Import section of the configuration file can be used to modify the
behavior for the entry within which the attribute is placed.

ODBCAgentImp does not handle multi-valued attributes; attributes in the first three
categories are not permitted to occur twice in a single import entry. If the agent
encounters a multi-valued attribute, it discards the second and subsequent values creates
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a warning message in the error file.

The introducer end: may be used where row: would otherwise be used, and terminates
the process.

The introducer skip: may be used anywhere following a row: introducer, and causes the
complete record information to be ignored. It can be used to blank off a record which
requires special attention. The record information does not appear in the error file, and is
not reported upon in the trace file.

For each ODBC entry, ODBCAgentImp does the following:

� Checks the entry for compliance with the constraints specified for the attributes (or
defined by the database). If constraints are broken for non-naming attributes and the
attribute is not marked with the "fail-if-too-big" flag, the agent truncates the values (or
pads them), and continues its processing. If constraints are broken for naming
attributes or for any attribute when the "fail-if-too-big" flag is TRUE, the agent discards
the entire entry and writes an explanatory message into the error file (and, if required,
to the trace file).

� Using the naming attributes, SELECTs a row (record) that matches the resulting
predicate in the specified table or join of tables. All naming attributes used in the
predicate must be present in the import entry.

� If zero rows are found, and either ChangeType is set to add, or CreateIfAbsent is
TRUE or InsertOnly is TRUE, creates a new entry that contains all the relevant
attributes. If ChangeType is absent or is not set to add, or if both CreateIfAbsent and
InsertOnly are FALSE, discards the entry and writes an explanatory message into the
error file.

� If a join of tables is specified, and a new entry is to be created, this creates a new row
in the primary table only (that is, the table first mentioned in the JOIN specification).
Attributes matching rows in tables other than the primary table are ignored.

� If just one row is found, and ChangeType is set to delete, removes the row (just the
row in the primary table, if a join of tables is selected). If ChangeType is set to add or
InsertOnly is set, discards the entry and writes an explanatory message to the error
file. Otherwise, modifies the attributes specified or removes them (using a blank line
after the attribute); in both cases, attributes to be modified must be defined within the
Modify list; others are ignored for modification. Note: the database can refuse to
remove an entry if it detects that referential integrity would be broken. This means that
a row which is pointed to by another row in the same or a different table cannot be
removed by ODBC (or even by SQL tools in general). The referencing components
must be removed first, or the reference must be nullified. To make this happen
automatically, you can use the Relationships control to specify where referential
integrity enforcement is configured.
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� If multiple rows are found, discards the entry and writes an explanatory message to
the error file.

� If the -s parameter has been specified on the command line, ODBCAgentImp imports
one row at a time, displaying an invitation to continue after each import. Possible
inputs are:

q<CR> or Q<CR> or n<CR> or N<CR> - terminates the import procedure (case-
insensitive)

g<CR> or G<CR> - terminates single-step mode and continues the import procedure
(case-insensitive)

[any_other input]<CR> - continues with the next row

6.7 Export Procedure
ODBCAgentExp transcribes all or selected rows (records) from a table of an ODBC-
accessible database to an export data file. The column information is either the stored
value, or may be derived from expressions within the SQL language.

In the export section, the Select field defines attribute abbreviations that map exactly to
those used in SELECT statements. The From field specifies the tables or combination of
tables. These two fields normally need to be designed together.

The attribute abbreviations must be specified in the attributes section. Table names can
be omitted in the specification, but it is recommended that table names are always
included when the From table is a union of tables.

Here is an example of the relationship between the attribute definitions in the attributes
section and the From and Select fields in the export section.

[attributes]
 GN=Employees.FirstName
 SN=Employees.LastName
 PC=Employees.PostalCode
 T=Employees.Title
 TOC=Employees.TitleOfCourtesy
 BD=Employees.BirthDate
 HD=Employees.HireDate
 .
 .
 .

[export]
 Select=GN, SN, T, TOC, BD, HD, A, CITY, REG, PC, C, TEL, EXT,
DESC
 From=Employees

 ...
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If the -s parameter has been specified on the command line, ODBCAgentExp exports one
row at a time, displaying an invitation to continue after each row is exported. Possible
inputs are:

q<CR> or Q<CR> or n<CR> or N<CR> - terminates the export procedure (case-
insensitive)

g<CR> or G<CR> - terminates single-step mode and continues the export procedure
(case-insensitive)

[any_other input]<CR> - continues with the next row

If the -v parameter has been specified on the command line and RefData has been
specified as an option to the TraceLevel field in the export configuration file,
ODBCAgentExp displays a message indicating that the export procedure is to take place.

6.8 Delta Export Procedure
The ODBCAgentExp delta export procedure exports only those entries that have changed
since the last export operation using a delta reference file mechanism to determine which
entries have changed. This section describes:

� The delta export process that ODBCAgentExp follows

� The configuration file fields and command line parameters that you can use to
configure and control the delta export process

6.8.1 ODBCAgentExp Delta Export Process
A delta reference file is a snapshot of the ODBC database contents. It is a binary file that
contains a header and a sorted array of elements that represents the entries in the ODBC
database. Each element in the array contains:

� Key values that uniquely identify the record (entry) within the database

� A hash value of the contents of the entry (its attribute values)

� Any key values that are necessary to uniquely identify the entry to the target database
during the directory synchronization process

ODBCAgentExp creates an initial reference file on the first full export. On a subsequent
delta export operation, ODBCAgentExp performs the following steps:

� Exports the information from the ODBC database into a temporary export data file

� Creates a temporary reference file that represents the temporary export data file
contents in condensed form

� Sorts the temporary reference file (according to default ordering criteria or according to
the criteria specified by the SortControl field in the export configuration file)
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� Evaluates the temporary reference file against the reference file it previously created
and builds the delta export data file as follows:

� Each entry that is present in both reference files and for which the hash is the
same is ignored

� Each entry that was absent from the previous reference file but which is present in
the temporary reference file is exported as an "add", sending the complete set of
data

� Each entry that was present in the previous reference file but which is absent in
the temporary reference file is exported as a "remove", specifying only its identity
using the key information in the reference file

� Each entry that is present in both reference files, but for which the hash has
changed in the temporary reference file, is exported as a "modify"

� Creates a new reference file from the temporary reference file, retains the "old"
(previous) reference file, and removes all temporary files

For modified entries, ODBCAgentExp writes only the new values of attributes to the delta
export data file. If the value of an attribute specified in the Key field has changed,
ODBCAgentExp treats this change as the deletion of the entry and the creation of a new
entry. Consequently, the delta export data file contains a "delete" changetype entry and an
"add" changetype entry.

For deleted entries, ODBCAgentExp writes only the values of the attributes specified in
the Key field and the SaveAttr field to the delta export data file. Values of attributes that
are not specified in either the Key field or the SaveAttr field are not written to the delta
export data file.

ODBCAgentExp names reference files in the format:

Rymmddnn

where:

� y represents the last digit of the year; for example, 9 for 1999

� mm represents the month (01 through 12)

� dd represents the day (01 through 31, calculated using GMT, not local time)

� nn is a sequence number that ODBCAgent calculates for the file

For example:
R9061015

When creating a new reference file based on a previous reference file that has a
sequence number, ODBCAgentExp calculates the sequence number for the new file as
follows:
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� If the day (dd) of new and previous reference files are the same, it increments the
sequence number by one (nn+1) for the new reference file, to a maximum of 99 for
the previous reference file. If a new reference file is then needed, the sequence
number re-starts at 00, and the day is incremented (taking into account all the usual
month-length and leap-year rules).

� If the day (dd) of the previous reference file is older, it assigns the sequence number
00 to the new reference file (any previous file of this name is overwritten)

� If the day (dd) of the previous reference file is newer (which could possibly occur
around midnight GMT but otherwise indicates a serious problem), it uses the day of
the previous reference file for the new reference file, and assigns it the sequence
number of the previous file incremented by 1. This provision ensures that the agent
always has a monotonic view of time, and that clock adjustments do not confuse the
mechanism.

When creating a new reference file based on a previous reference file that does not have
a sequence number (for example, because a reference filename that does not use the
agent's naming format has been explicitly specified on the command line), ODBCAgent
uses the next sequence number above the largest for the day, and uses 00 if no reference
files are available (any previous file of this name is overwritten).

ODBCAgentExp interprets the year (y) in Ry0101nn as the last year or next year relative
to Rzmmddnn depending on how close y and z are. For example, if y is 8, it is considered
to be before z=9, 0, 1, 2 (the 1 cells with vertical stripes in the column 8 in the table below)
but after z=3,4,5,6,7 (the -1 cells with horizontal stripes in column 8):
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ODBCAgentExp creates delta reference files in the current working directory unless the
configuration file specifies otherwise.

6.8.2 Configuration File Fields and Command Line Parameters for Delta
Export

The following fields in the export configuration file are relevant to the delta export
procedure:

� The Mode field in the Export section - use this field to select the delta export operation

� The Keys field in the Export section - use this field to establish the keys that
ODBCAgentExp is to use for uniquely identifying each ODBC record (entry)

� The SaveAttr field in the Export section - use this field to establish the attributes
required for directory synchronization that ODBCAgentExp should store in the
reference file

� The ReferencePath field in the Export section - use this field to specify the directory in
which ODBCAgentExp is to create delta reference files

� The SortControl field in the Export section - use this field to set up a specific ordering
criteria that ODBCAgentExp is to use in place of its default ordering scheme when
sorting the elements in the reference file
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� The DataHash field in the Control section - use this field to specify the length of the
hash value that ODBCAgentExp is to use when hashing a record (entry) attribute
values for the reference file

See "Configuration File Format" for further details about these fields.

Use the -r parameter on the ODBCAgentExp command line to generate a full export data
file and the initial reference file; the -r parameter overrides the delta operation
specification in the Mode field of the export configuration file, but generates a reference
file (if the Mode field is set to full, no reference file is generated). See the section
"ODBCAgentExp Command Line Format" for more information about ODBCAgentExp
command line parameters.
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Chapter

7
7 Novell NDS Meta Agent

NDSAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that handles the import and export of Novell
Network Directory Service (NDS) objects to and from Novell NDS. NDSAgent runs on
Windows NT 4.0 and Windows 2000 and requires a co-located Microsoft Client Services
for Netware (CSNW) installation; CSNW provides the network protocol required by the
Microsoft NDS Provider. NDSAgent supports Netware 4.x and Netware V5.x versions.

NDSAgent can:

� Perform a full or a delta export of NDS object classes from an NDS directory, including
multiple attribute values and using LDAP search filters

� Perform a full or a delta import of NDS object classes into an NDS directory, including
multiple attribute values

� Generate an import error file that records all NDS entries that it fails to import

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figures illustrate the components of the NDSAgent export and import
operations.
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Figure 12: NDSAgent Export Components

Figure 13: NDSAgent Import Components

This section describes:

� NDSAgent installation pre-requisites and procedures

� NDSAgent command line format for export and import operations
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� NDSAgent configuration files for export and import operations

� The export data file format that NDSAgent generates

� The import data file format that NDSAgent recognizes

� NDSAgent import error file format

� NDSAgent delta export procedure

Sample NDSAgent configuration files and scripts are provided in the \Samples\NDS
directory of the DirXmetahub installation. See the file NDSReadme.txt for a description of
these files and scripts.

7.1 NDSAgent Installation Pre-Requisites and Procedures
Before you install NDSAgent, you must first install Microsoft Client Services for Netware
(CSNW) and then reinstall the latest Windows NT / Windows 2000 Service Pack. Follow
this installation sequence to guarantee that NDSAgent operates properly after installation:

1. On Windows NT, select Start -> Settings ->Control Panel.

2. Double-click the Network icon, and then select the Services tab.

3. Click Add, and then select Client Services for Netware. This step installs CSNW.

4. Reinstall the latest Windows NT/Windows 2000 Service Pack.

5. Install DirXmetahub as described in the DirXmetahub Release Notes.

6. The DirXmetahub installation procedure allows you to select the meta agents you
want to install. When you select to install NDSAgent, the installation procedure
prompts you install ADSI Version 2.5. When this installation completes, you may
receive a prompt to restart your computer. Do not restart your computer when
prompted to do so. Restart your compute manually after the DirXmetahub installation
has completed.

7.2 NDSAgent Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke NDSAgent is as follows:

NDSAgent.exe sync_switch data_file configuration_file error_file [/a]>initial_error_file

Parameters

sync_switch
 Specifies the type of directory synchronization that NDSAgent is to perform. Possible
values are:

/e    Invokes the NDSAgent export function
 /i     Invokes the NDSAgent import function
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data_file

For export: specifies the pathname of the target export data file that is to contain the
entries that NDSAgent extracts from Novell NDS.
 For import: specifies the pathname of the source file that contains the data to be
imported into Novell NDS.

configuration_file

Specifies the name of the file that contains the specifications for the export and import
procedure.

Note: If the file is located in the working directory, you must explicitly indicate this fact
by using the .\ notation before the file name, as shown in the example. It is not
sufficient to specify only the file name, as it is for the data_file and error_file
parameters.

error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which NDSAgent is to write error messages about
errors that occur during the export or import process. For export errors, the format is:

###date_and_time command_line
 Error! error_message
 ###date_and_time command_line

where error_message contains the function name that failed and an error code and
error text.

For example:
### 06/07/1999 08:16:57 AM NDSAgent /e Data\ExportDirx.adr
.\ExportDirx.ini ExportDirx.log
 Error! ADsOpenObject failed. Error Code: 80005000 Error Text:
An invalid Active Directory Pathname was passed.
 ### 06/07/1999 08:16:58 AM End

See "Import Error File Format" for a description of import error format.

/a (On export only)

Specifies that NDSAgent is to append the results of the export operation to data_file
and error_file and write a timestamp at the start and end of the results. Use this switch
on an export operation to append extracted entries to an existing export data file and
to append error information to an existing error log file.

If the switch is not specified, NDSAgent overwrites the contents of the specified
data_file and error_file, if they already exist.

initial_error_file

Specifies the name of the file to which NDSAgent is to write error messages for errors
that occur before it creates error_file.
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The following table describes the codes provided when NDSAgent.exe finishes running:
Exit Code Description
0 NDSAgent completed successfully.
1 NDSAgent completed with errors, which are described in

the specified error_file unless this file cannot be created
due to a file exception error.

200 NDSAgent completed with warnings, which are
described in the specified error_file.

7.3 Configuration File Formats
NDSAgent uses the following configuration files:

� NDS export configuration file-controls the export of data from Novell NDS

� NDS import configuration file-controls the import of data into Novell NDS

Templates of these configuration files are provided with the NDSAgent installation. The
filenames are:

� ExportNds4.ini (to export all object classes (Users, Groups, Profiles, and so on) from
Novell NDS (Netware 4.x))

� ImportNds4.ini (to import User and Group object classes to Novell NDS (Netware
4.x))

� ExportNds5.ini (to export all object classes (Users, Groups, Profiles and so on) from
Novell NDS (Netware 5.x))

� ImportNds5.ini (to import User and Group object classes to Novell NDS (Netware
5.x))

In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of your NDS
import and export operations.

This section describes:

� The general structure of a configuration file

� The export configuration file format

� The import configuration file format

7.3.1 General Structure of a Configuration File
An NDSAgent configuration file consists of sections and fields defined within those
sections. A configuration file has the following structure:

[SectionName]
 <comment>
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 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .
 [SectionName]
 <comment>
 sectionField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .

SectionName is a keyword enclosed in square brackets ([ ]) that identifies the purpose of
the section. sectionField is a keyword that identifies the field and fieldValue is the value
assigned to the section field, preceded by the equal sign (=). For example:

SearchScope=2

Comments can be inserted anywhere in a configuration file and are identified by any
character-for example a # character or a semicolon (;)-that appears at the beginning of a
line.

7.3.2 Export Configuration File Format
The NDSAgent export configuration file consists of the following sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Connection section (required)

� The SearchPreferences section (optional)

� The SearchFilter section (optional)

� The SelAttributes section (optional)

� The Attributes section (optional)

� The Configuration section (optional)

� The Delta Export section (optional)

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the export configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The current version is:

Version=1.01
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This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the NDSAgent
export configuration file. The NDSAgent is able to process configuration files with version
number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a Version section. The following table
provides information about the differences between export configuration file versions and
about the support of older export configuration file versions for compatibility reasons:

                      "Old"                   1.00                    1.01
 TraceLevel   Supported          Not supported    Not supported
 Trace             Not supported   Supported (1)     Supported
 SecondKey    Not supported   Not Supported   Supported

Notes:
 (1)   TraceLevel was replaced by Trace.

The Connection Section

The Connection section is a mandatory section that consists of fields that define the
parameters of an export operation for NDSAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

SearchBase

The SearchBase field specifies the base within Novell NDS from which to export entries.
The syntax is:

SearchBase=NDS://server_tree_name[/distinguished_name]

where:

� server_tree_name specifies the tree of the Netware Server.

� distinguished_name specifies the name of the target Novell NDS root, in top-down
(DAP-style) or bottom-up (LDAP-style) naming format.

For example:
SearchBase=NDS://Saturn/O=Siemens/OU=Dir

Any comma (,) and forward slash (/) characters that are present in naming attribute values
of distinguished_name must be "escaped" with the backslash character. For example:

SearchBase=NDS://Venus/O=OpTech\, Inc./OU=Talk2/CN=Recipients

The SearchBase field is a mandatory field.

UserName

The UserName field specifies the NDS account that NDSAgent is to use when binding to
Novell NDS during the export procedure. The syntax is:

UserName=CN=account_name.OU=org_unit_name.O=organization_name

For example:
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UserName=cn=admin.ou=Dir.o=Siemens

This is an optional field; if it is not specified or is not present in the configuration file,
NDSAgent uses the NDS account that invoked it when binding to Novell NDS. If you
specify a UserName field value, you must also specify a Password field value.

Password

The Password field specifies the password for the NDS account name specified with the
UserName field. The syntax is:

Password=password

For example:
Password=fidlajsks

This is an optional field; if no value is specified in this field or the field is not present in the
configuration file, NDSAgent uses the password used with the NDS account that invoked
it when binding to Novell NDS during an export procedure. If you specify a Password field
value, you must also specify a UserName field value.

UseSecureAuthentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field controls the level of authentication that NDSAgent
uses when binding to Novell NDS during the export procedure. The syntax is:

UseSecureAuthentication=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not use secure authentication (default)

� 1 - Use secure authentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field is used in conjunction with the UseEncryption field
to set the level of security services used during the export procedure. The field is only
meaningful if the UserName and Password fields are supplied with values.

UseEncryption

The UseEncryption field controls whether or not the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) port is
used to provide a secure channel during the export procedure. The syntax is:

UseEncryption=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not use SSL encryption (default)

� 1 - Use SSL encryption

The UseEncryption field is used in conjunction with the UseSecureAuthentication field
to set the level of security services used during the export procedure. The field is only
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meaningful if the UserName and Password fields are supplied with values.

The SearchPreferences Section

The SearchPreferences section is an optional section that consists of fields that specify
parameters for search operations in NDS. The next sections describe these fields.

SearchScope

The SearchScope field specifies the search scope for search filters specified in the
SearchFilter section. The syntax is:

SearchScope=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - Limits the search scope to the entry specified in the SearchBase field

� 1 - Limits the search scope to the children of the entry specified in the SearchBase
field

� 2 - Limits the search scope to the subtree below the entry specified in the SearchBase
field (default)

PageSize

The PageSize field controls how Novell NDS is to return search results to NDSAgent for a
single search operation. The syntax is:

The syntax is:

PageSize=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - Processes the entire search result set before returning it to NDSAgent (default)

� n - Processes and returns the search result in pages, where each page has a
maximum of n entries. When a search results page contains n entries, Novell NDS
returns the page to NDSAgent.

You can use the PageSize field to maintain client-server performance in cases where
large result sets are being processed and returned. Specifying a number in PageSize
directs Novell NDS to process only that number of entries before returning the data to
NDSAgent; this prevents large amounts of Novell NDS memory from being tied up while
Novell NDS acquires the search results data and allows for scalable search operations.

PagedTimeLimit

The PagedTimeLimit field controls the length of time that Novell NDS is to search for a
single page. The syntax is:

PagedTimeLimit=number
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where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - No time limit on the search of one page (default)

� n - The maximum number of seconds to search for one page; specify a non-negative
integer

AsynchronousSearch

The AsynchronousSearch field controls whether Novell NDS performs synchronous or
asynchronous search operations. The syntax is:

AsynchronousSearch=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - A single search operation must complete before a new search operation can begin
(default)

� 1 - A new search operation can start while a current search operation is being
processed

When AsynchronousSearch is set to 1, a new search can be started when Novell NDS
returns the first entry. When a number in PageSize is specified and
AsynchronousSearch is set to 1, a new search can be started when the Novell NDS
returns the first page of search results. If AsynchronousSearch is set to 0, a new search
operation cannot be started until Novell NDS returns the entire results set.

CacheResults

The CacheResults field controls whether NDSAgent caches search results in its local
memory. The syntax is:

CacheResults=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not cache results

� 1 - Cache results (default)

TimeLimit

The TimeLimit field controls whether NDSAgent imposes a time limit for search results to
be returned from Novell NDS. The syntax is:

TimeLimit=number

where number is one of the following values:

� 0 - No time limit is imposed on search operations (default)

� n - A time limit n is imposed on search operations, where n is the time in seconds after
which NDSAgent is to abandon the search operation
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The SearchFilter Section

The SearchFilter section is an optional section that specifies the Novell NDS entries that
are to be exported from Novell NDS. The section consists of one or more LdapFilter
fields. Each LdapFilter field specifies a collection of entries to locate and export. The
syntax is as follows:

LdapFilter=filter

where filter is a search string specified in LDAP filter syntax; see RFC 2254 for an
explanation of this syntax. For example:

LdapFilter=(Object Class=*)

The following table shows some sample LDAP filters and their results.
Filter Value Action Taken
(Object Class=*) Export all entries
(Object Class=User) Export all user entries
(Object Class=Group) Export all group entries
(&(Object Class=*)
(Surname=a*))

Export all entries whose surname begins
with "a"

(&(Object Class=User)
(Telephone Number=*))

Export all user entries that have the
attribute Telephone Number set

When specifying attributes in filter, you must use the NDS names for the attributes. The
example initialization files contain the list of NDS attributes in the Attributes section.

NDSAgent creates one export data file that contains all of the entries extracted from
Novell NDS that match the search criteria specified in the SearchPreferences and
SearchFilter sections. This file is called the "export data file" (or "full export data file").

Only one LDAP search filter can be activated per export operation.

This is an optional field. If no value is specified or the field is not present in the
configuration file, NDSAgent exports all entries.

The SelAttributes Section

The SelAttributes section is an optional section of the export configuration file that controls
whether or not NDSAgent retrieves all entry attributes with a value, or only those attributes
set to 1 in the Attributes section. The section consists of one field, which is
SelectAttributes. The syntax is:

SelectAttributes=switch

where switch is one of:

� 0 - Export all attributes with a value (default)

� 1 - Export only those attributes set to 1 in the Attributes section
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The Attributes Section

The Attributes section is an optional section of the export configuration file that specifies
a set of NDS attributes to be exported from a NDS directory. The syntax is:

attribute_name=switch

where attribute_name is the name of a NDS attribute and switch is one of the following
values:

� 0 - Do not export the attribute value for attribute_name

� 1 - Export the attribute value for attribute_name

For example:
[Attributes]

 #########################################################

 # Attributes of the Object Class Person, which is the
 # Parent Class of Organizational Person:

 #########################################################

 CN=0
 Description=1
 Full Name=1
 Generational Qualifier=0
 Given Name=1
 Initials=1
 See Also=1
 Surname=1
 Telephone Number=1

Use the switch parameter to select or exclude attributes in the list for export.

If the Attributes section is not specified in the configuration file and SelectAttributes is set
to 0 in the SelAttributes section, NDSAgent exports all of the attributes of NDS entries that
match the search criteria specified in the SearchPreferences and SearchFilter sections. If
SelectAttributes is set to 1 and the Attributes section does not contain any attributes that
are set to 1, nothing is exported.

The Configuration Section

The Configuration section is an optional section that contains information that NDSAgent
is to use when evaluating entry attributes during the export procedure. The next sections
describe the fields in the Configuration section.

MultiValueSeparator

The MultiValueSeparator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
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attribute values of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is:

MultiValueSeparator=[character]

where character is a character or a string used as a multi-valued attribute separator. For
example:

MultiValueSeparator=#

This field is optional. If it is not specified (or not present in the configuration file),
NDSAgent uses the pound sign (#) as the multi-valued attribute separator.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether NDSAgent performs program flow tracing on an export
operation. The syntax is:

Trace=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Do not perform program flow tracing on the export operation (default)

� 1 - Perform program flow tracing on the export operation

If 1 is specified, NDSAgent writes information about the export operation to the pathname
specified in the TraceFileName field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which NDSAgent is to
write information about the export operation. The syntax is:

TraceFileName=pathname

where pathname is the name for the trace file. For example:
TraceFileName=c:\ NDSsync \ExportTraceFile

This field is optional unless Trace is set to 1. NDSAgent does not evaluate this field if
Trace is set to 0.

The DeltaExport Section

The DeltaExport section is an optional section that provides information that can be used
to direct NDSAgent to perform a delta export of entries from the NDS directory.

The next sections describe the fields in the DeltaExport section.

DeltaExport

The DeltaExport field controls whether NDSAgent performs a full or delta export of the
NDS directory. The syntax is:

DeltaExport=[switch]
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where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Export all entries (or those entries specified with the LDAPFilter field) from the
directory (default)

� 1 - Use the delta reference file mechanism to determine and export only those entries
that have changed since the last export operation

If the DeltaExport field is set to 1, the SelectedAttributes field in the SelAttributes
section must be set to 1.

This is an optional field. If it is not specified (or the field is not present in the configuration
file), NDSAgent exports all entries in the directory (or all the entries selected using the
specifications in the LDAPFilter field, if it is present in the configuration file) from the NDS
directory.

DeltaApiMode

The DeltaApiMode field controls the naming convention that NDSAgent uses to locate
and generate the delta reference files used to calculate a delta export of entries in the
NDS directory. The syntax is:

DeltaApiMode=[switch]

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Use the Rymmddnn naming convention to locate and name delta reference files.
See "Delta Export Procedure" for further details about this naming format and how
NDSAgent uses it to locate and name delta reference files.

� 1 - Use the reference file names specified in the OldReferenceFile and
NewReferenceFile fields to locate and name delta reference files (default)

When the DeltaExport field is set to 1 and DeltaApiMode is set to 1, NDSAgent
searches the directory specified in the ReferencePath field (or the current working
directory if this field is not specified) for the file name specified in the OldReferenceFile
field. The agent uses this file as the base for its delta determination process (see "Delta
Export Procedure" for details). When delta determination is complete and NDSAgent has
generated the delta export data file, it creates a new delta reference file with the file name
specified in the NewReferenceFile field.

When the DeltaExport field is set to 1 and DeltaApiMode is set to 0, NDSAgent
searches the directory specified in the ReferencePath field (or the current working
directory if this field is not specified) for a reference file with the naming convention
described in the section "Delta Export Procedure". When delta determination is complete
and NDSAgent has generated the delta export data file, it creates a new delta reference
file using the Rymmddnn naming convention.

This is a mandatory field when the DeltaExport field is set to 1.
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OldReferenceFile

The OldReferenceFile field specifies the file name of the delta reference file that
NDSAgent is to use as a base to determine the "delta" entries to be exported from the
NDS directory. The syntax is:

OldReferenceFile=filename

where filename is the name of the delta reference file. For example:
OldReferenceFile=OldRefFile

This field is optional. If it is not specified (or not present in the configuration file),
NDSAgent performs a full export and writes the initial reference file it generates during
this process to the NewReferenceFile field using the Rymmddnn naming convention.

NewReferenceFile

The NewReferenceFile field specifies the file name that NDSAgent is to use when it
creates a new delta reference file as described in the section "Delta Export Procedure".
The syntax is:

NewReferenceFile=filename

where filename is the name to be given to the new delta reference file. For example:
NewReferenceFile=NewRefFile

This field is optional. If it is not specified (or not present in the configuration file),
NDSAgent uses the Rymmddnn naming convention to name the new delta reference file
and writes the filename into this field.

ReferencePath

The ReferencePath field specifies the pathname to the directory in which NDSAgent is to
store delta export reference files. The syntax is:

ReferencePath=directory_pathname

For example:
ReferencePath=F:\NdsDelta\Ref

This is an optional field; if it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NDSAgent stores the delta reference files it creates in the current working directory.

TemporaryPath

The TemporaryPath field specifies the pathname to the directory in which NDSAgent is to
store temporary delta reference files that it creates during its delta determination process.
The syntax is:

TemporaryPath=directory_pathname
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For example:
TemporaryPath=F:\NdsDelta\Temp

This is an optional field; if it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NDSAgent stores the temporary delta reference files it creates in the current working
directory. See "Delta Export Procedure" for further details about NDSAgent temporary
delta reference file generation.

SecondKey

The SecondKey field specifies the name of an attribute that must be contained in the
delta export file for every deleted entry. The syntax is:

SecondKey=attribute_name

For example:
SecondKey=Full Name

This is an optional field; if it is not specified (or is not present in the configuration file),
NDSAgent only keeps the AdsPath attribute for a deleted entry. If for example Full Name
is specified as a second key, a deleted entry looks like:

changetype: delete
 ADsPath: NDS://Metahub51/o=Siemens/ou=Dir2/cn=Taylor1
 Full Name: Tom Taylor1

7.3.3 Import Configuration File Format
The NDSAgent import configuration file consists of three sections:

� The Version section (required)

� The Connection section (required)

� The Configuration section (optional)

� The AttributeTypes section (required)

The Version Section

The Version section consists of a single field that specifies the import configuration file
version. The syntax is:

Version=version_number

where version_number is the version number assigned to the configuration file, in the
format n.nn. The current version is:

Version=1.01

This is a mandatory field. This document describes the latest version of the NDSAgent
import configuration file. The NDSAgent is able to process configuration files with version
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number 1.00, 1.01 or "old" files that do not contain a Version section. The following table
provides information about the differences between import configuration file versions and
about the support of older impot configuration file versions for compatibility reasons:

                       "Old"                  1.00                    1.01
 TraceLevel   Supported          Not supported   Not supported
 Trace             Not supported   Supported (1)    Supported

Notes:
 (1)   TraceLevel was replaced by Trace.

The Connection Section

The Connection section is a mandatory section that consists of fields that define the
parameters of an import operation for NDSAgent. The next sections describe these fields.

UserName

The UserName field specifies the NDS account that NDSAgent is to use when binding to
Novell NDS during the import procedure. It has the same syntax as the UserName field in
the export configuration file.

Password

The Password field specifies the password for the NDS account name specified with the
UserName field. It has the same syntax as the Password field in the export configuration
file.

UseSecureAuthentication

The UseSecureAuthentication field controls the level of authentication that NDSAgent
uses when binding to Novell NDS during the import procedure. It has the same syntax as
the UseSecureAuthentication field in the export configuration file.

UseEncryption

The UseEncryption field controls whether or not the Secure Socket Layer (SSL) port is
used to provide a secure channel during the import procedure. It has the same syntax as
the UseEncryption field in the export configuration file.

The Configuration Section

The Configuration section is an optional section that consists of fields that contain
information that NDSAgent is to use when evaluating entry attributes in an import data file.
The next sections describe these fields.

MultiValueSeparator

The MultiValueSeparator field specifies a value to be used to separate the individual
attribute values of a multi-valued attribute. The syntax is the same as the
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MultiValueSeparator field in the export configuration file.

IgnoreObjectClass

The IgnoreObjectClass field controls whether NDSAgent evaluates or ignores the Object
Class attribute of entries for which the "modify" LDIF changetype operation has been
specified. The syntax is:

IgnoreObjectClass=switch

where switch is one of the following values:

� 0 - Evaluate the Object Class attribute when the changetype operation is "modify"

� 1 - Ignore the Object Class attribute when the changetype operation is "modify"
(default)

Novell NDS does not currently permit the modification of the Object Class attribute
through an LDIF "changetype" operation. Consequently, you can set the
IgnoreObjectClass field to 1 to direct NDSAgent not to pass the Object Class attribute to
Novell NDS. However, other LDAP servers that manage Novell NDS do permit the
modification of the Object Class attribute. Setting the IgnoreObjectClass field to 0 in
these cases permits NDSAgent to pass the Object Class attribute to the LDAP server for
evaluation.

Trace

The Trace field controls whether NDSAgent performs program flow tracing on an import
operation. It has the same syntax as the Trace field in the export configuration file and is
an optional field.

TraceFileName

The TraceFileName field specifies the pathname of the trace file to which NDSAgent is to
write information about the import operation. It has the same syntax as the
TraceFileName field in the export configuration file and is an optional field unless the
Trace field is specified.

The Attribute Types Section

The Attribute Types section is a mandatory section that specifies the attribute syntax for
each NDS attribute to be imported into Novell NDS. The section consists of one or more
attribute syntax specifications in the format:

name_of_attribute=attribute_syntax

where name_of_attribute is the name for the NDS attribute to be imported and
attribute_syntax is one of the following keywords:

Boolean
 CaseExactString
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 CaseIgnoreList
 CaseIgnoreString
 DNstring
 Email
 FaxNumber
 Integer
 LargeInteger
 NumericString
 ObjectClass
 OctetString
 Path
 PostalAddress
 PrintableString
 ProviderSpecific
 UTCTime

Each of these keywords corresponds to a data type that can be passed over the Active
Directory Services Interface (ADSI). Because NDSAgent uses this interface, it must
specify the data type of each attribute it passes over the interface. The Attribute Types
section provides NDSAgent with the information it needs about each attribute's ADSI data
type.

For example:
[Attribute Types]

 #######Object Class Person:
 Description=CaseIgnoreString
 Full Name=CaseIgnoreString
 Generational Qualifier=CaseIgnoreString
 Given Name=CaseIgnoreString
 Initials=CaseIgnoreString
 See Also=DNString
 Surname=CaseIgnoreString
 Telephone Number=CaseIgnoreString

7.4 Export and Import Data File Format
The NDSAgent import and export data files use a tagged file format. This section
describes:

� The general characteristics of export and import data file formats

� The specific features of the import data file format

7.4.1 General Data File Format
The NDSAgent import and export data files have the following characteristics:
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� Each entry attribute is contained on one line; line continuation is not permitted.

� The representation of each attribute is:

attribute_name:attribute_value(s)

� Leading and trailing whitespace between attribute_name and attribute_value is
ignored. For example, in the attribute:
cn: J. A. Harding

The whitespace between the colon (:) and the start of the attribute value is ignored, but
the whitespace within the attribute value is returned

� The form-feed character (0x0c) is used as a record (entry) separator

� The form-feed character can optionally appear as the first line in the file

� There is no special character processing (there is no "escaping" mechanism)

Here is an example:
(0x0c is here as a record (entry) separator)
 changetype: add
 Object Class: User
 ADsPath: NDS://METAHUB4/O=METAHUB4/CN=Nolte1
 Surname: Nolte1
 Given Name: Hugo
 Password: secret
 L: München
 Telephone Number: 112
 Description: Entwickler
 Full Name: Hugo Nolte1
 Generational Qualifier: 15
 Initials: HN
 See Also: CN=Pietscher.O=METAHUB4
 OU:Metahub
 Physical Delivery Office Name: City=München
 Postal Code: 81730
 Postal Office Box: 333
 S: Germany
 SA: Otto-Hahn-Ring 6
 Title: Dr.
 (0x0c is here as the record (entry) separator)
 ...

7.4.2 Import Data File Format
Individual entries in a single import data file can be targeted for import to different
containers or NDS servers. Consequently, each entry in an NDSAgent import data file
must contain an ADsPath attribute that identifies the fully qualified pathname of the Novell
NDS object to be added, modified, or deleted. The attribute syntax is:
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ADsPath:NDS://server_tree_name[/distinguished_name]

where:

� server_tree_name specifies the tree of the Netware Server.

� distinguished_name specifies the name of the target NDS root, in top-down (DAP-
style) or bottom-up (LDAP-style) naming format.

For example:
ADsPath=NDS://Mars/O=Siemens/OU=Dir/CN=Hugo Nolte1

If an entry in an import data file contains a Password attribute value, NDSAgent assigns
this value as the user password when it creates the user.

The NDSAgent import data file format also supports the LDIF per-entry "changetype"
attribute that indicates the type of modification to be made to the entry in Novell NDS. The
value for "changetype" is one of "add", "modify", or "delete". The changetype attribute
name and its values are case-insensitive and can appear anywhere in the entry. If a
changetype attribute is not present (or does not contain a value), NDSAgent attempts an
"add" operation for the entry. If the "add" operation fails, it attempts a "modify" operation.

All entries in an import data file must contain the ADsPath attribute. Entries with a "modify"
changetype attribute value must also contain at least one attribute to be modified. Entries
with an "add" changetype must contain an object class attribute. Depending on the object
class attribute value, the following attributes must also be present in the entry:

� For Users (Object Class=User), the attribute Surname must be present

� For Groups (Object Class=Group), no other attributes are mandatory.

The attributes for a multi-valued attribute appear on one line and are separated by the
multi-valued attribute separator specified in the MultiValueSeparator field in the import
configuration file. For example:

...

 Member:
CN=Kellner.OU=DIR.O=SIEMENS#CN=Pietscher.OU=DIR.O=SIEMENS

For entries with a "modify" changetype, the specified attributes are overwritten with the
new value and the other attributes retain their old value. (At present, NDSAgent does not
support LDIF change format ("add", "delete" and "replace" operations on attributes in the
entry) as NTAgent and NotesAgent do.)

The import data file can contain comments, which are identified by a # character as the
first character in the line.

7.5 Import Error File Format
During the import process, NDSAgent writes the original attributes and values of Novell
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NDS entries that it is unable to import into the error file specified on the command line
along with an error message that describes the error that caused the import to fail on the
entry. Each error record in the import error file has the following format:

#warning_message
 source_entry
 #error_message

Where warning_message contains a warning text, source_entry is the original entry that
NDSAgent was unable to import and error_message contains the function name that
failed and an error code and error text. Entries can have either warning_message or
error_message or both of them. For example:

#Warning! Cannot find Attribute Type of xxx. Attribute Ignored.
 changetype: add
 ObjectClass: User
 ADsPath:NDS://Mars/o=Siemens/ou=dir/cn=Hugo Nolte1
 Surname: Nolte1
 xxx: test
 #Error! CreateDSObject of NDS://Mars/o=Siemens/ou=dir/cn=Hugo
Nolte1 failed. Error Code: 80071392 Error Text: The object
already exists.

Any entry that cannot be imported into Novell NDS is written into the import error file.
Consequently, you can use the error file as an input file and re-run the import operation,
after first fixing the errors reported in the file. A timestamp is written at start and end of the
error file.

7.6 Delta Export Procedure
The NDSAgent delta export procedure exports only those entries that have changed since
the last export operation using a delta reference file mechanism to determine which
entries have changed.

This section describes:

� The delta export process that NDSAgent follows

� The configuration file fields and command line parameters that you can use to
configure and control the delta export process

7.6.1 NDSAgent Delta Export Process
A delta reference file is a snapshot of the NDS directory contents. It is a binary file that
contains a header and a sorted array of elements that represents the entries in the NDS
directory. Each element in the array contains:

� The ADsPath attribute value that uniquely identifies the directory entry

� A hash value of the contents of the entry (its attribute values)
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NDSAgent creates an initial reference file on the first full export. On a subsequent delta
export operation, NDSAgent performs the following steps:

� Exports the information from the NDS directory into a temporary export data file

� Creates a temporary reference file that represents the temporary export data file
contents in condensed form

� Sorts the temporary reference file (according to default ordering criteria)

� Evaluates the temporary reference file against the reference file it previously created
and builds the delta export data file as follows:

� Each entry that is present in both reference files and for which the hash is the
same is ignored

� Each entry that was absent from the previous reference file but which is present in
the temporary reference file is exported as an "add" change type, sending the
complete set of data

� Each entry that was present in the previous reference file but which is absent in
the temporary reference file is exported as a "delete" change type, specifying only
its identity using the key information in the reference file

� Each entry that is present in both reference files, but for which the hash has
changed in the temporary reference file, is exported as a "modify" change type

� Creates a new reference file from the temporary reference file, retains the "old"
(previous) reference file, and removes all temporary files

For modified entries, NDSAgent writes all attribute values to the delta export data file. If
the value of the ADsPath attribute has changed, NDSAgent treats this change as the
deletion of the entry and the creation of a new entry. Consequently, the delta export data
file contains a "delete" changetype entry and an "add" changetype entry.

For deleted entries, NDSAgent writes only the values of the ADsPath attribute to the delta
export data file.

NDSAgent names reference files in the format:

Rymmddnn

where:

� y represents the last digit of the year; for example, 9 for 1999

� mm represents the month (01 through 12)

� dd represents the day (01 through 31, calculated using GMT, not local time)

� nn is a sequence number that NDSAgent calculates for the file

For example:
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R9061015

When creating a new reference file based on a previous reference file that has a
sequence number, NDSAgent calculates the sequence number for the new file as follows:

� If the day (dd) of new and previous reference files are the same, it increments the
sequence number by one (nn+1) for the new reference file, to a maximum of 99 for
the previous reference file. If a new reference file is then needed, the sequence
number re-starts at 00, and the day is incremented (taking into account all the usual
month-length and leap-year rules).

� If the day (dd) of the previous reference file is older, it assigns the sequence number
00 to the new reference file (any previous file of this name is overwritten)

� If the day (dd) of the previous reference file is newer (which could possibly occur
around midnight GMT but otherwise indicates a serious problem), it uses the day of
the previous reference file for the new reference file, and assigns it the sequence
number of the previous file incremented by 1. This provision ensures that the agent
always has a monotonic view of time, and that clock adjustments do not confuse the
mechanism.

When NDSAgent creates a new reference file based on a previous reference file that
does not have a sequence number (because it was specified in the OldReferenceFile
field and does not use the agent's naming format), NDSAgent uses the next sequence
number above the largest for the day, and uses 00 if no reference files are available (any
previous file of this name is overwritten).

NDSAgent interprets the year (y) in Ry0101nn as the last year or next year relative to
Rzmmddnn depending on how close y and z are. For example, if y is 8, it is considered to
be before z=9, 0, 1, 2 (the 1 cells with vertical stripes in the column 8 in the table below)
but after z=3,4,5,6,7 (the -1 cells with horizontal stripes in column 8):
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NDSAgent creates delta reference files in the current working directory unless the
ReferenceFilePath field in the Delta Export section of the export configuration file
specifies a value. NDSAgent creates temporary reference files in the current working
directory unless the TemporaryPath field in the Delta Export section specifies a value.

7.6.2 Configuration File Fields for Delta Export
The following fields in the Delta Export section of the configuration file are relevant to the
delta export procedure:

� The DeltaExport field-use this field to select the delta export operation

� The DeltaApiMode field-use this field to control the delta reference file naming
conventions that NDSAgent uses

� The ReferencePath field-use this field to specify the directory in which NDSAgent is to
create and locate delta reference files

� The TemporaryPath field-use this field to specify the directory in which NDSAgent is
to create and locate temporary delta reference files

� The OldReferenceFile and NewReferenceFile fields-use these fields to override the
agent's convention for naming delta reference files (only relevant if DeltaApiMode is
set to 1)

See "Export Configuration File Format" for further details about these fields.
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7.7 Importing Fully Enabled Users
In order to import a user to NDS that is fully enabled to log in to Netware:

� Bindery services must have been set for the container object (Organization or
Organizational Unit) where the object is to be created

� You must provide a user password (Password attribute)

Bindery services are set by default to the context that the Netware server is installed into
during the server install. You will find information on how to set bindery services, multiple
bindery contexts, and limitations on the number of bindery contexts in the Novell Technical
Information Document (TID) 10014033. You can obtain the TID from support.novell.com
by searching for the TID number in the knowledge base.
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Chapter

8
8 SAP R/3 Meta Agent

SAPAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that handles the export of SAP R/3 Human
Resources (HR) Personnel Administration (PA) entries from a SAP R/3 database for
import into the meta directory store.

SAPAgent is implemented as an R/3 application that is integrated into the SAPgui.
SAPAgent supports R/3 V4.0B and higher and runs on all R/3 server platforms (for
example, Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000, UNIX).

SAPAgent can:

� Create one or more SAPAgent transfer configurations; a SAPAgent configuration
describes a full or delta export of selected SAP R/3 Personnel table entries, including
multiple attribute values

� Transport SAPAgent configurations to a production system for subsequent activation
and scheduling

� Schedule SAPAgent configurations for immediate execution or for execution via the
R/3 job scheduler

� Generate detailed reports of SAPAgent configurations

� Generate log files of SAPAgent operations and any errors that occur

SAP R/3 differentiates between customization, test and production phases. These phases
are generally dedicated to separate R/3 systems. Consequently, working with SAPAgent
consists of the following phases:

1. Customizing, usually performed on an R/3 development system using the R/3
Implementation Guide (IMG)

2. Customizing transport to the production system

3. Activation on the production system

4. Background (or manual) execution through the R/3 job scheduler

The following figure illustrates the SAPAgent components.
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Figure 14: SAPAgent Components

This section describes:

� SAPAgent command format

� SAPAgent transfer configuration

� Transport of SAPAgent configurations from customizing to production

� SAPAgent transfer (job) scheduling

� The SAPAgent export procedures and security features

� The export data file formats that SAPAgent generates

� SAPAgent logging

SAPAgent provides a base configuration with a set of default values; see the sections
"Configuration" and "Default Configuration" for an explanation of the base configuration
and the default configuration values.

8.1 Command Format
SAPAgent is an R/3 application that is integrated into the SAPgui as a graphical user
interface. To run SAPAgent:

1. Log on to the R/3 server (Siemens recommends that you select English (EN) as the
dialog language)
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2. In the R/3 SAPgui browser command line, type the transaction code /sie/dirx_ag (or
/n/sie/dirx_ag), and then press Enter.

SAPAgent runs and displays its main window.

The title bar indicates whether SAPAgent is running on a customizing or a production
client. In general, you run SAPAgent on a customizing client to configure a transfer and
transport it to the production client. You run SAPAgent on a production client to activate
the transfer for R/3 job scheduler execution (or for immediate execution without R/3
scheduling).

To exit SAPAgent, click the back icon or press function key F3.

8.2 Configuration
Each SAPAgent transfer is described by a configuration. SAPAgent can manage multiple
configurations. A configuration can be active (entered into the R/3 job scheduler) or
inactive.

The SAPAgent installation procedure creates a base (default) configuration. New
configurations are inherited from this base configuration. The base configuration cannot
be deleted. SAPAgent allows you to select a configuration out of a list of available
configurations. All changes are then applied to this configuration. To select a configuration
in the SAPAgent main window, use the selection button or press F4.

Use the Configuration menu selection in the main SAPAgent window to:

� Create a new configuration from a template configuration

� View, edit and delete configurations
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� Select the Human Resources data to be applied to a configuration

� Define a job for the configuration

� Quit the configuration process

To create a new configuration from a template configuration:

1. Select an existing configuration or use the base configuration.

2. From the Configuration menu, select Create from template. The New Configuration
dialog box appears.

3. In New Configuration, enter the name of the new configuration, and then click OK.
SAPAgent copies the existing configuration into the new configuration.
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You use the Edit Configuration menu selection to select the Human Resources data to
be applied to the configuration. You select this data in two dimensions:

� Selection of persons, called vertical selection

� Selection of person attributes, called horizontal selection

You also use the Edit Configuration menu selection to define a job for a configuration.

This section also describes:

� The default configuration

� Transport from customizing to production

� Configuration activation and immediate (ad-hoc) execution

8.2.1 Vertical (Person) Selection
You use the SAPAgent vertical selection dialog to determine the person data that is to be
exported from the SAP/R3 database. To display the vertical selection dialog:

1. Click Configuration.

2. Select Edit Configuration, and then select Edit Attributes.

SAPAgent displays the vertical selection dialog. The dialog box contains two areas for
vertical selection:

� Selections - defines the selection criteria for extracting persons from the database for
export; for example, by ranges of personnel numbers, employment status, company
code, personnel area and/or subarea and employee group and/or subgroup

� Other attributes - defines the type of export to be performed (full or delta) and defines
export data file format

The vertical selection dialog box also contains a configuration area that displays
information about the selected configuration, as shown in the following figure.

Use the Return key to undo any changes made to a configuration before it is saved.
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Use the Save button in the application toolbar to apply the changes made to a
configuration; this is the button that appears below the dialog title line in the previous
figure. Do not use the standard R/3 Save icon (which appears above the title line as
shown in the previous figure) to save configuration changes.

Use the Execute icon or press F8 to generate a text overview of a selected configuration.

The Selections Area

The following figure shows the Selections area of the vertical selections dialog box.

Each selection criteria field is displayed on a separate line. Click in any selection criteria
field (or press F4) to display a list of the entries that are allowed for the field. The
Personnel number field is a mandatory selection field, and you must always supply a
range. Selection criteria fields that have no values entered in the lower portion of a range
are not used for limiting the selection.

Note that fields with a zero value are left blank; this is an R/3 issue.

The Other Attributes Area

The following figure shows the Other attributes area of the vertical selections dialog.
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The next sections describe the fields of the Other attributes area.

Full Export (vs. Delta)

This field selects whether the configuration is a full export or a delta export of SAP/R3
person entries. Selecting this field marks the configuration for exporting all data within the
vertical selection regardless of the type of export performed in the last export.

If you do not select this field, the configuration is a delta export. A delta export only selects
the data that has changed since the last export. The first export after the creation or
change of a configuration is always a full export.

This is a mandatory field for a full export.

Date of Last Delta Export

This field is an informational field that displays the date of the last delta export. SAPAgent
automatically generates this field. Entering a different date into this field overwrites the
internal date so that you can generate a delta export for a longer or shorter time period.
Do not enter a date that is prior to the date of the first delta export for the configuration.

Export Format

This field selects the export data file format. The possible selections are:

� LDIF-Selects LDAP Data Interchange Format (LDIF) file format. Use this format for full
exports or delta exports.

� CSV-Selects Character Separated Value (CSV) format. Use this format for full exports
only.

This is a mandatory field.

Separator

This field specifies the separators between entries (fields) in the export data file and
between multiple values within one entry (field). This is a mandatory field if the Export
Format selected is CSV.
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Date Format

This field specifies the format in which date values are to be represented in the export
data file. The standard format is:

DDD, DD.MMM.YYYY

for example:
MON, 26.JUN.2000

You can also use a two-digit representation for the month; for example:
MON, 26.06.2000

This is an optional field.

Code Page

This field selects a code page (the number assigned to a character code set) into which
the characters of the export are to be converted. If this field is not specified, SAPAgent
uses the standard code page (1103) for the configuration. Select code page 1133 to use
the ISO-8859-1 character code set.

8.2.2 Horizontal (Attribute) Selection
You use the SAPAgent horizontal selection function to determine the person attributes that
are to be exported from the SAP/R3 database. To display the horizontal selection dialog:

1. Click Configuration.

2. Select Edit Configuration, and then select Edit Tags.

SAPAgent displays the horizontal selection dialog.
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The dialog consists of the following columns:
ID Configuration ID. The unique identifier for the

configuration. This is a mandatory field.
TAG The abbreviation for the attribute (tag); for example, GN.

This is a mandatory field.
IT The infotype for the attribute. This is a mandatory field.
Subty The subtype for the infotype. This is an optional field

unless subtypes have been defined for the infotype..
Field The field per infotype (sub-table). This is a mandatory

field.
KEY The key value (foreign key) that references a text field in

another text table. This is an optional field.
Text Table The name of a referenced table. This is an optional field.
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Text Field The name of a referenced field in the referenced table.
This is an optional field.

WHERE Clause A SQL expression that expresses the value of the entry,
if the values in Table name and Field name are not
enough to describe the value

Each entry (row) shown in the dialog represents an attribute name and the data
associated with the attribute. An entry must have at least an infotype (IT) value and a field
of that infotype (Field).

Use the R/3 data dictionary (transaction code SE11) to obtain the infotype, subtypes and
IT field names for an entry. The information about infotypes is located in tables PAnnnn,
where nnnn represents the infotype.

Reference tables-table, field and value-can be specified for any attribute that holds a key
to the textual expression of its contents. Using this feature requires extensive knowledge
of the HR component. Use the R/3 data dictionary to determine reference tables and
relationships for the selected attributes. For example, in the OU attribute, the statement:

SPRSL = &L AND ORGEH = &1 AND BEGDA LE &D AND ENDDA GE &D

selects the row from table T527X with the current language (SPRSL = &L), the reference
key itself (ORGEH = &1), and provides for the correct time period (BEGDA LE &D AND
ENDDA GE &D). From the row selected, the content of the field specified in the Field
column (ORGTX) is then used as the attribute value.

To edit an entry (all columns except KEY) or view it in detail, double-click it. To copy an
entry, click it, and then click the Copy icon.

To edit the KEY column of an entry:

1. Select the entry's TAG column, then click the magnifying glass icon in the application
toolbar. The Details dialog appears.
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2. In Tag is part of DN, enter X to select the key, or clear the field to deselect the key.

To insert a new entry, use the new entries button or copy an entry and then edit it. When
inserting new entries with the new entries button, be careful to use the same unique
identifier for the configuration (ID column).

To delete an entry, select it and then click the Trash button.

SAPAgent exports the selected keys or just the Personnel number (PNO), if no keys are
specified. The PNO is the primary key for ordering and the selected keys should follow in
order of precedence.

SAPAgent exports the Personnel number (PNO) and the specified keys (if any).

8.2.3 Job Definition
A job definition provides information about the configuration for the R/3 job scheduler. You
use the Job area of the vertical selection dialog box to define a job.
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The next sections describe the fields within the Job area.

Active For Execution

This field selects whether the configuration is active or inactive. Select this field to create a
job definition for the selected configuration. If you do not select this field, SAPAgent does
not generate a job definition for the configuration. However, SAPAgent will include the
configuration in the transport to the production system, where it can be activated at a later
date for scheduling with the Synchronize with job management selection.

You can also use the Enable Configuration and Disable Configuration selections in the
Scheduling menu to activate and deactivate selected configurations. See the section
"Configuration Activation" for more information.

Application Server

This field specifies an application server that is to run the job. This is an optional field; if it
is not specified, the R/3 load balancing subsystem selects the server.

User ID for Job Execution

This field specifies the user ID that is to run the job on the target system. The user ID
specified must have access to the Human Resources system and have the authorization
required for running background jobs. This is a mandatory field.

Date/Time of Next Execution

This field specifies the date and time at which the job is to be run for the first time. You
can select this value from a calendar dialog and an hours dialog using F4. This is a
mandatory field.
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Period of Export

This field specifies the time interval for subsequent executions of the job. You can specify
the period between job executions in months (mm), days (dd), or hours (hh). For example,
the value 7 in the dd field schedules subsequent job execution every seven days from the
date/time specified in the Date/Time of Next Execution field. The notation: The value 5
in the dd field and 3 in the hh field schedules subsequent job execution every 27 hours
from the date/time specified in the Date/Time of Next Execution field.

The shortest time period you can select is 1 hour. This is a mandatory field.

Location/Name of Export File

This field specifies the file name or full pathname of the export data file. The path must be
to a shared directory so that all instances of the R/3 scheduler can access it. If no path is
specified, SAPAgent uses the R/3 default data directory; see the R/3 documentation for
details about the default data directory. This is a mandatory field.

You can use the check export file on App server button to check whether the R/3 system
can create and write to the specified file. If you use this button, the verification process
deletes the specified export data file if it already exists.

Local Name of Export File

This field specifies the file name on the local file system that SAPAgent is to use when it is
invoked to copy the export data file from the remote R/3 system to the local system. Use
the Copy Export File selection in the Extras menu to copy an export data file back to a
local system. This is an optional field.

External Command

This field specifies a program to be executed after the job completes. The root for
external commands is:

/usr/sap/SAP_system_ID//SYS/exe/run (UNIX)

\\host_name\sapmnt\SAP_system_ID\SYS\exe\run (Windows NT)

This is an optional field.

Second Parameter for External Command

This field specifies a parameter to be applied to the program specified in the External
Command field. This is an optional field. The value specified in this field is applied as a
second parameter to the program specified in the External Command field; the first
parameter is the path and/or file name of the export data file. (The name of the generated
export data file is inserted between the two parts of the external command.)

8.2.4 Default Configuration
The base configuration consists of the following defaults:
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� Daily delta export at 22:00 into the export data file default_conf.txt in LDIF format for
the user "dirx"

� The configuration is not activated.

� The vertical selection selects All Personnel numbers with employee status "Active".
There are no other exclusions.

The default horizontal selection is shown in the following table:
Tag Info

 type
Sub
 type

Field Key Referen
ced
check
table/fie
ld

Descrip
tion

Comme
nt

BD 0002 GBDAT Birth
date

BLD 0032 GEBNR Building
number

CN 0002 CNAME Commo
n name

COM 0032 COM01 Internal
commun
ication
type

EXT 0032 TEL01 Internal
telephon
e
number

Extensio
n

FTN 0105 5 UsrID Fax
telephon
e
number

UsrID_lo
ng

GN 0002 VORNA YES or
X

Given
name

HPA 0006 1 ORT01 Home
postal
address

HPC 0006 1 PSTLZ Home
postal
code

HSTA 0006 1 STRAS Home
street
address
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HTN 0006 1 TELNR Home
telephon
e
number

I 0002 INITS Initials
NAT 0002 NATIO Nationali

ty
NO 0032 NUM01 Internal

commun
ication
number

O 0001 BUKRS T001/
BUTXT

Organiz
ation

Compan
y code/

Buchung
skreis

OKEY 0001 VDSK1 Organiz
ational
key

OU 0001 ORGEH T527X/
ORGTX

Organiz
ational
unit

PAREA 0001 WERKS T500P/
NAME1

Personn
el area

i. e.
location/
divison

PNO 0000 PERNR YES1 Personn
el
number

PSARE
A

0001 BTRTL T001P/
BTEXT

Personn
el
subarea

i. e..
division/l
ocation

RMB 0105 0010 UsrID_L
ong

SMTP
address

ROOM 0032 ZIMNR Room
number

SAL 0002 ANRED T522T/
 ANRLT

Salutatio
n

SAPID 0105 1 UsrID SAPOffi
ce user
identifier

UsrID_lo
ng

SN 0002 NACHN YES3 Surnam
e
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TIT 0002 TITEL T535N/
TITEL

Title

8.2.5 Transport from Customizing to Production
SAPAgent assists in the transport of customizing information by storing all relevant objects
in a selectable transport. The customizing transport itself must be generated using
transaction SE10 or within the popup selection dialog. Use the Extras menu of the
SAPAgent main window to transport configurations.

To transport all configurations (and security information) from a development system to a
production system:

1. From the Extras menu, select Transport Customizing

2. On the selection screen, check the Execute button.

3. Use the Execute icon or press F8 to start the generation of the customizing transport.

4. SAPAgent creates a transport with the attribute CUST. The SAPAgent customizing
data will be imported into this transport. In Short Description, supply a short
description for the transport.

5. A popup appears to confirm the release of the transport (if you cancel the release here
you can release (or delete) the transport later using transaction SE10).
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The transport is exported from R/3 to two local files. SAPAgent displays a result dialog
box that summarizes the transport export process:

The files generated during this process can now be copied to the production system and
imported there using standard R/3 methods.

8.2.6 Configuration Activation and Immediate (ad-hoc) Execution
If you have created an inactive configuration, you can set it to an active job definition.
Conversely, you can deactivate an active configuration. Use the Scheduling menu
selection in the SAPAgent main window to activate and deactivate configurations.

To activate a configuration:

1. From the SAPAgent main window, select the configuration.

2. In the Scheduling menu, select Enable Configuration.

To deactivate a configuration:

1. From the SAPAgent main window, select the configuration.
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2. In the Scheduling menu, select Disable Configuration.

You can also use SAPAgent to perform immediate (or "ad-hoc") execution of a
configuration. To perform an immediate transfer:

1. From the SAPAgent main window, select the configuration.

2. In the Scheduling menu, select Immediate Export.

To force a full export immediate transfer for a delta export configuration:

� In the Extras menu, select Force full export.

� In the Scheduling menu, select Immediate Export.

8.3 Job Scheduling
Use the Synchronize with job management selection in the Scheduling menu of the
SAPAgent main window to schedule all of the SAPAgent transfers that you have
configured and activated. The following figure shows the job scheduling dialog that
SAPAgent displays.
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The next sections describe the fields in the job scheduling dialog box.

Execute Synchronization

This field controls the SAPAgent job scheduling function. To activate job scheduling:

1. Check the Execute Synchronization field

2. Press F8 or click the Execute button

SAPAgent schedules all active configurations (configurations whose job definitions' Active
for Execution field are checked) with the R/3 job scheduler and generates a report. For
example:
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SAPAgent automatically creates a name for each job in the format:

DIRX_AGconfig_number

Where config_number is a four-digit code that identifies the configuration. The report
highlights in red the jobs that SAPAgent was not able to enter into the R/3 job
management system. Common reasons for being unable to schedule jobs include:

� The start date specified in the job definition's Date/Time of Next Execution field is
older than the current time

� The user ID specified in the job definition's User ID for Job Execution field is not
present on the system or does not have the necessary rights to execute background
jobs

List DirX Job Definitions

This field controls whether SAPAgent creates a list of the configurations it has created.
When this field is checked, SAPAgent generates a short description of each active and
inactive configuration that it has created.

Look for Jobs in R/3 Job Management

This field controls whether SAPAgent creates a list of all SAPAgent configurations that
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have been scheduled as R/3 jobs. When this field is checked, SAPAgent generates a list
of configurations with the following notations:

√ (green) the configuration is running or has completed without errors

x (red)  the configuration has aborted or is incomplete

+  the configuration has been scheduled

Delete DirX Jobs

This field controls whether SAPAgent deletes all of the jobs it has scheduled. When this
field is checked, SAPAgent removes all of the R/3 jobs it has scheduled. Deleted jobs
must be reconfigured with a new start date and must be reactivated before they can be re-
scheduled as R/3 jobs.

Execute Path of Selected Configuration

This field allows you to test the executable programs you have specified in the job
definition. To use this field, select a configuration and check the box.

8.4 Export Procedure
A SAPAgent transfer can be scheduled for execution through the R/3 job scheduler or for
immediate execution. When a transfer, or job, is scheduled for R/3, execution of an export
is handled entirely by the R/3 job scheduler and takes place even if SAPAgent (transaction
code /sie/dirx_ag) is not active. You use the Synchronize with job management
selection in the Scheduling menu to manage the scheduling of jobs with R/3. Transfers
(jobs) can be also viewed with the standard transaction 'SM37'. You can also bypass the
R/3 scheduler and schedule a transfer for immediate execution using the Immediate
export selection in the Scheduling menu.

All SAPAgent export operations rely on the exchange of files. SAPAgent follows a protocol
during export operation to ensure consistent treatment of these files. Note that it is the R/3
application server running SAPAgent that is executing the file operations. This fact can
cause unexpected results in distributed R/3 systems that run multiple application servers.
For these types of installations, it may be necessary to:

� Mount specific directories over the network

� Link SAPAgent to a specific application server

Consult with the SAP R/3 administrators of the installation to find and implement the
appropriate solution(s).

The specification of the transfer directory can be based on physical names (system, for
example, /usr/SAPagent/Transfer) or logical names (R/3, maintained using transaction
FILE, for example, SAPagentTransferDirectory).

The export procedure proceeds as follows:
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1. SAPAgent is scheduled by hand or with the R/3 job scheduler

2. SAPAgent creates the export data file with the name Export_File_NameDateTime[.ext]

3. The R/3 job management system calls the optional system command, script or
application supplying the filename and a set of parameters.

You can use the Copy export file selection in the Extras menu to transfer a generated
export data file to the presentation server (that is, the local PC).

This section:

� Provides additional information about SAPAgent delta export

� Describes the security features of SAPAgent delta export

8.4.1 Delta Export
SAPAgent delta export uses the "Change documents" ("Belegschreibung") mechanism to
detect new and changed entries in the R/3 database. "Change documents" in the variant
"short-term change documents" must be customized on the HR system for delta transfers
to work. Configuration of "Change documents" is performed during the customization
phase (use: Customizing; then Personnel management -> Personnel administration ->
Tools -> Revision). SAPAgent will detect changes to the objects selected here.

Please note the following about SAPAgent delta export:

� SAPAgent does not produce "modify DN" changetype entries (records) in delta mode.
Although SAPAgent's delta export file format resembles LDIF change file format, and
each entry has a distinguished name (dn) specification, it is only a "pseudo" format,
not valid LDIF change file format.

� If an attribute that is part of the dn specification changes, the dn contains the old value
and the "modify" changetype specification contains the new value.

� The SAPAgent delta mechanism operates on the basis of a daily time pattern. If you
perform a full export and a delta export on the same day and changes to the R/3
database also occur, the changes are exported twice. Consequently, your scripts to
import SAPAgent output to other directories should be designed to handle duplicate
change records.

� The R/3 system allows you to make updates that become effective at a future date.
The SAPAgent delta mechanism does not recognize updates made to the R/3
database before the first export that are to become effective sometime after the first
export. Instead, any full export will recognize them. Consequently, it is recommended
to use a time schedule that consists of a cycle that equals one full export and several
subsequent delta exports.

8.4.2 Security Features
An HR system operates with highly confidential data and must therefore be maintained
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under several aspects of security. It should prevent any unauthorized export; at least not
under specific allowance and control. In most installations, special guidelines from the
public (for example, in Germany: Bundesdatenschutz bestimmungen) and from the
company (in Germany: Betriebsvereinbarungen) must be followed.

SAPAgent implements the following features to guarantee the highest possible security.

� Two levels of security: administration and configuration

� Denial of selection of fields of specific types (for example, currency)

� Selection of the maximum set of allowed fields

� Logging of all activities (transfers and changes of configuration and scheduling) gives
a history record of everything that happened in the system and who was responsible
for it.

These security features are configurable (by a system administrator, not by the user) to
allow tailoring for the individual needs of an installation.

SAPAgent also includes the following functions to prevent unauthorized export or
modification of confidential data:

� Positive list of trusted (R/3) users

� Positive list of Infotypes

� Positive list of fields in the above structures. "*" identifier for selection of all fields of
one structure.

� Denial of fields of type "CURR" (currency)

� Denial of fields of type "DATE" (date).

These features must be configured by an R/3-knowledgeable administrator using the
field/value pairs in the table /sie/dirxagcust. SAPAgent does not provide a special user
interface for configuring these features.

The following table shows the attributes that control whether a transfer for any
configuration will succeed or fail. For any configuration, the entire transfer will fail if one of
the attributes shown in the table is violated. The transfer is allowed if none of these
attributes is violated.

Attribute
Name

Type Multiple Description Example
Value

SECLIMITUS
ER

Boolean Limit users to
the following
list

X

SECUSER Text X Name of an
allowed user

DIRX
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SECLIMITCU
RR

Boolean Deny CURR
fields

SECLIMITDA
TE

Boolean Deny DATE
fields

SECLIMITFIE
LD

Boolean Allow only
fields of the
following list

SECFIELD Text X Pair (table,
field) allowed
for selection.
"*" for all
fields

0002, vorna

The security features described here are set to default values (all selections are allowed)
and can be changed during the customization phase. SAPAgent transfers any changes to
these values that are made during customization to the production system in the
customizing transport operation.

The security features described here are only valid during SAPAgent execution in a
production system; they are not verified during customization. If security is violated when a
transfer begins, the entire transfer is cancelled and a log entry is generated.

8.5 Export File Formats
SAPAgent generates the following export data file formats:

� CSV format

� LDIF content format

� LDIF change format

CSV and LDIF content are used for full exports, and LDIF change format is used for delta
exports.

8.5.1 CSV Format
CSV format is used for full exports that are to be processed with Microsoft Excel.
SAPAgent full export data files in CSV format have the following characteristics:

� The first line of the file contains the column names.

� All attributes (items) of an entry (object) are distinguished by a separator character;
this separator character can be customized. All attributes are embedded into a pair of
double quotes ("") to guarantee that MS Excel can read the information even if there
are special characters embedded; if an attribute contains a double-quote character,
the character is replaced by a '"" sequence.
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� Special characters are output in C notation using the backslash (\) escape character. A
backslash itself is transformed into a \\ sequence.

� Entries are separated by different lines using a CR/LF end-of-line marker. The first line
names the attributes; the following lines contain the entries.

� Multiple attribute values are held in one field separated by a second separator
character.

� Subtypes are treated equally; the subtype field specifies the content.

Here is an example of SAPAgent CSV format where separator 1 is the comma (,) and
separator 2 is the semicolon (;):

UserName,Comment,FullName,UserID
 "Test1",,"Hugo Test1,"1234"
 "Test2","second";"and last","Hugo Test2","1235"

8.5.2 LDIF Content and Change Formats
SAPAgent LDIF content and change formats have the following general characteristics:

� All attributes (items) of an entry (object) are placed in separate lines. Each line
consists of the attribute's name and value, separated by a colon (':').

� Empty lines separate entries.

� Multiple instances of the same entry appear on separate lines with the same tag.

� Any group of key attributes related to one person is identified by a distinguished name
(dn) line. When present in an LDIF change file, it is marked by a "changetype" value.
The changetype on the DN is not supported. The format of the distinguished name
line is:

dn: cn=ID

The primary key is always the personnel number but can be extended by other key
attributes (as specified during horizontal selection). For example:

dn: PNR=00000027, SN=Winter

SAPAgent supports the following change types:

� add-All attributes (tags/values) are supplied for the new entry.

� modify-Any attribute/value (tag /value) can follow. If prefixed with "add", the attribute
will be included and the attribute/value (tag/value) pair follows in the next line. If
prefixed with "delete" the entire attribute will be deleted. If prefixed with "replace", the
attribute (tag) is replaced with the new value (equivalent to a "delete" then an "add").

� delete-The entry (object) is to be deleted.

Here is an example of SAPAgent LDIF content format:
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version: 1
 dn: GN=Dieter, PNO=00000002, SN=Meyer\\Walter
 BD: 1954/10/31
 BLD:
 CN:
 COM:
 EXT:
 FTN:
 GN: Dieter
 HPA: Frankfurt,Main
 HPC: 60318
 HSTA: An der großen Brücke 5
 HTN:
 I:

Here is an example of SAPAgent LDIF change format:
version: 1
 dn: GN=Dieter, PNO=00000002, SN=Meyer\\Walter
 changetype: modify
 delete:HPA
 -
 delete:HPC
 -
 delete:HSTA
 -

 dn: GN=Dieter, PNO=00000002, SN=Meyer\\Walter
 changetype: delete
 -

8.6 Logging
SAPAgent logs the following master information for every activity:

� Unique Key

� Activity

� Date/time-stamp

� Executing User-Id

SAPAgent logs the following information for export operations:

� Success

� Filename

� Selection criteria

� Number of records affected, type of affection
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� Number of records in error

Use the Show log information selection in the Extras menu to display log information.
SAPAgent displays the Log view dialog:

The Log view dialog box contains the following fields:

Show all configurations - By default, SAPAgent displays log information from the
currently selected configuration. Check this field to display log information from all
configurations.

Include Debug Information - By default, SAPAgent displays log information about
normal operation. Check this field to include advanced information about SAPAgent
internal processing in the log file display. This information can be helpful during the
evaluation of error situations.

Start Date and End Date - Use the Start Date and End Date fields to display log
information that was generated during a specific period of time.

Click the Execute (checkmark) button in the Log View dialog to generate a log file display.
Here is an example of a log file display:
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To delete log file entries up to a specified date:

1. In the Extras menu, select Delete Log information. The Delete Log File dialog
appears.
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2. In Delete until, select the date before which all log file entries are to be deleted.
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Chapter

9
9 Hicom DMS Meta Agent

HDMSAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that handles bi-directional synchronization
between a Siemens Hicom Domain Management System (HDMS) Person (PERS) and
the meta directory store. HDMSAgent consists of a set of synchronization profiles that
perform directory synchronization operations on the meta directory store and the HDMS
database. HDMSAgent runs on Windows NT 4.0, Windows 2000, and UNIX and
communicates with the HDMS database using the Hicom XIE import/export interface.

HDMSAgent can perform the following synchronization tasks:

� Full or delta export of meta directory entries, which it then imports into an HDMS
database; this operation is called a "meta directory export"

� Full or delta export of HDMS Person (PERS) entries, which it then imports into a meta
directory database; this operation is called a "meta directory import"

� Full or delta meta directory export, then full or delta meta directory import, in sequence

HDMSAgent can also:

� Generate statistics about the synchronization operations it performs

� Generate an import error file that records all meta directory entries that it was unable
to import into the HDMS database

� Generate an import error file that records all PERS entries that it was unable to import
into the meta directory store

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figure illustrates the HDMSAgent components.
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Figure 15: HDMSAgent Components

This section describes:

� HDMSAgent synchronization profiles

� HDMSAgent command format

� HDMSAgent configuration file format

� Status and error files

� Import and export data file formats

� Meta directory export procedure

� Meta directory import procedure

� HDMSAgent exit codes

� Local and remote HDMS access

9.1 HDMSAgent Synchronization Profiles
HDMSAgent is a collection of synchronization profiles that implement a set of HDMS-meta
directory synchronization scenarios. Each HDMSAgent synchronization profile implements
a specific synchronization scenario to be carried out by the DirXmetahub meta controller
metacp program. The following table shows the file names of the HDMSAgent
synchronization profiles that comprise the HDMSAgent.
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HDMSAgent Synchronization
Profile

Synchronization Scenario

Full_Load_DIR.tcl Performs a full export of PERS
entries from HDMS and imports
them into the meta directory store

Delta_Load_DIR.tcl Performs a delta export of PERS
entries from HDMS (only the entries
that have changed since the time of
last export) and imports them into
the meta directory store

Full_Load_DMS.tcl Performs a full export of meta
directory entries that represent
Internet-Org-Persons (the default)
from the meta directory store and
imports them into HDMS

Delta_Load_DMS.tcl Performs a delta export (only the
entries that have changed since the
time of last export) of meta directory
entries that represent Internet-Org-
Persons (the default) from the meta
directory store and imports them
into HDMS

Full_Sync.tcl Performs Full_Load_DMS.tcl, and
then performs Full_Load_DIR.tcl

Delta_Sync.tcl Performs Delta_Load_DMS.tcl, and
then performs Delta_Load_DIR.tcl

Repair_Load_DMS.tcl Repairs errors that occur during a
meta directory export
synchronization operation (
Full_Load_DMS.tcl or
Delta_Load_DMS.tcl) using the
import error files generated by
those operations

HDMSAgent can also run in test mode, where metacp runs in TRIAL mode so that no
operations are performed. The following table shows the file names of the HDMSAgent
trial-mode synchronization profiles.

HDMSAgent Synchronization
Profile

Synchronization Test Scenario

Test_Full_Load_DIR.tcl Performs a test run of
Full_Load_DIR.tcl

Test_Delta_Load_DIR.tcl Performs a test run of
Full_Load_DIR.tcl
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Test_Full_Load_DMS.tcl Performs a test run of
Full_Load_DMS.tcl

Test_Delta_Load_DMS.tcl Performs a test run of
Full_Load_DMS.tcl

Test_Full_Sync.tcl Performs a test run of
Full_Load_DMS.tcl, and then
performs a test run of
Full_Load_DIR.tcl

Test_Delta_Sync.tcl Performs a test run of
Delta_Load_DMS.tcl, and then
performs a test run of
Delta_Load_DIR.tcl tcl

Running the import or export trial-mode synchronization profiles allows you to verify
whether the control logic and mapping operates as intended. Use the trial-mode profiles to
test any customizations you make to the import or export logic.

9.2 HDMSAgent Command Format
Performing an HDMSAgent command consists of running one of its synchronization
profiles with the meta controller metacp program. The command syntax is:

metacp HDMSAgent_sync_profile

where HDMSAgent_sync_profile is the full pathname of an HDMSAgent synchronization
profile. For example:

metacp /opt/dirx/dirxmetahub/HDMSAgent/Full_Load_DIR.tcl

9.3 HDMSAgent Configuration Files
HDMSAgent provides the following Tcl script files for configuring HDMSAgent:

� The HDMSAgent variable file agent.hdms.var.tcl - contains the HDMSAgent profile
switches that control the operation of the HDMSAgent synchronization profiles
(corrresponds to a synchronization profile variable section)

� HDMSAgent export mapping rule file map.export.hdms.tcl - controls the attribute
mapping procedure for meta directory export (export from the meta directory store into
the HDMS database)

� HDMSAgent import mapping rule file map.import.hdms.tcl - controls the attribute
mapping procedure for meta directory import (export from the HDMS database into
the meta directory store)

All of these files are set up to support a default meta directory-HDMS synchronization
environment. In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of
your HDMS-meta directory synchronization operations. Siemens recommends that you
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create backup versions of these files before modifying them to your requirements.

9.3.1 HDMSAgent Variable File Format
The HDMSAgent variable file agent.hdms.var.tcl consists of the following sets of
switches:

� Profile switches that are common to both meta directory import and meta directory
export operation control

� Profile switches that control the meta directory export operation

� Profile switches that control the meta directory import operation

The next sections describe the syntax and purpose of these profile switch sets.

Common Profile Switches

This section describes the profile switches that are common to both meta directory export
(export from the meta directory/import to HDMS) and meta directory import (export from
HDMS/import to the meta directory).

agent_silent

The agent_silent profile switch controls whether HDMSAgent writes information to
standard output (stdout) and errors to standard error (stderr). The syntax is:

set agent_silent "boolean"

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - Do not write status and error information to standard output and error (default)

� FALSE - Write (on error) an error message to standard error before exiting

The default setting is:
set agent_silent "TRUE"

For example, suppose you have interrupted an execution of HDMSAgent and you start the
agent again. The start action will fail if you have not removed the locking status file prior to
the restart. When the agent_silent profile switch is set to TRUE, HDMSAgent exits
immediately without issuing any message on the standard error (stderr) channel. When
the agent_silent profile is set to FALSE, the HDMSAgent exits and issues the message:

Cannot open status file.

 on the standard error (stderr) channel.

agent_attr_file

The agent_attr_file profile switch specifies the HDMS attribute configuration file (ACF).
The syntax is:
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set agent_attr_file "hdms_acf_pathname"

where hdms_acf_pathname is the absolute pathname, in UNIX notation, of the attribute
configuration file that defines the HDMS attributes. The default setting is:

set agent_attr_file "$home_dir/../conf/hdmsattr.cfg"

The HDMSAgent synchronization profiles use this information as input to the meta
controller meta readattrconf operation for reading the attribute configuration file with
respect to HDMS attributes. The ACF specified in this profile switch must exist and the
meta controller must be able to read the file.

dir_attr_file

The dir_attr_file profile switch specifies the meta directory attribute configuration file
(ACF). The syntax is:

set dir_attr_file "dir_acf_pathname"

where dir_acf_pathname is the full pathname, in UNIX-style notation, of the attribute
configuration file that defines the meta directory attributes. The default setting is:

set dir_attr_file "$home_dir/../conf/ldapattr.cfg"

The HDMSAgent synchronization profiles use this information as input to the meta
controller meta readattrconf operation for reading the attribute configuration with respect
to meta directory attributes. The ACF specified in this profile switch must exist and the
meta controller must be able to read the file.

file_attr_list

The file_attr_list profile switch defines the HDMS Person (PERS) entry attributes that
HDMSAgent is to use for its import and export operations. The syntax is:

set file_attr_list {hdms_attribute_abbreviations}

where hdms_attribute_abbreviations is a Tcl list of HDMSAgent-defined abbreviations for
HDMS PERS entry attributes. The default setting is:

set file_attr_list{CMD C O \
     ORG1 ORG2 ORG3 \
     NAME SRTNAME CHN \
     TIT SAL LOC \
     BUILD LNAME EXT \
     SWITCH POS TIENUM \
     EXTAREA EXTNET EXTEXT \
      FTN OWNGROUP DIRTRACC \
     TEXT1 TEXT2 TEXT3 \
    }

The following table shows the list of HDMSAgent attribute abbreviations and the
corresponding HDMS attribute name.
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Number HDMSAgent
Abbreviation

Description Abbreviation (as
shown in the HDMS
Documentation)

1 CMD identifier unique key and/or
operation such as
INSERT, UPDATE,
DELETE.

2 C country country (short code,
2 letters)

3 O company company
4 ORG1 org1 department
5 ORG2 org2 department
6 ORG3 org3 department
7 NAME name name
8 SRTNAME sortname name without muted

vowels/ special
characters

9 CHN christianname first name
10 TIT title title
11 SAL salutation salutation
12 LOC location location
13 BUILD building building
14 LNAME longname room
15 EXT extension internal extension
16 SWITCH switch Hicom switch
17 POS position position
18 TIENUM tienum tie line
19 EXTAREA ext_areacode area code
20 EXTNET ext_netcode CO number
21 EXTEXT ext_ext extension
22 FTN faxnummer fax number
23 OWNGROUP owner_group ETD user group
24 DIRTRACC direct_trunc_acc flag

(for displaying trunk
access)

25 TEXT1 text1 keyword 1
26 TEXT2 text2 keyword 2
27 TEXT3 text3 keyword 3

The attributes shown in this table correspond to the attributes available in HDMS V3.1.
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HDMSAgent uses the CMD attribute as a unique key for maintaining the relationship
between a meta directory entry and an HDMS entry in its export control logic. In this
context, the CMD attribute is known as a DMS identifier. The "Meta Directory Export
Procedure" section in this chapter describes how HDMSAgent uses the DMS identifier in
more detail.

user_name

The user_name profile switch specifies the user name parameter to be used in the
metacp obj bind operation. The syntax is:

set user_name "distinguished_name"

where distinguished_name is the user's distinguished name in LDAPv3 distinguished
name format. See the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference for a description of this
format. The default setting is:

set user_name "cn=admin,O=PQR"

The user name must exist in the meta directory being used in the synchronization. The
user_name profile switch is used in conjunction with the user_pwd and
dir_server_address profile switches to define the connection parameters for the
HDMSAgent synchronization profile.

user_pwd

The user_pwd profile switch specifies the user password parameter to be used in the
metacp obj bind operation. The syntax is:

set user_name password

where password is the password for the user name specified in the user_name profile
switch. The default setting is:

set user_pwd dirx

The user_pwd profile switch is used in conjunction with the usr_name and
dir_server_address profile switches to define the connection parameters for the
HDMSAgent synchronization profile.

dir_server_address

The dir_server_address profile switch specifies the network address of the meta
directory store to be used in the metacp obj bind operation. The syntax is:

set dir_server_address "ip_address:ldap_port_number"

where ip_address and ldap_port_number are the meta directory store's host DNS name
or IP address and LDAP port. The default setting is:

set dir_server_address "127.0.0.1:389"

This setting specifies an LDAP server with the default port number on the local host. The
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dir_server_address profile switch is used in conjunction with the usr_name and
usr_pwd profile switches to define the connection parameters for the HDMSAgent
synchronization profile.

delete_objects_defined_by_subtree

The delete_objects_defined_by_subtree profile switch controls how HDMSAgent is to
determine which meta directory entries correspond to HDMS entries that should be
deleted from the HDMS database.

The syntax is:

set delete_objects_defined_by_subtree "boolean"

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - The set of meta directory entries to be deleted in HDMS exists in a separate
subtree

� FALSE - meta directory entries to be deleted in HDMS exist in the same subtree as
entries that are not to be deleted and are marked with a "to be deleted in HDMS" flag

The delete_objects_defined_by_subtree profile switch controls how HDMSAgent is to
distinguish meta directory entries that correspond to HDMS entries that should be deleted
from the HDMS database. When set to TRUE, HDMSAgent distinguishes entries to be
deleted in the HDMS database by their location in a separate subtree. When set to
FALSE, HDMSAgent distinguishes entries to be deleted in HDMS by the value of their "to
be deleted in HDMS" (dxmHDtoBeDeleted) attribute.

When delete_objects_defined_by_subtree is set to TRUE, the base_obj_for_deleted
profile switch must specify the base object for searches in the "to be deleted in HDMS"
subtree and the export_filter_for_delete profile switch must specify the filter that
HDMSAgent is to use when searching this subtree for meta directory entries to export.

When delete_objects_defined_by_subtree is set to FALSE, the meta directory
administrator must explicitly set the "to be deleted in HDMS" (dxmHDtoBeDeleted)
attribute value to TRUE for all meta directory entries that correspond to HDMS entries to
be deleted from HDMS.

The default setting is:
set delete_objects_defined_by_subtree "FALSE"

base_obj_for_existing

The base_obj_for_existing profile switch specifies the location in the meta directory
store database at which HDMSAgent is to start metacp obj search operations for meta
directory entries to export for synchronization with HDMS. The syntax is:

set base_obj_for_existing "distinguished_name"

where distinguished_name is the base object in LDAPv3 distinguished name format. See
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the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference for a description of LDAPv3 distinguished
name format. When the delete_objects_defined_by_subtree profile switch is set to
FALSE, HDMSAgent searches for all meta directory entries to export using this base
object. When the delete_objects_defined_by_subtree profile switch is set to TRUE,
HDMSAgent searches for "existing" meta directory entries to export using this base object
(entries whose corresponding HDMS entries exist) and searches for "deleted" meta
directory entries (entries whose corresponding HDMS entries are deleted) using the base
object defined by the base_object_for_deleted profile switch.

The default setting is:
set base_obj_for_existing "ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR"

export_filter_for_existing

The export_filter_for_existing profile switch specifies the filter to use when performing
metacp obj search operations for meta directory entries to export for synchronization
with HDMS. The syntax is:

set export_filter_for_existing "search_filter"

where search_filter is the search filter in LDAPv3 syntax. See the DirXmetahub Meta
Controller Reference for a description of LDAP search filter syntax. The default setting is:

set export_filter_for_existing "\(objectClass=inetOrgPerson\)"

base_obj_for_deleted

The base_obj_for_deleted profile switch specifies the location in the meta directory store
database at which HDMSAgent is to start metacp obj search operations for "deleted"
meta directory entries (entries whose corresponding HDMS entries are already deleted or
are to be deleted) to export for synchronization with HDMS. The syntax is:

set base_obj_for_deleted "distinguished_name"

where distinguished_name is the base object in LDAPv3 distinguished name format. See
the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference for a description of LDAPv3 distinguished
name format. This profile switch is only relevant if the
delete_objects_defined_by_subtree profile switch is set to TRUE. In this case, the meta
directory administrator must explicitly move the "deleted" meta directory entries to the
location specified in this profile switch.

The default setting is:
set base_obj_for_deleted "ou=fossils,o=PQR"

export_filter_for_deleted

The export_filter_for_deleted profile switch specifies the search filter to use when
performing metacp obj search operations for "deleted" meta directory entries to export
for synchronization with HDMS. The syntax is:
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set export_filter_for_deleted "search_filter"

where search_filter is the search filter in LDAPv3 syntax. See the DirXmetahub Meta
Controller Reference for a description of LDAP search filter syntax. The default setting is:

set export_filter_for_deleted "\(objectClass=inetOrgPerson\)"

remote_hdms

The remote_hdms profile switch specifies whether HDMSAgent is to operate on a local
or remote HDMS database. The syntax is:

set remote_hdms "boolean"

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - The HDMS database is running on a different machine from HDMSAgent

� FALSE - The HDMS database and HDMSAgent are co-located on the same machine

The default setting is:
set remote_hdms "FALSE"

See the "Local and Remote HDMS Access" section for instructions on how to install and
set up HDMSAgent for co-located and remote HDMS database access.

dsmieproc_program_name

The dsmieproc_program_name profile switch specifies the name of the HDMS XIE
import/export program that HDMSAgent is to use. The syntax is:

set dsmieproc_program_name "name"

where name is the relative or full pathname of the HDMS XIE import/export program. In
order to specify a relative pathname in name, the program's location must be specified in
the PATH environment variable for the account that runs HDMSAgent. The account that
runs HDMSAgent must also have the correct permissions to invoke the XIE program.

The default setting is:
set dsmieproc_program_name "dsmieproc"

This profile switch is only relevant if the remote_hdms profile switch is set to FALSE.

remote_account

The remote_account profile switch specifies an account on the machine running the
remote HDMS database that HDMSAgent is to use to access the HDMS database. The
syntax is:

set remote_account "account_name"

where account_name is the name of a Reliant UNIX account that has the appropriate
permissions for managing the related tables PERS, COMPIMP, LOCIMP, BUILDIMP, and
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ORGIMP using the XIE import/export program. Refer to the Hicom DMS documentation
for information about how to grant the correct permissions and/or access rights to the
HDMS database.

The default setting is:
set remote_account "xyz"

This profile switch is only relevant if the remote_hdms profile switch is set to TRUE and
is used in conjunction with the remote_host, remote_dmsieproc_program_name and
remote_subdir profile switches for the setup of HDMSAgent remote HDMS database
access.

remote_host

The remote_host profile switch specifies the network address of the machine on which
the remote HDMS database is running. The syntax is:

set remote_host "host_ip_address"

where host_ip_address is the TCP/IP address to be used in HDMSAgent-initiated rcp and
rsh commands to the machine that is running the HDMS database.

The default setting is:
set remote_host "123.456.789.01"

This profile switch is only relevant if the remote_hdms profile switch is set to TRUE and
is used in conjunction with the remote_account, remote_dmsieproc_program_name
and remote_subdir profile switches for the setup of HDMSAgent remote HDMS database
access.

remote_dsmieproc_program_name

The remote_dsmieproc_program_name profile switch specifies the location of the
"remote_hdms" script on the machine that is running the remote HDMS database.
HDMSAgent runs the "remote_hdms" script to access the remote HDMS database
through the XIE program interface. The syntax is:

set remote_dsmieproc_program_name "script_name"

where script_name is the path to the "remote_hdms" script relative to the home directory
of the account specified in the remote_account profile switch.

The default setting is:
set remote_dsmieproc_program_name "/bin/remote_hdms"

This profile switch is only relevant if the remote_hdms profile switch is set to TRUE and
is used in conjunction with the remote_host, remote_account and remote_subdir
profile switches for the setup of HDMSAgent remote HDMS database access.
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remote_subdir

The remote_subdir profile switch specifies the subdirectory on the machine running the
remote HDMS database that the "remote_hdms" script specified in the set
remote_dsmieproc_program_name profile switch is to use for exchanging HDMS XIE
request and response files. The syntax is:

set remote_subdir "directory"

where directory is the subdirectory path relative to the home directory of the account
specified in the remote_account profile switch.

The default setting is:
set remote_subdir "req"

This profile switch is only relevant if the remote_hdms profile switch is set to TRUE and
is used in conjunction with the remote_account, remote_host, and
remote_dmsieproc_program_name profile switches for the setup of HDMSAgent
remote HDMS database access.

status_file

The status_file profile switch specifies the pathname of a locking status file that an
instance of HDMSAgent is to create when it runs to perform a synchronization task. The
syntax is:

set status_file "pathname"

where pathname is the absolute pathname of the locking status file that HDMSAgent is to
create. Status file creation is the HDMSAgent mechanism to block the concurrent
execution of multiple HDMSAgent instances. See the "HDMSAgent Locking Status File"
section for details about this locking mechanism.

The default setting is:
set status_file "$home_dir/log/agent-status.txt"

This profile switch is used in conjunction with the status_file_expiry_time profile switch
to manage the HDMSAgent instance locking mechanism. You can disable the locking
mechanism, but HDMSAgent will always attempt to open and write the locking status file
with the specified name and will remove it before it terminates execution.

keep_status_file

The keep_status_file profile switch controls whether an instance of HDMSAgent creates
a copy of the locking status file it creates during a synchronization task when it completes
its execution. The syntax is:

set keep_status_file "boolean"

where boolean is one of the following values:
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� TRUE - Create a copy of the locking status file on execution completion

� FALSE - Delete the locking status file on execution completion

When set to TRUE, HDMSAgent creates a copy of the locking status file in the path
specified in the status_file profile switch and appends its process ID (PID) to the
filename. HDMSAgent performs this operation before a successful exit.

The default setting is:
set keep_status_file "FALSE"

This profile switch is used in conjunction with the status_file and
status_file_expiry_time profile switches to manage the HDMSAgent instance locking
mechanism. It is not relevant if the prevention of concurrent multiple instances of
HDMSAgent has been disabled with the status_file_expiry_time profile switch.

status_file_expiry_time

The status_file_expiry_time defines the lifetime of a locking status file created by an
instance of HDMSAgent after which it can be overwritten by another HDMSAgent
instance. The syntax is:

set status_file_expiry_time lifetime

where lifetime is the maximum amount of time a status file can exist. Specify lifetime as
an integer enclosed in double quotation marks (" ") or as a Tcl expression. For example:

set status_file_expiry_time "3600" # 1 hour lifetime
 # (1 hour=3600 seconds)

set status_file_expiry_time [ expr 24 \* 3600 ] # 24 hour
lifetime
 # (24 * 3600 seconds)

The default setting is:
set status_file_expiry_time [ expr 24 \* 3600 ]

Setting the status_file_expiry_time profile switch to -1 disables the prevention of
concurrent execution of multiple instances of HDMSAgent. For example:

set status_file_expiry_time "-1"

Export-Specific Profile Switches

This section describes the profile switches that are specific to HDMSAgent export
operations from the meta directory to HDMS.

exportLastUpdFile

The exportLastUpdFile profile switch specifies the file that HDMSAgent uses to store the
time of the last export operation. The syntax is:
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set exportLastUpdFile "pathname"

where pathname is the absolute pathname of the file in UNIX-style notation. When
HDMSAgent real-mode full and delta export synchronization profiles run successfully, they
update this file with a timestamp that represents their approximate start time. HDMSAgent
uses this file in delta export operations to determine the time of the last export performed.
The file contains a timestamp in generalized time format, for example, 20000218123629Z.

The default setting is:
set exportLastUpdFile "$home_dir/data/Lastdirx2hdms.cfg"

export_trace_file

The export_trace_file profile switch specifies the pathname of the file that metacp
operations are to use to write trace information during the execution of HDMSAgent
export operations. The syntax is:

set export_trace_file "pathname"

where pathname is the absolute pathname of the file in UNIX-style notation. The
pathname specified in this profile switch is input to the metacp meta initialize -file
trace_file option. See the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference for a description of this
option and the meta initialize operation.

The default setting is:
set export_trace_file "$home_dir/log/exporthdmstrace.txt"

dump_file

The dump_file profile switch specifies the path and file name prefix to be used for HDMS
request and response files. The syntax is:

set dump_file "path_and_file_prefix"

where path_and_file_prefix are specified in UNIX-style notation. The path and file name
prefix values are used to name the HDMS request (path_and_file_prefix.req) and
response (path_and_file_prefix.rsp) files generated by HDMSAgent and the XIE interface
during meta directory export operations.

The default setting is:
set dump_file "$home_dir/data/export.data.dxf"

export_dir_attr_list

The export_dir_attr_list profile switch specifies the list of entry attributes to be exported
from the meta directory for meta directory-to-HDMS synchronization. The syntax is:

set export_dir_attr_list {dxmHDdmsid dxmHDtoBedeleted dxmHDisDeleted
createTimestamp attribute_list}
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where attribute_list is a Tcl list of the LDAP names of meta directory entry attributes to be
exported. The attribute list is input to the -attribute option for the metacp meta
openconn operation to the meta directory. The set of attributes to be exported must
include the dxmHDdmsid, dxmHDtoBedeleted, dxmHDisDeleted and createTimestamp
attributes because HDMSAgent control logic uses these attributes. The attributes
specified in attribute_list must be defined in the ACF specified with the dir_attr_file profile
switch.

The default setting is:
set export_dir_attr_list \
    {\
     dxmHDdmsid \
     dxmHDtoBeDeleted \
     dxmHDisDeleted \
     createTimestamp \
     sn \
     gn \
     title \
     departmentNumber \
     l \
     roomNumber \
     uid \
     }

bgm_dir_attr

The bgm_dir_attr profile switch specifies the meta directory attributes that the
HDMSAgent is to use to attempt to match duplicate meta directory and HDMS entries
during a meta directory "join". The syntax is:

set bgm_dir_attr {dir_attribute_list}

where dir_attribute_list is a Tcl list of the LDAP names of one or more meta directory
attributes.

The bgm_dir_attr profile switch is used in conjunction with the bgm_hdms_attr profile
switch to define the best-guess-match policy that HDMSAgent is to use to "join" meta
directory and HDMS entries. Each element of dir_attribute_list must correspond one-to-
one with the same element specified in hdms_attribute_list of the bgm_hdms_attr profile
switch. The one-to-one correspondence between attributes in the bgm_dir_attr and
bgm_hdms_attr attribute lists must match the one-to-one correspondence between them
that is defined in the export mapping rule. For example:

set bgm_dir_attr { sn gn }

 set bgm_hdms_attr { NAME CHN }

In this example, HDMSAgent is to match meta directory entries with HDMS entries using
a combination of surname and given name. The meta directory sn (surname) attribute
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maps to the HDMS NAME attribute (list element 1) and the meta directory gn (given
name) attribute maps to the HDMS CHN attribute (list element 2). The export mapping
rule file map.export.hdms.tcl must contain the following associations:

set rh(NAME) [convert_value $rh_dir(sn)]

 set rh(CHN) [convert_value $rh_dir(gn)]

The attributes specified in dir_attribute_list must be attributes that are specified in the
export_dir_attr_list profile switch.

The default setting for bgm_dir_attr and bgm_hdms_attr is:
set bgm_dir_attr { uid }

 set bgm_hdms_attr { TEXT3 }

These settings assume that each meta directory entry can be identified by a unique
identifier which is stored in the TEXT3 attribute of an HDMS entry.

bgm_hdms_attr

The bgm_hdms_attr profile switch specifies the HDMS attributes that the HDMSAgent is
to use to attempt to match duplicate meta directory and HDMS entries during a full export
from meta directory to HDMS. The syntax is:

set bgm_hdms_attr {hdms_attribute_list}

where hdms_attribute_list is a Tcl list of abbreviations defined in the attribute configuration
file specified in the agent_attr_file profile switch for one or more HDMS attributes.

The bgm_hdms_attr profile switch is used in conjunction with the bgm_dir_attr profile
switch to define the best-guess-match policy that HDMSAgent is to use to "join" meta
directory and HDMS entries. Each element of hdms_attribute_list must correspond one-
to-one with the same element specified in dir_attribute_list of the bgm_dir_attr profile
switch. The one-to-one correspondence between attributes in the bgm_dir_attr and
bgm_hdms_attr attribute lists must match the one-to-one correspondence between them
that is defined in the export mapping rule. See the bgm_dir_attr profile switch for an
example and an explanation of the default settings.

Import-Specific Profile Switches

This section describes the profile switches that are specific to HDMSAgent import
operations from HDMS into the meta directory.

importLastUpdFile

The importLastUpdFile profile switch specifies the file that stores the time of the last
import operation from HDMS to the meta directory. The syntax is:

set importLastUpdFile "pathname"
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where pathname is the absolute pathname of the file in UNIX-style notation. HDMSAgent
uses this file in delta import operations to determine the time of the last import performed.
The file contains a timestamp in the format required by HDMS SELECT statements, for
example:

2000-02-18 13:44:50.00.

The default setting is:

set importLastUpdFile "$home_dir/data/Lasthdms2dirx.cfg"

import_trace_file

The import_trace_file profile switch specifies the pathname of the file that metacp
operations are to use to write trace information during the execution of HDMSAgent
import-to-meta directory operations. The syntax is:

set import_trace_file "pathname"

where pathname is the absolute pathname of the file in UNIX-style notation. The
pathname specified in this profile switch is input to the metacp meta initialize -file
trace_file option. See the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference for a description of this
option and the meta initialize operation.

The default setting is:
set import_trace_file "$home_dir/log/importhdmstrace.txt"

superior_info

The superior_info profile switch specifies the attribute information required for the
automatic creation of superior entries in the meta directory during an import operation
from HDMS. The syntax is:

set superior_info {rdn attribute_info ...}

where rdn specifies the naming attribute for the superior entry and attribute_info specifies
the attribute(s) to be applied to the superior entry. This information is input to the metacp
meta supinfo operation. When the meta controller creates an entry in the meta directory
during an import operation, it uses this information to create any required superior entries
for the entry, if these superior entries do not already exist.

The default setting is:
set superior_info {{c objectClass=country}   \

     {o objectClass=organization}  \

     {ou objectClass=organizationalUnit}}

import_dir_attr_list

The import_dir_attr_list profile switch specifies the set of meta directory attributes to be
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synchronized with HDMS entry attributes. The syntax is:

set import_dir_attr_list { {attribute_list} {dxmHDIsDeleted DONT-DEL-ATTR }
 {dxmHDtoBeDeleted DONT-DEL-ATTR } dxmHDdmsid }

where attribute_list is a Tcl list in the format described for the -attribute option of the
metacp meta openconn operation. See the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference for
a description of this format. The set of attributes to be synchronized specified in this
profile switch must include the dxmHDdmsid attribute, the dxmHDIsDeleted attribute with
the synchronization flag DONT-DEL-ATTR and the dxmHDtobeDeleted attribute with the
synchronization flag DONT-DEL-ATTR. The attributes specified in attribute_list must be
defined in the attribute configuration file specified in the dir_attr_file profile switch.

The default setting is:
set import_dir_attr_list \

      {{telephoneNumber DONT-DEL-ATTR}

      {facsimileTelephoneNumber REPLACE-ALL}

      {dxmHDisDeleted DONT-DEL-ATTR }

      {dxmHDtoBeDeleted DONT-DEL-ATTR }

      dxmHDdmsid}

import_country_code_table

The import_country_code_table profile switch assigns a country code value to a country
name attribute. The syntax is:

set import_country_code_table(country) "country_code"

For example:
set import_country_code_table(DE) "49"

HDMSAgent uses the country-to-country code mapping specified in this profile switch
when it builds a meta directory entry telephoneNumber attribute from HDMS telephone
number attribute information that does not include a country-to-country-code mapping.
One import_country_code_table profile switch must be specified for each different
country attribute used in Person entries in the HDMS database.

The default settings are:
set import_countrycode_table(US) "01"

set import_countrycode_table(DE) "49"

set import_countrycode_table(FR) "33"

set import_countrycode_table(NL) "31"
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set import_countrycode_table(GB) "44"

set import_countrycode_table(AT) "43"

test_mapping_only

The test_mapping_only profile switch controls whether HDMSAgent runs only the import
data mapping logic during an import-to-meta-directory synchronization task run in TRIAL
mode. The syntax is:

set test_mapping_only "boolean"

where boolean is one of the following values:

� TRUE - Test the import data mapping only

� FALSE - Test the entire task

The default setting is:
set test_mapping_only "FALSE"

test_max_entries

The test_max_entries profile switch specifies the number of entries on which to test the
import data mapping logic during an import-to-meta directory synchronization task run in
TRIAL mode. The syntax is:

set test_max_entries "number"

where number is an integer or the value -1 to test data mapping of all entries.

This profile switch is only relevant if the test_mapping_only profile switch is set to TRUE.

The default setting is:
set test_max_entries 10

9.3.2 Export Mapping Rule File Format
The HDMSAgent performs attribute mapping during meta directory export to map meta
directory attributes to HDMS attributes. The HDMSAgent requires that export mapping
rules be defined for it so that it "knows" how to map from meta directory attributes to
HDMS attributes. The mapping rules for all of the HDMSAgent synchronization profiles
are defined in the map.export.hdms.tcl file. A valid mapping rule format ("one-to-one-
mapping") is:

set rh(hdms_attribute) [ convert_value $rh_dir(dir_attribute) ]

where:

� rh represents a potential target HDMS entry
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� hdms_attribute is a valid abbreviation for an HDMS attribute and is defined in the
file_attr_list variable file profile switch

� rh_dir represents the source entry coming from the meta directory

� convert_value is an internal map.export.hdms.tcl mapping conversion procedure

� dir_attribute is an LDAPv3 name for a meta directory attribute and is defined in the
export_dir_attr_list variable profile switch

For example, the mapping rule
set rh(NAME) [convert_value $rh_dir(sn)]

associates the HDMS-Attribute "name" (referred to by the abbreviation NAME) with the
meta directory attribute surname (referred to by abbreviation sn).

If rh(hdms_attribute) does not specify a mapping rule, rh(hdms_attribute) is initialized as
an empty value ("") and the related HDMS request entry contains an empty value in the
corresponding field. As a result, the corresponding HDMS attribute is either not created
(on an INSERT operation) or not modified (on a MODIFY operation).

If rh(hdms_attribute) is mapped onto a blank value (" "),the related HDMS request entry
will contain a blank value in the corresponding field. As a result, the corresponding HDMS
attribute is either not created (on an INSERT operation) or removed from HDMS (on a
MODIFY operation).

For example, the mapping rule
set rh(TIT) [convert_value $rh_dir(title)]

causes the convert_value procedure in map.export.hdms.tcl to compute a blank value ("
") if rh_dir(title) is an empty value.

When creating mapping rules:

� There is no need to specify export mapping rules for attributes that are not to be
changed, except when needed for best-guess matching. The absence of the mapping
rules does not lead to the unexpected destruction of attribute values in HDMS.

� The mapping rules must be defined so that they produce a blank value (" ") for
rh(hdms_attribute) if hdms_attribute is going to be deleted.

The following table shows the default mapping of HDMS attributes to meta directory
attributes.

HDMS Attribute Directory Attribute Mapping
TEXT3 uid one-to-one mapping

(relevant for default best-
guess-match)

NAME sn one-to-one mapping
CHN gn one-to-one mapping
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TIT title one-to-one mapping
LOC l one-to-one mapping
LNAME roomNumber one-to-one mapping
ORG1 departmentNumber one-to-one mapping
C - constant value "DE"
O - constant value "PQR"
BUILD - constant value "BUILDING1"
CMD - No mapping. This attribute

represents the HDMS
update operation to be
performed. The meta
directory export logic
generates the value for this
attribute.

all other attributes - empty values ("")

To deactivate an export mapping rule, insert a pound sign (#) before the mapping rule or
remove the mapping rule from the file.

You can define more complicated mapping rules, for example, the computation of an
HDMS attribute from multiple meta directory attributes. This type of mapping rule
definition requires extensive knowledge of Tcl and the metacp meta operations.

9.3.3 Import Mapping Rule File Format
The HDMSAgent performs attribute mapping during meta directory import to map HDMS
attributes to meta directory attributes. The HDMSAgent requires that import mapping rules
be defined for it so that it "knows" how to map directory attributes to HDMS attributes. The
meta directory import mapping rules for all of the HDMSAgent synchronization profiles are
defined in the map.import.hdms.tcl file. A valid mapping rule format ("one-to-one
mapping") is:

set rh_dir(dir_attribute) [ convert_value $rh(hdms_attribute) ]

where:

� rh_dir represents the target meta directory entry

� dir_attribute is the LDAPv3 name of a meta directory attribute and is defined in the
import_dir_attr_list profile switch

� rh represents a source HDMS entry

� hdms_attribute is a valid abbreviation for an HDMS-attribute and is defined in the
file_attr_list variable file profile switch

� convert_value is an internal map.export.hdms.tcl mapping conversion procedure
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For example, the import mapping rule:
set rh_dir(dxmHDextExt) [convert_value $rh(EXTEXT)]

associates the meta directory attribute with the LDAP name dxmHDextExt with the
HDMS attribute ext_ext, which is represented by the abbreviation EXTEXT.

The import mapping rule file contains the following default import mapping rules:

� telephoneNumber is composed in the form +part1-part2-part3-part4, where part1 is the
country code, part2 is the area code (the EXTAREA attribute of the current HDMS
entry, part3 is the EXTNET attribute of the current HDMS entry, and part4 is the
EXTEXT attribute of the current HDMS entry

� facsimileTelephoneNumber is composed in the form +part1-part2-part3-part4 where
part1 is the country code, part2 is the area code (EXTAREA attribute of current HDMS
entry) part3 is the EXTNET attribute of the current HDMS entry and part4 is the FTN
attribute of the current hdms-entry.

The file also contains a mapping rule for the DMS identifier.

The HDMSAgent import procedure uses the values specified in the
import_countrycode_table profile switch to determine the appropriate country code for a
country.

To deactivate an import mapping rule, insert a pound sign (#) before the mapping rule or
remove the mapping rule from the file.

Note that the meta directory attributes dxmHDisDeleted and dxmHDtoBeDeleted should
not be used in import mapping rules and that the mapping rule for the dxmHDdmsid meta
directory attribute should not be changed.

9.4 Status Files
The HDMSAgent synchronization profiles generate several files that contain information
about their operation:

� A meta controller trace file

� A HDMSAgent journal file

� A HDMSAgent locking status file

This sections also provides information on the export and import statistics that
HDMSAgent generates.

9.4.1 Meta Controller Trace File
The meta controller and the HDMSAgent export synchronization profiles write status and
error information to the export trace file specified in the export_trace_file profile switch in
the agent.hdms.var.tcl configuration file. The meta controller and the HDMSAgent import
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synchronization profiles write status and error information to the import trace file specified
in the import_trace_file profile switch in the agent.hdms.var.tcl configuration file.

The trace file pathnames specified in the synchronization profile switches are input to the
metacp meta initialize operation (the -file trace_file option) for export and import
operations. The meta controller writes notice, warning and error information to the file
according to the trace level set in the meta initialize operation with the -tracelevel option;
see the description of the meta intialize operation in the DirXmetahub Meta Controller
Reference for details. During delta or full export in real mode, the HDMSAgent
synchronization profile writes statistical information to the file about the operations it
performs; see the "Synchronization Statistics" section for details.

9.4.2 HDMSAgent Journal File
The HDMSAgent synchronization profiles append a summary of their operations into an
HDMSAgent journal file located in the /log/journal of the HDMSAgent installation
directory. The first HDMSAgent synchronization profile that runs creates the journal file.
Subsequent synchronization profiles append their summaries to this file.

An HDMSAgent journal entry contains:

� The time the operation started

� The process ID of the synchronization task

� A message that indicates the start of the operation

� Synchronization statistics (if the operation is successful) or error information (if the
operation failed with exit codes 10-15)

� A message that indicates the end of the operation and whether or not it was
successful

Here is an example of a journal file entry for a successful full export operation:

Thu Mar 09 14:48:46 MET MET 2000
 24361: FULL-EXPORT in REAL-mode START (Directory -> HDMS).
 Thu Mar 09 14:48:59 MET MET 2000
 # EXPORT STATISTICS:
 # Directory entries:                  6
 #   Discarded:                        0
 #   Missing in HDMS:                  0
 #   Deleted in Directory and HDMS :   0
 #   To-Be-Deleted, missing in HDMS:   0
 #   Ambiguous in Directory:           0
 #   Ambiguous in HDMS:                0
 #   Up-to-date in HDMS:               0
 #   Required updates by DMS-ID:       6
 # HDMS PERS-table entries:            0
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 # HDMS COMPIMP-table entries:         0
 # HDMS ORGIMP-table entries:          0
 # HDMS LOCIMP-table entries:          0
 # HDMS BUILDIMP-table entries:        0
 # HDMS-Update-Actions derived in Comparison phase
 #   PERS-table INSERTs:               6
 #   PERS-table UPDATEs:               0
 #   PERS-table DELETEs:               0
 #   COMPIMP-table INSERTS:            1
 #   ORGIMP-table INSERTS:             5
 #   LOCIMP-table INSERTS:             4
 #   BUILDIMP-table INSERTS:           4
 # Directory-Update-Actions derived in Comparison phase
 #   Update-dependent Reimports:       6
 #   Update-independent Reimports:     0
 # HDMS update statistics:
 #   Successful INSERTs:               20
 #   Unsuccessful INSERTs:             0
 #   Successful UPDATEs:               0
 #   Unsuccessful UPDATEs:             0
 #   Successful DELETEs:               0
 #   Unsuccessful DELETEs:             0
 # Statistics of reimport phase
 #   Reimports discarded:              0
 #   Remaining Reimports:              6
 #   Successful Reimports:             6
 #   Reimport Failures:                0
 24361: FULL-EXPORT in REAL-mode END with SUCCESS.

Here is an example of a failed synchronization task due to a meta directory bind with the
wrong password:

Thu Jul 06 10:52:08 W. Europe Daylight Time 2000
 200: FULL-EXPORT in TRIAL-mode START (Directory -> HDMS).

Thu Jul 06 10:54:39 W. Europe Daylight Time 2000
 228: FULL-EXPORT in TRIAL-mode START (Directory -> HDMS).

Thu Jul 06 10:54:49 W. Europe Daylight Time 2000
 228: FULL-EXPORT in TRIAL-mode ERROR
 MESSAGE: "'obj bind -user {cn=admin,O=PQR} -password {dirxx}
             -address {127.0.0.1:389} -authentication SIMPLE
             -protocol LDAPv3' failed: Invalid credentials."

Thu Jul 06 10:54:49 W. Europe Daylight Time 2000
 228: FULL-EXPORT in TRIAL-mode END with exit code 10.
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Note: Wen determining whether a task has completed successfully, it is not sufficient to
check whether a task has terminated with SUCCESS. Even if a task has been
"successful", there may be entries for which synchronization has failed. Therefore, you
must also look at the statistics (to obtain an overview of the operation) and the related
trace files (for more details).

9.4.3 HDMSAgent Locking Status File
Running more than one HDMSAgent synchronization profile concurrently can lead to
undefined behavior because the multiple HDMSAgent instances are reading and writing
files of the same name during their operation. Consequently, HDMSAgent supports the
creation of a locking status file as a mechanism to prevent concurrent HDMSAgent
instances from running simultaneously.

When an instance of HDMSAgent runs to perform a synchronization task, it first attempts
to create a locking status file with the pathname specified in the status_file profile switch.
If it cannot create the status file, it assumes that another instance of HDMSAgent is
already running, and terminates with exit code 11 (error opening status file). If
HDMSAgent is able to create the locking status file, it then writes status messages to the
file that indicate the progress of the synchronization task. The locking status file exists for
the duration of the synchronization task and is then deleted by the HDMSAgent instance.
You can use the keep_status_file profile switch to direct HDMSAgent to create a copy of
the locking status file at termination; HDMSAgent copies the file to the location specified
in the status_file profile switch and appends its PID to the filename.

Normally, each instance of HDMSAgent that runs deletes the status file when it completes
its execution. However, it is possible for unexpected errors or signals to occur which
terminate HDMSAgent execution before it can delete the status file. Use the
status_file_expiry_time profile switch to define a lifetime for a locking status file.
Defining a lifetime for the locking status file prevents it from becoming a blocking point for
subsequent synchronization tasks if for some reason a previous instance of HDMSAgent
was unable to delete it.

You can disable the HDMSAgent locking status file mechanism by setting the
status_file_expiry_time profile switch to -1.

9.4.4 Synchronization Statistics
HDMSAgent synchronization profiles write synchronization statistics to the journal file and
to the metacp trace file. This section describes the format of the statistics written.

Export Statistics

The HDMSAgent meta directory export procedure writes export statistics to the meta
controller trace file and appends them to the journal file on successful completion of an
export task (or termination of a synchronization task with successful completion of the
export portion). Export statistics consist of sections that report on
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� meta directory entries

� HDMS entries

� derived HDMS updates

� derived Directory updates

� HDMS update statistics

� DMS identifier update statistics

Meta Directory Entry Section

The following table shows the information given in the meta directory entry section.
Field Meaning
# Directory entries: Number of meta directory entries to be

synchronized into HDMS
# Discarded: Number of "invalid" meta directory entries to

be discarded. There are two reasons that
HDMSAgent discards a meta directory entry:
1). The internal procedure "IsValidforExport"
defined in "export.util.tcl". If this procedure is
not customized, this counter will normally be
0. Customizing "IsValidforExport" can be
done for two-step filtering of the entries to be
synchronized (the first step is the search filter
and the second step is the "IsValidforExport"
procedure)
2) The current task is delta export, and the
directory entry has no DMS identifier but is
older than the "last export" time. In this case,
HDMSAgent assumes that a previous
synchronization attempt of the entry into the
HDMS database failed and discards the
entry. The meta controller trace file will
contain notices for such entries.

# Missing in HDMS: Number of meta directory entries with DMS
identifier that are not marked as to be deleted
in HDMS, but do not exist in HDMS. The
meta controller trace file will contain notices
for such entries.

# Deleted in Directory and
HDMS :

Number of meta directory entries with flag
"deleted in HDMS" set to TRUE. The trace
file will contain notices for such entries.
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# To-Be-Deleted, missing
in HDMS:

Number of meta directory entries with a DMS
identifier that are marked as to be deleted in
HDMS, but do not exist in HDMS. The trace-
file will contain notices for such entries.

# Ambiguous in Directory: Number of meta directory entries where the
related HDMS entry has been found by best-
guess match, but where multiple entries have
the same related HDMS entry. The meta
controller trace file will contain notices for
such entries.

# Ambiguous in HDMS: Number of meta directory entries where the
related HDMS entry cannot be determined
uniquely by best-guess match. The meta
controller trace file will contain notices for
such entries.

# Up-to-date in HDMS: Number of meta directory entries where the
related HDMS entry is already up-to-date with
respect to the attributes to be synchronized.

# Required updates by
DMS-ID:

Number of meta directory entries without a
DMS identifier that need to be updated with
one.

Here is an example:

# Directory entries:                  9
 #   Discarded:                        0
 #   Missing in HDMS:                  0
 #   Deleted in Directory and HDMS :   0
 #   To-Be-Deleted, missing in HDMS:   0
 #   Ambiguous in Directory:           0
 #   Ambiguous in HDMS:                0
 #   Up-to-date in HDMS:               3
 #   Required updates by DMS-ID:       3

In this example, 9 meta directory entries have been detected to be synchronized into
HDMS, 3 of them are already up-to-date, 3 of them do not yet have a DMS identifier and
need to be updated with the DMS identifier of the related HDMS entry.

HDMS Entry Section

If HDMSAgent has loaded the PERS table and one or more of its dependent tables
(COMPIMP, ORGIMP, LOCIMP, and BUILDIMP) to examine them for referential integrity,
this section shows the number of entries in each table.

For example:
# HDMS PERS-table entries:            6
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 # HDMS COMPIMP-table entries:         1
 # HDMS ORGIMP-table entries:          5
 # HDMS LOCIMP-table entries:          4
 # HDMS BUILDIMP-table entries:        4

If HDMSAgent does not need to load one or more of these tables (for example, if it
detects only up-to-date entries) the section contains a message that the table has not
been loaded. For example:

# HDMS ORGIMP-table not loaded.

Derived HDMS Updates Section

The derived HDMS Updates section shows the HDMS database update actions that the
HDMSAgent export comparison phase has determined. A counter exists for each action to
be performed in the HDMS database. For example:

# HDMS-Update-Actions derived in Comparision phase
 #   PERS-table INSERTs:               3
 #   PERS-table UPDATEs:               1
 #   PERS-table DELETEs:               2
 #   COMPIMP-table INSERTS:            0
 #   ORGIMP-table INSERTS:             2
 #   LOCIMP-table INSERTS:             0
 #   BUILDIMP-table INSERTS:           0

In this example, HDMSAgent is going to request INSERT of 3 PERS-table entries,
UPDATE of 1 PERS-table entry, and DELETE of 2 PERS-TABLE entries. In addition, two
organizations (ORGIMP table entries) will be created for support of referential integrity.

Derived Meta Directory Updates

The following table shows the information given in the derived meta directory updates
section.

# Update-dependent Reimports: Number of meta directory entry DMS
identifier updates that can only be
performed if the related HDMS INSERT
operations are successful.

# Update-independent Reimports: Number of meta directory entry DMS
identifier updates that can be performed
independently of the HDMS update
phase. (For example, a meta directory
entry without DMS identifier, where the
related HDMS-entry is already up-to-
date).

For example:
# Directory-Update-Actions derived in Comparison phase
 #   Update-dependent Reimports:       3
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 #   Update-independent Reimports:     0

HDMS Update Statistics

This section shows a counter for each HDMS update action that HDMSAgent can perform
and whether or not it succeeded or failed for this synchronization task. The INSERTs are
not counted per-table.

For example:
# HDMS update statistics:
 #   Successful INSERTs:               4
 #   Unsuccessful INSERTs:             1
 #   Successful UPDATEs:               1
 #   Unsuccessful UPDATEs:             0
 #   Successful DELETEs:               2

DMS Identifier Update Statistics

The following table shows the information provided in the DMS Identifier Update section
(called the "re-import phase" in the HDMSAgent control logic.)

# Reimports discarded: Number of DMS identifier updates that
have been derived but which cannot be
performed because the related HDMS-
update operation failed

# Remaining Reimports: The difference between the number of
derived DMS identifier updates and the
number of discarded DMS identifier
updates

# Successful Reimports: Number of successful DMS identifier
updates

# Reimport Failures: Number of failed DMS identifier updates

For example:
# Statistics of reimport phase
 #   Reimports discarded:              1
 #   Remaining Reimports:              2
 #   Successful Reimports:             2
 #   Reimport Failures:                0

Note: The "Reimports discarded" and "Remaining Reimports" categories will be 0 for the
export repair procedure because it only executes the HDMS-update phase and re-import
phase.

Import Statistics

The HDMSAgent meta directory import procedure writes import statistics to the meta
controller trace file and appends them to the journal file on successful completion of an
import task (or termination of a synchronization task with successful completion of the
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import portion). Import statistics consist of sections that report on:

� HDMS entries

� Directory update statistics

HDMS Entries Section

The following table shows the information given in the HDMS entries section.
# HDMS PERS-table entries Number of PERS-table entries that have

been updated (that is, inserted, deleted
or modified in the time interval between
import-last-update-time and the current
time).

# Discarded: Number of "invalid" meta directory
entries to be discarded. The reason for
discarding a meta directory entry is an
internal procedure "IsValidforImport"
defined in "import.util.tcl". If this
procedure is not customized, this counter
will normally be 0. Customizing
"IsValidforExport" can be done to filter
the entries to be synchronized.

# Missing in Directory: Number of not-deleted HDMS entries
without a related meta directory entry.

# Deleted-entries missing in
Directory

Number of deleted HDMS entries without
a related meta directory entry.

# Up-to-date in Directory: Number of HDMS entries where the
related meta directory entry is up-to-date.

For example:
# IMPORT STATISTICS:
 # HDMS PERS-table entries:                 9
 #   Discarded:                             0
 #   Missing in Directory:                  0
 #   Deleted-entries missing in Directory:  0
 #   Up-to-date in Directory:               0

Meta Directory Update Statistics

The meta directory update statistics section provides a counter for each meta directory
update action that the HDMSAgent can perform. For example:

# Meta Directory update statistics
 #   Directory operations:                  9
 #     Successful CREATEs:                  0
 #     Unsuccessful CREATEs:                0
 #     Successful DELETEs:                  0
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 #     Unsuccessful DELETEs:                0
 #     Successful MODIFYs:                  9
 #     Unsuccessful MODIFYs:                0

Import and Export Data File Formats
The import (*.rsp) and export (*.req) data files generated by HDMSAgent use the Hicom
XIE interface request/response format, which is a character-separated untagged data file
format. The Hicom request/response format has the following general characteristics:

� Each PERS entry is composed of 27 attributes (to support HDMS V3.1)

� The pipe character (|) is the attribute delimiter

� A double pipe indicates that the attribute value should not change

� Two pipes separated by a space | | indicates that the attribute value is to be deleted.

See the Hicom DMS 3.1 SA4, Service Manual, Section "Import/Export interface API" for
full details about XIE interface request/response format.

9.5 Import and Export Data File Formats
The import (*.rsp) and export (*.req) data files generated by HDMSAgent use the Hicom
XIE interface request/response format, which is a character-separated untagged data file
format. The Hicom request/response format has the following general characteristics:

� Each PERS entry is composed of 27 attributes (to support HDMS V3.1)

� The pipe character (|) is the attribute delimiter

� A double pipe indicates that the attribute value should not change

� Two pipes separated by a space | | indicates that the attribute value is to be deleted.

See the Hicom DMS 3.1 SA4, Service Manual, Section "Import/Export interface API" for
full details about XIE interface request/response format.

9.6 HDMSAgent Meta Directory Export Procedures
The HDMSAgent is designed to view the meta directory store as the entry owner.
Consequently, the agent's meta directory export procedures can:

� Populate an empty HDMS database by exporting entries from the meta directory store

� Update a populated HDMS database by exporting entries from the meta directory as
follows:

� INSERT an entry into HDMS if a meta directory entry does not correspond to an
entry in HDMS
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� UPDATE an entry in HDMS if a meta directory entry corresponds to an entry in
HDMS. The HDMS entry is then updated by the set of attributes to be
synchronized from the meta directory to HDMS, as specified in the
export_dir_attr_list profile switch

� DELETE an entry in HDMS if the meta directory administrator has marked the
related meta directory entry for deletion in the HDMS database by assigning the
value TRUE to the entry's dxmHDtobedeleted attribute or has moved it to the
subtree specified in the base_obj_for_deleted profile switch

The HDMSAgent export procedure supports the referential integrity of HDMS tables when
creating or modifying HDMS entries. For example, before creating a person (PERS-table
entry) in HDMS with country "DE" and company "PQR", it may be necessary to create a
company (COMPIMP-table entry) "PQR" in country "DE". HDMSAgent can automatically
detect when entries are to be created implicitly before creating or modifying the related
person in the HDMS database. This automatic detection is based on the assumption that
the related HDMS installation is HDMS V3.1. HDMSAgent can automatically update (if
necessary) the related tables COMPIMP-table (for companies). ORGIMP-table (for
organizations), LOCIMP-table (for locations), and BUILDIMP-table (for buildings).

The HDMSAgent export procedure uses an HDMS attribute known as a DMS identifier to
maintain the relationship between HDMS entries and meta directory entries. All HDMS
entries have DMS identifiers, whereas all meta directory entries initially do not have DMS
identifiers. The HDMSAgent meta directory full and delta export procedures link, or "join",
a related HDMS entry with its matching meta directory entry by "re-importing" the HDMS
entry's DMS identifier into the meta directory entry's dxmHDdmsid attribute.

If a meta directory entry does not have a DMS identifier (initially, this is true for all meta
directory entries), the HDMSAgent full export procedure uses a mechanism called "best
guess match" to link meta directory and HDMS entries. With best-guess-match,
HDMSAgent finds a meta directory entry's related HDMS entry by matching it with
attributes that are common to both meta directory and HDMS entries. A related HDMS
entry is one that is identical to the meta directory entry with respect to these common
attributes. The common attributes that HDMSAgent is to use as its best guess match
policy is defined by the bgm_dir_attr and bgm_hdms_attr profile switches.

The HDMSAgent export control logic consists of the following phases:

� Initialization

� Comparison

� HDMS database update

� Meta directory database DMS identifier update

� Cleanup

This section also describes the:
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� Temporary export data files

� Export error files

9.6.1 Initialization Phase
During the initialization phase, the HDMSAgent meta directory export procedure:

� Opens the meta controller trace file specified by the export_trace_file profile switch or
writing

� Connects and binds to the meta directory and the HDMS databases

� Reads its configuration files

The initialization phase is the same for full and delta export synchronization profiles and is
run by both trial-mode and real-mode synchronization profiles.

9.6.2 Comparison Phase
During the comparison phase, the HDMSAgent meta directory export procedure searches
for meta directory entries to be synchronized with HDMS according to the settings of the
following profile switches:

� delete_objects_defined_by_subtree

� base_object_for_existing

� export_filter_for_existing

� base_obj_for_deleted

� export_filter_for_deleted

It then determines the HDMS and meta directory database updates that are required and
stores the HDMS and meta directory update information in the following temporary data
files:

� An HDMS request file of HDMS update actions to be performed on the HDMS
database

� A file of meta directory entries to be updated with DMS identifiers after the HDMS
update has completed

� A file of meta directory entries to be updated with DMS identifiers independently of the
HDMS update phase

These temporary export data files are described in more detail in the "Temporary Export
Data Files" section. When run by a trial mode synchronization profile, the export
procedure saves these files. When run by a real-mode synchronization profile, it uses
these files in the HDMS update and meta directory DMS identifier update phases.

The full and delta export procedures use different processes to obtain the required update
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information. The next sections describe these processes.

Full Export Comparison Process

For each entry in the meta directory search result, the HDMSAgent full export procedure
first evaluates the entry's dxmHDisdeleted attribute. If the entry has been deleted in
HDMS (attribute dxmHDisdeleted = TRUE), the procedure writes this information into the
meta controller trace file.

Next, the procedure reads the complete HDMS PERS table from HDMS and uses the
resulting response file to create two index lists: one that represents the HDMS entries
sorted by DMS identifier and one that represents the entries sorted by the concatenation
of the best-guess match attributes. For each meta directory entry in the meta directory
search result, the HDMSAgent then searches one of the index lists for the related HDMS
entry using either the meta directory's DMS identifier or using best-guess match, if the
entry has no DMS identifier. It then evaluates the results of its search as follows:

� If no HDMS entry matches the meta directory entry and the meta directory entry is to
be deleted in HDMS (its dxmHDtoBeDeleted attribute is set to TRUE), the procedure
determines that no operation for the entry is required.

� If no HDMS entry matches the meta directory entry and the meta directory entry has
no DMS identifier, the procedure:

� builds a related HDMS entry using the attribute mapping rules and creates an
HDMS INSERT action in the temporary export data file for HDMS update requests

� creates an entry in the temporary data file for HDMS-update-dependent DMS
identifier re-imports that the meta directory entry is to be updated with the DMS
identifier created when the HDMS entry is created.

� If no HDMS entry matches the meta directory entry, but the entry has a DMS identifier,
the procedure reports the entry as missing in HDMS in the metacp trace file.

� If more than one HDMS entry matches the meta directory entry, the procedure writes
this information into the metacp trace file

� If exactly one HDMS entry matches the meta directory entry and the meta directory
entry is not to be deleted in HDMS (its dxmHDtoBeDeleted attribute is set to FALSE or
entry is located in the subtree for "existing" entries), the procedure checks whether the
match is also unique in the meta directory database. If it is, the procedure creates an
UPDATE operation for updating the related HDMS entry with the set of meta directory
attributes to be synchronized. If the meta directory entry has no DMS identifier, the
procedure also creates an entry in the temporary data file for HDMS-update-
independent DMS identifier updates indicating that the meta directory entry is to be
updated with the HDMS entry's DMS identifier.

� If exactly one HDMS entry matches the meta directory entry and the meta directory
entry is to be deleted in HDMS (its dxmHDtoBeDeleted attribute is set to TRUE or the
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entry is located in the subtree for "deleted" entries), the procedure checks whether the
match is also unique in the meta directory database. If it is, the procedure creates a
DELETE operation for deleting the related HDMS entry.

Delta Export Comparison Process

For delta export of meta directory entries, HDMSAgent reads the "last export" timestamp
file specified in the exportLastUpd profile switch and compares this value with the meta
directory entry's create-timestamp or modify-timestamp attribute values. The agent
exports only those entries whose create- or modify-timestamp values fall within the
interval between the time of last export and the time the synchronization task started. If
the "last export" timestamp file does not exist, HDMSAgent exports only those entries
whose create- or modify-timestamp values are more recent than the time the
synchronization task started.

The delta export comparison logic assumes that the meta directory entries and HDMS
entries have already been "joined" through the DMS identifier exchange. Consequently,
for meta directory entries without a DMS identifier, the HDMSAgent evaluates the
creation-timestamp of the meta directory entry (no best-guess-match is performed).
Entries whose creation-timestamp are more recent than the "last export" timestamp
generate an INSERT in HDMS. Entries whose creation-timestamp is older than the "last
export" timestamp are assumed to have a DMS identifier from previous synchronization
cycles. The HDMSAgent discards these entries (old creation-timestamp and no DMS
identifier) and reports this action in the trace file.

9.6.3 HDMS Database Update Phase
The real-mode export synchronization profiles run an HDMS database update phase that
consists of the following steps:

� Updating the HDMS database (via the Hicom XIE import/export program) with the
information in the HDMS request file generated in the comparison phase

� Simultaneously evaluating:

� the HDMS response file returned by the Hicom XIE import/export program

� the temporary data file of HDMS-update-dependent meta directory DMS identifier
updates generated during the comparison phase

The export procedure then processes the results of this evaluation as follows:

� Writes the records in the HDMS request file that caused HDMS update errors into an
HDMS request file that can be used for a subsequent HDMS database update using
the repair export synchronization profile once the records in the file have been
corrected.
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� Appends entries in the temporary data file for HDMS-update-dependent meta directory
DMS identifier updates for which the related HDMS update was successful to the
temporary file for HDMS-independent DMS identifier updates

� Writes the entries in the temporary data file for HDMS-update-dependent meta
directory DMS identifier updates for which the related HDMS update failed to an
export error file that can be used for subsequent meta directory DMS identifier
updates using the repair export synchronization profile once the errors have been
corrected.

The "Temporary Export Error Files" section describes these files in more detail.

9.6.4 Meta Directory DMS Identifier Update Phase
The real-mode export synchronization profiles run a meta directory DMS identifier update
phase that consists of the following steps:

� Reading the temporary data file for HDMS update-independent DMS identifier updates
(which was possibly modified during the HDMS update phase with HDMS update-
dependent DMS identifier update information)

� Modifies (with the metacp meta modifyentry operation) the meta directory entries listed
in the temporary data file with the DMS identifiers contained in the file.

The export procedure then writes information about any meta directory entries that it fails
to update with a DMS identifier to an export error file that can be used for subsequent
meta directory DMS identifier updates using the repair export synchronization profile once
the errors have been corrected. The "Export Error Files" section describes this file in more
detail.

9.6.5 Cleanup Phase
The cleanup phase for the HDMSAgent export procedures consists of the following steps:

� Writing statistics to the meta controller trace file and the journal file (real-mode
synchronization profiles only)

� Updating the "last export" timestamp file with the approximate start time of the export
procedure (real-mode synchronization profiles only)

� Deleting the temporary files that HDMSAgent has created (for example, removing the
locking status file)

9.6.6 Temporary Export Data Files
The HDMSAgent export procedure creates the following temporary export data files after
it completes its comparison phase:
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� An HDMS request file with the path and prefix specified in the dump_file profile switch
that contains the HDMS database update actions to be performed. Each entry in this
file has the format:

Request_ID;HDMS_update_action

where Request_ID is an integer starting with 1 that HDMSAgent uses to identify each
update action in sequence and HDMS_update_action is the update action to be
performed, in HiCom XIE HDMS request file format; refer to the HDMS XIE import/export
program documentation for a description of this format. For example:

1;INSERT;COMPIMP;|DE|PQR||| 2;INSERT;ORGIMP;|DE|PQR|D1|||
3;INSERT;LOCIMP;|Munich||||
4;INSERT;BUILDIMP;|Munich|BUILDING1||
5;INSERT;PERS;|DE|PQR|D1|||Miller||John|Mr.||Munich|BUILDING1|2
8555|||||||||||||Z1|

� A file of meta directory entries that do not have DMS identifiers, but where the
identifiers will be known only after the HDMS update has been performed
(install_path/HDMSAgent/data/export-dn-dmsid-tmp.txt). The format is:

Request_ID|distinguished_name|-1

where Request_ID is the identifier that HDMSAgent uses to store the relationship between
an entry in the file and the related HDMS update action, distinguished_name is the
distinguished name of the meta directory entry, and -1 indicates that the DMS identifier
comes from the HDMS database (and will be known only after the update (INSERT)
operation is performed); for example, when the agent creates the entry in the HDMS
database. For example:

5|cn=Miller John,ou=Development,ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR|-1|
9|cn=Müller Heinz,ou=Development2,ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR|-1|
10|cn=Moreau Jacques,ou=Development,ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR|-
1| 14|cn=Mayer Samantha,ou=Sales,ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR|-1|
18|cn=Johnson Joan,ou=Sales,ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR|-1|
20|cn=O'Brian James/Jim,ou=Sales,ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR|-1|

This file represents the meta directory entries for which a DMS identifier attribute from an
HDMS entry is to be added, provided that the related HDMS INSERT operation is
successful. For example, the HDMSAgent updates the meta directory entry

cn=Miller John,ou=Development,ou=people-hdms-demo,o=PQR

with the DMS identifier of the HDMS entry represented by request 5 in the HDMS request
file, provided that the HDMS XIE interface is able to perform request 5 successfully.

� A file that contains the distinguished names of directory entries that need to be
updated with DMS identifiers, where the DMS identifier is already known (that is, it is
not dependent on an HDMS update action). (install_path/HDMSAgent/data/export-
dn-dmsid.txt). The format is:
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Request_ID|distinguished_name|DSN_identifier

where Request_ID is the identifier that HDMSAgent uses to store the relationship between
an entry in the file and the related HDMS update action. The value -1 in the Request_ID
field indicates that there is no related HDMS update action to be performed; that is, the
HDMS entry is up-to-date, but the corresponding meta directory entry needs a DMS
identifier. distinguished_name is the distinguished name of the meta directory entry, and
DMS_identifier is the DMS identifier of the related HDMS entry. For example:

5|cn=Miller John,ou=Development,ou=people-hdms-
demo,o=PQR|23142|

9.6.7 Export Error Files
The real-mode export synchronization profiles create the following types of error files after
they complete the HDMS update and meta directory DMS identifier update phases:

� A file that contains all of the meta directory entries that caused errors during the HDMS
database update, in HiCom XIE request-file format. The pathname is

install_path/HDMSAgent/data/export.hdms.err.req.

� A file that reports the meta directory entry DMS identifier update operations that
HDMSAgent was unable to perform (that is, the metacp meta modifyentry
operations that failed). The pathname is
opt/dirx/dirxmetahub/HDMSAgent/data/export-dn-dmsid-reimport-err.txt. This file
has the same format as the temporary data file for HDMS-update-independent DMS
identifier updates described in the "Export Data Files" section.

� A file that reports all directory entries for which a DMS update operation could not be
performed because the related HDMS update action could not be performed in the
HDMS database. The pathname is install_path/HDMSAgent/data/export-dn-dmsid-
err.txt. This file has the same format as the temporary data file for HDMS-update-
independent DMS identifier updates described in the "Export Data Files" section.

These files are input for the export repair synchronization profile (Repair_Load_DMS.tcl).
You can use the export repair synchronization profile to run the meta directory export
procedure again on these entries after first fixing the problems reported in these files.

9.7 HDMSAgent Meta Directory Import Procedures
The HDMSAgent is designed to view the meta directory store as the entry owner.
Consequently, the HDMSAgent meta directory import procedure can import HDMS entries
into a populated meta directory database as follows:

� Entries that have been deleted in HDMS are synchronized with the meta directory by
modifying the corresponding meta directory entry's "deleted in HDMS"
(dxmHDisDeleted) attribute to TRUE; the meta directory administrator must then
explicitly delete the entry.
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� Entries that have not been deleted in HDMS are synchronized with the meta directory
by updating the corresponding meta directory entry's attributes with the attributes that
are to be synchronized from HDMS into the meta directory.

The HDMSAgent does not support the population of an empty meta directory from a non-
empty HDMS database.

The HDMSAgent import control logic consists of the following phases:

� Initialization

� Comparison/update

� Cleanup

9.7.1 Initialization Phase
During the initialization phase, the HDMSAgent meta directory import procedure performs
the following operations:

� Opens the meta controller trace file specified in the import_trace_file profile switch
for writing

� Reads the "last import" timestamp file specified in the importLastUpdFile profile
switch to obtain the time of the last import from the HDMS database into the meta
directory database.

9.7.2 Comparison/Update Phase
The comparison/update phase consists of the following steps:

� Retrieving the HDMS PERS entries from the HDMS database through a
SELECT_UPDATES statement in an HDMS request file

� Connecting to the meta directory

� Determining the meta directory operation to perform to import the HDMS entry

For full export of HDMS PERS entries into the meta directory, HDMSAgent SELECTs
those HDMS PERS entries whose last-update-time values are older than the time of last
import. For delta import of HDMS PERS entries into the meta directory, the agent
SELECTs only those PERS entries whose last-update-time values fall within the interval
between the time of last import and the time the import synchronization task started. If the
"last import" timestamp file does not exist, HDMSAgent SELECTs only those entries
whose last-update-time values are more recent than the time the synchronization task
started.

HDMSAgent creates the HDMS request file

install_path/HDMSAgent/data/import.hdms.dxf.req

and invokes the XIE program which writes the HDMS entries to be imported into the
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HDMS response file

install_path/HDMSAgent/data/import.hdms.dxf.rsp

When run by a trial mode synchronization profile, the import procedure saves this file.
When run by a real-mode synchronization profile, it uses this file in the HDMS entry import
process.

For each HDMS entry contained in the HDMS response file, the HDMSAgent import
process determines the meta directory operation as follows:

� Searches the meta directory entries by DMS identifier to find the entry that matches
the HDMS entry. If it finds more than one match, the import procedure writes this
information into the meta controller trace file.

� Performs a meta directory "delete" action or a "modify" action, depending on whether
the HDMS entry has been deleted in the HDMS database (the related HDMS action
INSERT/UPDATE/DELETE is part of the first field of the XIE record).

For a "delete" action, the import procedure performs a meta directory meta modifyentry
operation that removes all of the attributes specified in the import_dir_attr_list profile
switch except for the entry's DMS identifier and sets the entry's dxmHDisDeleted attribute
to TRUE.

For a "modify" action, the import procedure performs a meta directory meta modifyentry
operation that updates all of the attributes specified in the the import_dir_attr_list profile
switch with the values in the HDMS entry.

If the import procedure is run in trial mode and the test_mapping_only profile switch is
set to TRUE, the import procedure runs a mapping phase and generates mapping
information in the meta controller trace file instead of searching and modifying the meta
directory entries.

9.7.3 Cleanup Phase
The cleanup phase for the HDMSAgent import procedures consist of the following steps:

� Writing import statistics to the meta controller trace file and the journal file (real-mode
synchronization profiles only)

� Updating the "last import " timestamp file with the approximate start time of the import
procedure (real-mode synchronization profiles only)

� Cleanup operations

9.8 HDMSAgent Exit Codes
An exit code of 0 indicates "SUCCESSFUL" execution of a task. The exit codes shown in
the following table indicate HDMSAgent errors that generate an error message in the
journal file or on standard error if the journal file cannot be opened.
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Exit Code Description
10 (From HDMSAgent view) A serious error occurred

during the execution of a command. Reason: A
command specified in the synchronization profile
scripts has failed.

11 error opening status file
12 error removing status file
13 problems during interaction with HDMS
15 Serious error or HDMS-Agent-internal problem.

Consult journal file and trace-file(s) for diagnosing the
problem.

Any other non-zero exit code, especially one of the metacp exit codes described in the
DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference, indicates a problem that is likely to be related to
problems with HDMSAgent customization or problems with the environment setup and is
a blocking point for the successful execution of a task.

9.9 Local and Remote HDMS Access
HDMSAgent can operate on a local HDMS database or on a remote HDMS database.
This section describes how to set up for:

� Local HDMS access

� Remote HDMS access

9.9.1 Setting Up for Local HDMS Access
To set up HDMSAgent for co-located operation with an HDMS database:

1. Set the remote_hdms profile switch in the agent.hdms.var.tcl configuration file to
FALSE (the default value) to indicate co-located operation.

2. Specify the name of the HDMS XIE import/export program that HDMSAgent is to use
in the dmsieproc_program_name profile switch in the agent.hdms.var.tcl
configuration file (the default name is "dmsieproc"). If the user account that is to run
HDMSAgent does not specify the location of the HDMS XIE import/export program in
its PATH environment variable, specify the full path of the program. For example:
set dmsieproc_program_name "/home/cserver/dmsie/bin/dmsieproc"

3. Ensure that the user account that is to run HDMSAgent has the permissions to call the
HDMS XIE import/export program and has the permissions to manage the related
tables PERS, COMPIMP, LOCIMP, BUILDIMP, ORGIMP using the XIE program.

You can test your setup by running the HDMS XIE import/export program on the
command line.
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9.9.2 Setting Up for Remote HDMS Access
To set up HDMSAgent for remote operation with an HDMS database:

1. Set the following profile switches in the agent.hdms.var.tcl configuration file:

� Set the remote_hdms profile switch to TRUE to indicate remote operation.

� In the remote_account profile switch, specify the account on the machine running
the remote HDMS database that HDMSAgent is to use to access the HDMS
database. The specified account must be a Reliant UNIX account that has the
appropriate permissions for managing the related tables PERS, COMPIMP,
LOCIMP, BUILDIMP, and ORGIMP using the XIE import/export program.

� In the remote_host profile switch, specify the network address of the machine on
which the remote HDMS database is running.

� In the remote_dsmieproc_program_name profile switch, specify the path to the
"remote_hdms" script relative to the home directory of the account specified in the
remote_account profile switch. (HDMSAgent runs the "remote_hdms" script to
access the remote HDMS database through the XIE program interface.)

� In the remote_subdir profile switch, specify the subdirectory on the machine
running the remote HDMS database that the "remote_hdms" script is to use for
exchanging HDMS XIE request and response files.

2. Copy (using ftp, for example) the "remote_hdms" shell script from the HDMSAgent
installation to the subdirectory specified in the remote_subdir profile switch relative
the remote account specified by the remote_account profile switch.

3. Edit the copied "remote_hdms" script to ensure that:

� the DMS_DIR variable setting specified in the script matches the full pathname of
the HDMS XIE import/export program on the remote HDMS installation

� the DATA_DIR variable setting specified in the script matches the setting in the
remote_subdir profile switch

4. Ensure that the account that runs HDMSAgent on the local system has the rights to
run rcp and rsh to access the remote system.

For example, suppose that HDMSAgent runs on system host1 from the account
metauser and host1 has the network address ip1. Suppose you want to configure
HDMSAgent for interaction with HDMS V3.1 on host2, network address ip2.

First, perform the following steps on host2:

1. Create an account hdmsuser and grant it full access rights to manage the related
tables PERS, COMPIMP, LOCIMP, BUILDIMP, ORGIMP using XIE (or use an existing
account that has these rights).

2. Log in as hdmsuser.
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3. Edit the .rhosts file in the hdmsuser home directory to grant metauser on host1 rsh,
rcp and ftp access (by creating an entry ip1 metauser in the .rhosts file).

4. Create the subdirectories req and bin.

Next, perform the following steps on host1:

1. Copy (via ftp) the "remote_hdms" shell script from the HDMSAgent installation into the
/bin subdirectory of the hdmsuser home directory.

2. In the agent.hdms.var.tcl configuration file:

� Set the remote_hdms profile switch to TRUE.

� Set the remote_account profile switch to hdmsuser.

� Set the remote_subdir profile switch to req (the default).

� Set the remote_host profile switch to ip2.

� Set the remote_dmsieproc_program_name profile switch to bin/remote_hdms (the
default).

Finally, edit the "remote_hdms" shell script on host2 to ensure that:

� The DMS_DIR variable setting (which represents the full pathname to the directory in
which the HDMS XIE import/export program is located) matches the full pathname
that exists on the remote HDMS installation

� The DATA_DIR variable setting matches the remote_subdir profile switch setting in
the agent.hdms.var.tcl configuration file on host1.

Siemens recommends that you test your setup by running rcp, rsh, and "remote_hdms"
by hand, as shown in the following example:

1. On host1, remote copy (rcp) a file on the remote host into the req subdirectory of
hdmsuser's home directory:
rcp xxx hdmsuser@<ip2>:req (if host1 is a UNIX host)

rcp xxx <ip2>.hdmsuser:req (if host1 is Windows NT host)

2. On host1, remote copy (rcp) a file from host2 that exists in the req subdirectory of
hdmsuser's home directory but that does not exist in your current working directory:
rcp hdmsuser@<host2>:req/xxx . (if host1 is a UNIX host)

rcp hdmsuser@<host2>:req/xxx . (if host1 is a Windows NT host)

3. On host1, run a remote execution (rsh) of a simple command. For example:
rsh ip2 -l hdmsuser ls -l req

4. On host2:

1. Log in as hdmsuser and create an HDMS request file $HOME/req/xxx.req with
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the following contents and no leading white spaces:
# HDMS Call: xxx.req 1;SELECT * FROM COMPIMP #@

2. Change directory to the hdmsuser home directory.

3. On the command line, type bin/remote_hdms.

4. On the command line, type echo$? to check the exit code. On success, the exit
code is 0 and the file $HOME/req/xxx.rsp should exist with the contents:

# HDMS Call: xxx.req; 2000-03-22 14:00:13.00 #1;1
38500|DE|PQR|||| #@

or (if the HDMS database is empty):
# HDMS Call: xxx.req; 2000-03-22 14:00:13.00 #1;0 #@

You can also test your setup by running one of the trial-mode HDMSAgent synchronization
profiles.
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Chapter

10
10 Siemens DS-Win Meta Agent

DSWinAgent is the DirXmetahub meta agent that performs directory synchronization
between a Siemens DS-Win Electronic Telephone Directory database and a meta
directory store. DSWinAgent consists of two components:

� The ODBCExp and ODBCImp meta agents

� The DSWinAgent export (DSWinExport.tcl) and import (DSWinImport.tcl)
synchronization profiles

These components work together to perform the following synchronization tasks:

� Full or delta export of DS-Win Subscriber table entries, which are then imported into a
meta directory database; this process is called "DS-Win export"

� Full or delta export of meta directory entries, which are then imported into a DS-Win
database; this process is called "DS-Win import"

DSWinAgent can also:

� Generate an import error file that records all meta directory entries that it fails to import
into the DS-Win database

� Generate a log file (for tracing)

The following figure illustrates the DSWinAgent components.
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Figure 16: DSWinAgent Components

This section describes:

� The DSWinAgent command sequence for DS-Win export operations

� The DSWinAgent command sequence for DS-Win import operations

� DSWinAgent configuration files for DS-Win export and DS-Win import operations

� The DS-Win export and DS-Win import data file formats

� The DS-Win export procedures

� The DS-Win import procedures

� The trace files generated by DSWinAgent components

10.1 DS-Win Export Commands
The DS-Win export command sequence consists of:

1. Invoking ODBCAgentExp to export DS-Win entries into an export data file

2. Invoking the DS-Win export synchronization profile DSWinExport.tcl to map the DS-
Win entries and attributes to be synchronized to meta directory entries and attributes
and import them into the meta directory store

The DSWinAgent installation provides the following Windows NT batch files for running
the DS-Win export operation automatically at scheduled intervals using the Windows NT
at command:
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� FromDSWin.bat - contains the calls to ODBCAgentExp and DSWinExport.tcl

� StartScheduleSync.bat - adds entries to the Windows NT at command to run
FromDSWin.bat every five minutes between 6:00 and 20:00

� StopScheduleSync.bat - removes the Windows NT at entries for running
FromDSWin.bat

You can customize these batch jobs to your site requirements (for example, to run
FromDSWin.bat just once a day).

This section describes the command line formats for:

� ODBCAgentExp

� DSWinExport.tcl

10.1.1 ODBCAgentExp Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke ODBCAgentExp for DS-Win export is as follows:

ODBCAgentExp -f configuration_file -o data_file

Where configuration_file is the full pathname of the ODBC agent configuration file for DS-
Win synchronization (DSWin.ini) and data_file is the full pathname for the export data file
to be generated. For example:

ODBCAgentExp -f C:\Program
Files\DirXmetahub\DSWinAgent\DSWin.ini
 -o C:\Program Files\DirXmetahub\DSWinAgent\DSDir\DumpDS.txt

See the "ODBCAgentExp Command Line Format" section (under "ODBC Meta Agent") for
a complete description of ODBCAgentExp command line syntax.

Note that the pathname specified in data_file must match the setting in the
DSWinExport.tcl profile switch ds_win_data_file. The previous example shows the
default setting for this profile switch.

10.1.2 DS-Win Export Synchronization Profile Command Line Format
You run the DS-Win export synchronization profile from the meta controller metacp
program. The command syntax is:

metacp DSWinAgent_sync_profile

where DSWinAgent_sync_profile is the full pathname to the DSWinExport.tcl
synchronization profile from the DirXmetahub installation directory:

metacp C:\Program
Files\DirXmetahub\DSWinAgent\DSDir\DSWinExport.tcl
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10.2 DS-Win Import Commands
The DS-Win import command sequence consists of:

1. Invoking the DS-Win import synchronization profile DSWinImport.tcl to export and
map the meta directory entries and attributes to be synchronized to DS-Win entries
and attributes.

2. Invoking the ODBCAgentImp meta agent to import the mapped meta directory entries
into the DS-Win database

The DSWinAgent installation provides the Windows NT batch file ToDSWin.bat for
running the DS-Win import operation automatically with the DirX LDIF agreement post-
processing function.

This section describes the command line formats for:

� DSWinImport.tcl

� ODBCAgentImp

10.2.1 DS-Win Import Synchronization Profile Command Line Format
You run the DS-Win import synchronization profile from the meta controller metacp
program. The command syntax is:

metacp DSWinAgent_sync_profile

where DSWinAgent_sync_profile is the full pathname to the DSWinImport.tcl
synchronization profile from the DirXmetahub installation directory:

metacp C:\Program
Files\DirXmetahub\DSWinAgent\DirDS\DSWinImport.tcl

10.2.2 ODBCAgentImp Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke ODBCAgentImp for DS-Win import is as follows:

ODBCAgentImp -f configuration_file -i data_file

Where configuration_file is the full pathname of the ODBC agent configuration file for DS-
Win synchronization (DSWin.ini) and data_file is the full pathname of the import data file
(generated by the DS-Win import synchronization file) that contains the data to be
imported into the DS-Win database. For example:

ODBCAgentImp -f C:\Program
Files\DirXmetahub\DSWinAgent\DSWin.ini
 -o C:\Program Files\DirXmetahub\DSWinAgent\DSDir\LoadDS.txt

See the "ODBCAgentImp Command Line Format" section (under "ODBC Meta Agent") for
a complete description of ODBCAgentImp command line syntax.

Note that the pathname specified in data_file must match the setting in the
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DSWinImport.tcl profile switch dswin_data_file. The previous example shows the default
setting for this profile switch.

10.3 Configuration Files
DSWinAgent provides the following files for configuring the DS-Win export and DS-Win
import operations:

� The ODBC meta agent configuration file DSWin.ini - controls the ODBC meta agent
import and export operations to and from the DS-Win database

� The DS-Win export mapping rule file DSWinExportMap.tcl - controls the attribute
mapping procedure that the DSWinAgent export synchronization profile uses for DS-
Win export (export from the DS-Win database into the meta directory store)

� The DS-Win import mapping rule file DSWinImportMap.tcl - controls the attribute
mapping procedure that the DSWinAgent import synchronization profile uses for DS-
Win import (export from the meta directory store into the DS-Win database)

All of these files are set up to support a default meta directory-DS-Win synchronization
environment. In general, you must customize these files to support the requirements of
your DS-Win-meta directory synchronization operations. Siemens recommends that you
create backup versions of these files before modifying them to your requirements.

10.3.1 ODBC Meta Agent Configuration File
The DSWinAgent installation provides an ODBC meta agent configuration file named
DSWin.ini for controlling ODBCAgentExp export operations during DS-Win export and
controlling ODBCAgentImp import operations during DS-Win import. The DSWin.ini
configuration file is set up to support a default DS-Win export and DS-Win import
synchronization configuration and will likely need to be customized to support your meta-
directory-DSWin synchronization requirements. The DSWin.ini configuration file uses the
configuration file format required by the ODBC meta agents.

See the "Configuration File Format" section (under "ODBC Meta Agent") for a complete
description of this file format and its configuration field syntax.

10.3.2 DS-Win Export Mapping Rule File
The DS-Win export synchronization profile (DSWinExport.tcl) performs attribute mapping
during DS-Win export to map DS-Win attributes to meta directory attributes. The DS-Win
export synchronization profile requires that export mapping rules are defined for it so that
it "knows" how to map from DS-Win attributes to meta directory attributes. The mapping
rules for the DS-Win export synchronization profile are defined in the
DSWinExportMap.tcl file. Each mapping rule has the format:

set x500_rh(dir_attribute) $dswin_rh(dswin_attribute)

where:
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� x500_rh represents the target meta directory entry

� dir_attribute is the LDAPv3 name of a meta directory attribute and is defined in the
meta directory attribute configuration file (ldapattr.cfg)

� dswin_rh represents a source DS-Win entry

� dswin_attribute is a valid abbreviation for DS-Win attribute and is defined in the DS-
Win attribute configuration file (dswin_subs_attr.cfg)

For example, the export mapping rule:
set x500_rh(postalCode) $dswin_rh(ADDR)]

associates the meta directory attribute with the LDAP name postalCode with the DS-Win
attribute Address, which is represented by the abbreviation ADDR. The following table
shows the default mapping of DS-Win attributes to meta directory attributes.

DS-Win Field Name Meta Directory
Attribute

Mapping

Subscriber.Counter dxmDSWinCounter
Subscriber.Partition location
Subscriber.Company organization
Subscriber.FirstName givenName
Subscriber.LastName surname
Subscriber.Sortname commonName
Subscriber.Title title
Subscriber.Salutation initials

one-to-one mapping

Subscriber.Organizatio
n

organizationalUnit Each of the value parts
is treated as a separate
org unit

Subscriber.IntCountry First part of the internal
telephone number

Subscriber.IntAreaCod
e

Second part of the
internal telephone
number

Subscriber.IntNetCode Third part of the
internal telephone
number

Subscriber.IntExtensio
n

telephoneNumber

Fourth part of the
internal telephone
number

Subscriber.IntTieNum dxmDSWinIntTieNum one-to-one mapping
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Subscriber.AltCountry First part of the
alternate telephone
number

Subscriber.AltAreaCod
e

Second part of the
alternate telephone
number

Subscriber.AltNetCode Third part of the
alternate telephone
number

Subscriber.AltExtensio
n

dxmDSWinAltTelNum

Fourth part of the
alternate telephone
number

Subscriber.AltTieNum dxmDSWinAltTieNum one-to-one mapping
Subscriber.MobCountry First part of the mobile

telephone number
Subscriber.MobAreaCo
de

Second part of the
mobile telephone
number

Subscriber.MobNetCod
e

Third part of the mobile
telephone number

Subscriber.MobExtensi
on

mobile

Fourth part of the
mobile telephone
number

Subscriber.FaxCountry First part of the fax
telephone number

Subscriber.FaxAreaCo
de

Second part of the fax
telephone number

Subscriber.FaxNetCod
e

Third part of the fax
telephone number

Subscriber.FaxExtensi
on

facsimileTelephoneNu
mber

Fourth part of the fax
telephone number

Subscriber.FaxTieNum dxmDSWinFaxTieNum
Subscriber.Address postalCode
Subscriber.Building houseIdentifier
Subscriber.Room roomNumber
Subscriber.Info description
Subscriber.Email mail
Subscriber.Text1 dxmDSWinText1
Subscriber.Text2 dxmDSWinText2
Subscriber.Text3 dxmDSWinText3

one-to-one mapping
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Address.Street postalAddress (1st part)
Address.Location street
Address.City postalAddress (3rd part)
Address.ZipCode postalAddress (2nd

part)

one-to-one mapping,
use at best for initial
export only, since there
is no synchronization
back to DS-Win

10.3.3 DS-Win Import Mapping Rule File
The DS-Win import synchronization profile performs attribute mapping during DS-Win
import to map meta directory attributes to DS-Win attributes. The synchronization profile
requires that import mapping rules are defined for it so that it "knows" how to map from
meta directory attributes to DS-Win attributes. The mapping rules for the DSWinImport.tcl
synchronization profile are defined in the DSWinImportMap.tcl file. Each mapping rule
has the format:

set dswin_rh(dswin_attribute) $x500_eh(dir_attribute) ]

where:

� dswin_rh represents a potential target DS-Win entry

� dswin_attribute is a valid abbreviation for an DS-Win attribute and is defined in the DS-
Win attribute configuration file (dswin_subs_attr.cfg)

� x500_eh represents the source entry coming from the meta directory

� dir_attribute is an LDAPv3 name for a meta directory attribute and is defined in the
meta directory store attribute configuration file (ldapattr.cfg)

For example, the DS-Win import mapping rule
set dswin_rh(ADDR) $x500_eh(postalCode)

associates the DS-Win "Address" attribute (referred to by the abbreviation ADDR) with the
meta directory attribute postalCode.

An empty value ("") in dir_attribute indicates that the related attribute will be deleted in DS-
Win. The following table shows the default mapping of DS-Win attributes to meta directory
attributes.
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Meta Directory
Attribute

DS-Win Field Name Mapping

dxmDSWinCounter Subscriber.Counter
location Subscriber.Partition
organization Subscriber.Company
givenName Subscriber.FirstName
surname Subscriber.LastName
commonName Subscriber.Sortname
title Subscriber.Title
initials Subscriber.Salutation

one-to-one mapping

organizationalUnit Subscriber.Organization The separate org units
are combined to a single
value

Subscriber.IntCountry
Subscriber.IntAreaCode
Subscriber.IntNetCode

telephoneNumber

Subscriber.IntExtension

The attribute value will
be split off according to
the contained spaces. If
the spaces are missing,
the whole number is
stored into the
Subscriber.IntNetCode
field.

dxmDSWinIntTieNum Subscriber.IntTieNum one-to-one mapping
Subscriber.AltCountry
Subscriber.AltAreaCode
Subscriber.AltNetCode

dxmDSWinAltTelNum

Subscriber.AltExtension

The attribute value will
be split off according to
the contained spaces. If
the spaces are missing,
the whole number is
stored into the
Subscriber.IntAltCode
field.

dxmDSWinAltTieNum Subscriber.AltTieNum one-to-one mapping
Subscriber.MobCountry
Subscriber.MobAreaCod
e
Subscriber.MobNetCode

mobile

Subscriber.MobExtensio
n

The attribute value is
split off according to the
contained spaces. If the
spaces are missing, the
entire number is stored
in the
Subscriber.IntAltCode
field.
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Subscriber.FaxCountry
Subscriber.FaxAreaCod
e
Subscriber.FaxNetCode

facsimileTelephoneNum
ber

Subscriber.FaxExtension

The attribute value is
split off according to the
contained spaces. If the
spaces are missing, the
entire number is stored
into the
Subscriber.FaxNetCode
field.

dxmDSWinFaxTieNum Subscriber.FaxTieNum
houseIdentifier Subscriber.Building
roomNumber Subscriber.Room
description Subscriber.Info
mail Subscriber.Email
dxmDSWinText1 Subscriber.Text1
dxmDSWinText2 Subscriber.Text2
dxmDSWinText3 Subscriber.Text3
postalCode Subscriber.Address

one-to-one mapping

postalAddress (1st part)
postalAddress (2nd part)
postalAddress (3rd part)
street

No resynchronization

10.4 Export and Import File Format
For DS-Win export, ODBCAgentExp generates an export data file in the format described
in the "Import and Export Data File Format" section (under "ODBC Meta Agent"). For DS-
Win import, the DSWinAgent import synchronization profile generates an import data file
in the format described in the "Import and Export File Format" section (under "ODBC Meta
Agent").

10.5 DS-Win Export Procedure
The DSWinAgent is designed to view the meta directory store as the entry owner.
Consequently, the meta directory store masters Subscriber table entry creation and
administration. The DS-Win database can be set up to master the modification of
telephone numbers, or it can be set up to be read-only, with updates occurring only from a
DS-Win import procedure.

The DS-Win export procedure consists of two steps:

1. Running ODBCAgentExp to generate the export data file of DS-Win subscriber table
entries
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2. Running the DSWinAgent synchronization profile to map the DS-Win attributes to
meta directory attributes and import the DS-Win entries in the data file to the meta
directory

ODBCAgentExp initially performs a full export of the DS-Win Subscriber table as follows:

� It exports the Subscriber table attributes specified in the attributes section of the
DSWin.ini configuration file

� It exports Subscriber attributes using a simple SQL statement that includes a join of
the Subscriber and Address tables (address data such as ZIP code, city and street are
merged with the Subscriber Person entry attributes). This statement is defined in the
export section fields of the DSWin.ini configuration file

ODBCAgentExp performs subsequent delta exports of the DS-Win Subscriber table using
the process described in the "ODBCAgentExp Delta Export Process" section (under
"ODBC Meta Agent"). For DS-Win delta exports, ODBCAgentExp uses the Counter
attribute (Subscriber.Counter) as the key that uniquely identifies a DS-Win entry.

The DSWinAgent export synchronization profile maps the DS-Win attributes in the export
data file to meta directory attributes according to the export mapping rules defined in the
DSWinExportMap.tcl file and then uses this file as the source for importing the DS-Win
entries into the meta directory store.

For each DS-Win entry in the export data file, the DSWinAgent export synchronization
profile does the following:

� Searches the meta directory for a distinguished name that matches the DS-Win entry
name. The export synchronization profile constructs the distinguished name from the
attribute mapping performed for the entry and searches only from the base object
defined in the x500_base_object synchronization profile switch.

� If the profile finds a matching meta directory entry and the change mode specified for
the entry in the export data file is "modify", it updates the meta directory entry with the
DS-Win attributes. If the change mode specified for the entry is "delete", the
synchronization profile deletes the meta directory entry.

� If the synchronization profile does not find a matching meta directory entry using the
constructed distinguished name, it searches the meta directory for an entry whose
dxmDSWinCounter attribute value matches the DS-Win Subscriber.Counter value in
the export data file entry. If a match is found, the synchronization profile renames the
meta directory entry and updates its attributes with the DS-Win values supplied in the
export data file entry. If it does not find a matching Counter value, the synchronization
profile creates a new meta directory entry. It also automatically creates any required
superior entries using the information in the x500_superior synchronization profile
switch.

� If the export synchronization profile finds more than one meta directory entry that
matches the DS-Win entry, it writes this information to the meta controller trace file.
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10.6 DS-Win Import Procedure
As stated in the DSWinAgent import procedure section, the DSWinAgent is designed to
view the meta directory store as the entry owner. Consequently, the meta directory store
masters Subscriber table entry creation and administration. The DS-Win database can be
set up to master the modification of telephone numbers, or it can be set up to be read-
only, with updates occurring only from a DS-Win import procedure.

The DS-Win import procedure consists of two steps:

� Running the DSWinAgent import synchronization profile to map entries exported from
the meta directory store into a data file formatted for the ODBCAgentImp import
procedure

� Running the ODBCAgentImp to import the meta directory entries into the DS-Win
database

The meta directory store can be set up to generate full and delta export of meta directory
person entries into an LDIF-formatted data file using an LDIF agreement. The server
initially performs a full export into a file in LDIF-content format, then subsequently
performs delta exports of entries that have changed since the last export run into a file in
LDIF-change format. See the chapter in the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference
entitled "Directory Data File Formats" for a description of LDIF file formats.

The post-processing function of the LDIF agreement starts the DSWinAgent import
synchronization profile, which then analyzes the LDIF data file and generates a data file
for ODBCAgentImp. For each entry, the synchronization profile does the following:

� Checks the entry's object class and ignores it if its object class is not inetOrgPerson

� Checks for the presence of an LDIF "changetype" attribute. If this attribute is not
present, the entry is to be added to the DS-Win import data file. If the value of the
"changetype" attribute is "modify", the synchronization profile examines the specified
changes. If the only changes are the addition of a userid or the modification of the
modify-timestamp, the profile ignores the entry. Otherwise, the entry is to be added to
the DS-Win import data file.

� Searches the meta directory using the entry's distinguished name to retrieve the
entry's attributes. If the entry is found, the synchronization profile maps the entry
attributes to DS-Win attributes and writes this data into the DS-Win import data file.
The synchronization profile assigns the entry a "changetype" attribute value that
indicates the type of modification to be made to the entry in the DS-Win database.

ODBCAgentImp then processes the import data file according to the procedure described
in the "Import Procedure" section (under "ODBC Meta Agent").  The meta agent uses the
Counter value to match entries in the import data file with entries to be updated in the DS-
Win database. If an entry in the import data file has a Counter value of 0 (or does not
have a Counter value at all), ODBCAgentImp considers it to be a new DS-Win entry
independent of its "changetype" attribute.
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10.7 DSWinAgent Trace Files
The ODBC meta agents write trace information about their import and export operations
to the trace file specified in the TraceFile field of the import and export configuration file.
For DS-Win synchronization, this file is named Trace.txt and is written to the DSWinAgent
installation directory by default. See the descriptions of the TraceFile, TraceLevel, and
MaxTraceFiles field in the "Configuration File Format" section and "Import Error File
Format" in Chapter 5 for more information about ODBC agent tracing.

ODBCAgentImp writes any DS-Win entries that it cannot import to an import error file
ImportFailures.txt in the DSWinAgent installation directory. See the "Import Error File
Format" section (under "ODBC Meta Agent") for a description of import error file log entry
format.

The DSWinAgent export and import synchronization profiles write status and error
information (via metacp operations) to the meta controller trace file established when the
synchronization profiles initialize metacp. For DS-Win, the export synchronization profile
writes trace information to the file MetaTrace.txt in the DSDir subdirectory of the
DSWinAgent installation. The import synchronization profile writes trace information to the
file MetaTrace.txt in the DirDS subdirectory of the DSWinAgent installation. See the
description of the meta intialize operation in the DirXmetahub Meta Controller Reference
for details about the meta controller trace file.
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Appendix

A
A Microsoft Exchange Directory Schema

The Microsoft Exchange directory schema defines the available object classes in the
directory, the relationships between the object classes, the attributes of each object class,
and the specific characteristics of attributes and classes. You can use the Microsoft
Exchange Server Administrator program to view the Microsoft Exchange directory
schema, and to view individual attributes and object classes.

A.1 Viewing the Microsoft Exchange Directory Schema
To view the Exchange directory schema:

1. Start the Microsoft Exchange Server Administrator program in raw mode by using the
/raw (or /r) switch. If the Administrator program is installed in the default location, you
can start it by choosing Run from the Windows NT Start menu and using the following
command line:
c:\exchsrvr\bin\admin.exe /r

2. From the View menu of the Administrator program, select Raw Directory.

3. In the hierarchy (left) pane, click the Schema object (the Schema object a is child of a
Site object). The schema's objects are displayed in the right pane.

4. (Optional) To see information about an object's class and the values of its attributes,
open the object's property sheet. To do this, double-click the object in the right pane,
or click the object in the right pane and then choose Properties (or Raw Properties)
from the File menu.

A.2 The Heuristics Property
To determine the meaning of the Heuristics property and its implications for the attribute it
applies to, you can examine its bits. They are interpreted as follows:

Bit Bit Value and Significance
0 0: Replicate the attribute between sites.

1: Do not replicate the attribute between sites.
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1 0: The attribute is not accessible by anonymous clients
through LDAP.
1: The attribute is accessible to both anonymous and
authenticated LDAP clients.

2 0: The attribute is not accessible by authenticated clients
through LDAP.
1: The attribute is accessible to authenticated clients but not to
anonymous clients.

3 0: The attribute is not an operational attribute.
1: The attribute is an operational attribute.

4 0: The attribute is not visible through the Microsoft Exchange
Server Administrator program, on the Attributes property page
of the DS Site Configuration object. (Administrators can use
this page to configure the non-operational attributes of the
site.)
1: The attribute is visible through the Microsoft Exchange
Server Administrator program, on the Attributes property page
of the DS Site Configuration object.

By taking note of the Heuristics property, you can determine the visibility of particular
attributes. For example, a Heuristics value of 3 (bit 0 = 1 AND bit 1 = 1) means that the
attribute is visible by anonymous LDAP clients but is not replicated between sites.

A Heuristics value of 11 (bit 3 = 1 AND bit 1 = 1 AND bit 0 = 1) means that the attribute is
an operational attribute, it is visible to authenticated LDAP clients, and it is not replicated
between sites.

Note: If both bit 1 = 1 and bit 2 = 1, the attribute is accessible to authenticated clients but
not to anonymous clients.

Operational attributes (attributes with a Heuristics bit 3 set) are not visible through ADSI
(though they are visible through ADO) even though it is possible to set their values
through ADSI. To obtain the value of an operational attribute, use an ADO query as
described in the example under ADSI and ADO Samples..

Caution: Changing bit 0 of the Heuristics property could cause directory replication to
stop. You should not change this bit of the Heuristics property of an attribute.

A.3 The ACL Property
The ACL property of an attribute determines what right a user needs to modify the
attribute. The ACL property value definitions are:

Property Value Significance
0 Only the Microsoft Exchange directory service can

modify the attribute.
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1 Users with at least Modify Admin Attributes right can
modify the attribute.

2 Users with at least Modify User Attributes right can
modify the attribute.

3 Users with at least Modify Permissions right can
modify the attribute.

A.4 The Description Property
The Description property determines the name of the attribute or class as used by the
LDAP protocol. In fact, in the schema documentation, the Description property is referred
to as "LDAPName."

If you are using the Microsoft Exchange Server Administrator program to view the
attributes in the schema, you see the Description property displayed under the name
"Description."

For example, the schema documentation for the Address-Home attribute shows that this
attribute's LDAPName is homePostalAddress. If you use the Administrator program (in
raw mode) to view the property page for the Address-Home attribute, you see the value
homePostalAddress by clicking Description in the Object attributes list box.

Caution: Changing the LDAP name of an attribute can cause interoperability problems.
However, reading the value of the LDAP name can be useful for an application that, for
example, uses LDAP to present a "white pages"-style compendium of information. In this
case, it must know the LDAP names of attributes to be able to read them for the purpose
of responding to queries for user data.

A.5 Schema Classes
Four schema classes are used frequently when working with ADSI:

� Mail-Recipient (person) object class

� Mailbox (organizationalPerson) object class

� Remote-address (remote-address) object class

� Distribution-list (groupOfNames) object class

The columns in the tables in the following topics should be interpreted as follows:
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Attribute Description
LDAP name Name of the attribute as used by LDAP. This

matches the "Description" of the attribute in the
Microsoft Exchange schema. See The
Description Property.

Microsoft Exchange name The name of the attribute in the Microsoft
Exchange directory schema.

Mandatory Whether the attribute must be present on the
object.

Heuristics The Heuristics of the attribute as described in
The Heuristics Property.

ACL The access category of the attribute as
described in The ACL Property.

Syntax The syntax of the attribute. Values for Syntax
can include the following:

� Boolean: Attributes with a Boolean
syntax can have the value TRUE or
FALSE.

� Integer: Any integer value.
� String(Unicode): A Unicode string.
� String(Numeric): A numeric string.
� String(Octet): A binary string. According

to LDAP, binary attributes are supported
using the string encoding of their binary
representation.

� Object(DS-DN): A distinguished name
(DN) in rfc1779 format; for example:
cn=jsmith,ou=redmond,o=microsoft,c=u
s.

Comment A comment on the attribute.

A.5.1 Mail-Recipient (person) Object Class
The Mail-Recipient object class is exposed through LDAP as the "person" object class.
This class is inherited by all object classes to which mail can be sent, such as mailbox,
remote-address, distribution-list, and public-folder.

This object class is abstract, which means that it is defined only so that other object
classes in the directory can inherit its attributes. You cannot create an instance of this
object class; rather, you can create instances of the classes that inherit from it.

Mail-Recipient (person) Attributes

The following table describes many of the commonly used attributes present on the
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person object class:
LDAP
name

Microsof
t
Exchang
e name

Mandato
ry

Heu-
ristics

ACL Syntax Comment

rdn Common
-Name

Y 2 1 String(Telet
ex)

Common
name (RDN
of this object)

cn Display-
Name

N 2 1 String(Unic
ode)

The string
displayed by
the address
book

language Languag
e-ISO639

N 3 2 String(Unic
ode)

ISO639
language

LabeledU
RI

LabeledU
RI

N 5 2 String(Unic
ode)

URL
specifying
default HTML
Web page

Voice-
Mail-
Recorded
-Name

Voice-
Mail-
Recorded
-Name

N 13 2 String(Octe
t)

The voice
mail user's
spoken name

Voice-
Mail-
Password

Voice-
Mail-
Password

N 13 2 String(Unic
ode)

DTMF digits
representing
user account
security code

Voice-
Mail-
Greetings

Voice-
Mail-
Greetings

N 13 2 String(Unic
ode)

The voice
mail user's
recorded
greeting(s)

Voice-
Mail-
User-ID

Voice-
Mail-
User-ID

N 13 2 String(Unic
ode)

DTMF digits
representing a
user account
(for example,
a phone
extension)

MAPI-
Recipient

MAPI-
Recipient

N 18 1 Boolean Indicates to a
gateway
whether it is a
MAPI
recipient
(True=yes,
False=no)
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mail,
rfc822Mai
lbox,Othe
rMailbox,
textEnco
dedORAd
dress

Proxy-
Addresse
s

N 18 1 String(Telet
ex)

The list of
foreign mail
system
addresses for
this recipient.
This attribute
is exposed as
follows:
Primary
SMTP
address: mail
(rfc822Mailbo
x)
 Primary
X.400
address:
textEncodedO
RAddress;
 Other
addresses:
otherMailbox

name Display-
Name-
Printable

N 18 1 String(Print
able)

The printable
string version
of the Display-
Name

uid Mail-
nickname

N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Mail
Nickname

info Comment N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

This
recipient's
comment in
the Microsoft
Exchange
address book

url WWW-
Home-
Page

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

A WWW
home page
associated
with this entry

userCertif
icate

X509-
Cert

N 18 2 String(Octe
t)

The X.509 v3
certificate(s)
of the user

Extension
-Attribute-
9

Extension
-Attribute-
9

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use
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Extension
-Attribute-
1

Extension
-Attribute-
1

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
10

Extension
-Attribute-
10

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
2

Extension
-Attribute-
2

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
3

Extension
-Attribute-
3

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
4

Extension
-Attribute-
4

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
5

Extension
-Attribute-
5

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
6

Extension
-Attribute-
6

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
7

Extension
-Attribute-
7

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
8

Extension
-Attribute-
8

N 20 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
15

Extension
-Attribute-
15

N 21 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
11

Extension
-Attribute-
11

N 21 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use
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Extension
-Attribute-
12

Extension
-Attribute-
12

N 21 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
14

Extension
-Attribute-
14

N 21 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

Extension
-Attribute-
13

Extension
-Attribute-
13

N 21 1 String(Unic
ode)

General
extension
attribute for
customer use

A.5.2 Mailbox (organizationalPerson) Object Class
The Mailbox object class is exposed through LDAP as the "organizationalPerson" object
class. This class represents an object that contains mail storage in the Microsoft
Exchange system. One critical attribute on a Mailbox object is Assoc-NT-Account, which
contains the security identifier (SID) of the Windows NT account that has access to the
mailbox.

Mailbox (organizationalPerson) Attributes

The following table describes many of the commonly used attributes present on the
organizationalPerson object class:

LDAP
name

Microsoft
Exchange
name

Manda
-tory

Heu-
ristics

ACL Syntax Comment

mailPrefe
renceOpti
on

Delivery-
Mechanism

Y 4 1 Integer The
mechanism
by which this
mailbox
receives mail.
This attribute
should be set
to zero.

personalT
itle

Personal-
Title

N 3 2 String(Unic
ode)

Personal title
(such as Mr.
or Mrs.)

Assoc-
NT-
Account

Assoc-NT-
Account

N 12 1 String(Octe
t)

The primary
Windows NT
account
associated
with this
mailbox
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street Street-
Address

N 12 1 String(Unic
ode)

Physical
street address

generatio
nQualifier

Generation-
Qualifier

N 13 1 String(Unic
ode)

Generation
qualifier, such
as Sr., Jr., IV

houseIde
ntifier

House-
Identifier

N 13 1 String(Unic
ode)

Building within
a location

Company Company N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Company of
the mailbox
owner

departme
nt

Department N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

The
"Department"
of this
recipient

givenNa
me

Given-
Name

N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

First name
(given name)
of the mailbox
owner

internatio
nalISDNN
umber

Internationa
l-ISDN-
Number

N 18 1 String(Num
eric)

ISDN number
associated
with the
mailbox

manager Manager N 18 1 Object(DS-
DN)

The
"Manager" of
this recipient

physicalD
eliveryOffi
ceName

Physical-
Delivery-
Office-
Name

N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

(For example,
"1/1061")

sn Surname N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Last name
(surname) of
the mailbox
owner

st State-Or-
Province-
Name

N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

The state or
province in
which the
user is
located

teletexTer
minalIden
tifier

Teletex-
Terminal-
Identifier

N 18 1 String(Octe
t)
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title Title N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Business title
of the mailbox
owner

x121Addr
ess

X121-
Address

N 18 1 String(Num
eric)

Telephone-
Office2

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Office phone
number (2) of
the mailbox
owner

co Text-
Country

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

The country in
which the
user is
located

facsimile
Telephon
eNumber

Telephone-
Fax

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Fax phone
number of the
mailbox
owner

homepho
ne

Telephone-
Home

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Home phone
number of the
mailbox
owner

initials Initials N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

User's initials

l Locality-
Name

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

The
location/city of
the user

mobile Telephone-
Mobile

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Cellular
phone
number of the
mailbox
owner

pager Telephone-
Pager

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Pager phone
number of the
mailbox
owner

postalAdd
ress

Address N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Street
address of the
mailbox
owner

postalCo
de

Postal code N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Postal/zip
code
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secretary Assistant-
Name

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Mailbox
assistant
display name

telephone
Number

Telephone-
Office1

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Office phone
number (1) of
the mailbox
owner

telexNum
ber

Telex-
Number

N 18 2 String(Octe
t)

employee
Number

Employee-
Number

N 21 1 String(Unic
ode)

Employee
number

employee
Type

Employee-
Type

N 21 1 String(Unic
ode)

Type of
employee

homeFax Telephone-
Home-Fax

N 21 2 String(Unic
ode)

Home fax
number

homePos
talAddres
s

Address-
Home

N 21 2 String(Unic
ode)

Home
address

personal
Mobile

Telephone-
Personal-
Mobile

N 21 2 String(Unic
ode)

Personal
mobile
number

personal
Pager

Telephone-
Personal-
Pager

N 21 2 String(Unic
ode)

Personal
pager number

A.5.3 Remote-Address (remote-address) Object Class
The Remote-Address object class is exposed through LDAP as the "remote-address"
object class.

Remote-Address (remote-address) Attributes

This object class contains all the attributes of the organizationalPerson object class with
the exception of mailPreferenceOption.

This class also contains an additional mandatory attribute with the following properties.
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LDAP
name

Microsoft
Exchange
name

Manda-
tory

Heu-
ristics

ACL Syntax Comment

Target
Address

Target
Address

Y 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Actual
address of
the recipient
(this
address is
in the
format
<address
Type>:<valu
e> for
example,
SMTP:jsmit
h@org.com

A.5.4 Distribution-List (groupOfNames) Object Class
The Distribution-List object class is exposed through LDAP as the "groupOfNames" object
class.

Distribution-List (groupOfNames) Attributes

The following table describes many of the commonly used attributes present on the
groupOfNames object class:

LDAP
name

Microsoft
Exchange
name

Manda-
tory

Heu-
ristics

ACL Syntax Comment

Company Company N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Used mainly
for address-
book view
grouping

departme
nt

Departme
nt

N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Used mainly
for address-
book view
grouping

PhysicalD
eliveryOffi
ceName

Physical-
Delivery-
Office-
Name

N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Used mainly
for address-
book view
grouping

st State-Or-
Province-
Name

N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Used mainly
for address-
book view
grouping
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title Title N 18 1 String(Unic
ode)

Used mainly
for address-
book view
grouping

co Text-
Country

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Used mainly
for address-
book view
grouping

l Locality-
Name

N 18 2 String(Unic
ode)

Used mainly
for address-
book view
grouping

Hide-DL-
Members
hip

Hide-DL-
Membersh
ip

N 20 1 Boolean Indicates if
the
membership
should be
hidden from
the client
(default is
FALSE)

owner Owner N 20 1 Object(DS-
DN)

The
distinguished
name (DN) of
the mailbox
that "owns"
this
distribution list

member Member N 20 2 Object(OR-
Name)

The list of
DNs that are
members of
the
distribution list
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Appendix

B
B Windows NT Attributes

This section provides information about Windows NT:

� Account attributes

� Global group attributes

� Local group attributes

B.1 Account Attributes
This section describes the Windows NT account attributes:

� UserName

� Comment

� Fullname

� HomeDirectoryPath

� HomeDirectoryDrive

� LogonScriptName

� UserProfilePath

� Workstations

� AccountType

� Password

� PasswordCantChange

� PasswordNeverExpires

� PasswordExpired

� AccountLockedOut

� AccountDisabled
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� AccountExpires

� DialinPrivilege

� DialinPhoneNumber

� GlobalGroups

� LocalGroups

B.1.1 UserName
The account name. The syntax is:

UserName: value

where value is the user name. For example:
UserName: Smith

B.1.2 Comment
The comment for the account. The syntax is:

Comment: value

where value is a comment for the user account. For example:
Comment: member of Sales

B.1.3 Fullname
The user's full name. The syntax is:

Fullname: value

where value is the complete name of the account user. For example:
Fullname: John C. Smith

B.1.4 HomeDirectoryPath
The pathname of the user's home directory. The syntax is:

HomeDirectoryPath: value

where value is the pathname of the user's home directory.
HomeDirectoryPath: \\server\share

B.1.5 HomeDirectoryDrive
The drive letter for the user's home directory. The syntax is:

HomeDirectoryDrive: value
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where value is the letter that corresponds to the drive on which the user's home directory
exists. For example:

HomeDirectoryDrive: D:

B.1.6 LogonScriptName
The user's logon script file name. The syntax is:

LogonScriptName: value

where value is the pathname for the user's logon script. For example:
LogonScriptName: \\server\share\smith\logon.bat

B.1.7 UserProfilePath
The pathname of the user's profile. The syntax is:

UserProfilePath: value

where value is the pathname of the user's profile. For example:
UserProfilePath: \\server\share\smith

B.1.8 Workstations
The names of the workstations to which the user can log on. The syntax is:

Workstations: values

where values is one or more workstation names to which the user can log on. For
example:

Workstations: SATURN,VENUS

NTAgent imports the first eight values of this attribute; this is the maximum number that it
can import. Each workstation name is limited to a maximum of 15 characters.

B.1.9 AccountType
The account type. The syntax is:

AccountType: value

where value is one of:

� 0 - The account is a global account

� 1 - The account is a local account (local accounts are for users in untrusted domains)

For example:
AccountType: 0

On an import operation, AccountType can be set for new accounts only. It cannot be
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modified.

B.1.10 Password
The user's password. The syntax is:

Password: value

For example:
Password: WinNT

B.1.11 PasswordCantChange
Controls whether the use can change his password. The syntax is:

PasswordCantChange: value

where value is one of:

� 0 - The user can change his password

� 1 - The user cannot change his password

For example:
PasswordCantChange: 0

On an import operation, NTAgent only accepts a value of 1 if PasswordExpired is set to
0.

B.1.12 PasswordNeverExpires
Controls whether the user's password can expire. The syntax is:

PasswordNeverExpires: value

where value is one of:

� 0 - The user's password can expire

� 1 - The user's password cannot expire

For example:
PasswordNeverExpires: 0

On an import operation, a value of 1 in this attribute causes NTAgent to set the
PasswordExpired attribute to 0.

B.1.13 PasswordExpired
Indicates whether the user's password has expired. The syntax is:

PasswordExpired: value
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where value is one of:

� 0 - The user's password is valid

� 1 - The user's password has expired

For example:
PasswordExpired: 0

On an import operation, a value of 1 sets the User Manager flag User must change
password at next logon.

B.1.14 AccountLockedOut
Indicates whether or not the account is locked. The syntax is:

AccountLockedOut: value

where value is one of:

� 0 - The account is not locked

� 1 - The account is locked

For example:
AccountLockedOut: 0

B.1.15 AccountDisabled
Indicates whether or not the account is disabled. The syntax is:

AccountDisabled: value

where value is one of:

� 0 - The account is enabled

� 1 - The account is disabled

For example:
AccountDisabled: 0

B.1.16 AccountExpires
Indicates the date at which the account is to be disabled. The syntax is:

AccountExpires: value

where value is the expiration date, in the format specified by the DateFormat and
DateSeparator fields in the attribute configuration file. For example:

AccountExpires: 12.05.2002
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B.1.17 DialinPrivilege
Indicates the user's dialin permissions. The sytax is:

DialinPrivilege: value

where value is one of:

� 0 - The user has no dialin permission

� 1 - No callback

� 2 - Set by caller

� 3 - Admin set callback

For example:
DialinPrivilege: 0

B.1.18 DialinPhoneNumber
Indicates the phone number to call back if the DialinPrivilege attribute value is 3. The
syntax is:

DialinPhoneNumber: value

For example:
DialinPhoneNumber: 498979191919

B.1.19 GlobalGroups
The names of the global groups of which the account is a member. The syntax is:

GlobalGroups: values

For example:
GlobalGroups: Domain Users,Domain Admins

On an import operation, the global groups specified in this attribute must already exist.

B.1.20 LocalGroups
The names of the local groups of which the account is a member. The syntax is:

LocalGroups: values

For example:
LocalGroups: Guests,Administrators

On an import operation, the local groups specified in this attribute must already exist.
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B.1.21 Terminal Server Profile Path
The pathname of the user's profile for terminal server logon. The syntax is:

TerminalServerProfilePath: value

where value is the pathname of the user's profile. For example:
TerminalServerProfilePath: \\server\share\smith

B.1.22 Terminal Server Home Directory Drive
The drive letter for the user's home directory for terminal server logon. The syntax is:

TerminalServerHomeDirectoryDrive: value

where value is the letter that corresponds to the drive on which the user's home directory
exists. For example:

TerminalServerHomeDirectoryDrive: D:

B.1.23 Terminal Server Home Directory Path
The pathname of the user's home directory for terminal server logon. The syntax is:

TerminalServerHomeDirectoryPath: value

where value is the pathname of the user's home directory.
TerminalServerHomeDirectoryPath: \\server\share

B.2 Global Group Attributes
This section describes the Windows NT global group attributes:

� GlobalGroupName

� Comment

� User

B.2.1 GlobalGroupName
The global group name. The syntax is:

GlobalGroupName: value

For example:
GlobalGroupName: Group1

B.2.2 Comment
The comment for the global group. The syntax is:
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Comment: value

For example:
Comment: Group for global test users

B.2.3 User
The members of the global group. The syntax is:

User: values

where value is one or more account names that represent the group's members. For
example:

User: Smith,Hancock,Davenport

B.3 Local Group Attributes
This section describes the Windows NT local group attributes:

� LocalGroupName

� Comment

� User

� GlobalGroups

B.3.1 LocalGroupName
The local group name. The syntax is:

LocalGroupName: value

For example:
LocalGroupName: LGroup1

B.3.2 Comment
The comment for the local group. The syntax is:

Comment: value

For example:
Comment: Group for local test users

B.3.3 User
The members of the local group. The syntax is:

User: value[,value]
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where value is the group member's domain and account name. For example:
User: ICN\Fuller,SBS\Hemingway,FSC\Leach

B.3.4 GlobalGroups
The global groups that are members of the local group. The syntax is:

GlobalGroups: value[,value]

where value is the global group's name prefixed by the domain name. For example:
GlobalGroups: ICN\Group1
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Appendix

C
C Using Exchange Server Administrator

This section provides information about how to use the Microsoft Exchange Server
Administrator (admin.exe) to import Exchange entries in an import data file into an
Exchange directory. It discusses:

� The administrator command line format

� The import options file format

� The import data file format

� The import error file format

C.1 Administrator Command Line Format
The command line format to invoke Administrator is as follows:

admin.exe /i data_file /d server_name [/n] [/o options_file]

Parameters

/i data_file

Specifies the pathname of the file that contains the data to be imported into the
Exchange directory.

/d server_name

Specifies the name of the Exchange server whose directory is to be updated.

/n [>progress_log_file]

Directs Administrator to turn off the progress bar that is displayed by default during the
import procedure. You can optionally redirect progress information to a specified file.

/o options_file

Specifies the pathname of a configuration file that contains specifications for the
import procedure. If this option is not specified, Administrator uses default values for
all of the import configuration options.
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C.2 Import Options File Format
Microsoft Exchange Administrator uses the Administrator directory import options file to
control the import of Mailbox entries into a Exchange directory (you do not need the import
options file to import Remote Addresses or Distribution Lists). The Exchange Server
Administrator directory import options file is a text file that consists of one section-the
Import section, and fields within the Import section that define the parameters of the
import operation for Administrator.

The file has the following structure:

[Import]
 <comment>
 importField=fieldValue
 .
 .
 .
 where importField is a keyword that identifies the field and fieldValue is the value
assigned to the section field, preceded by the equal sign (=). For example:
CreateNTAccounts=Yes

Comments can be inserted anywhere in the directory import options file and are identified
by any leading character, for example, a # character or a semicolon (;).

The following table lists the fields in the Import section. For further information about the
usage of these fields, see Microsoft Exchange Server Help.

Field Syntax Default Value
DirectoryService=DS_server_name null
Basepoint=DN_of_basepoint_object null, which indicates the local site
Container=RDN_of_container_object Recipients
InformationLevel=[None | Minimal |
Full]

Minimal

RecipientTemplate=DN_of_default_mail
box

none

NTDomain=NT_domain_where_acccoun
ts_will_be_created

none

OverwriteProperties=[Yes | No] No
CreateNTAccounts=[Yes | No] No
DeleteNTAccounts=[Yes | No] No
ApplyNTSecurity=[Yes | No] Yes
GeneratePassword=[Yes | No] No
RawMode=[Yes | No] No
CodePage=[-1 | 0 | code_page_ID 0
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ColumnSeparator=ASCII_value_of_colu
mn_separator_character

44 (comma (,))

MVSeparator=ASCII_value_of_multivalu
e_separator_character

37 (percent sign (%))

QuoteCharacter=ASCII_value_of_quote
d_value_delimiter

34 (double quotation ("))

When customizing the Administrator import options file:

� If you do not supply a value for the NTDomain field, the primary domain into which the
NT account running Administrator is used.

� You should consider whether you want Administrator to create NT user accounts if they
do not already exist in the Exchange directory (CreateNTAccounts=Yes). An
Exchange user needs an NT account in order to use his mailbox.

� If you are importing only Remote Addresses, an option file is generally not needed.

You can generally leave all other fields with their default values.

A template of this file is provided with the ExchangeAgent installation. The filename to
import Mailboxes is:

ExchImportMB.ini

No configuration file is required to import Remote Addresses or Distribution Lists.

C.3 Import Data File Format
The import data file format recognized by Exchange Server Administrator has the
following characteristics:

� It uses the untagged CSV format, where the comma (,) is the attribute separator

� Each entry is contained on a single line; line continuation is not permitted

� The line-feed character (0x0a) is used as a record (entry) separator

� The first line in the file must specify the names and sequences of the attributes to be
imported

Here is an example:
Obj-Class,mode,Directory Name,Telephone-Number,Address,Fax
number,First Name,Last name,Display Name,Primary Windows NT
Account,Home-Server

 Mailbox,update,Fred Hoe,555-1455,"43 Portland Ave.\r\nAtlanta,
Georgia",555-1433,Fred,Hoe,dirsync-Hoe,Hoe.,SATURN

 Mailbox,update,Frank Smith,555-1231,"123 Main St.\r\nNew York,
New York",555-1234,Frank,Smith,dirsync-Smith,Smith.,SATURN
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 Mailbox,update,William Tell,555-2454,"233 Fallow
Lane\r\nIslin, New Jersey",555-4434,William,Tell,dirsync-
Tell,Tell.,SATURN

C.4 Import Error File Format
Exchange Server Administrator writes the original contents of entries that it is unable to
import into the import error file import_filename.err , where import_filename is the
filename of the import data file specified on the command line. It creates the error file in
the directory that contains the import data file. If the file import_filename.err already exists,
Administrator "increments" the file extension; that is, it creates the file
import_filename.e01 (or import_filename.e02 if import_filename.e01 exists, and so on).

You can use the import error file as an input file and re-run the import operation, after first
fixing the errors reported in the file.

Administrator writes all error messages generated during the import process to the Event
Viewer. Use the Event Viewer to display these error messages.
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How to use the softbook

1 Structure

The softbook contains several chapters, plus possibly glossary, index, title sheet, table of contents,
copyright and notes on how to use the softbook. The order in which they are listed here is the order in
which they appear, i.e. the notes are at the end.

Changes and additions made after the copy deadline are documented as "current information" and can
be found after the keywords in the softbook.

2 Printing the softbook

For best results print to a PostScript printer.

You can print either the contents of the entire softbook (maximal 255 pages at a time) or particular
pages. You can find help for printing problems in the readme file located in the program folder of
Acrobat reader.

If you want to compile your own printout of the book, it is advisable to place the title sheet and the table
of contents, neither of which have any page numbers, in front of the first chapter.

3 Navigating

You can navigate through the softbook e.g. by paging up and down one page at a time or by retracing
your steps through the document (previous view).

In the following some navigational structures are described.

a Bookmarks

The bookmarks palette in the navigation pane contains the structure of the softbook in the form of a
visual table of contents. The texts and numbering appearing on the bookmarks correspond to the
chapter headings. When you open the softbook, initially only the first-level headings are displayed.

The bookmarks are used to jump direct to the individual chapters and sections of the softbook.

b Index

The page numbers quoted after the keywords are in general linked to the corresponding pages. A click
on the sensitive area will take you to the page containing the keyword.

4 Full-Text Index

This online documentation set also provides a full-text index generated by Acrobat Catalog�. To use
this index you need Adobe Acrobat Reader plus Search.

The full-text index includes all online manuals of DirX or DirXmetahub. The corresponding index is
attached automatically when an online manual is opened. All word options (Case sensitive, Sounds
Like, and Word Stemming) were enabled when the index was built. There were no numbers or
stopwords excluded from the index.
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